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Abstract

Argument mapping (AM) is a method of visually diagramming arguments using a 'box and arrow' format with the aim of simplifying the reading of an argument structure and facilitating the assimilation of core statements and relations. The overall aim of the current programme of research was to evaluate the use of AM as a learning tool. Over the course of three studies, this research examined the effects of AM, in comparison with other traditional, educational methods, on immediate recall, delayed recall, comprehension and critical thinking (CT). Study 1 involved four experiments. The collective findings from these four experiments suggest that AM reading and construction can facilitate better immediate recall of propositions from arguments when compared with more traditional learning strategies, such as text-reading and text-summarisation. Study 1 experiments revealed that when compared with traditional text-based study materials, AM reading significantly enhanced the immediate recall of arguments, regardless of (1) the presence or absence of colour to demarcate reasons and objections in AMs, (2) the environmental setting in which AMs were studied and (3) the study topic used in the experiment. Results also revealed that those who actively learned through AM and hierarchical outline (HO) construction performed significantly better on immediate recall testing than those who actively learned through text-summarisation. Study 2 compared the effects of a six-week AM-infused CT training course with those of a HO-infused CT training course and a no-CT training control condition. Study 2 findings revealed that participants in the AM training group performed significantly better on inductive reasoning than controls, as did the HO training group. When analysed together, the CT training attendees (i.e. both AM and HO groups combined) outperformed the control group on the CT skills of analysis, evaluation and inductive reasoning. Study 3 examined the effects of an AM-infused CT e-learning course, in comparison with a no-CT course control group, on measures of CT ability. Results from Study 3 revealed that those who participated in the AM-infused CT training condition outperformed those in the control group on overall CT, argument analysis and verbal reasoning. Study 3 results also revealed that performance on overall CT and all CT sub-scales (i.e. hypothesis testing, argument analysis, verbal reasoning, assessing likelihood and uncertainty, and problem-solving) of those in the AM-infused CT group were significantly enhanced from pre-to-post-testing. Overall, the results suggest that AM is an efficacious learning method, as it was shown to facilitate both recall and CT ability. Empirical and theoretical implications of these results and future research possibilities are discussed.
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“It had always been necessary to read a mountain of books, take folders of notes and try to form a mental picture of the matter. The latter is what, at the end of the day, we try to do with any argument we enter into. This is why argument mapping is a breakthrough.”

- Monk (2001, p.3)

Psychology has long influenced our thinking about teaching and learning (Folsom-Kovarik et al., 2010). Both cognitive and educational psychology are at the forefront of this influence given that the relationship between the success of teaching and learning is dependent upon students’ cognitive processing in educational settings (Romiszowski, 1981; Sweller, 1999; 2010). In order for students in school or university to achieve their academic requirements, it is both important and often necessary for them to use different cognitive processes to acquire knowledge from a range of sources, including textbooks, didactic instruction, class notes, and websites. An important goal for teachers, therefore, must be to aid students in their acquisition of knowledge. Such aid can be supplied through, for example, the use of teaching strategies that help improve students’ memory (Sweller, 1999) and comprehension (Meyer, Brandt & Bluth, 1980).

At the same time, it is often argued that higher-order forms of thought, including critical thinking and metacognitive self-regulation of thinking and learning processes, need to be cultivated in the classroom to facilitate both the acquisition and application of knowledge (Folsom-Kovarik et al., 2010; Huffaker & Calvert, 2003; U.S. National Research Council, 2002). Bloom (1956) describes a hierarchy of learning objectives in this context, where teachers and students seek to develop their memory, comprehension, analysis, synthesis and evaluation skills. Designing and
evaluating educational tools and strategies that facilitate the teaching and learning of skills that map onto this hierarchy of learning objectives is an area of research and development where educational and cognitive psychologists can continue to work together with teachers and students to advance our collective knowledge. The research presented in the current thesis seeks to advance our understanding of the utility of one increasingly popular educational tool - argument mapping. As outlined below, this thesis examines the efficacy of argument mapping in facilitating students’ memory, comprehension, analysis, evaluation, inference and reflective judgement skills.

**Beyond Didacticism**

Part of the impetus for this research was a simple observation - that too much class and study time in school and university is devoted to didactic instruction and reading of textbooks while not enough time is devoted to actively analysing and evaluating knowledge as it is acquired and constructed (Hogan, 2006). While traditional means of learning used by students to assimilate knowledge (e.g. rote learning) may be helpful for short-term educational goals, more meaningful learning skills (Good & Brophy, 1986), such as critical thinking, are necessary for deeper comprehension, broader application, and comprehensive synthesis of knowledge across domains (Halpern, 2003a; Darling-Hammond, 2008; King & Kitchener, 2004; King, Wood & Mines, 1990; Kuhn, 1991; 1999; Sweller, 1999).

Furthermore, the development of instructional strategies aimed at improving meaningful learning skills such as critical thinking is necessary because, in today’s world, where there is an exponential increase in the annual output of scientific knowledge, it is not only the ability to draw upon knowledge, but also the capacity to engage in enquiry and constructively solve problems (Darling-Hammond, 2008). For example, it is estimated that 500,000 times the volume of information contained in the
U.S. Library of Congress print collection was created in 2002 alone; and more
amazingly, from the years 1999 to 2002, the amount of new information created
equalled the amount of information previously developed throughout the history of
the world (Varian & Lyman, 2003). It is further estimated that the creation of new
information is doubling every two years (Jukes & McCain, 2002). Consequently, not
only is successful learning reliant on students’ attainment of knowledge, but also on
student’s ability to adapt both to new information and to new situations. Thus,
“nations around the world are reforming their school systems to meet these new
demands by revising curriculum, instruction and assessment, in order to support the
critical thinking skills necessary in the 21st century - skills needed for framing
problems; seeking and organising information and resources; and working
strategically with others to manage and address dilemmas and create new products”
(Darling-Hammond, 2008 p. 2).

The teaching of critical thinking skills in higher education has been identified
as an area that needs to be explored and developed (Association of American Colleges
& Universities, 2005; Australian Council for Educational Research, 2002; Higher
Education Quality Council, 1996). Such skills are vital in educational settings because
they allow students to go beyond simply memorising information, to actually gaining
a more complex understanding of the information being presented to them (Halpern,
2003a). Critical thinking skills are not only important in the academic domain, but
also in social and interpersonal contexts where adequate decision-making and
problem-solving are necessary on a daily basis (Ku, 2009). Good critical thinkers are
more likely to get better grades and are often more employable as well (Holmes and
Clizbe, 1997; National Academy of Sciences, 2005).
**Argument Mapping**

The development of knowledge, comprehension, and critical thinking skills, including analysis, evaluation, inference and reflective judgment, can derive from many sources. Teachers often impart knowledge to students using text-based presentation of information. However, text-based presentation of information may not be as conducive to memory, comprehension and critical thinking development as is often implicitly assumed. Traditionally, in western culture, propositional knowledge is presented in linear left to right lines of text with one sentence following another, one paragraph following another, etc., often with relatively few cues to facilitate recognition of the logical structure of the text. Traditional text-based reading in classroom settings may result in significant cognitive load for students. Cognitive load refers to the demands placed on working memory resources during information processing; and high levels of cognitive load while reading may impede memory, comprehension and critical thinking (Sweller, 1988; 1999; 2010; van Gelder, 2003).

On the other hand, a core, often untapped feature of human intelligence is the ability to process large, integrated chunks of visual-spatial information (Gardner, 1985; Kosslyn, 1980; Mayer, 1997; 2003; 2005); and it is often possible to translate text-based information into a visual representation that may much better facilitate use and development of these visual-spatial and graphicacy skills. Argument mapping is one such method of visually representing arguments using a 'box and arrow' diagrammatic format, with the aim of simplifying the reading of an argument structure and facilitating the assimilation of core statements and relations. Argument mapping has been developed with the explicit intention to lessen cognitive load and facilitate both the learning and the cultivation of critical thinking skills (van Gelder, 2000; 2003). In a standard argument map constructed using *Rationale™* software...
(van Gelder, 2007), boxes are colour-coded to indicate the nature of propositions (e.g. reasons, objections, rebuttals) and arrows are labelled so as to specify the nature of the relationship between the propositions (e.g. but, because or however). Argument mapping may facilitate the ability to process large, integrated chunks of propositional information using a visual-spatial form of representation, which may subsequently allow for the enhancement of memory, comprehension and critical thinking ability.

The core aim of the current research was to test this claim, specifically, by comparing argument mapping as a means of facilitating learning with a number of alternative, more traditional educational strategies (i.e. text-reading, text summarisation and hierarchical outlining). Argument mapping was compared with these other strategies across three experimental studies: Study 1 focused on the learning outcomes of memory and comprehension; Study 2 focused on the learning outcomes of critical thinking and reflective judgement in a classroom setting; and Study 3 focused on the learning outcome of critical thinking in an online e-learning environment.

**Thesis Structure**

The structure of the thesis is as follows. Chapter 1 introduces and defines a number of key learning outcomes that educational methods should positively affect. These outcomes are memory, comprehension and critical thinking; including the critical thinking sub-skills of analysis, evaluation, inference and reflective judgement. The rationale for the choice of these specific outcomes is detailed in Chapter 1. The theoretical context supporting this rationale involves the description of a series of cognitive frameworks (i.e. Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001; Bloom, 1956; Marzano, 2001; Romiszowski, 1981). These cognitive frameworks highlight the importance and interdependence of memory, comprehension, and critical thinking as learning outcomes in educational contexts. In addition, each learning outcome, and related
thinking process, is further discussed in light of recent theory and empirical research in cognitive psychology. Specifically, Baddeley’s model of working memory (1986; 2000), models of schema construction in long-term memory (e.g. Chi, Glaser and Rees, 1982; Chase and Simon, 1973; Kotovsky, Hayes & Simon, 1985), the Delphi model of critical thinking (Facione, 1990b) and the reflective judgment model (Kitchener & King, 1981) will be discussed. This analysis serves to deepen our understanding of the cognitive processes associated with different learning outcomes. Furthermore, factors that may impede memory, comprehension and critical thinking ability are reviewed and discussed, specifically, cognitive load and the problematic nature of text-based reading. This review and discussion is important for the purposes of contextualising the potential benefits of argument mapping and situating the core aims of the thesis in the broad fields of cognitive and educational psychology.

Chapter 2 presents a critical review of previous research conducted on strategies designed to improve memory, comprehension and critical thinking performance in educational contexts. More specifically, previous research on the effects of organisational strategies on memory and comprehension will be discussed, as will research on the effects of various training interventions on critical thinking performance. Thus, this review will present preliminary (indirect) empirical evidence concerning the potential of methods such as argument mapping as means for enhancing memory, comprehension and critical thinking.

Chapter 3 defines argument mapping and provides a brief history of its use. The nature of argumentation and its principles are discussed, as is the nature of argumentation using the principles of argument mapping. Previous research conducted on the effects of argument mapping on learning outcomes is also explored. Notably, this research focused mainly on critical thinking rather than on memory and
comprehension. In addition, many of the intervention studies in this area have been limited in certain respects (e.g. non-randomized controlled trials; insufficient control of experimenter bias). These deficiencies suggested the need for a targeted programme of empirical research in this domain. A general rationale for why argument mapping is hypothesised to enhance learning is also presented in Chapter 3, which is an effort to synthesise and extrapolate from the research and theory reviewed in Chapters 1 – 3.

Chapter 4 presents the rationale for Study 1 (which included four experiments), in which argument map reading and construction was hypothesised to enhance memory and comprehension performance. Chapter 4 also presents the results and discussion of the four experiments that were conducted. Experiments 1 and 2 examined the effect of argument map reading in comparison with text reading on memory and comprehension performance through the manipulation of three variables: (1) the colour of argument maps (i.e. coloured v. monochrome), (2) the size of arguments maps (i.e. 30-proposition v. 50-proposition), and (3) the environmental setting in which studying and testing took place (i.e. a lecture hall setting v. an isolated booth). Experiment 3 examined the main and interaction effects of argument size (i.e. 30-proposition v. 50-proposition) and study material (i.e. argument map v. text reading) on both immediate and delayed recall performance. Experiment 4 compared the effects on recall performance of actively learning with three different methods, namely, argument map construction, text summarisation, and hierarchical summarisation (outlining) of text. In summary, the results of these experiments revealed that argument map reading and argument map construction facilitated better immediate recall performance when compared with more traditional methods of learning.
The promising results of Study 1 prompted the development of an argument mapping-infused critical thinking course. Chapter 5 presents the rationale for why an argument mapping-infused critical thinking course was hypothesised to enhance overall critical thinking performance and the critical thinking sub-skills of analysis, evaluation, inference and reflective judgment in Study 2. The results of Study 2 are also presented, which more specifically compared the effects of a six-week argument mapping-infused critical thinking (CT) course, a CT course taught through traditional means (i.e. bullet-points and outlining) and a no-intervention control condition on CT and reflective judgment performance. Results revealed that participation in a CT training course significantly enhanced CT skills of analysis, evaluation, and inductive reasoning. Participants in the argument mapping-infused course scored significantly higher than controls on tests of inductive reasoning, while participants in the traditional CT course scored significantly higher than controls on tests of analysis and inductive reasoning. The results of Study 2 prompted the development of an e-learning version of the AM-infused CT training course, which was designed to open the CT training opportunity to a larger audience, improve upon the design of the first training course in a number of ways and examine the effects of engagement on the development of CT skills.

Chapter 6 explains the rationale for Study 3 in detail. Study 3 was designed to advance upon Study 2 and test the hypothesis that an argument mapping-infused CT course taught through e-learning enhances overall CT ability and critical thinking sub-scale performance. The issues that needed to be considered in translating the AM training from a classroom setting to an online environment are discussed. In addition to significant modification of lecture recordings and exercises, Study 3 also made use of online communication systems to provide students with feedback on their work.
Ultimately, Study 3 examined the effects of a six-week argument mapping-infused CT course taught through e-learning on CT performance, in comparison with a no-intervention control condition. Results revealed that there was a significant gain from pre-to-post-testing on all aspects of CT performance for those who attended the e-learning course; and that those who took part in the course scored significantly higher on overall CT and multiple CT sub-scales than those in the control group.

Chapter 7 concludes the thesis by presenting a general discussion of the empirical findings from this research. Findings are evaluated with respect to their theoretical and empirical implications. Limitations of the research and possible future research are also discussed. Finally, a general summary is presented which discusses the beneficial effects of argument mapping on memory and critical thinking performance as well as its potential contribution to the field of education.
Chapter 1

Thinking Processes in Instructional and Educational Settings

This chapter introduces and defines a number of key thinking processes that educational strategies should positively affect. These processes are memory, comprehension, critical thinking, and the critical thinking sub-skills of analysis, evaluation, inference and reflective judgment. Given that the aim of this thesis is to examine the effects of argument mapping on these thinking processes, the rationale for the selection of these processes as targets for educational intervention is first explained by reference to thinking frameworks for instructional and educational objectives. Research and theory from the field of cognitive psychology is also drawn upon to further describe these thinking processes and their interdependence. Finally, the latter section of the chapter will investigate factors that may negatively impact memory, comprehension, and critical thinking in educational settings, such as cognitive load and the problematic nature of text-based learning.

1.1. Frameworks for Thinking

In the past, cognitive and metacognitive processes such as memory, comprehension and critical thinking have been described in the context of various thinking frameworks, developed specifically for the purpose of facilitating instructional design and the advancement of educational objectives (Moseley et al., 2005). A framework for thinking is a “general pool of constructs for understanding a domain” (i.e. cognition), “but is not tightly enough organised to constitute a predictive theory” (Anderson, 1983, pp. 12-13). Simply, a framework for thinking organises the identified cognitive processes in an effort to explain the structure of thought (Moseley et al., 2005). The identification and description of thinking processes vary from
framework to framework, given that the term ‘framework’ covers a wide variety of structures (Moseley et al., 2005). More specifically, frameworks differ in complexity, in that some may be very simple (e.g. lists of cognitive processes that students may need to use in different learning situations), while others may be quite complex (e.g. taxonomies that hierarchically structure lower-order to higher-order thinking processes according to complexity or importance).

For example, a framework for thinking that is represented as a list may simply present an inventory of thinking processes (e.g. identify, name, describe construct, order and demonstrate; cf. Gerlach & Sullivan, 1967), which may be helpful given that an inventory can be used to check that a certain cognitive activity has been given attention in the classroom (Moseley et al., 2005). However, a list of thinking processes offers no explicit description of the relationship between thinking processes (e.g. hierarchical relationships among the entries), nor does it rank items on the list according to complexity, importance or the context in which they might be applied.

A more complex thinking framework may be represented as a group, which organises thinking processes according to shared similarities or inter-relationships (e.g. Jonassen & Tessmer, 1996). A group of thinking processes may be subdivided into smaller groups. These groups may stand alone, co-exist alongside other groups, or hierarchically subsume other smaller groups (e.g. according to complexity or interdependency) - thus creating organised ranks (Moseley et al., 2005).

Hierarchical classification of groups is a common feature of thinking frameworks that are represented as taxonomies. In a taxonomy, groups within groups are created via the classification and organisation of thinking processes, which produces an organised hierarchy. Many current frameworks for thinking are taxonomies (e.g. Allen, Feezel, Kauffeld, 1967; Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001;
Bloom, 1956; Ennis, 1998; Marzano, 2001; Romiszowski, 1981). Taxonomies of thinking processes may be developed for a number of specific reasons (e.g. to address instructional design, productive thinking, or cognitive development). For example, instructional design taxonomies aim to provide frameworks and guidance on the practical task of designing learning experiences (Moseley et al., 2005). The focus of instructional design taxonomies are the thinking processes (i.e. both lower-order and higher-order thinking skills; Bloom, 1956) that can be improved through educational instruction. Common instructional design frameworks are those created by Bloom (1956), Romiszowski (1981), Gagne (1985), Anderson and Krathwohl (2001), Marzano (2001) and Presseisen (2001).

On the other hand, frameworks which focus more on productive thinking deal specifically with thought processes geared towards the generation of ideas and consequences of thought-based actions. Productive thinking frameworks specifically focus on the higher-order levels of thinking identified by Bloom (1956), such as analysis, synthesis and evaluation; as well as the various metacognitive (i.e. thinking about thinking; Flavell, 1976; Ku & Ho, 2010b) aspects of thought including: critical thinking, disposition towards thinking, self-regulation of thinking processes, and creative thinking (e.g. Allen, Feezel & Kauffeld, 1967; Ennis, 1987; De Bono, 1985; Halpern, 2003a; Paul, 1993; Petty, 1997). Frameworks may also be devised specifically to address and model the manner in which cognition develops (e.g. Carroll, 1993; Demetriou, 1993; Fischer, 1980; King & Kitchener, 1994; Kitchener & King, 1981; Piaget, 1952).

Though frameworks that focus specifically on productive thinking and cognitive development are important to consider, the remainder of this section will focus on a series of frameworks that were developed for the purpose of instructional
design - more specifically, frameworks that align with the goals of this thesis, which is to examine the effects of argument mapping on the learning outcomes of memory, comprehension, analysis, evaluation, inference, and reflective judgement skills. In this context, a number of frameworks are usefully considered in more detail, such as those developed by Bloom (1956), Romiszowski (1981), Anderson & Krathwohl (2001) and Marzano (2001). These frameworks have been chosen for discussion because the cognitive processes they describe as being necessary in educational settings (1) have been demonstrated in empirical research as cognitive processes that can be improved by educational intervention (e.g. Berkowitz, 1986; Butchart et al., 2009; Oliver, 2009; Marzano, 1998; Robinson & Kiewra, 1995; Taylor, 1982; van Gelder, 2001; van Gelder, Bissett & Cumming, 2004; as discussed in Chapter 2); and more specifically, (2) are hypothesised to be improved through the use of argument mapping (as discussed in Chapters 3-7).

Frameworks will be presented in chronological order, beginning with Bloom’s (1956) influential taxonomy of educational objectives, which identifies six core thinking processes and learning outcomes that need to be cultivated in educational settings (i.e. knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis, evaluation and synthesis). Each of these educational objectives, and corresponding thinking process, will then be discussed in relation to Romiszowski’s (1981) ‘skill cycle’, which elaborates upon how the thinking processes identified by Bloom both function and develop in educational settings. Next, Anderson and Krathwohl’s (2001) revision of Bloom’s taxonomy will be discussed in order to provide a more up-to-date perspective on the kinds of cognitive processes that Bloom had previously identified as important in educational settings. Finally, Marzano’s (2001) taxonomy will be discussed in light of his meta-analysis of educational interventions (Marzano, 1998).
1.1.1 Bloom’s Taxonomy of Educational Objectives (1956)

Bloom’s taxonomy of educational objectives was developed for purposes of enhancing education and the manner in which thinking is examined in the classroom via classifying “mental acts or thinking [resulting from] educational experiences” (Bloom, 1956, p.12). Bloom’s taxonomy, which actually emerged from consensus agreement and work completed by a group of university professors (i.e. B.S. Bloom, M.D. Engelhart, F.J. Furst, W.H. Hill & D.R. Krathwohl), has been a cornerstone of educational practice for many years, as it was one of the first frameworks to characterise thinking as an array of both lower-order and higher-order thinking processes. In addition, the taxonomy has been claimed to be “the most pervasive in curriculum development and provides the clearest definition of educational goals expressed in terms of descriptions of student behaviour” (Reeves, 1990, p. 609).

In the past, Bloom’s taxonomy has been used as a pedagogical aid in enhancing writing performance (Granello, 2001), as a basis for performance evaluation in various academic domains (Scott, 2003), and as a guide for planning course curricula and designing instruction (Krathwohl, 2002). Research has also shown that making students aware of Bloom’s taxonomy increases their ability to apply the appropriate skills (i.e. knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis and evaluation) when critically thinking (Athanassiou, McNett & Harvey, 2003). More generally, when it comes to designing interventions that seek to cultivate Bloom’s lower-order and higher-order thinking processes, there is a vast educational literature that has identified a plethora of educational strategies that are more or less effective (Berkowitz, 1986; Chi, Glaser & Rees, 1982; Gadzella, Ginther & Bryant, 1996; Hitchcock, 2004; Reed & Kromrey, 2001; Rimiene, 2002; Robinson & Kiewra, 1995; Solon, 2007; Taylor, 1982; Taylor & Beach, 1984; see Chapter 2).
Bloom’s taxonomy of educational objectives consists of six major categories of thought (see Figure 1.1). The first category pertains to the knowledge of specifics (e.g. facts); ways and means of dealing with specifics (e.g. procedures); and the abstract nature of some information (e.g. abstract concepts). This may include knowledge of specific terminology, facts, conventions, patterns, classifications, criteria, methodologies, principles, generalisations, theories and structures; and the ability to recall this knowledge upon demand. The second category of thought, comprehension, is the ability to understand or grasp the meaning of information. This implies the ability to interpret and extrapolate information for purposes of developing understanding; and also to translate information from one level of abstraction to another, one symbolic form to another, or one verbal form to another (e.g. for purposes of summarising, paraphrasing or explaining information). The third category, often referred to as the least well understood category of Bloom’s taxonomy (Moseley et al., 2005) is application, which is the use of learned information in new and concrete situations. The fourth category, analysis is the ability to break down ideas or arguments into their component parts (e.g. analysing a complex idea by reference to the organisational principles, abstractions, and representations expressed by a speaker or author). Synthesis, the fifth category, refers to the production of a unique communication or plan (i.e. the ability to put parts of information together to form a new whole). The final category of thought in Bloom’s taxonomy is evaluation, which is defined as the ability to make judgments in terms of the value of internal evidence and/or external criteria. 

---

1 Despite what seem like clear definitions (Moseley et al., 2005), Wood (1977) found that educators often find it hard to differentiate among the higher-order thinking skills (especially analysis, synthesis and evaluation). These three processes will be discussed later in greater detail with regards to both Romiszowski’s ‘skill-cycle’ and Facione’s (1990) conceptualisation of critical thinking, in order to clarify distinctions among them.
The categories of Bloom’s taxonomy are hierarchically arranged starting at the bottom with the lower-order thinking skills of knowledge/recall and comprehension; and proceeding through the progressively higher-order thinking skills of application, analysis, synthesis, and evaluation. Even though memory-based knowledge and comprehension are labelled lower-order thinking skills, this does not suggest that they are ultimately less important for education than the higher-order thinking skills. For example, the operation of the higher-order processes is dependent upon the existence of knowledge (e.g. comprehending, applying, analysing, synthesising and evaluating knowledge of specific facts, conventions, patterns and methodologies). More specifically, though Bloom’s six categories are organised according to the complexity of each mental act (i.e. from Knowledge to Evaluation), this organisation is based on a hierarchical interdependence between levels. For example, in order to Evaluate a theory [level six], one must first be able to Analyse its propositions [level four] and Synthesise their interdependence [level five]. Furthermore, to be able to Analyse a theory [level four] one must be able to Comprehend its propositions [level two], and
However, there has been debate over whether Bloom’s six categories imply a strict form of hierarchical interdependence, or constitute a rigid or interdependent form of hierarchical complexity (e.g. Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001). For example, Kreitzer & Madaus’s (1994) review of Bloom’s (1956) taxonomy included discussion of research conducted by Kropp, Stoker and Bashaw (1966), which assessed the performance of students on the thinking processes in Bloom’s taxonomy and found no evidence of a difficulty or complexity hierarchy for the higher level skills of evaluation and synthesis. Based on these and other findings, Kreitzer & Madaus (1994) suggest that evaluation is not more complex than synthesis. In other words, evaluation does not readily subsume synthesis in a higher-order/low-order hierarchical relationship. This issue is further explored in the discussion of Anderson and Krathwohl’s (2001) revision of Bloom’s taxonomy presented below.

Apart from the influence that Bloom’s taxonomy has had on the development of subsequent frameworks (e.g. Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001; Halpern, 2003a; Marzano, 2001; Moseley et al., 2005; Romiszowski, 1981), it has prompted the development of practical hierarchical inventories of cognitive processes linked to specific learning outcomes in educational settings, as well as operational definitions to facilitate measurement of these learning outcomes. This is particularly useful in the context of educational research as the translation of operational definitions into specific measurement tools has allowed subsequent research to examine student performance across skills in the hierarchy under different experimental conditions (e.g. Berkowitz, 1986; Butchart et al., 2009; Farrand, Hussain & Hennessy, 2002; Meyer, Brandt & Bluth, 1980; Taylor, 1982, van Gelder, Bissett & Cumming, 2004; see Chapter 2).
1.1.2 Romiszowski’s (1981) Framework for Knowledge & Skills

Bloom’s taxonomy heavily influenced Romiszowski’s (1981) investigation of cognitive processes and methods of improving educational instruction. Romiszowski defines instruction as “a goal–directed teaching process which is more or less pre-planned” (p. 4). According to Romiszowski, the relationship between instruction and learning is described as a three-part sequence which consists of input (i.e. information), the use of a system (i.e. a cognitive process – such as those identified by Bloom) and output (i.e. performance or knowledge). During this sequence, one can apply any number of cognitive processes on taught information for the purpose of producing knowledge.²

According to Romiszowski, it is often difficult to define or even differentiate systems. Thus, he metaphorically refers to these systems as acting in a black box, wherein the contents of the box (i.e. cognitive processes such as those described by Bloom) cannot be viewed directly. The value of a specific instructional method is assessed via a cost-benefit analysis, in which the benefit of training is directly compared with the cost of the training, in terms of time and effort expended by student and/or teacher. If after the training there is a “deficiency in performance” or the output is not worth the cost, then it may become necessary to “open the black box” in order to see if the cognitive process (i.e. the system) used was the cause of the deficiency (Romiszowski, 1981, p. 253). Ultimately, Romiszowski provides a skill-cycle (see Figure 1.2) to describe not only what processes are “inside the black box”,

² Romiszowski claims that when designing instruction, it is important that the input, the system, and the output are designed or utilised specifically in relation to one another (e.g. if the input is altered, so too will the system and the output). Training must be designed to foster certain skills in order to produce a desired outcome. This is an important notion to consider for later in this thesis, when training is designed for purposes of enhancing memory and critical thinking performance.
but also the way in which these processes interact; in the event that the black box “needs to be opened” (p. 253).

According to Romiszowski’s skill-cycle, skill development is dependent on how often the skill is practiced and on how well skill development is supported by instructional design and an accommodating learning environment. Skills act upon novel, incoming information as well as pre-existing knowledge. Within this framework are four types of knowledge. The first type of knowledge is based on knowing facts (e.g. “knowing objects, events or people”; p. 242). The second type of knowledge is based on knowing procedures (i.e. “knowing what to do in given situations”; p. 242). The third type of knowledge Romiszowski describes is knowledge based around concepts (i.e. “knowing specific concepts or groups of concepts, such as being able to give or recognise instances of a given phenomena”,

Figure 1.2: Romiszowski’s (1981) Skill Cycle (adapted from Moseley et al., 2005)
The final type of knowledge is based on knowing *principles* (i.e. “principles which link certain concepts or facts in a specific way, such as being able to explain or predict phenomena”, p. 243). The distinctions Romiszowski makes between different types of knowledge resonate with other theories, including Tulving’s (1984) distinction among semantic memory (e.g. memory for meanings and concepts), episodic memory (e.g. memory for events) and procedural memory (e.g. memory for how to do things). Consistent with Bloom’s scheme, the four types of knowledge laid out by Romiszowski can be recalled and understood via the processes of ‘memory’ and ‘comprehension’. They can also be used in different ways to plan and perform educational tasks.

During the skill-cycle, an individual *perceives* information, *recalls* information, makes *plans* and *performs* based on that information. According to Romiszowski, when perceiving information, the individual concentrates on a task or problem, recognises the relevant stimuli (e.g. visual stimuli, verbal stimuli or an integration of both), and is able to discriminate those stimuli from others. The next step, recall, is where the individual interprets the perceived stimuli from the environment by retrieving the appropriate knowledge (i.e. facts, procedures, concepts or principles) that is necessary to apply in the specific task context or problem situation. The third step involves making plans based on information obtained from the previous steps (i.e. perception and recall), by analysing, synthesising and evaluating this information (i.e. by restructuring the problem-situation, generating alternative solutions and judging these alternatives). The final step in Romiszowski’s skill cycle is performance: in accordance with the plan just devised, the individual makes and acts on a decision, sees that decision through and is able to correct or self-
regulate their own actions, based on the information manipulated in previous steps. As this cycle is reiterated, the skill(s) which is engaged is able to develop.  

Romiszowski’s skill-cycle is similar to Bloom’s taxonomy in several respects. The second phase of the skill-cycle is broadly congruent with Bloom’s lower-order thinking skills (i.e. memory and comprehension), while the third phase of the skill-cycle is congruent with Bloom’s higher-order thinking skills (i.e. analysis, evaluation and synthesis). However, unlike Bloom’s Taxonomy, Romiszowski’s skill-cycle is more closely aligned with cognitive architecture (Anderson, 1990) and neuroscientific accounts of the perception-action cycle (Fuster, 2000), and the two phases of Romiszowski’s skill-cycle not directly elaborated upon by Bloom are those of perception and performance. In terms of perception, it may be taken for granted by Bloom that any ‘stimuli’ subject to thought first requires attention (i.e. in order to think about some specific educational task, one must perceive a stimulus). Furthermore, in relation to performance, it may be that this final phase of Romiszowski’s skill-cycle is congruent with Bloom’s category of application, given that both ‘application’ and ‘performance’ refer to utilisation of knowledge. However, Romiszowski’s concept of performance is also distinct from Bloom’s notion of application in important ways. For example, while Bloom refers to application in terms of particular uses of knowledge (e.g. applying a theory to a social problem), Romiszowski’s concept of performance is much more akin to cognitive notions of

---

3 Romiszowski’s theory resonates with Piaget’s (1952) theory of cognitive development and Fischer’s (1980) Dynamic Skill Theory, in that knowledge can be conceptualised by the individual as concrete (i.e. facts and procedures) or abstract (i.e. concepts and principles). Fischer’s theory and empirical work highlights the fact that skill development is often domain specific (i.e. skills develop independent of one another and at different rates). Different skills draw upon different knowledge. Furthermore, Fischer argues that skills develop through the hierarchical coordination of lower level action systems into higher-order structures, with abstractions and principles derived from the coordination and mapping of actions and representations. Fischer’s conceptualisation of skill development is important to consider here as it is central to our discussion of the development of reflective judgment ability below.
executive control (Fuster, 2000), and metacognitive, self-regulatory processes (Boekaerts & Simons, 1993; Marzano, 2001; Pintrich, 2000); specifically, with its focus on the ability to initiate, persevere, and control actions.

The development of a skill through Romiszowski’s cycle involves the planned operation of that skill on some item of knowledge for a particular purpose. According to Romiszowski, the amount of planning required to perform each skill dictates whether that skill is either reproductive or productive in practice. A reproductive skill refers to “skills that are more or less reflexive in nature, that are repetitive and that show little variation in execution from one instance to another” (Romiszowski, 1981, p. 250). Romiszowski’s description of reproductive thinking is somewhat consistent with Bloom’s conceptualisation of ‘knowledge’. For example, a student may draw upon knowledge of a specific fact, convention, pattern, classification, criteria, methodology, principle, or theory in a reflexive manner without much by way of planning, for example, in response to a question posed by a teacher in a classroom setting. Conversely, a productive skill refers to “a skilled behaviour that requires a certain amount of planning, that involves the use of some strategy for decision-making and shows substantial variations in execution from one instance to another” (Romiszowski, 1981, p. 251).4

An example of how reproductive and productive thinking are applied is provided by Romiszowski in terms of painting and decorating a home. Romiszowski (1981) suggests that a painter requires little knowledge in order to paint a wall, apart from mixing paint and laying it on the wall without leaving brush-marks. This is considered analogous to reproductive thinking because all the painter needs to do is to

---

4 Romiszowski’s concept of productive thinking is akin to the description of metacognitive processes provided by others (e.g. Ku & Ho, 2010b; Marzano, 1998; 2001), which is characterised by both the dispositional/self-regulatory functions of thinking; and the strategical planning and application of high-order thinking skills (i.e. analysis, evaluation and inference) when thinking about thinking (Brown, 1987; Flavell, 1979; Ku & Ho, 2010b).
reproduce a procedure. On the other hand, a decorator who is applying wallpaper and seeking to plan out and configure an ideal living space, needs not only knowledge of the procedure for measuring the room, cutting the paper and mixing/applying paste, but also the aesthetic principles of obtaining a high quality of finish (in order to visualise the finished product), concerning for example, the positioning of patterns and joints in the wallpaper, balance of the patterns in the wallpaper around doors and windows and how to accentuate or conversely hide certain features of the wallpaper, in order to produce a pleasing effect. These principles are derived from a much larger knowledge-base and combine into a more complex set of decision-making strategies that enables the decorator not only to know how to complete each task, but also why it is being done.

Previous research suggests that both reproductive and productive components of thinking can be measured and enhanced. For example, past research conducted on verbal recall performance (i.e. a type of reproductive thinking) suggests that recall can be improved by reading from and constructing organisational representations of text-based information (e.g. Berkowitz, 1986; Farrand, Hussain & Hennessy, 2002; Taylor, 1982; Taylor & Beach, 1984). Past research also suggests that critical thinking (i.e. a type of productive thinking; Ennis, 1998; Halpern, 2003a; Moseley et al., 2005) can be enhanced through critical thinking-focused training interventions (e.g. Abrami et al., 2008; Alvarez-Ortiz, 2007; Hitchcock, 2004; Reed & Kromrey, 2001; van Gelder, 2001; van Gelder, Bissett & Cumming, 2004).

The importance of Romiszowski’s framework is that it positions many of the thinking processes identified by Bloom as acting in a cycle (e.g. recall processes, analysis, synthesis and evaluation), describing how and when they are to be utilised in educational settings. In addition to Romiszowski’s framework, more recent efforts
have been made to build upon Bloom’s taxonomy of educational objectives (e.g. Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001; Marzano, 2001). Anderson and Krathwohl’s (2001) taxonomy follows Romiszowski’s general path of development (i.e. which placed an action-oriented focus on each thinking process as working in a skill-cycle) by, first, transforming Bloom’s hierarchical thinking processes from noun form to verb form (i.e. naming actions instead of ‘things’) and, second, by placing acts of ‘creation’ as the pinnacle process in the hierarchy.

1.1.3 Anderson & Krathwohl’s (2001) Revision of Bloom’s Taxonomy

To reiterate, Anderson and Krathwohl’s (2001) revised taxonomy made a number of changes to Bloom’s taxonomy, including the ordering of the processes (i.e. the process of evaluation and synthesis [now creation] were exchanged); and the presentation of each process in verb form as opposed to noun form (see Figure 1.3). Another change was that Anderson and Krathwohl (2001) were explicit in proposing that the listed categories of cognitive processes no longer form a unified cumulative hierarchy. That is, one does not need to master lower levels of the taxonomy in order to ascend to higher levels (e.g. working at level six [Creating] does not require mastery of level five [Evaluating]). However, Anderson and Krathwohl claim that a cumulative, hierarchical interdependence exists between the activities of understanding, applying and analysing (i.e. located in the mid-section of the framework; again, see Figure 1.3); and that all processes are dependent upon knowledge as it is not possible for one to use thinking processes (located on the subsequent rungs of the taxonomy) if one does not know, or cannot remember the information one is supposedly thinking about (Krathwohl, 2002). This is an important issue to consider given that it has been argued by researchers in the field of critical thinking that the ability to think critically about specific information (i.e. analyse,
evaluate, and infer reasonable conclusions) is directly affected by one’s ability to recall and understand (i.e. lower-order thinking skills) the information one is required to think about (Halpern, 2003a, Maybery, Bain and Halford, 1986).
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*Figure 1.3: Bloom's Taxonomy and Anderson and Krathwohl's (2001) Revision*

The implied dependence of the various cognitive processes upon knowledge in the revised taxonomy results from another important difference between these taxonomies. In Bloom’s taxonomy, a single, hierarchical arrangement of cognitive processes was explicated (i.e. consisting of knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis and evaluation); whereas in Anderson and Krathwohl’s (2001) revised taxonomy, two dimensions are described – both a knowledge dimension and a cognitive process dimension. Specifically, in Bloom’s taxonomy, knowledge encompassed both *knowledge* of different forms of facts, procedures and abstractions,
as well as the ability to remember facts, procedures and abstractions (Krathwohl, 2002). In the revised taxonomy, knowledge is described as a separate dimension (Krathwohl, 2002; Moseley et al, 2005), whereas the ability to remember is described as one of the thinking processes on the other dimension. Anderson and Krathwohl made this decision to highlight their belief that each of the six processes acted upon knowledge in their own right (i.e. remembering, understanding, applying, evaluating and creating knowledge).

Furthermore, the addition of this new dimension of knowledge is an important feature of Anderson and Krathwohl’s (2001) revised taxonomy because it also includes an additional knowledge component not included in Bloom’s original taxonomy: metacognitive knowledge; which in this context refers to strategic knowledge, knowledge about cognitive processes and tasks, and self-knowledge (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001). However, the presentation of this additional feature in Anderson and Krathwohl’s revised taxonomy is not to suggest that Bloom’s original taxonomy did not take metacognitive processes into account. In fact, Bloom’s higher-order thinking skills can be viewed as metacognitive processes. That is, when thinking about thinking, the processes of analysis, synthesis and evaluation, along with self-regulation, can aid strategical planning (Brown, 1987; Flavell, 1979; Ku & Ho, 2010b). For example, an individual may use metacognition to think about thinking in the context of analysing, synthesising and evaluating their own thinking and/or the thinking of others.

Notwithstanding the fact that Romiszowski’s framework also captures these metacognitive processes in his skill-cycle steps of planning and performing; Anderson and Krathwohl’s development of Bloom’s taxonomy is important to consider because it is the first framework discussed which explicitly includes reference to a distinct
metacognitive component within the thinking processes. Anderson and Krathwohl’s
taxonomy is further important to consider because it presents knowledge and
remembering knowledge as separate functions of information storage and recall,
respectively; as opposed to a collation of processes under one heading (as in Bloom’s
taxonomy). Another recent taxonomy which includes a separate knowledge construct,
as well as a metacognitive component is Marzano’s (2001) taxonomy of educational
objectives, which is heavily informed by a large-scale meta-analysis of educational
interventions designed to facilitate a broad range of different learning outcomes
(Marzano, 1998).

1.1.4 Marzano’s (2001) New Taxonomy of Educational Objectives

Similar to Anderson and Krathwohl (2001), Marzano (2001) also developed a
taxonomy of educational objectives (see Figure 1.4) based on Bloom’s taxonomy. The
importance of Marzano’s taxonomy is that it is also based on very specific empirical
research - summarized in Marzano’s (1998) meta-analysis, which examined the effect
of various instructional techniques on academic achievement. Marzano utilised over
4,000 effect sizes involving roughly 1.237 million subjects. Broadly speaking, the
results of the meta-analysis revealed that instructional techniques that focused directly
on the knowledge domain had an average effect size of .60. Interventions that focused
on the cognitive system had an average effect size of .75. Interventions that focused
on the metacognitive system had an average effect size of .55; and interventions that
focused on the self system had an effect size of .74. Marzano’s meta-analysis also
revealed significant effects on overall learning of specific instructional techniques,
such as: note-taking (ES = .99), advanced organisers (i.e. structured explanations of
information; ES = .48), and graphic representation (ES = 1.24). These results are
important to consider in the following chapters, where specific organisational and
graphical representation methods of instruction including, but not exclusive to argument mapping, are discussed in terms of their effects on memory, comprehension and critical thinking.

Figure 1.4: Marzano’s (2001) ‘New’ Taxonomy of Educational Objectives

Though the structure of Marzano’s taxonomy differs from those developed by Bloom (1956), Romiszowski (1981) and Anderson and Krathwohl (2001), it remains similar to all three in that it includes (under the broad category of the cognitive system) the processes of knowledge retrieval (i.e. memory/recall), comprehension (i.e. knowledge representation), analysis (i.e. classifying, identifying errors, generalising, matching and specifying) and knowledge utilisation (i.e. decision-making, problem-solving, investigation and experimental enquiry). In addition, Marzano’s (2001) taxonomy is also similar to Anderson and Krathwohl’s taxonomy in that it explicitly includes a metacognitive component of thought. In Marzano’s taxonomy, the metacognitive system acts as an executive control of all processes; more specifically, a self-regulatory process with a focus on goal and process specification, as well as process and disposition monitoring (Marzano, 1998). Marzano’s taxonomy also presents a self-system in which goals are produced (to be executed by the
metacognitive system) as a result of motivation, attention, beliefs and the interaction of such processes (Marzano, 1998; Moseley et al., 2005). Specifically, it is the self-system that determines whether or not any given task will be undertaken. These three systems (i.e. the cognitive, metacognitive and self-systems) all act upon retrieved content from an individual’s knowledge domain, the fourth component of Marzano’s taxonomy, which consists of stored information as well as knowledge of mental and psychomotor procedures. According to Moseley et al. (2005), this knowledge can be represented verbally, non-verbally, or in an affective manner.

In light of the broader meta-analytical findings, Marzano (1998, p. 121) proposes that when the metacognitive and cognitive systems function together, they can enhance learning, as they “provide individuals with an awareness of the manner in which their minds work” and “requires them to monitor their mental activity”. Marzano (2001) further suggests that recognition by educators of the influence of both the self-system and metacognitive system on the cognitive system and the development of knowledge is of utmost importance in educational settings. Marzano’s work represents an important advance upon past frameworks as it provides empirical support for the inclusion of self-regulatory and monitoring processes within frameworks for thinking. Also, based on large effect sizes reported by Marzano in his meta-analysis, it appears that note-taking, organisational strategies and graphic representation of knowledge are three learning and teaching strategies that can be usefully applied in different learning contexts. This theme will be further explored in Chapters 2 and 3.

1.1.5 Summary of the Frameworks for Thinking

In summary, a number of frameworks have identified cognitive processes necessary for thinking in educational settings. Broadly speaking, two major
components of thinking are often distinguished, variously described as lower-order thinking skills and higher-order thinking skills (Bloom, 1956); reproductive and productive thinking skills (Romiszowski, 1981); and a cognitive process dimension and knowledge dimension (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001; Marzano, 2001). Similarly, for the remainder of the thesis, lower and higher-order thinking skills will be referred to as functioning in a cognitive system (i.e. thinking processes such as memory and comprehension) and a metacognitive system (i.e. regulatory processes used when thinking about thinking, such as analysis, evaluation and synthesis), respectively. The focus of this thesis is on the effects of argument mapping on a number of sub-components of cognition and metacognition that are measurable in specific ways (i.e. memory, comprehension, analysis, evaluation and inference)⁵.

Though the taxonomies presented above are adequately descriptive in terms of identifying thinking processes and the links among them, it is also important to consider the empirical cognitive psychology research which has investigated these processes. In addition, a possible weakness of the frameworks above is that they do not elaborate on the manner in which one applies higher-order thinking processes. Bloom (1956) himself admitted that the process of application (i.e. the ability to use learned material in new and concrete situations) is the least well elaborated skill presented in his taxonomy. Though Anderson and Krathwohl did elaborate upon application by describing it as involving ‘carrying out or using a procedure in a given
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⁵ The conceptualisation of higher-order thinking skills in Bloom’s taxonomy and Anderson & Krathwohl’s revision are analogous to the concept of critical thinking used in this thesis (i.e. Facione, 1990), as it consists of the skills of analysis, evaluation and synthesis. Though Bloom uses the term synthesis, his description of it is akin to inference as described by others working the field of critical thinking (i.e. the gathering of information used to develop a conclusion based on previous evaluation and analysis; Facione, 1990). Notably, Reeves (1990, p. 6) has amalgamated levels 3 (i.e. application) through 6 (i.e. evaluation) of Bloom’s taxonomy and relabelled the resulting collection of processes as critical thinking. Thus, the metacognitive process of critical thinking referred to here is analogous to Bloom’s higher-order thinking skills. Furthermore, the term synthesis will no longer be used in its more colloquial sense of creative synthesis, but will be referred to from here on as inference.
situation [through] execution or implementation (Krathwohl, 2002, p. 215), the concept remains incompletely revealed. Application may instead be reconsidered as a distinct, conjoint process (Moseley et al., 2005), similar to that described by Romiszowski (1981) as perform in his model of the skill-cycle, which implies that one must perform (i.e. initiate, continue and control) thinking processes based on the knowledge gained through the preceding processes (e.g. one may apply what was comprehended, what was analysed, or what was evaluated). One feature of application that is pertinent in the context of this thesis is the reflective judgment an individual brings to bear in the application of knowledge. Reflective judgment (i.e. the ability to apply critical thinking skills of analysis, evaluation, and inference whilst acknowledging uncertainties and limitations within one’s knowledge; King & Kitchener, 1994), will be discussed below and elaborated upon as a key feature of higher-order thinking processes that can be the focus of educational interventions.

Based on the discussion of thinking frameworks and the identification of the key outcome variables of interest in this thesis (i.e. memory, comprehension, analysis, evaluation, inference and reflective judgment) the remainder of this chapter will examine these components of thinking in more detail and by reference to research from the field of cognitive psychology. In particular, the remainder of the chapter will discuss working memory, long-term memory and the link between comprehension and memory in light of research and theory in cognitive psychology, and the value of this research and theory for understanding why the use of argument mapping (as discussed in Chapter 3) may enhance recall and comprehension performance (i.e. the first two levels of Bloom’s taxonomy). Next, the higher-order, metacognitive skills of analysis, evaluation and inference, as well as reflective judgment, will be discussed in the light of definitions of critical thinking, with a more detailed review of critical
thinking intervention studies and argument mapping-infused critical thinking
intervention studies postponed to Chapters 2 and 3. The final section in this chapter
will focus on the issues of cognitive load and the problematic nature of text-based
learning. This section provides further context and an empirical foundation for
understanding why argument mapping may facilitate the development of memory,
comprehension, critical thinking and reflective judgment skills.

1.2 Memory

In order for an individual to remember information, a number of processes
must first take place, such as the active processing, encoding, storage and retrieval of
information. More specifically, one must first attend to the information and then
organise it in a meaningful way, for the purposes of successful recall. For example,
when reading for the purpose of learning, people actively process information.
Broadbent (1958) proposed that information is held in limited capacity short-term
storage after it is actively attended to or processed; and through manipulation of that
information within short-term storage, it can be transferred into permanent storage,
where it is presumably represented as a form of knowledge (Atkinson & Shiffrin,
1968; Broadbent, 1958; Baddeley, 2000; Baddeley & Hitch, 1974; Craik and Tulving,
1975). The effective transfer of information from short-term storage to long-term
memory dictates what will be remembered. A number of multi-storage models of
memory have been developed since Broadbent’s proposal more than half a century
ago, and the distinction between short-term storage, working memory and long-term
memory remain prominent in cognitive psychology literature (Atkinson & Shiffrin,
1968; Baddeley & Hitch, 1974; Baddeley, 2000; Cowan, 2000; 2008; Ericsson and
Kintsch, 1995).
1.2.1 Baddeley’s (2000) Model of Working Memory

Early studies referred to the storage of newly acquired information for brief periods of time as short-term memory. A large body of empirical research conducted by Alan Baddeley and colleagues (e.g. Baddeley 1986, 2000, 2002; Baddeley, Eldridge & Lewis, 1981; Baddeley & Hitch, 1974; Baddeley & Wilson, 2002), spanning the course of thirty plus years, suggests that this short-term memory storage is better described as a multiple component working memory system. Baddeley and Hitch (1974) argued that short-term memory was in fact a number of cognitive processes that work together to aid the encoding, storage and retrieval of information within brief periods of time (i.e. working memory; Baddeley, 1986, 2000). Baddeley and Hitch (1974) also distinguished working memory from long-term memory, by stating that unlike the latter, working memory does not involve cognitive processes associated with the construction of mental representational frameworks and the enablement of relatively permanent storage.

Baddeley and Hitch (1974) suggested that working memory is a multi-component system which includes two slave systems, referred to as the phonological loop and the visuospatial sketchpad; and, more recently, a storage centre known as the episodic buffer (Baddeley, 2000; 2002). These components of working memory are governed by a central executive, which integrates the information from the slave

---

6 Alternative models describe long-term memory (LTM) as the governing component of working memory, that is, LTM acts as the central executive within working memory (Sweller, 2005). To clarify, this is not to claim that a central executive does not exist, but instead that what has previously been accepted as a central executive (e.g. Baddeley, 1986, 2000, 2002; Baddeley & Hitch, 1974) is actually an additional function of LTM (Sweller, 2005). According to Sweller, schemas (as discussed below) govern the way in which information is processed in working memory for the simple reason that they are organised representations of previously encoded information, which directly aid the processing of novel information in working memory. This view is consistent with Baddeley’s (2000, 2002) model of how the episodic buffer functions to support working memory. Sweller disputes Baddeley’s conception of the central executive because it is “not feasible for any conception of a central executive apart from a learned (i.e. schema-based) central executive to function” (Sweller, 2005, p. 25). For example, Sweller argues, “If schemas are not available, as occurs when dealing with new information, there is no alternative central executive to call upon” (Sweller, 2005, p. 25).
systems by acting as a limited capacity attentional system (Baddeley, 2002; see Figure 1.5). The phonological loop encodes phonological, speech-based information (i.e. what is heard and read). The visuospatial sketchpad deals specifically with visual and spatial information (i.e. what is seen).

![Figure 1.5: Baddeley's (2000) Model of Memory](image)

1.2.1.1 The Slave Systems

Baddeley and Hitch (1974) proposed that both working memory slave systems are critical for the ability to recall information. The visuospatial sketchpad is crucially involved in the memorising of information because it provides one with a work space, or *sketchpad*, in which to manipulate visual stimuli that have been attended to within working memory; and briefly stores this information based on its various visual and spatial characteristics (e.g. colour, shape, orientation and location). At the same time, it is proposed that the phonological loop, which processes auditory and verbal information (Baddeley, 2002), is also crucially involved in the memorisation of information (e.g. while generating a sub-vocal representation of words). Having
access to two slave systems - a visuospatial and a phonological system – provides two routes to potential long-term memory storage and increases the overall capacity base of working memory.

Consistent with the model of working memory proposed by Baddeley and Hitch, research conducted by Paivio (1971; 1986) suggests that visual information and verbal (i.e. phonological) information are processed differently and as a result, separate representations of the information are created. According to Dual-coding Theory, memory for verbal information can be enhanced if a relevant visual aid is simultaneously presented or is imagined (Paivio, 1971; 1986). Likewise, memory for visual information can be enhanced when paired with a relevant verbal or phonological aid.

Building upon Paivio’s assertions that separate representations of the same information are created from both coding processes and that their simultaneous use aids memory, Mayer (1997) also suggests that not only do separate visual-spatial and verbal information processing systems exist in short-term memory, but also that the simultaneous use of these systems aid learning. In the context of instructional design, Mayer (2005) refers to the explicit use of these systems for educational purposes as multimedia learning. Specifically, Mayer (1997) proposed that learning is optimised when learners select, organize and integrate verbal and visual information presented to them; and then construct a new internal representation from that information which integrates verbally-based and visually-based models (see Figure 1.6). According to Mayer (1997), in order for integration to take place, both the visual and verbal information must be held in working memory at the same time. However, due to the limited capacity of working memory (discussed below), integration can sometimes be difficult (Chandler & Sweller, 1991; Sweller et al., 1990).
Nevertheless, in a series of eight experiments, Mayer and colleagues (Mayer, 1989; Mayer & Anderson, 1991; 1992; Mayer & Gallini, 1990) highlighted the potential benefits of offering students integrated study materials to work with (i.e. study materials that integrate visual and verbal information into one representation). They compared the problem-solving transfer performance of students who learned about the mechanics of tyre-pumps and braking systems from integrated visual and verbal study materials with those who learned from verbal materials only.

Specifically, these study materials presented students with step-by-step procedures for how tyre-pumps and braking systems work. Problem-solving transfer questions used in this series of studies were, for example, ‘What can be done to make a pump more reliable, that is, to make sure it would not fail?’ and ‘Suppose you push down and pull up the handle of a tyre pump several times but no air comes out. What could have gone wrong?’

Three of these experiments compared study materials with narration (i.e. verbal) integrated with animation (i.e. visual) and study materials using narration alone (Mayer & Anderson, 1991; 1992); and five experiments compared text integrated with illustrations versus text alone (Mayer, 1989; Mayer & Gallini, 1990).
In all experiments, participants were instructed to study their allocated materials on mechanics and then generate as many solutions as possible to a series of transfer problems. Based on these eight experiments, overall, those who received integrated verbal and visual study materials produced more than 75% more creative solutions to the transfer problems than those who received the learning materials in verbal form only (Mayer, 1997).

Similarly, Mayer and colleagues (Mayer, 1989; Mayer & Anderson, 1991; 1992; Mayer & Sims, 1994; Mayer et al., 1995) conducted a series of 10 experiments comparing the problem-solving transfer performance of students who studied from integrated study materials with those who studied the same information from verbal and visual materials at separate times. The topics of study were mechanics principles (similar to those described above), the human respiratory system and the development of lightning storms. Based on these 10 experiments, it was observed that, on average, those who received integrated study materials produced more than 50% more creative solutions to transfer problems than those who learned from verbal and visual materials at separate times (Mayer, 1997).

The combined use of both verbal and visual systems of representation to improve learning is supported by numerous research studies (Baddeley, Eldridge & Lewis, 1981; Chandler & Sweller, 1991; Murray, 1968). In addition to Mayer’s hypothesis that the combined presentation of visual and verbal information to students facilitates the construction of ‘integrated internal representations of information’, it has also been proposed that presenting both visual and verbal forms of information to students can help to reduce cognitive load (i.e. demands placed upon an individual in using and distributing working memory resources during cognitive activities; Chandler & Sweller, 1991; see below for a detailed discussion).
1.2.1.2 The Episodic Buffer

Recently, Baddeley (2000) expanded his initial model of working memory to include the episodic buffer. The newly conceptualised episodic buffer is the temporary storage system within working memory, capable of storing information from the visuospatial sketchpad, the phonological loop or integrated information from both slave systems (Baddeley, 2002). This component is episodic because it is assumed to bind information into a unitary episodic representation (e.g. the chronological organisation of events in a narrative, “whereby this information is integrated across (storage) space and potentially extended across time” (i.e. information held in the episodic buffer can be subject to manipulation from long-term memory; Baddeley, 2000, p. 421). Essentially, the episodic buffer is much like the traditional view of short-term memory, as it acts as a limited capacity storage unit for information manipulated by the slave systems.

The episodic buffer also builds upon Ericsson and Kintsch’s (1995) conceptualisation of long-term working memory (LTWM), which is similar to the episodic buffer in that LTWM integrates novel information processed in short-term/working memory with that from long-term storage. Ericsson and Kintsch claim that the existence of LTWM explains remarkably rapid and accurate processing of novel information even when there is a considerable amount of information and/or it is highly complex. They suggest that this accuracy and speed results from the aid of long-term memory in processing novel information. For example, based on the work of Chase & Simon (1973) and de Groot (1965), Ericsson and Kinstch (1995) speculated that some form of established knowledge and expertise (which is represented in long-term memory) must aid chess-masters when assessing an opponent’s move, as the limited capacity of working memory cannot simultaneously
store and process all the information necessary to complete the often complex game assessments that expert chess player engage in.

Baddeley’s theory on the episodic buffer is based on empirical research conducted by Wilson and Baddeley (1988) and Baddeley and Wilson (2002), which revealed that amnesiac patients who were not able to encode new information from working memory into long-term storage, were nevertheless able to recall more novel information than what can be stored in short-term storage (Baddeley & Wilson, 2002). This finding suggests that working memory must be in some way aided by information or schemas (see below) in long-term storage, encoded prior to the onset of amnesia. Baddeley (2000, p. 419) further clarifies these results via the following example: “if asked to recall a sequence of unrelated words, subjects typically begin to make errors once the number of words exceeds 5 or 6. However, if the words comprise a meaningful sentence, then a span of 16 or more is possible”. According to Baddeley, given that an individual possesses some level of expertise in literacy (i.e. the sentence is meaningful as a result of pre-existing knowledge stored in long-term memory) this ‘chunking’ of words (Miller, 1956) is thus facilitated by long-term memory and aids in the retention of more information in the episodic buffer.7 Nevertheless, in order to permanently store information, efforts must be made to transfer information from working memory to long-term memory.

1.2.2 Long-term Memory

Whereas working memory can store a limited amount of information for a limited amount of time, long-term memory (LTM) is a region of memory that enables relatively permanent storage of information, for example, facts in semantic LTM,
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7 Based on Baddeley’s research, the episodic buffer may potentially be considered the work space where higher-order cognitive skills (i.e. critical thinking and reflective judgment) engage novel information and draw from pre-existing knowledge in order to draw conclusions, judge situations or solve problems.
events in episodic LTM, and procedures in procedural LTM (Tulving, 1984). The transfer of information from working memory to LTM depends crucially on the manner in which the information is encoded (Tulving & Thompson, 1973; Tulving, 1984). Encoding refers to the efforts made to organise information in working memory, for example, through rehearsal (Craik & Watkins, 1973) and/or schema construction (Craik, 1983) for purposes of storage in LTM and potential retrieval. The success of encoding depends on the amount, or depth of information processing in working memory. For example, research suggests that more successful encoding results from deep, semantic processing of information, whereas shallow processing of information (e.g. a focus on the colour, as opposed to the meaning of words) may result in poor subsequent recall (Craik, 1983). Furthermore, the likelihood of information being stored in LTM is increased when it is encoded into one’s existing schemata/schemas (i.e. representations of knowledge that have been assembled from previous experience, which function as a plan or a set of expectations that guide subsequent information processing).

1.2.2.1 Schemas

Though there is no single definition of the concept of a schema, various descriptions have been offered. Bartlett (1932) described a schema as an active organisation of past reactions or experiences. Another definition is provided by Sweller (1999), who describes a schema as:

“a cognitive construct that permits people to treat multiple elements of information as a single element categorised according to the manner in which it will be used” (Sweller, 1999, p. 10).

In the context of memory research and theory, cognitive psychologists often assume that schemas are large cognitive structures within LTM (Neisser, 1976), which can be
used to facilitate the assimilation of new information. Schemas can also be used to build knowledge structures by organising elements of information. For example, smaller, specific schemas (i.e. lower-order schemas) can be reconstructed into a larger, more comprehensive and complex schema (i.e. a higher-order schema).

The role of schemata in memory is complex. Information that is the focus of active processing in working memory can be processed and organized in many different ways, depending on the manner in which items of information are classified and arranged into systems of representation. These active, ongoing systems of representation may be transformed not only by new incoming information from the environment but also by pre-existing schemas in LTM. For example, to determine the criteria people use for inclusion of information into certain categories and the method of categorisation they use, Chi, Glaser and Rees (1982) asked two groups with different levels of expertise (novice and expert) to categorise 24 physics problems based on their similarities. Though both groups identified approximately the same number of categories, qualitative analysis revealed that novices (i.e. those with insufficient, relevant schemata) categorised the problems according to either the objects referred to in the problem (e.g. a spring), the keywords that have meaning in physics (e.g. friction), or the interaction or configuration of various objects (e.g. a block on an inclined plane). Conversely, it was found that experts (i.e. those with sufficient, relevant schemata) categorised the problems according to the law of physics that governed each problem (i.e. the solution method).

The authors argued that such expert solution methods are higher-order schemas because they are coordinated in the context of mathematical formulae and computational systems of relations between abstract and concrete features of the problem. The authors also argued that these solutions were more advanced and
abstract than the *lower-order schemas* possessed by the novices, which largely focused on concrete aspects of the problem. Thus, consistent with many developmental accounts that focus on knowledge growth and the levels of complexity and integration of concrete and abstract forms of representation (e.g. Fischer, 1980; Piaget, 1952), schema theories of memory often assume that schemas can have subordinate schemata embedded in them (e.g. a system of concrete representations embedded in a lower-order schema) and can also be embedded in super-ordinate schemata (e.g. a system of abstractions embedded in a higher-order schema; see Figure 1.7).

*Figure 1.7: Expert Schema for Principles of Mechanics (Chi, Glaser & Rees, 1982)*
As part of LTM, schemas aid working memory by providing a system of representations that facilitate the encoding, storage, and retrieval of information. When novel information is processed within working memory, any number of schemas can be used to provide relevant knowledge to assist the processing of the novel information. In Baddeley’s model, schemas may act upon information in the episodic buffer and thus facilitate the reconfiguration and transfer of information into LTM. In this way, novel information can be integrated into existing schemas in LTM, thus freeing up space within working memory. The role of the schema, in this context, is very important as processing space within working memory is limited.

The findings of Chi, Glaser and Rees (1982) as well as similar research by Chase and Simon (1973) and Kotovsky, Hayes and Simon (1985) suggest that once information is adequately encoded into a schema, it is treated as stored knowledge (Sweller, 1999). To elaborate, in order to create knowledge, schemas must be constructed in a meaningful way; that is, specifically linked with the context in which they are to be used, in order for them to be retrieved or to aid in the encoding of new information at a later time. For schemas to be constructed in a meaningful way, the information subject to schema construction must be understood, or comprehended (Sweller, 2005; 2010).

1.2.2.2 Comprehension as LTM

In addition to the recall of knowledge, comprehension (i.e. the second outcome variable examined in this thesis) also shares interdependency with schema-construction, given that schema-construction, according to some theorists, is essentially the same as building understanding, or comprehension (Pollock, Chandler & Sweller, 2002; Sweller, 2005). According to Bloom (1956), comprehension is the ability to understand or grasp the meaning of information, which implies the ability to
translate information from one level of abstraction to another, one symbolic form to another, or one verbal form to another. Bloom’s taxonomy further describes comprehension as the confirmation of knowledge, in the sense that knowledge can be confirmed via explaining, summarising, paraphrasing, or illustrating information based on prior learning (Huitt, 2011).

A more recent conceptualisation of comprehension is the view developed by Sweller (2005). Broadly speaking, Sweller (2005, p. 21) describes comprehension as “changes in LTM, along with the effect of those changes on working memory. Without changes in LTM, nothing has been understood.” The nature of changes in LTM that Sweller speaks of refers specifically to schema construction. Sweller further describes comprehension, or understanding, as the ability to integrate schemas from LTM with novel information simultaneously in working memory. See Figure 1.8 for a diagram of the relationships among working memory, LTM and comprehension in this context. Sweller (1994) also claims that the acquisition of knowledge (i.e. in LTM) is dependent upon schema construction, because it is only once a schema (i.e. knowledge) has been constructed that information can be understood or comprehended. Sweller (1999) further simplifies his conceptualisation of comprehension by describing it as the ability to make required connections between novel items of information and/or schemas.

Making the necessary connections between new items of information and pre-existing knowledge is important in educational settings because it allows students to gain understanding of novel information and create new levels of comprehension. Subsequently, such understanding and knowledge is applied by students to answer questions, draw conclusions and solve problems. In order to develop a reasonable answer, conclusion or solution, students must reflect upon their own thinking.
processes and often the thinking of others as well. Thus, consistent with Anderson and Krathwohl (2001) and Marzano (2001), the ability to apply knowledge and understanding successfully often depends on an individual’s metacognitive abilities.

Figure 1.8: Working Memory as a buffer between informational input and storage in LTM as knowledge

1.3 Metacognition

Though the term metacognition was not used by Bloom, many modern conceptualizations of metacognition are similar to what he described as higher-order thinking processes. For example, Wegerif (2002, p. 6), has described metacognition as being “another term often used as a synonym for thinking skills or higher-order thinking” which “originates in an information processing model of the mind as something like a computer running both low-level software, to do the basic cognitive processes and high-level software, to monitor and correct the low-level software.” Metacognition was first described by Flavell (1976, p. 232) as “knowledge concerning one’s own cognitive processes and products or anything related to them; and the active monitoring, consequent regulation and orchestration of these
processes”. According to Boekaerts and Simons (1993), Brown (1987) and Ku and Ho (2010b), individuals think metacognitively in two ways: first, individuals must be aware of their own cognitive processes (e.g. through self-monitoring or self-regulation); second, individuals must be able to apply available cognitive processes for purposes of learning or devising solutions to problems (e.g. using critical thinking or reflective judgment; Dawson, 2008a; as discussed below). These concepts are also reflected in other definitions of metacognition:

- The higher-order control processing used in executive planning and decision-making (Sternberg, 1985, p. 226).

- The higher-order cognitions that supervise a person’s thoughts, knowledge and actions (Weinert, 1987).

- The awareness of one’s own knowledge and the ability to understand, control and manipulate individual cognitive processes (Osman & Hannafin, 1992, p. 83).

- One’s ability to consciously think about thinking as a self-regulatory function, that is, the monitoring of one's own cognitive activities, as well as the results of those activities (Demetriou, 2000).

- Thinking about thinking, usually conceptualised as an interrelated set of competencies for learning and thinking, and include many of the skills required for active learning, critical thinking, reflective judgment, problem-solving and decision-making (Dawson, 2008a, p. 4).

- Knowing one’s cognitive processes and the strategies one applies to control these processes (Ku & Ho, 2010b, p. 263).
Though Marzano (2001) distinguishes the self-regulatory functions of thinking from dispositional factors, as acting in distinct systems (i.e. a *metacognitive system* and a *self-system*, respectively); consistent with definitions of metacognition that have been developed in the literature (e.g. Boekaerts and Simons, 1993; Demetriou, 2000; Ku & Ho, 2010b), the conceptualisation of metacognition used in this thesis is characterised by both the dispositional/self-regulatory functions of thinking, as well as the strategical planning and application of higher-order thinking processes (i.e. analysis, evaluation and inference) when thinking about thinking (e.g. Brown, 1987; Flavell, 1979; Ku & Ho, 2010b).

In the context of education research, the dispositional/self-regulatory functions of thinking can refer to, for example, dispositions towards thinking, epistemological beliefs, motivation to think and learn, and perceived need for cognition. Disposition towards thinking refers to the extent to which an individual is *disposed*, or willing, to perform a given thinking skill (Valenzuela, Nieto & Saiz, 2011) and can include the disposition towards truth-seeking, open-mindedness, analyticity, systematicity, confidence, inquisitiveness and maturity (cf. Facione & Facione, 1992). Epistemological beliefs refer to an individual’s beliefs about the nature of knowledge (Schommer-Aikins, 2002), as well as the beliefs about how they justify knowledge (King & Kitchener, 1994). Epistemological beliefs include beliefs in relation to the malleability of knowledge (e.g. ‘the belief that knowledge is fixed at birth’ or ‘the belief that the ability to learn can be improved’), the structure of knowledge (e.g. ‘belief that knowledge is best characterized as complex interrelated networks’) and the stability of knowledge (e.g. ‘the belief that knowledge is unchanging’ or the ‘belief that knowledge is evolving’). Motivation towards thinking and learning includes, for example, the motivation to regulate effort, thinking processes and
learning beliefs (Pintrich et al., 1991). Finally, perceived need for cognition refers to the willingness to explore and engage in relatively complex cognitive activities (Cacioppo, Petty & Kao, 1984). Though these dispositional, self-regulatory functions of thinking are important to consider as part of any effort to understand how an individual applies their cognitive and metacognitive skills, the discussion below now turns to the higher-order thinking abilities of analysis, evaluation, inference and reflective judgment, which are central to definitions of critical thinking. The dispositional/self-regulatory processes of metacognition are discussed in more detail in Chapters 5 and 6, where they are introduced as empirically analysed variables.

1.3.1 Critical Thinking

Critical thinking is a metacognitive process that consists of a number of sub-skills (i.e. analysis, evaluation and inference) that, when used appropriately, increases the chances of producing a logical solution to a problem or a valid conclusion to an argument. On one hand, the development of critical thinking skills in educational settings is often endorsed because it is believed that these skills allow students to transcend lower-order, memorisation-based learning strategies to gain a more complex understanding of the information or problems they encounter (Halpern, 2003a; Pollock, Chandler & Sweller, 2002). On the other hand, in the past century, there has been little agreement on how to define critical thinking (CT), resulting in the existence of many diverse conceptualisations of CT (e.g. Bensley, 1998; Dewey, 1910; 1933; Ennis, 1987; Glaser, 1941; Halpern, 2003a; Paul, 1993).

Historically, Dewey's (1933, p. 8) conceptualisation of reflective thought as “active, persistent, and careful consideration of any belief or supposed form of knowledge in the light of the grounds that support it and the further conclusions to which it tends” helped give birth to the concept of CT (Moseley et al., 2005; Paul,
Elder & Bartell, 1997). Recognition of the importance of CT in education also followed the growth of interest in informal logic initiated in part by the work of Stephen Toulmin in the late 1950’s (Allen, Feezel & Kauffeld, 1967; Toulmin, 1958). Informal logic (see Chapter 3) is a type of logic that emphasises the justificatory function of argumentation, namely that a good argument requires sufficient support (e.g. reliable and valid empirical evidence). Deliberations in relation to CT skills grew in part from the notion of informal logic, in that, claims could only be made (and justified) after a sufficient amount of analysis and evaluation had been conducted on propositions and their logical interdependencies. Since then, many definitions of CT have been offered (see Table 1.1).

Though debate is ongoing over the definition of CT and the core skills necessary to think critically, one definition and list of skills stands out as a reasonable consensus conceptualisation of CT. In 1988, a committee of 46 experts in the field of CT gathered to discuss both a definition and the skills necessary to think critically. The report of the findings of this meeting, known as The Delphi Report, defined CT as:

“…purposeful, self-regulatory judgment which results in interpretation, analysis, evaluation, and inference, as well as explanation of the evidential, conceptual, methodological, criteriological, or contextual considerations upon which that judgment is based” (Facione, 1990b, p. 3).

Furthermore, the Delphi panel overwhelmingly agreed (i.e. 95% consensus) that analysis, evaluation and inference were the core skills necessary for CT (Facione, 1990b; see Table 1.2 for the description of each skill provided by the Delphi Report).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Author</strong></th>
<th><strong>Definition/Description</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Glaser (1941)</td>
<td>Critical thinking is: an attitude of being disposed to consider, in a thoughtful way, problems and subjects that come within the range of one’s experience; knowledge of the methods of logical enquiry and reasoning; and some skills in applying those methods. Critical thinking calls for a persistent effort to examine any belief or supposed form of knowledge in the light of the evidence that supports it and the further conclusions to which it tends.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ennis (1987)</td>
<td>Critical thinking is reasonable, reflective thinking focused on deciding what to believe or do.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kurfiss (1988)</td>
<td>Critical thinking is the ability to detect and avoid fallacious reasoning and to analyse deductive and inductive arguments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allegretti &amp; Frederick (1995)</td>
<td>Critical thinking involves evaluating the arguments of others, evaluating one’s own arguments, resolving conflicts and understanding the source of conflicts in argumentation; thus coming to a resolution regarding complex problems and gaining confidence in one’s own thinking processes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul (1993)</td>
<td>A unique kind of purposeful thinking, in which the thinker systematically and habitually imposes criteria and intellectual standards upon thinking, taking charge of the construction of thinking, guiding the construction of the thinking according to the standards, assessing the effectiveness of the thinking according to the purpose, the criteria, and the standards.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilkinson (1996)</td>
<td>Critical thinking is goal-oriented, purposeful thinking that involves a number of mental skills, such as determining what data is relevant, evaluating the credibility of sources and making inferences.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bensley (1998)</td>
<td>Critical thinking is reflective thinking in which a person evaluates relevant evidence and works to draw a sound or good conclusion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halpern (2003a)</td>
<td>Critical thinking is purposeful, reasoned and goal-directed thinking – the kind of thinking involved in solving problems, formulating inferences, calculating likelihoods and making decisions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomson (2009)</td>
<td>Critical thinking involves the identification and evaluation of reasons and conclusions within an argument, the ability to draw one’s own conclusions and the use of appropriate language in order to communicate and construct one’s own arguments.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1.3.1.1 Analysis

The Delphi report describes *analysis* as a CT skill that is used in the context of argumentation to detect, examine and identify the propositions within an argument and the role they play; for example, the main conclusion, the premises and reasons provided to support the conclusion, objections to the conclusion and inferential relationships among propositions (Facione, 1990b). Notably, at the core of the Delphi definition of analysis is the ability of an individual to analyse the structure of an argument, which depends not only on their knowledge and skill as a reader/listener, but also on the way in which the author of the argument uses relational cues, or signals, that guide the reader/listener (Meyer, Brandt & Bluth, 1980). For example, words like *but*, *because* and *however* can be used by the author to indicate that propositions that follow are *objections*, *reasons*, or *rebuttals* for propositions that have come before.

In the context of reading, these relational cues also shape the organisation of paragraphs within an argument, as well as the various paths of reasoning an argument may take based on the evidence presented within. For example, an author may decide to present all their reasons in support of a particular claim in the first few paragraphs of their argument and follow this with a series of paragraphs presenting all the objections in relation to a particular claim, followed by justification for these objections, and/or rebuttals. Alternatively, an author may choose to mix reasons, objections, and rebuttals throughout all of these paragraphs and thus sequence and organise their argument in different ways. The organisation and identification of propositions within an argument is critical for the reader, as the structure of propositions has been found to affect the reader’s ability to comprehend the
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skill</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Analysis| To identify the intended and actual inferential relationships among statements, questions, concepts, descriptions or other forms of representation intended to express beliefs, judgments, experiences, reasons, information or opinions.  
Examine ideas: to determine the role various expressions play or are intended to play in the context of argument, reasoning or persuasion; to compare or contrast ideas, concepts, or statements; to identify issues or problems and determine their component parts, and also to identify the conceptual relationships of those parts to each other and to the whole.  
Detecting arguments given a set of statements or other forms of representation, to determine whether or not the set expresses, or is intended to express, a reason or reasons in support of or contesting some claim, opinion or point of view.  
Analysing arguments: given the expression of a reason or reasons intended to support or contest some claim, opinion or point of view, to identify and differentiate: (a) the intended main conclusion, (b) the premises and reasons advanced in support of the main conclusion, (c) further premises and reasons advanced as backup or support for those premises and reasons intended as supporting the main conclusion, (d) additional unexpressed elements of that reasoning, such as intermediary conclusions, non-stated assumptions or presuppositions, (e) the overall structure of the argument or intended chain of reasoning, and (f) any items contained in the body of expressions being examined which are not intended to be taken as part of the reasoning being expressed or its intended background. |
| Evaluation| To assess the credibility of statements or other representations which are accounts or descriptions of a person's perception, experience, situation, judgment, belief or opinion; and to assess the logical strength of the actual or intended inferential relationships among statements, descriptions, questions or other forms of representation.  
Assessing claims: to recognize the factors relevant to assessing the degree of credibility to ascribe to a source of information or opinion; to assess the contextual relevance of questions, information, principles, rules or procedural directions; to assess the acceptability, the level of confidence to place in the probability or truth of any given representation of an experience, situation, judgment, belief or opinion.  
Assessing arguments: to judge whether the assumed acceptability of the premises of an argument justify one's accepting as true (deductively certain), or very probably true (inductively justified), the expressed conclusion of that argument; to anticipate or to raise questions or objections, and to assess whether these point to significant weakness in the argument being evaluated; to determine whether an argument relies on false or doubtful assumptions or presuppositions and then to determine how crucially these affect its strength; to judge between reasonable and fallacious inferences; to judge the probative strength of an argument's premises and assumptions with a view toward determining the acceptability of the argument; to determine and judge the probative strength of an argument's intended or unintended consequences with a view toward judging the acceptability of the argument; to determine the extent to which possible additional information might strengthen or weaken an argument. |
Table 1.2: Core CT Skills According to the Delphi Report (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skill</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inference</td>
<td>To identify and secure elements needed to draw reasonable conclusions; to form conjectures and hypotheses; to consider relevant information and to deduce the consequences flowing from data, statements, principles, evidence, judgments, beliefs, opinions, concepts, descriptions, questions or other forms of representation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Querying evidence: in particular, to recognize premises which require support and to formulate a strategy for seeking and gathering information which might supply that support; in general, to judge that information relevant to deciding the acceptability, plausibility or relative merits of a given alternative, question, issue, theory, hypothesis, or statement is required, and to determine plausible investigatory strategies for acquiring that information.

Conjecturing alternatives: to formulate multiple alternatives for resolving a problem, to postulate a series of suppositions regarding a question, to project alternative hypotheses regarding an event, to develop a variety of different plans to achieve some goal; to draw out presuppositions and project the range of possible consequences of decisions, positions, policies, theories, or beliefs.

Drawing conclusions: to apply appropriate modes of inference in determining what position, opinion or point of view one should take on a given matter or issue; given a set of statements, descriptions, questions or other forms of representation, to educe, with the proper level of logical strength, their inferential relationships and the consequences or the presuppositions which they support, warrant, imply or entail; to employ successfully various sub-species of reasoning, as for example to reason analogically, arithmetically, dialectically, scientifically, etc; to determine which of several possible conclusions is most strongly warranted or supported by the evidence at hand, or which should be rejected or regarded as less plausible by the information given.

information within the argument (e.g. Meyer, Brandt & Bluth, 1980; Munch, Boller & Swasy, 1993, Myers, 1974).

1.3.1.2 Evaluation

The Delphi report describes Evaluation as a CT skill that is used in the assessment of propositions and claims in terms of their credibility, relevance and the logical strength of their relationships with other propositions; thus deciding the overall strength or weakness of an argument (Facione, 1990b). Evaluating the credibility of claims and arguments involves progressing beyond merely identifying the source of propositions in an argument, to actually examining the credibility of
those identified sources (e.g. personal experiences, common beliefs/opinions, expert/authority opinion and scientific evidence). Evaluation also implies deep consideration of the relevance of claims within an argument, which is accomplished by assessing the contextual relevance of claims and premises (i.e. the pertinence or applicability of one proposition to another). Finally, evaluating the logical strength of an argument is accomplished by monitoring both the logical relationships amongst propositions and the claims they infer.

1.3.1.3 Inference

Like Bloom’s (1956) conceptualisation of synthesis, the final CT skill, inference, involves the “gathering” of credible, relevant and logical evidence based on the previous analysis and evaluation of available evidence, for the purposes of “drawing a reasonable conclusion” (Facione, 1990b, p.9). Drawing a conclusion always implies some act of synthesis. However, inference is a unique form of synthesis in that it involves the formulation of a set of consequences and conclusions that are derived from a set of arguments or a body of evidence. This may imply accepting a conclusion pointed to by an author in light of the evidence they present, or “conjecturing an alternative”, equally logical, conclusion or argument based on the available evidence (Facione, 1990b, p.9). According to the Delphi definition, another important aspect of inference is “querying the evidence” available, for example, by recognising the need for additional information or justification and by being able to gather such additional information or justification to draw a conclusion; and to judge the plausibility of utilising such additional information or justification for purposes of conjecturing an alternative conclusion. Notably, in the context of querying evidence and conjecturing alternative conclusions, inference overlaps with evaluation to a certain degree in that both skills are used to judge the relevance and acceptability of a
claim or argument. Nevertheless, it remains necessary to query and judge the inclusion of propositions within an argument, before gathering them to draw a conclusion.

The definition of CT provided by the Delphi Report was adopted by the American Philosophical Association and as a result, became the accepted definition for good CT (Beckie, Lowry & Barnett, 2001). The Delphi definition of CT also inspired the creation of the California Critical Thinking Skills Test (Facione, 1990a), which is a commonly used assessment of CT performance that measures CT according to test-takers’ ability to use analysis, evaluation and inference skills. Though the Delphi Report has shed some light on what CT is, how to conceptualise it and how to measure it, at the same time, it is often acknowledged that CT skills take time to develop (Dawson, 2008a; Halpern, 2003a; King & Kitchener, 1994; Kuhn, 1999). However, there is no consensus as to how best develop CT skills. In order for CT to develop to a high level, related metacognitive processes may be needed to support CT skill development and to aid in the successful application of CT to real-world problems. Reflective judgment is one such metacognitive process that can aid in the support, development and application of CT, particularly in the context of real-world problems.

1.3.1.4 Reflective Judgment

The ability to think about thinking (Flavell, 1976; Ku & Ho, 2010b) and the ability to apply CT skills to a particular problem implies a reflective sensibility and the capacity for reflective judgment (King & Kitchener, 1994). Like CT, reflective judgment is an important skill for students to acquire and practice, because it may facilitate their ongoing acquisition and application of knowledge both inside and outside of school and university (Folsom-Kovari et al., 2010; Huffaker & Calvert,
2003; U.S. National Research Council, 2002). According to King and Kitchener (1994), reflective judgment (RJ) is an individuals' understanding of the nature, limits, and certainty of knowing and how this can affect how they defend their judgments and reasoning in context. Moreover, RJ involves the ability of an individual to acknowledge that their views might be falsified by additional evidence obtained at a later time (King & Kitchener, 1994).

The ability to acknowledge levels of certainty and uncertainty when engaging in CT is important because sometimes the information a person is presented with (along with that person’s pre-existing knowledge) provides only a limited source of information from which to draw a conclusion. This is often the case when a person is presented with an ill-structured problem (King, Wood & Mines, 1990), that is, a problem that cannot be solved with absolute certainty (Wood, 1993). Specific thinking skills are necessary when people realise that some problems cannot be solved with certainty (Dewey, 1933; King & Kitchener, 2004; Wood, 1993); that is, in the context of uncertainty, a combination of CT skills (as defined by the Delphi committee) and RJ (as defined by King & Kitchener) is necessary in situations where one seeks to arrive at a reasonable conclusion or decide upon a reasonable course of action.

RJ is often used when an ill-structured problem is encountered, where the uncertainty associated with the problem indicates that multiple paths of reasoning and action are possible (e.g. “What is the best way of decreasing global warming?”). Such encounters often lead thinkers to reasonably consider multiple, alternative solutions (e.g. “Make everyone drive electric cars”, or, “Cut down on cattle farming in order to lower methane emissions”). However, some solutions are deemed better than others based on the organisation, complexity and careful consideration of the
propositions within an argument (e.g. in comparison with the unsupported singular claims above, a more complex and better considered response might propose that ‘Although research is still ongoing in this area, mathematical models based on existing research findings suggest that by making small decreases in emissions in all walks of life, whether it be travel, farming, industry or energy production, emissions around the globe will decrease substantially’). Therefore, it is not only the conclusion one reaches, or the inference one draws, correct or otherwise; but also the manner in which one arrives at the conclusion which is important in RJ and CT. This description of RJ, as involving inferential, CT processes, further suggests that there is an interdependence between RJ and CT.

RJ is often considered as a component of CT (Baril et al., 1998; Huffman et al., 1991), because RJ allows one to acknowledge that epistemic assumptions (i.e. assumptions about one’s knowledge) are vital to recognising and judging a situation in which CT may be required (King & Kitchener, 1994). RJ may also influence how well an individual applies each CT skill (King, Wood & Mines, 1990). This interdependence between CT and RJ is also consistent with Kitchener and King’s (1981) Reflective Judgment Model (RJM; see Table 1.3), in which CT is embedded explicitly.

Research suggests that like CT skills, child and adult development may see a progressive development of RJ ability toward greater levels of complexity and skill. Kitchener and King (1981) created the RJM in order to characterise the development of people’s RJ ability. The RJM describes changes in the thinker’s recognition of limited knowledge (i.e. uncertainty) and how these changes influence other thinking skills, such as analysis, evaluation and inference. Within the RJM, a series of developmental changes occur in the way people come to understand the process of
knowing and reasoning. More importantly, research supports a developmental trajectory of RJ along the lines described by King and Kitchener (1994). However, RJ development is not a simple function of age or time, but more so a function of the amount of interaction, or active engagement an individual has in the context of working on ill-structured problems, such that the development of higher levels of reasoning and RJ ability can emerge (Brabeck, 1981; Dawson, 2008a; Fischer & Bidell, 2006).

Table 1.3: The Reflective Judgment Model (Adapted from King & Kitchener, 2002)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-reflective thought</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Knowledge is assumed to exist absolutely and concretely; it is not understood as an abstraction. It can be obtained with certainty by direct observation. Beliefs need no justification since there is assumed to be an absolute correspondence between what is believed to be true and what is true. Alternate beliefs are not perceived.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Knowledge is assumed to be absolutely certain or certain but not immediately available. Knowledge can be obtained through direct observation or via authority figures. Beliefs are unexamined and unjustified or justified by their correspondence with the beliefs of an authority figure. Most issues are assumed to have a right answer, so there is little or no conflict in making decisions about disputed issues.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Knowledge is assumed to be absolutely certain or temporarily uncertain. In areas of temporary uncertainty, only personal beliefs can be known until absolute knowledge is obtained. In areas of absolute certainty, knowledge is obtained from authorities. In areas in which certain answers exist, beliefs are justified by reference to authorities' views. In areas in which answers do not exist, beliefs are defended as personal opinion since the link between evidence and beliefs is unclear.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quasi-reflective thought</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Knowledge is uncertain and knowledge claims are idiosyncratic to the individual since situational variables dictate that knowing always involves an element of ambiguity. Beliefs are justified by giving reasons and using evidence, but the arguments and choice of evidence are idiosyncratic.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Knowledge is contextual and subjective since it is filtered through a person's perceptions and criteria for judgment. Only interpretations of evidence, events, or issues may be known. Beliefs are justified within a particular context by means of the rules of inquiry for that context and by the context-specific interpretations as evidence. Specific beliefs are assumed to be context specific or are balance against other interpretations, which complicates conclusions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1.3: The Reflective Judgment Model (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reflective thought</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Knowledge is constructed into individual conclusions about ill-structured problems on the basis of information from a variety of sources. Interpretations that are based on evaluations of evidence across contexts and on the evaluated opinions of reputable others can be known. Beliefs are justified by comparing evidence and opinion from different perspectives on an issue or across different contexts and by constructing solutions that are evaluated by criteria such as the weight of the evidence, the utility of the solution, and the pragmatic need for action.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Knowledge is the outcome of a process of reasonable inquiry in which solutions to ill-structured problems are constructed. The adequacy of those solutions is evaluated in terms of what is most reasonable or probable according to the current evidence, and it is re-evaluated when relevant new evidence, perspectives, or tools of inquiry become available. Beliefs are justified probabilistically on the basis of a variety of interpretive considerations, such as the weight of the evidence, the explanatory value of the interpretations, the risk of erroneous conclusions, consequences of alternative judgments, and the interrelationships of these factors. Conclusions are defended as representing the most complete, plausible, or compelling understanding of an issue on the basis of the available evidence.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Kitchener and King’s RJM is a seven stage model that is broken down into three periods of development. Progress on the RJM (from one stage to another; and from one period to another) is a type of evolution of RJ, in which each progression marks the increasing complexity of the thinking required to justify a belief. The more developed one’s RJ, the better able one is to present “a more complex and effective form of justification, providing more inclusive and better integrated assumptions for evaluating and defending a point of view” (King & Kitchener, 1994, p. 13). Notably, King and Kitchener describe reflective judgment here as a collation of the sub-components of evaluation and inference (i.e. CT skills; again, see Table 1.2) - once again indicating the importance of the interdependency between CT and RJ.
The relationship between CT and RJ has been confirmed in a number of research studies and the suggestion has been made that CT and RJ develop in an interdependent, cyclical manner (Brabeck, 1981; Dawson, 2008a; King & Kitchener, 1994; King, Wood & Mines, 1990; see Figure 1.9). For example, Brabeck (1981) assessed 119 university students on both CT and RJ ability. CT was measured using the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal (WGCTA, Watson & Glaser, 1980) and RJ was measured using the Reflective Judgment Interview (Kitchener & King, 1981). Results revealed a positive correlation between both measures ($r = .40, p < .001$). There was also a significant difference between high-scoring and low-scoring critical thinkers on RJ performance.

Based on these findings, Brabeck (1981) suggested that there is an inextricable link between CT and RJ. This link was confirmed by further research conducted by King, Wood and Mines (1990), which examined the RJ and CT performance of both
university undergraduate and graduate students. Results revealed a significant correlation between RJ (as measured by the Reflective Judgment Interview) and CT, measured using both the WGCTA and the Cornell Critical Thinking Test (Ennis, Millman & Tomko, 1985; $r = .46, p < .01$ for both).

Though this research does indicate that RJ and CT are significantly correlated, it is less clear from the literature how the development of RJ might facilitate the development of CT and vice versa. While RJ models are traditionally developmental (e.g. Kitchener & King, 1981; King & Kitchener, 1994; 2002), models of CT do not provide a detailed account of how specific CT sub-skills of analysis, evaluation and inference develop (e.g. Ennis, 1998; Halpern, 2003a; Paul, 1993). For example, it may be that a certain level of RJ ability is needed before a student can begin to understand and apply certain CT sub-skills (e.g. evaluating logical strength and inferring plausible conclusions or alternatives). Thus, further research is necessary to provide more than correlational evidence alone in support of the link between RJ and CT development. Nevertheless, it is reasonable to assume that through the acknowledgment of uncertainty in decision-making and problem-solving, an individual with good RJ skills will be able to apply CT skills with caution and awareness of the alternative conclusions and/or solutions that may be drawn. Consistent with this view, it has been noted that those who show good RJ are more likely to exhibit greater care when applying CT skills (King & Kitchener, 2004).

Cumulatively, the models of RJ, CT and memory described above are integrated below into a cognitive framework for purposes of describing the focus of experimental work presented in this thesis (see Figure 1.10). Given that the cognitive and metacognitive processes under investigation in this thesis have been identified, discussed and structured into a cognitive system, it becomes important to also explore
some of the factors that may negatively impact these processes, such as cognitive load and the problematic nature of text-based reading. The following discussion of impediments to learning will pave the way for a closer analysis of argument mapping (see Chapter 3) and the ways in which argument mapping can potentially overcome such learning impediments and also facilitate memory, comprehension, CT and RJ ability (i.e. in empirical Chapters 4-6).

Figure 1.10: The proposed system of cognitive processes for educational objectives used in this research

1.4 Cognitive Load

Cognitive load refers to the cognitive demands put upon an individual in using and distributing working memory resources during cognitive activities such as learning and problem-solving (Sweller, 1999). Based on the review of working memory and taxonomies for thinking above, excess demands placed on working
memory resources during cognitive activities are speculated to impede performance of all higher-order thinking processes (see Figure 1.11), given that subsequent thinking processes are dependent upon one’s ability to process and remember individual propositions and interdependent proposition sets (Halpern, 2003a; Maybery, Bain and Halford, 1986). For example, in support of the link between memory and deductive reasoning ability, Maybery, Bain and Halford (1986) found that students often have difficulty in inferring conclusions in deductive problem-solving situations problems because of the necessity to simultaneously recall and consider all elements in a premise or set of premises.
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Figure 1.11: The effect of Cognitive Load on Thinking Processes

Cognitive load also refers in part to the amount of information that needs to be processed within an already limited capacity working memory (Baddeley, 2000; 2002; Cowan, 2000; Gobet & Clarkson, 2004; Miller, 1956; Pollock, Chandler & Sweller, 2002; Sweller, 1999). For example, George Miller (1956) postulated that
only seven (plus-or-minus two) items of information can be processed in short-
term/working memory at any given time. More recent research disputes Miller’s
‘magical number’ of seven items, or chunks, that can be processed, claiming that the
number is actually closer to four items of information (Cowan, 2000), or possibly less
(Gobet & Clarkson, 2004). According to Sweller (1994), there are two types of
cognitive load that constrict working memory capacity, impede learning and together
determine total cognitive load - *intrinsic* and *extraneous* cognitive load.

### 1.4.1 Intrinsic Cognitive Load

Intrinsic cognitive load refers to the cognitive demands “imposed by the basic
characteristics of information” (Sweller, 1994, p.6). The amount of intrinsic cognitive
load placed on an individual during a cognitive task depends on the element
interactivity, which refers to the number of elements, or items of information that
must be simultaneously processed in working memory in order to learn and
understand the information. “All of the learning elements interact and unless all are
considered simultaneously in working memory, the problem and its solution will not
be understood” (Sweller, 2010, p. 41). Simply, intrinsic cognitive load is caused by
the necessity to simultaneously assimilate a relatively high number of elements, and
their interactivity, in order to solve a problem.

For example, Pollock, Chandler and Sweller (2002) found that working
memory capacity is often at its peak when trying to assimilate complex, or too much
information (i.e. where there are many elements of information to assimilate and high
levels of element interactivity). In their research, 22 first-year industrial trade students

---

8 According to Miller, this limited capacity can be increased by *chunking*, or organising items of
information together into *chunks*, each of which possesses its own discrete meaning and acts as a new,
higher-order (i.e. more complex) item of information. Since it is not necessarily five to nine discrete
items of information that a person can recall, but five to nine *chunks*, chunking allows one to increase
the amount of information that can be encoded, stored and retrieved in working memory.
were asked to study materials designed to facilitate learning of electrical tests. Two study formats were available to students. One group of students studied from an *interacting elements* format and the other group studied from what the authors called an *isolated-interacting elements* format. The interacting elements group were provided with a diagram of *the insulation resistance test*’ and *the Earth continuity test*’ along with a set of instructions that explained the theory behind the steps they were to follow. Those asked to learn in this condition had to simultaneously consider multiple elements, such as the aim of the test; the required setting of the voltmeter; the required setting of the appliance switch; the location of the earth lead and the line lead during both phases of the test; and the criteria by which to judge if the voltmeter readings were safe. Interacting elements are “characterised by the inclusion of all elements required for understanding but at the cost of an impossibly high working memory load” (Pollock, Chandler & Sweller, 2002, p. 66). Those in the isolated-interacting elements group were provided the same diagrams as the other group and only brief instructions of exactly what to do for each step. As these isolated elements required less integrated understanding, but rather sequential understanding and application of rules, they also placed less of a load on working memory.

Participants were asked to rate the mental effort needed to study and were then tested for their knowledge based on their study materials. Forty-eight hours later, both groups were again asked to study, but this time both groups received the interacting elements format. Results revealed that those who had initially studied isolated-interacting elements performed significantly better on subsequent high-element interactivity questions and better on average on practical tests, than those in the interacting elements group. Those in the isolated-interacting elements group also
found their learning condition to be significantly less demanding than those in the interacting elements group.

Furthermore, in a follow-up experiment by Pollock, Chandler and Sweller (2002), no differences in learning and self-reported difficulty of learning conditions were found between novices who studied via the isolated-interacting elements approach and experts who studied via the interacting elements approach. According to the authors, findings indicated that expertise can also reduce intrinsic cognitive load on working memory and allows for less stressful learning (i.e. in terms of perceived difficulty), due to the experts already possessing the schemas necessary to learn and succeed on the tests. Thus, the authors proposed that complex information cannot be simultaneously processed for purposes of understanding and memorisation unless the information has been previously organised into a schema. The authors further proposed that the promotion of schema construction would lead to an increase in the learner’s understanding, which in turn would facilitate subsequent memorisation (Pollock, Chandler & Sweller, 2002, p. 82).

In summary, Pollock, Chandler and Sweller (2002) argue that a high level of element interactivity can cause cognitive load and that readers perform better when they learn by first processing information in an organised, sequential manner, possibly by integrating this new information into existing schemas or by building new schemas via sequential addition of elements; and then by re-reading the text, in order to commit the information to memory. Notably, an individual’s level of expertise or prior knowledge of a subject area may influence the experience of intrinsic cognitive load (Sweller, 1999, 2010). That is, even if information possesses a high level of element interactivity, individuals with relevant, pre-existing knowledge may not
experience as much intrinsic cognitive load as those with less knowledge (Chi, Glaser & Rees, 1982; Kotovsky, Hayes and Simon, 1985; Larkin et al., 1980).

As such, although intrinsic cognitive load is fixed by virtue of the number of elements that need to be coordinated to solve a problem, if working memory has access to established schemas from LTM, then the demand associated with element interactivity in working memory may be decreased as a result of schema-driven chunking, thus reducing overall cognitive load. Though intrinsic load cannot be reduced by the format of instructional materials (i.e. regardless of format, a fixed body of information contains a fixed number of elements; Moreno & Park, 2010; Paas, Renkl & Sweller, 2003), research suggests that efforts to promote schema-construction through training can aid in the reduction of intrinsic load (Pollock, Chandler & Sweller, 2002; van Merriënboer, Kirschner & Kester, 2003). Those who are trained in a specific domain are provided the opportunity to develop expertise in that domain through the construction of relevant schemas during training (Chi, Glaser, Rees, 1982; Kotovsky, Hayes & Simon, 1985); and thus, are better equipped to assimilate information with high element interactivity than are those who do not possess the relevant pre-existing knowledge (Pollock, Chandler & Sweller, 2002; Sweller, 2010). Notably, a vast body of research (e.g. Gadzella, Ginther & Bryant, 1996; Hitchcock, 2004; Reed and Kromrey, 2001; Rimiene, 2002; Solon, 2007; discussed in Chapter 2) indicates that training in CT yields better CT performance than performance prior to training. These findings suggest that CT, which may be applied to problematic situations with high levels of element interactivity, can be trained; and subsequently, it is possible that schemas for CT strategies can reduce the cognitive load associated with high element interactivity by offering the critical thinker a set of cognitive, or metacognitive, strategies that allow them to navigate
problematic situations and infer reasonable solutions to problems. Though domain-
specific knowledge training and the training of CT may facilitate schema construction
- which may in turn aid in overcoming intrinsic cognitive load, there still remains the
issue of overcoming extraneous cognitive load.

1.4.2 Extraneous Cognitive Load

Extraneous cognitive load refers to the cognitive demands imposed by
instructional design (van Merriënboer & Ayres, 2005) and can be caused by a number
of features of instructional materials that impose different demands on working
memory. Sweller and colleagues have argued that extraneous cognitive load is caused
by the demands placed on working memory associated with, for example, the need to
switch attention during the assimilation of information and assimilating redundant
information (Ayres & Sweller, 2005; Chandler & Sweller, 1991; Sweller et al., 1990;
Sweller, 1999; Tindall-Ford, Chandler & Sweller, 1997). In the context of extraneous
cognitive load, redundancy refers to the presence of information that does not
contribute to schema acquisition or interferes with learning (e.g. irrelevant
information and information presented more than once; Sweller, 1999; 2010).
Attention-switching demands refer to the demands placed on working memory by
switching between multiple sources of information that are unintelligible in isolation
and results in less learning than if the multiple sources were presented in an integrated
format (Sweller, 1999; 2010).

While intrinsic cognitive load is fixed by virtue of the number of elements
one must coordinate to solve a problem or assimilate new knowledge, extraneous
cognitive load can be reduced via the manipulation of instructional materials. For
example, Chandler and Sweller (1991) conducted multiple experiments and found that
when two sources of study information are integrated (e.g. a diagram and text),
students recall more information than when asked to study from separated texts and
diagrams. In one of their experiments, Chandler and Sweller (1991) compared two
groups of students who studied an electrical wiring installation procedure from either
conventional study materials (i.e. separate diagram and text) or integrated study
materials (i.e. text appropriately placed within the diagram). Those in the integrated
group spent significantly less time processing the electrical wiring installation
material than those in the conventional group. In addition, those in the integrated
group scored significantly higher than the conventional group on subsequent tests of
their knowledge for electrical wiring installation. These results suggested that
switching attention from one source of information to another, while studying the
conventional materials, was a source of cognitive load that impeded learning. Similar
results were reported by Sweller et al. (1990) and Tindall-Ford, Chandler and Sweller
(1997).

also found that learning is impeded when instructional materials require a high degree
of attention switching. Their research examined participants’ ability to recall a list of
instructions for an electrical test. Two groups were examined: a group who were
given a diagram with the instructions integrated into the diagram and a group who
were given the instructions separate from the diagram. The group who used integrated
diagrams and instructions performed significantly better than the group with separate
diagram and instructions on a test of transfer knowledge (i.e. the ability to apply the
principles of electrical testing, which they studied, to other electrical systems).
Tindall-Ford, Chandler and Sweller (1997) concluded, in conjunction with research
by Sweller et al. (1990), and Chandler and Sweller (1991), that encoding
environments that increase the cognitive load placed on the learner (e.g. via attention
switching) tend not only to slow the learning process, but also reduce overall levels of learning (Sweller et al., 1990; Sweller & Chandler, 1991; Tindall-Ford, Chandler & Sweller, 1997).

1.4.2.1 The Problematic Nature of Text-Based Reading

Interestingly, one of the most traditional methods of assimilating information - text-based reading, is often associated with a high degree of attention-switching demands. When reading text, attentive and motivated students may strive to remember as much information as they can. However, learning by reading and assimilating information from text can be problematic. For example, Harrell (2005) notes that students often fail to understand the ‘gist’ (Kintsch & van Dijk, 1978) of text-based information. More often, students fail to adequately ‘follow’ an argument’s chain of reasoning or justification of claims within text. Harrell (2005) speculates that this is due to the fact that most students do not even acknowledge that information within a text presents an argument and instead read it as if it were a story. Conversely, authors who do understand the nature of argumentation often construct verbose, ‘maze-like’ arguments that consist of large amounts of text (Monk, 2001). Students who are presented with these texts may thus find it very difficult to capture anything more than the ‘gist’ of the argument. For example, text-based arguments often contain many more sentences than just the propositions that are part of the argument and these sentences may obscure the intention of the piece and the inferential structure of the argument (Harrell, 2004).

Some of the problems with text-based learning are derived from the linear structure of text itself, which does not allow one to readily connect statements that support or dispute specific propositions (i.e. other reasons and objections) and this can make it difficult for one to assimilate the information within a text-based argument.
(van Gelder, 2003). The learner must link propositions that are often located in
different paragraphs, different pages or different chapters. For example, when reading
text, a person may read a statement on page four and not read any relevant support (or
objection) to this claim until they reach page twelve. Between pages four and twelve,
it could be that a variety of other propositions, tables or figures are presented, which
places additional cognitive load on the reader. As a result, when reading a text-based
argument, the reader must mentally construct the argument, which may require that
they switch attention away from the information presented in the text. Based on
previous research findings (e.g. Chandler & Sweller, 1991; Pollock, Chandler &
Sweller, 2002; Sweller, 1999; Sweller et al., 1990; Tindall-Ford, Chandler & Sweller,
1997), presenting educational materials in a way that reduces the level of attention
switching may minimize cognitive load and improve memory, comprehension and
critical thinking performance. This suggestion implies that due to the linear nature of
text, it may be important for textual information to be manipulated in a manner
similar to the way in which Sweller and colleagues manipulated their educational
materials (e.g. Chandler & Sweller, 1991, Pollock Chandler & Sweller, 2002; Tindall-
Ford, Chandler and Sweller, 1997); specifically, by integrating text and diagrammatic
representations in order to devise a study format that can potentially improve learning.

1.5 Summary

A number of frameworks have identified cognitive and metacognitive
processes necessary for thinking in educational settings, such as memory,
comprehension, analysis, evaluation, inference and reflective judgment. There are a
number of factors that may negatively impact the operation of these cognitive and
metacognitive processes in educational settings, namely intrinsic and extraneous
cognitive load. Given that all cognitive activities impose at least some cognitive load
on the learner, it is often important for students to perform such activities in a manner which allows them to process information with as little load as possible. Of particular interest here is the potentially problematic nature of text-based reading in cases where the goal of the learner is to facilitate their memory, comprehension, analysis, evaluation, inference and reflective judgment ability by using text-based learning materials.

In the current research, it is hypothesised that argument mapping (i.e. an instructional/learning strategy) can potentially reduce extraneous cognitive load and enhance memory, comprehension and CT (i.e. analysis, evaluation, inference and RJ). This is because argument maps present information via the integration of textual and diagrammatic representations. Argument maps can also simplify the reading of an argument structure by reducing the potential demands associated with high levels of attention switching, specifically, by keeping related arguments together in the diagrammatic representation of the argument structure. Finally, argument maps facilitate the assimilation of core statements and relations that are central to an argument via the use of hierarchical organisation and visual-spatial cues (i.e. colour and proximity). However, before fully describing argument mapping and a detailed rationale for why it is hypothesised to enhance memory, comprehension and CT, it is important to first discuss past research which has examined alternative methods of enhancing these thinking processes. More specifically, strategies discussed above as potential methods of reducing extraneous cognitive load (e.g. well-organised and integrated educational materials) and intrinsic cognitive load (e.g. training) will be presented; as will their effects on memory, comprehension and CT performance. Thus, in the following chapter, a literature review of previous research on methods of enhancing memory, comprehension and CT is presented. This literature review will
help pave the way for the empirical focus of this thesis, which examines the impact of argument mapping on memory, comprehension and CT.
Chapter 2

Review of the Literature Examining Strategies Aimed at Improving Memory, Comprehension & Critical Thinking

In this chapter, a selective review of previous research conducted on strategies designed to improve memory, comprehension and critical thinking ability is presented. First, a review of research on the effects of organisational strategies on memory and comprehension of text-based information is presented. Second, a review of research on the effects of various training interventions on critical thinking performance is presented. The overall pattern of findings in the literature and some of the gaps in the existing literature help to situate the empirical aims of this thesis in the wider empirical literature and help us to further understand why the strategic use of argument mapping in an educational context may potentially enhance students’ memory, comprehension and critical thinking ability.

2.1 Improving Memory and Comprehension Ability

Teachers and students can use a variety of different strategies to facilitate memory and comprehension of text-based information. Prominent amongst the strategies aimed at improving memory and comprehension ability are methods of organizing information for the purpose of easy assimilation (e.g. Berkowitz, 1986; Farrand, Hussain & Hennessy, 2002; Meyer, Brandt & Bluth, 1980; Taylor, 1982). For example, research suggests that when to-be-remembered information is presented in a well-organized manner, free recall is better than when information is presented in a random order (Bower et al., 1969; Chan, 2009; Myers, 1974). Myers (1974) conducted research in which three groups of participants were asked to read and memorise five paragraphs concerning five fictional countries. The sentences in the
five paragraphs were organised in a different manner for each group: (1) according to country (e.g. all sentences in paragraph 1 presented information on Melin, followed by a paragraph on Pemol, then on Tupel, Gamba and Sayon – all fictional countries), (2) according to specific attributes of all five countries (e.g. all sentences in paragraph 1 presented information on climate, followed by a paragraph on language, then on agricultural produce, industrial produce, and geography), and (3) randomly (e.g. sentences in relation to the specific attributes of different countries were randomly presented throughout the five paragraphs). Results suggested that the two groups who read from organised texts (i.e. those who read texts organised according to country or specific attributes) showed more accurate recall than those who read disorganised (random) texts.

Similarly, Armbruster, Anderson and Ostertag (1987) and Meyer, Brandt, and Bluth, (1980) both found that students who recognise the structure of text (i.e. the various components of an argument: central claims, supporting claims, objections) comprehend and recall more information than readers who do not recognise or differentiate these distinct structural components of an argument. Recognition and awareness of text structure aids in the identification of super-ordinate propositions, that is, the 'top-level' propositions, or main ideas/central claims within the text (Meyer, Brandt, & Bluth, 1980). The recognition of such top-level propositions is important because due to the limited capacity of working memory (Baddeley, 2000), not every piece of information presented can be memorised and thus, some pieces of information may become more important to encode than others (Kintsch & van Dijk, 1978). However, this is not to say that lower-level propositions are not as important as top-level propositions, considering that the former often provide the necessary justification for the latter. Rather, the importance of recognising top-level propositions
is that such recognition may act as a grouping strategy - an organisational cue that allows the reader to group lower-level propositions according to each top-level proposition.

For example, Meyer, Brandt and Bluth (1980) asked three groups of students (i.e. students with good, average or poor comprehension skills; as assessed by the Stanford Achievement Test comprehension scale and a reading achievement test) to read two text-based passages on dehydration and super-tankers. After reading each passage, students were asked to write down all they could remember from the passage in their own words as a recall assessment. A week later, students were again asked to write down all they could remember from the passage. Students who were previously shown to possess good comprehension skills tended to use the same type of top-level structure for organising their writing as the original author of the passage had used. Specifically, students with good comprehension skills organized their writing according to the same main ideas expressed by the authors in the original text. Conversely, students with poor comprehension skills were more disorganized in their writing style – they did not organise their writing by reference to the main ideas expressed by the authors in the original text. In addition, students who organized their writing by reference to the main ideas in the text recalled significantly more propositions for both passages of text, at both testing times, than those who did not.

According to Meyer, Brandt and Bluth (1980), the analysis of text structure, through the identification of super-ordinate propositions and the assimilation of the organisational structure of text, helps “determine what is important to remember” (p. 72). That is, recall can be aided through the organisation of target propositions during the reading, comprehension and analysis of those propositions. Furthermore, they speculate that, “additional processing of super-ordinate propositions and their
interrelationships increases the depth with which they are processed”, as the structure of text indicates the logical connections among these super-ordinate propositions, along with connections with sub-ordinate propositions (Craik & Lockhart, 1972; in Meyer, Brandt & Bluth, 1980, p.78).

Similarly, Yin-Kum (1995) found that recall ability is better when studying from structured text in comparison with unstructured text. In addition to facilitating ‘deep’ processing and focus on what is ‘important’ to remember, the strategy used by students of selecting top-level propositions around which to structure their recall behaviour may reflect an underlying capacity to organize information and use these organizational strategies to facilitate memory performance. Consistent with the ‘top-level’ strategy used by students in research by Meyer Brandt and Bluth (1980), explicit teaching and learning strategies such as hierarchical summarisation and graphic organisation have also been used to facilitate the organisation of text-based information according to the structure of the argument provided within the text.

2.1.1 Hierarchical Summarisation

Hierarchical summarisation of text is a more explicit, active and organisational strategy used to facilitate recall than simply summarising or learning the ‘gist’ (Kintsch & van Dijk, 1978) of a text. Hierarchical summarisation (sometimes described by educators as ‘creating an outline’) is a method of extracting and summarising both the super-ordinate and sub-ordinate themes from a text and then arranging these themes in a hierarchically organised list of super-ordinate and sub-ordinate propositions, respectively (see Figure 2.1 for an outline used in Taylor & Beach, 1984).

Outlines present the significant information from a text in a hierarchically organised manner and have been commonly used as a method for educators to present
notes and for students to take notes (Robinson & Kiewra, 1995). In addition, the hierarchical organisation of text-based information has been shown to facilitate recall and comprehension (Bower et al., 1969; Taylor, 1982; Taylor & Beach, 1984). For example, Taylor and colleagues (Taylor, 1982; Taylor & Beach, 1984) found that the use of hierarchical summarisation, or outlining, increased the recall of text in students who were trained in the use of the technique.

Figure 2.1: An example of an outline (hierarchical summary) as used in Taylor & Beach (1984, p. 139)

In research by Taylor (1982), 48 fifth-grade students were randomly assigned to one of two groups: an experimental outlining group or a conventional study group. Once a week for seven weeks, the students assembled in their assigned group for an hour and practiced reading and studying selected passages using either an outlining method or conventional methods (i.e. note-taking and question answering). During the testing phase, students were asked to read an 861 word piece of text. Those in the experimental group were asked to construct an outline of the information from the text and those in the conventional group were asked to answer questions regarding the text. Both groups were given 45 minutes to read the text and use their respective study
techniques, after which all study materials were collected. The next day students answered 20 short-answer questions based on the reading material, which probed students to recall a number of different propositions from the original text passage. Results revealed that those who outlined the text after reading it scored significantly higher on memory performance than those who answered questions after reading the text. According to Taylor (1982), these results indicate that the organisation of text through outlining enhances memory performance. Notably, however, it may not have been the organisational features of outlining alone that facilitated enhanced memory performance - it may also have been that outlining provided students with a more active learning strategy than simple question answering; and, active learning strategies have been shown to improve learning (e.g. Hake, 1998; Laws, Sokoloff & Thornton, 1999; Redish, Saul & Steinberg, 1997).

This experiment was replicated by Taylor (1982), using a different text, which contained 819 words. However, in this second experiment, no differences between hierarchical summarisation and conventional reading groups were observed. Taylor found that, after inspecting the completed outlines, students who outlined in Experiment 1 scored 60% on accuracy on an assessment of logical organisation of propositions, whereas students in Experiment 2 only scored 43% correct on a similar test, which suggests that students who participated in the first experiment produced better, more accurate outlines than those in the second experiment. From this, Taylor concluded that recall can only be improved by outlining information from text when the outline is hierarchically summarised correctly or appropriately (i.e. better organised outlines result in higher recall). Taylor’s findings imply that memory performance may be contingent upon ‘comprehension’ during the study phase. That is, students who do not fully comprehend the text cannot construct a good (i.e.
accurate) outline. Furthermore, Taylor and Beach (1984) found significant variations in performance as a function of the topic studied, in students who were using hierarchical summarisation as a study method. More specifically, when students were more familiar with a certain topic (i.e. as assessed via a self-reported 5-point likert scale), those who studied using hierarchical summarisation performed no better than those in the conventional study condition. Nevertheless, the results suggest that, under certain circumstances, hierarchical summarisation is a learning method that may improve recall.

2.1.2 Graphic Organisers

Similar to outlines, graphic organisers hierarchically structure information, yet do so in a visual, graphical manner so that relationships among propositions are made explicit. Graphic organisers can also allow for flexible manipulation of the location of concepts or propositions within the structure and can be arranged in multiple configurations, unlike both text and outlines which are generally structured in a linear format. Furthermore, graphic organisers (e.g. pros-and-cons lists, cause-and-effect lists, pie-charts, flow-charts, spider-diagrams, tree-diagrams, Venn-diagrams and various mapping strategies) are often recommended for those who struggle to derive meaning from text (Oliver, 2009; Zmach et al., 2007).

Oliver (2009) argues that graphic organisers facilitate comprehension because they provide visual scaffolds that encourage students to extract and represent key details in text (e.g. reasons and objections for specific claims) and provide relationships between linked propositions. Oliver recommends the use of graphic organizers because they can employ the principles of hierarchical organisation (Taylor, 1982) and can provide visual diagrammatic representations that facilitate the
extraction of main ideas, relevant information (Larkin & Simon, 1987) and structural details within text (Meyer, Brandt & Bluth, 1980).

In two experiments by Robinson and Kiewra (1995), students’ ability to comprehend material presented to them from text only, text and outlines, or text and graphic organisers was examined. The method of graphic organisation used in both experiments is presented in Figure 2.2. In Robinson and Kiewra’s first experiment, students in the graphic organiser group (i.e. those who studied from both graphic organiser and text) and the outline group (i.e. those who studied from both outline and text) were given 45 minutes to study their materials. After 45 minutes of text study, the text was collected and the students were provided with another 15 minutes to study either the graphic organiser or the outline (i.e. depending on their group). Students in the text-only group were given one full hour to study their text. Students were examined on hierarchical relations (i.e. as assessed via cued-recall questions which required knowledge of the text structure), on facts (i.e. as assessed using multiple choice questions), and on conceptual relationships (i.e. comprehension was assessed through the administration of an essay test) either immediately after studying or 2 days later.

The researchers found that those who were tested immediately after studying performed better than those in the delayed testing group on all outcome measures; and that those who studied from text and graphic organisers comprehended more conceptual relationships (as assessed by essay testing) than those in the outlining or text-only groups. In their second experiment, the same procedure was followed, except all students were tested a day after studying. On the day of testing, students were given an additional 15 minutes to study prior to assessment. Results from this experiment revealed that those who studied from text and graphic organisers learned
more hierarchical relations and conceptual relationships than those studying from either outlines and text or text alone.

**Schizophrenia**

![Figure 2.2: An example of a graphic organiser as used in Robinson & Kiewra (1995)](image)

**2.1.2.1 Mapping Strategies**

Mapping strategies are one type of graphic organisation technique designed to help students map the associations, relationships, or inferential connections between different concepts or propositions and contentions in a text (Davies, 2010). Various research studies examining these mapping techniques (e.g. mind-mapping and concept mapping) have revealed beneficial effects on comprehension and recall performance (Berkowitz, 1986; Farrand, Hussain & Hennessy, 2002; Oliver, 2009).

For example, Farrand, Hussain and Hennessy (2002) found that the use of *mind-maps* (Buzan & Buzan, 1997) can improve memory. A mind-map is a mapping strategy in which the major concepts related to a topic extend from a central node with a series of smaller branches representing sub-concepts extending from larger concept branches (Budd, 2004). In the mind-map, concepts are presented as a single word or phrase, a collection of which are ultimately used to illustrate the associations amongst the subject area that is mapped (a detailed account of the features of mind-mapping is
provided in Chapter 3). In the research conducted by Farrand, Hussain and Hennessy (2002), fifty under-graduate medical students were assigned to either a mind-map condition or a self-selected study condition. Students were asked to read an article and study it using either the mind-mapping technique or a self-selected study technique. Results revealed that those in the mind-map group scored significantly higher on both the immediate and delayed recall tests.

Berkowitz (1986) devised a mapping technique in which the main ideas from texts were summarised in separate boxes and supporting claims were listed beneath each of the main ideas (see Figure 2.3). The boxes were organized in a radial structure (i.e. around a main idea). Berkowitz compared variations of this technique (map construction; map study) with alternative techniques (question answering; text re-reading) as methods for learning information as assessed using a post-study memory test. The map-construction group was provided with training in how to construct maps and also how to study them. Those in the map-study group received prepared maps and were trained in how to study them. In the question-answering group, students were instructed to read text and study it using a set of questions. In the re-reading group, students were instructed to read the text twice. A free recall test and short-answer test were then administered both immediately after study and again two weeks later. Results revealed that the map-construction group scored higher on average than those in other groups on both immediate and delayed memory tests.

In summary, research has shown that when information is presented in a well-organized manner, recall is better for that information than from less organised information (e.g. Myers, 1974). Similarly, students who demonstrate awareness of the structure of text comprehend and recall more information than readers who do not (Armbruster, Anderson & Ostertag, 1987; Meyer, Brandt, & Bluth, 1980). Research
has also shown that the active organising of text-based information into a hierarchy can facilitate improved recall and comprehension (Oliver, 2009; Robinson & Kiewra, 1995). Research studies using various different methods of graphic organisation, such as mapping techniques, have also revealed beneficial effects on comprehension and recall performance (Berkowitz, 1986; Farrand, Hussain & Hennessy, 2002; Oliver, 2009). Like hierarchical organisation, graphic organisers structure text-based information hierarchically, but do so via the provision of visual scaffolds. Argument mapping, as discussed in the next chapter, is another form of graphic organisation which is hypothesised in the current research as an optimal method of organising information and decreasing cognitive load.

![Figure 2.3: An example of a mapping strategy, as used in Berkowitz (1986, p. 165)](image-url)
However, while organisational strategies, such as outlining and graphical organisers have largely been used to support learning objectives at the bottom of Bloom’s taxonomy (i.e. knowledge/memory and comprehension), the majority of critical thinking (CT) training research studies have not focused exclusively on training in the use of organisational strategies as a means of accelerating CT skill development. Given that CT takes time to develop (Halpern, 2003a; King, Wood & Mines, 1990), much of the research on CT has examined the effects of various CT training courses on CT performance, some of which have used argument mapping in the process of training (Alvarez-Ortiz, 2007).

### 2.2 Improving Critical Thinking Performance

Critical thinking (CT) courses have been taught at University in varying academic domains including law, philosophy, psychology, sociology and nursing, all with the goal of improving CT performance. Such CT courses have also been informed by varying conceptualisations of CT (e.g. Ennis, 1987; Facione, 1990b; Halpern, 2003a; Paul, 1993). These varying conceptualisations can make it difficult for researchers and teachers to understand or agree on the key components of good CT. These difficulties may impede the ability of researchers and teachers to construct an integrated theoretical account of not only how best to *train* CT skills[^9] but also how best to *measure* CT skills. As a result, researchers and educators must consider the wide array of CT measures available, in order to identify the best and the most appropriate measures, based on the CT conceptualisation used for training. Popular measures of CT performance include the California Critical Thinking Skills Test (CCTST; Facione, 1990a), the Cornell Critical Thinking Test (CCTT; Ennis, Millman

[^9]: In the absence of greater clarity in relation to the components of CT skills and the way these components work together in the context of solving critical thinking problems, it can be difficult to design critical thinking training programs.

It has been noted by some commentators that these different measures of CT ability may not be directly comparable (Abrami et al., 2008). For example, the CCTST consists of 34 multiple-choice questions (MCQs) and measures CT according to the same core skills as identified by the Delphi Report (Facione, 1990b): analysis, evaluation and inference, as well as inductive and deductive reasoning. The CCTT consists of 52 MCQs which measure skills of critical thinking associated with induction; deduction; observation and credibility; definition and assumption identification; and meaning and fallacies. The WGCTA consists of 80 MCQs that measure the ability to draw inferences; recognise assumptions; evaluate arguments; use logical interpretation and deductive reasoning (Watson & Glaser, 1980). The EWCTET is an essay-based assessment of the test-taker’s ability to analyse, evaluate and respond to arguments and debates in real-world situations (Ennis & Weir, 1985; see Ku, 2009 for a discussion). The authors of the EWCET provide what they call a “rough, somewhat overlapping list of areas of critical thinking competence”10 which is measured by their test (Ennis & Weir, 1985, p. 1). This list can be seen in Table 2.1.

Furthermore, the reported reliability and validity of different CT measures also varies, which has led Abrami and colleagues (2008, p. 1104) to ask: “How will we know if one intervention is more beneficial than another if we are uncertain about the validity and reliability of the outcome measures?” Abrami and colleagues add that, even when researchers explicitly declare that they are assessing CT, there still remains the major challenge of ensuring that measured outcomes are related, in some

---

10 It is important to note, that the EWCTET has been criticised for its domain-specific nature (Taube, 1997), the subjective nature in which the essays are scored and potential biases in favour of test-takers who are more proficient in writing (Adams, Whitlow, Stover & Johnson, 1996).
meaningful way, to the conceptualisation and operational definition of CT that informed the teaching practice. Often, the relationship between the concepts of CT that are taught and those that are assessed is unclear; and a large majority of studies in this area include no theory to help elucidate these relationships.

Table 2.1: Topics Assessed by the Ennis-Weir Critical Thinking Essay Test (adapted from Ennis & Weir, 1985).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Getting the point</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Seeing the reasons and assumptions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stating one’s point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offering good reasons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seeing other possibilities (Including other possible explanations)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responding appropriately to and/or avoiding:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivocation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irrelevance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circularity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reversal of an if-then (or other conditional) relationship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Straw Person Fallacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overgeneralization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excessive scepticism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credibility Problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The use of emotive language to persuade</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Nevertheless, researchers have attempted to group CT intervention studies in an effort to examine whether or not CT can be improved via explicit instruction and how it is best improved. For example, a recent meta-analysis by Alvarez-Ortiz (2007) examined 52 studies which investigated a wide range of teaching strategies designed to improve CT. The meta-analysis was specifically conducted in order to answer the question as to whether or not participation in philosophy courses improved CT ability. The criteria for inclusion in the meta-analysis were that studies must have had: an intervention designed to enhance CT; a sample consisting of undergraduate students;
CT as a dependent variable, measured by an objective MCQ test; conducted quantitative analysis (i.e. including data for an overall effect size, means, standard deviations and sample sizes); and a pre-post-test design. Notably, of the 52 studies, only 29 used an intervention that explicitly taught at least some CT and only 12 of those used dedicated CT instruction (Alvarez-Ortiz, 2007). The remaining studies used interventions that taught other subjects, including philosophy, nursing, classics and history, psychology, politics and sociology and mathematics; but did not teach CT. Results of the meta-analysis revealed that participation in courses that taught at least some CT (effect size of .30 SD, CI [.16, .43]) yielded better CT performance than courses that did not explicitly teach CT in some form (effect size of .12 SD, CI [.08, .17]). Results from this meta-analysis also suggested that philosophy courses yielded a mean effect size of .26 SD, CI [.12, .39], with little evidence (i.e. \( p > .05 \)) to suggest that participation in a philosophy course had any greater effect on CT performance than any other academic course (.16 SD, CI [.11, .21]).

In another recent meta-analysis of CT interventions, conducted by Abrami et al. (2008), 3,720 studies that focused on CT were identified and of that, 117 were deemed suitable for inclusion. Criteria for inclusion were: “(1) accessibility - the study must be publicly available or archived; (2) relevancy - the study addresses the issue of CT development, improvement, and/or active use; (3) presence of intervention - the study presents some kind of instructional intervention; (4) comparison - the study compares outcomes that resulted from different types or levels of treatment (e.g. control group and experimental group or pre-test and post-test); (5) quantitative data sufficiency - measures of relevant dependent variables are reported in a way that enables effect size extraction or estimation; (6) duration - the treatment in total lasted at least 3 hr; and (7) age - participants were no younger than 6 years
old” (Abrami et al., 2008, p. 1108). The 117 studies yielded 161 independent effect sizes, from which Abrami and colleagues (2008) reported a significant effect ($g^+ = .34$) of all CT courses included in the meta-analysis on CT performance. However, of these 161 effects, only 91 were measured using standardised CT assessments (which yielded an average effect size of $g^+ = .24$), only 101 were from true ($g^+ = .34$) or quasi-experiments ($g^+ = .36$) and only 16 were derived from the effects of instructional training ($g^+ = 1.00$).

Abrami and colleagues used Ennis’ (1989) typology of four CT courses (i.e. general, infusion, immersion and mixed) to differentiate CT training methods. In the general approach to CT training, actual CT skills and dispositions “are learning objectives, without specific subject matter content” (Abrami et al., 2008, p. 1105). The infusion of CT into a course requires specific subject matter content upon which CT skills are practiced. In the infusion approach, the objective of teaching CT within the course content is made explicit. In the immersion approach, like the infusion approach, specific course content upon which critical thinking skills are practiced is required. However, CT objectives in the immersed approach are not made explicit. Finally, in the mixed approach, critical thinking is taught independently of the specific subject matter content of the course.

Comparing the four CT course types, results of the meta-analysis revealed that courses using the mixed approach had the largest effect on CT performance ($g^+ = .94$), followed by the infusion approach ($g^+ = .54$), the general approach ($g^+ = .38$) and the immersion approach ($g^+ = .09$), respectively. It is important to note that the immersion approach (which had the smallest effect) is the only approach that does not make CT objectives explicit to students. This finding suggests that making CT objectives and requirements clear to students may be an important part of any course.
design aimed at increasing CT ability (Abrami et al., 2008). Furthermore, Abrami and colleagues concluded that the enhancement of CT ability is greatly dependent upon how CT is taught and more specifically, that the mixed and infusion approaches to teaching CT worked best as students were explicitly taught how to use and apply CT skills to other course content.

Though these meta-analyses have provided many interesting results, the issue of the inclusion of non-controlled studies should be considered. For example, though both meta-analyses discussed above included the criterion that studies incorporated into the meta-analysis must have compared outcomes that resulted from different types or levels of treatment (e.g. control group/experimental group design or pre-to-post-testing), this criterion did not ensure that all studies contained a control group (i.e. many studies used a pre-to-post-testing design). As a result, the effect sizes reported in both meta-analyses are derived from a mixed sample of controlled and non-controlled studies and should therefore be interpreted with caution. Notably, the inclusion of a control group or a similar experimental group with which to compare a CT intervention is necessary in order to confidently conclude that gains in CT observed are a result of the CT intervention and not simply the result of practice effects or maturation effects. For example, previous research has shown that CT skills can increase over time, without the aid of a CT intervention, as a result of maturation or experience (Pascarella & Terenzini, 1991).

Following an in-depth review of the available literature on CT interventions, five research studies have been selected for more detailed discussion below (i.e. Gadzella, Ginther & Bryant 1996; Hitchcock, 2004; Solon, 2007; Reed and Kromrey, 2001; Rimiene, 2002), because they all (1) examined CT performance as a dependent variable; (2) provided participants with explicit instruction in CT; (3) assessed a
sample consisting of undergraduate students; (4) conducted quantitative analysis of
the results (i.e. including data for an overall effect size, means, standard deviations
and sample sizes); and importantly, (5) to some degree described the
conceptualisation of CT used as the basis to instruct and train CT skills within the
intervention. The last criterion for inclusion in this selective review is particularly
important to consider because, due to the many varying conceptualisations of CT
available, there is no definitive method of how best to teach and measure CT. Having
said that, only a handful of studies that examined the effects of CT instruction/training
on CT performance have described in any detail the conceptualisation of CT used as
the basis to instruct and train CT skills. Quite often, the detail that is provided in this
context is very limited. In addition, it is important to note that though all five studies
reviewed below also compared CT performance outcomes that resulted from different
types or levels of treatment (e.g. pre-and-post-test design); this does not mean that
they all included a control group, which is a common problem in CT intervention
research. Although the importance of including a control group was discussed above
and will continue to be an important criterion of experimental rigour in CT
intervention research, the main purpose of this selective review is to demonstrate the
variety of different conceptualizations of CT used in past CT training research and to
critically examine the issues of alignment between conceptualization, training and
assessment of CT.

Gadzella, Ginther and Bryant (1996) investigated the effects of a 14-week
long CT course on the CT performances of 113 first year university students. Students
in the intervention were assessed prior to commencement of the CT course via the
administration of the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal, Form A (WGCTA;
Watson & Glaser, 1980). During the course, students “were taught CT skills and
given problems (and brought some of their own) which were analysed by the whole class, small groups and individual students” (Gadzella, Ginther & Bryant, 1996, p. 5). According to the Gadzella and colleagues, the main focus of CT instruction was the analysis and solving of problems. Though the authors do not describe their conceptualization of CT in great detail, they do provide two definitions of CT - those by Chaffee (1988) and Dressel & Mayhew (1954), which they claim were the basis for the conceptualisation of CT taught to students. Chaffee (1988, p. 29) defined CT as “active, purposeful and organised efforts to make sense of our world by carefully examining our thinking and the thinking of others, in order to clarify and improve our understanding.” Dressel and Mayhew (1954) defined CT as “exclusively linked with abilities that are needed for solving problems, selecting pertinent information for problem-solving, recognising assumptions, formulating hypotheses, drawing valid conclusions and judging the validity of inferences” (Gadzella, Ginther & Bryant, 1996, p. 3).

As addressed by Gadzella, Ginther and Bryant (1996), as well as Watson and Glaser (1980; 1994), the WGCTA was developed in light of both research conducted by Glaser (1941) and Dressel and Mayhew’s definition of CT. This influence is evident as there is a great deal of congruence between Dressel and Mayhew’s definition and what the WGCTA measures (e.g. they both highlight the skills of recognising assumptions, evaluation and inference). After completion of the course, students completed the WGCTA, Form B. Results revealed a significant gain in CT ability from the pre-test assessment ($M = 47.69, SD = 10.03$) to post-test assessment ($M = 51, SD = 7.88$) with an effect size of $d = .37$. Notably, gains in CT were not compared with those of a control group.
Research by Hitchcock (2004) examined the effects of a computer-assisted CT course on CT performance (i.e. computer-assisted instruction was provided to students as a series of tutorials). Four-hundred and two undergraduate students participated in the study, of which 278 completed both pre-and-post-testing. Students in the intervention were assessed prior to commencement of the CT course using either Form A or Form B of the California Critical Thinking Skills Test (CCTST).

After completion of the pre-test, students engaged in 15.8 hours of computer-assisted CT training over the duration of 13 weeks. The components of CT trained in this study were based on LeBlanc’s (1998) book, Thinking Clearly (see Table 2.2). There were two class-based MCQ assignments on the nature of argumentation, which were completed by the students in groups. Students also completed exercises derived from LeBlanc’s (1998) Thinking Clearly, as well as MCQs and exercises from the computer-software LEMUR, which was used as a means of presenting computer-assisted CT instruction. There was also a course web-site available to students, in which answers to the text-book exercises were posted, as were additional MCQ exercises and past exams with answers. However, the extent to which students used the software or web-site was not monitored. As this was a compulsory course, students were also assessed via mid-term and final examinations; in which the former covered up to and including accepting premises, and the latter covered all topics, as listed in Table 2.2. Although the skills identified in Hitchcock’s conceptualisation and those measured by the CCTST are not entirely congruent, some of the components of CT identified by Hitchcock (e.g. identifying arguments, accepting premises, accepting relevance and arguments from experience) are measured by the CCTST as sub-components of the skills of analysis and evaluation (see Chapter 1).
Table 2.2: Critical Thinking skills taught to students in Hitchcock (2004).

1. Identifying arguments
2. Standardizing arguments
3. Necessary and sufficient conditions
4. Language (definitions and fallacies of language)
5. Accepting premises
6. Accepting relevance
7. Arguments from analogy
8. Arguments from experience
9. Causal arguments

After completion of the course, students completed the CCTST post-test (i.e. either Form A or B - the opposite of what was completed at pre-testing). Analysis of change over time revealed that the students showed a significant gain in critical thinking performance of 6.44% percentage points on the CCTST - an effect size of .49 SD. However, it is important to note that much like Gadzella, Ginther and Bryant (1996), a control group was not included for comparison purposes in Hitchcock’s study.

Solon (2007) examined the effects of infusing CT into an introductory psychology course (i.e. teaching an introductory psychology course by means of having students critically think about the topics encountered). Fifty-one students participated. Twenty-six students were allocated to a control group condition (i.e. students attended an introductory psychology course without the infusion of CT). Twenty-five students were allocated to the experimental group, in which over the duration of the course, students were required to think critically about a variety of psychology topics. Solon’s list of CT skills applied to each topic is presented in Table 2.3. Students in the experimental group also completed 10 reading and writing homework assignments, derived from Chapters 4-7 of Diane Halpern’s (2003a)
Thought & Knowledge: An Introduction to Critical Thinking; and Part II of Meltzoff’s (1998) Critical Thinking about Research: Psychology and Related Fields. More specifically, these homework assignments involved deductive reasoning, argument analysis, thinking as hypothesis testing and understanding probabilities, likelihood and uncertainty (Halpern, 2003a). Ten hours of in-class activity were devoted to a review of Halpern, Meltzoff and related exercises.

Both the experimental and control groups were administered the Cornell Critical Thinking Test (CCTT Form Z) as pre-and-post-tests. Solon acknowledged that the issue of compatibility between what is taught as part of CT training and what is measured is important to consider, for purposes of clarifying whether or not it is the training of certain skills that is responsible for their improvement. Solon also noted that the conceptualisation of CT skills taught to students in his study and the manner in which CT skills were assessed was compatible, as the CT abilities laid out in this conceptualisation of CT were “observable, measurable and readily lend themselves to objective standardised testing, as in the Cornell” critical thinking test (Solon, 2007; p. 96). The level of compatibility between what was taught and what was measured can be seen through comparison of Table 2.3 (i.e. what was taught in the study) and what the CCTT measures (i.e. induction; deduction; observation and credibility; definition and assumption identification; and meaning and fallacies).

Notably, the results of Solon’s research revealed that those who participated in the CT-infused psychology course performed significantly better on CT ability than the control group on post-testing with an effect size of $0.66 \text{ SD}, \text{ CI}[0.08, 1.24]$. Results also revealed that students in the experimental group showed a significant gain in CT ability with an effect size of $0.87 \text{ SD}, \text{ CI}[0.28, 1.47]$. As the control group did not demonstrate a significant gain in CT ability ($p = .49$), the results suggest that the gain
observed in CT ability in the experimental group was not a result of a practice effect (i.e. the same form of the Cornell Critical Thinking Test was used at both pre-and-post-testing). It is worth noting that the research conducted by Solon (2007) was one of the richest and most informative CT intervention studies reviewed, not only because it was a controlled study, but also because a more detailed account, relative to the other studies, was provided for how the CT conceptualization used in the intervention aligned with both the training and assessment.

Table 2.3: Solon’s Conceptualisation of Critical Thinking

| Critical thinking as a set of basic and generic reasoning skills, including the ability to identify and/or distinguish between: |
| 1. Inferences and non-inferences |
| 2. Assumptions (covert as well as overt) and conclusions |
| 3. Consistent and inconsistent statement sets |
| 4. Deductive and inductive reasoning |
| 5. Valid and invalid arguments |
| 6. Credible versus seriously questionable claims and courses |
| 7. Meaningful versus vague ambiguous, and/or meaningless language |
| 8. Relevant versus irrelevant evidence |
| 9. Scientific versus pseudo-scientific procedures |

Reed and Kromrey (2001) also reported improvements in CT ability, as a result of infusing CT into a U.S. history course. Students met for three hours per week for 15 weeks. Following pre-testing on the Ennis-Weir Critical Thinking Essay Test (EWCTET; Ennis & Weir, 1985) and the California Critical Thinking Dispositions Inventory (CCTDI; Facione & Facione, 1992), 29 students in the experimental group were: (a) explicitly taught Richard Paul’s (1993) model of CT (i.e. Elements of Reasoning, which focuses on elements of good, quality thinking, reasoning and disposition; see Table 2.4); and (b) trained to use Paul’s elements of reasoning to analyse primary source documents and historical problems.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Elements of Reasoning</strong></th>
<th><strong>Description</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Purpose of Thinking</strong></td>
<td>Take time to state purpose clearly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Distinguish purpose from other related purposes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Choose significant and realistic purposes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Question at Issue</strong></td>
<td>Take time to clearly state the question at issue and express it in several ways to clarify its meaning and scope.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Break the question into sub-questions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Identify if the question has one correct answer or requires reasoning from more than one point of view.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Information</strong></td>
<td>Gather sufficient information and restrict claims to those supported by the data readily available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Search for information that both refutes and supports the information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Information used should be clear, accurate, and relevant to the question at issue.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interpretation &amp; Inference</strong></td>
<td>Infer only what the evidence implies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Check inferences for their consistency with each other.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Identify assumptions that lead to the conclusions made.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Concepts</strong></td>
<td>Identify key concepts and provide clear explanations; and consider alternative concepts or alternative definitions to concepts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Assumptions</strong></td>
<td>Clearly identify assumptions and determine whether they are justifiable and consider how assumptions shape the bias/balance of the reasoning, or point of view.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Implications &amp; Consequences</strong></td>
<td>Trace and consider all the implications and consequences that follow from the reasoning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Points of View</strong></td>
<td>Identify the point of view; seek others and identify their strengths as well as weaknesses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Strive to be fair-minded in evaluating all points of view.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Students completed homework assignments that required the use of Paul’s model and were provided with a packet of handouts that graphically displayed and further explained the model. Finally, students participated in classroom discussions which focused on the elements and standards set forth within Paul’s (1993) model. Twenty-three participants in the control group completed the same assignments as part of their history course, but did not receive any CT instruction. Upon completion of the course, both groups again completed the EWCET and the CCTDI.

Results revealed no differences between the CT and control groups on the EWCET or the CCTDI at pre-testing, suggesting that both groups were adequately matched prior to the intervention. Results from post-testing revealed that those who received the CT training scored significantly higher than the control group on the Ennis-Weir test with an effect size of $f = .83$; and that there was no difference between the groups on CCTDI scores. The null-finding on the CCTDI suggests that the improvement in CT ability made by the CT training group was not a result of change in students’ disposition toward thinking.

Rimiene (2002) investigated the effects of a 3-month long CT course on the CT performances of 77 university students, in comparison with a control group of 150 students who did not attend the CT course. Students were randomly allocated to their respective groups. All students were assessed prior to commencement of the CT course on both the CCTST and the CCTDI. There were no differences between groups on pre-test performance, suggesting that both groups were appropriately matched. The CT course “was based on the precepts of humanistic psychology and meaningful learning, and the aims were to introduce students to CT theory, to develop CT skills and to strengthen motivation for CT” (Rimiene, 2002, p. 18). Both Facione, Facione and Giancarlo (1997) and the Delphi Report (Facione, 1990b) were cited in
Rimiene’s conceptualisation of skills necessary for CT - both of which name analysis, evaluation and inference as core CT skills. During the course, “students learned the principles and stages of CT, the main criteria of successful thinking and solved different problems” through various forms of active learning including “brainstorming, problem-solving, reflexive writing, active listening, purposeful research, co-operative learning, conversations, discussions, debates, projects and demonstration” (Rimiene, 2002, pp. 18-19). After completion of the course, all students were again assessed on both the CCTST and the CCTDI.

Results revealed that though there was no difference between groups at pre-testing, students in the CT group scored significantly higher than those in the control group on overall CT ($d = 1.57$), analysis ($d = .85$), evaluation ($d = 1.13$), inference ($d = 1.30$), inductive reasoning ($d = 1.10$), deductive reasoning ($d = 1.30$) and overall disposition towards thinking ($d = .62$) at post-testing. Results also revealed that students in the CT group scored significantly higher on overall CT ($d = 1.09$), analysis ($d = .37$), evaluation ($d = .82$), inference ($d = 1.10$), inductive reasoning ($d = .64$), deductive reasoning ($d = 1.17$) and overall disposition towards thinking ($d = .49$) at post-testing when compared with pre-testing. There were no differences between pre- and post-test scores for the control group.

The findings from this study are interesting to consider given that both CT ability and disposition of those who participated in the CT course increased from pre-to-post-testing. Though CT ability may have developed over time as a result of instruction, it is also possible that improved dispositions towards thinking may have been the catalyst for growth in CT ability. The latter possibility is consistent with both Marzano’s (1998; 2001) view on the powerful role of positive self-system changes on educational outcomes as well as previous research and theory that suggests that not
only are CT dispositions and abilities correlated, but that these metacognitive processes are dependent on one another in order to conduct CT (Ennis, 1996; 1998; Halpern, 2003a; 2006; Ku, 2009; Ku & Ho, 2010a; Perkins & Ritchhart, 2004; Valenzuela, Nieto & Saiz, 2011). Though the relationship between changes in CT dispositions and changes in CT ability is not yet well understood, based on the results of past research (e.g. Reed & Kromrey, 2001), it seems likely that beneficial effects of training on CT ability can be observed in absence of any changes in self-reported thinking dispositions. Nevertheless, the impact that disposition towards thinking may have on CT ability should not be overlooked, given that both theory and research suggest that the two are intimately related (Ennis, 1998; Facione et al., 2002; Halpern, 2003a, 2006; Ku & Ho, 2010a; Marzano, 1998).

On balance, it is clear that a variety of different conceptualisations of CT have been used as the basis to instruct and train CT skills. However, the degree of alignment between conceptualisations of CT, training methods and measures of CT used can vary considerably from one study to the next; and it is unclear precisely what impact these variations have on the quality of interventions and their overall impact on students. What is clear is that there is not a very strong emphasis on alignment in the CT intervention literature in general. Similarly, there is not a very strong focus on explicit experimental manipulation of instructional tools within CT intervention study trials. Across studies, it may be possible to broadly evaluate whether or not some instructional tools are better than others. This issue is considered again in the next chapter where previous studies on argument mapping-infused CT training are compared with other CT intervention methodologies.
2.3 Summary of the Previous Research

In summary, research has shown that when to-be-remembered information is presented in a well-organized manner, the ability to comprehend and recall that information is enhanced. More specifically, hierarchically structured, graphic organisers can facilitate improved recall and comprehension. In terms of metacognitive, CT skills, Alvarez-Ortiz’s meta-analysis (2007) suggests that the crucial factor in improving CT is the explicit teaching of CT itself. Abrami and colleagues’ (2008) meta-analysis also suggests that making CT learning objectives explicit to students is vital to improving CT ability. However, as Abrami and colleagues’ meta-analysis was conducted in light of very broad distinctions between different types of CT training courses, less is known about how more specific instructional methods, including different methods of presenting information to students (e.g. text-based summaries, outlines, graphic organisers, etc.), impact overall training benefits. Such instructional methods are important to consider in CT training interventions because teaching strategies that facilitate the assimilation of argument structures (i.e. analysis of argument structures) and the quality of the logical relationships among propositions within arguments (i.e. evaluation of the argument structures) may in turn facilitate significant growth in critical thinking abilities (van Gelder, 2003). Thus, while researchers (e.g. Solon, 2007) have begun to broach the critical issue of the alignment of CT theory, training and measurement in intervention studies, less research has focused on the manipulation of specific instructional design strategies for training CT.

Central to the goals of the current thesis is an examination of the potentially beneficial effects of argument mapping on both lower-order (memory and comprehension) and higher-order (analysis, evaluation, inference, and reflective
judgment) thinking processes. Argument mapping is a form of graphic organisation that may facilitate the assimilation of argument structures for purposes of developing CT and enhancing memory and comprehension. Thus in the next chapter, a detailed discussion of both argument mapping and previous research which has examined the effects of argument mapping training is presented. Extant research in this area suggests that training in argument mapping may promote skill development across the full gamut of thinking processes identified in Chapter 1, from memory to critical thinking ability.
Chapter 3
Argument Mapping

This chapter defines argument mapping and provides a brief history of its use. A selective focus on certain aspects of argumentation is also presented in order to discuss the principles of argument mapping in terms of the nature of argumentation; specifically, the nature of informal logic, the criteria for evaluating informal logic, and the use of informal logic in the context of ill-structured problems. Previous research conducted on the effects of argument mapping interventions on critical thinking performance is also presented, as is the general rationale for why argument mapping is examined in the current research as a method of enhancing memory, comprehension and critical thinking.

3.1 Argumentation

Argumentation is “a verbal and social activity of reason aimed at increasing (or decreasing) the acceptability of a controversial standpoint…by putting forward a constellation of propositions intended to justify (or refute) the standpoint” (van Eemeren et al., 1996, p. 5). In argumentation, one must work with some form of representation of the argument, in order to identify, analyse and evaluate the logical relationships amongst propositions within the argument (Walton, 2006). This idea of representing the logical relationships amongst propositions within argumentation was presented by Stephen Toulmin in his influential book, *The Uses of Argument* (1958). In his book, Toulmin argued against traditional, formal logic (e.g. syllogistic reasoning) as the sole strategy of inference, as he believed reasoning should not be concerned solely with inferential relationships, but also with the justificatory function
of argumentation (i.e. establishing a claim and then supporting it by a statement of justification).

Although common in scientific thinking, the provision of justification for propositions was used less by philosophers when building arguments using traditional strategies, which tended to emphasise training in the use of syllogisms - the core of formal logic. Toulmin argued in favour of informal logic, or informal reasoning, which operates at the heart of scientific thinking. He found that this type of logic required a grounded, practical strategy which stressed the provision of justification for every reason and objection related to a core claim. According to Toulmin’s approach, each claim within an argument must be supported by a satisfactory warrant (i.e. a generally accepted belief or value which is taken for granted by both the writer and reader), which either explicitly or implicitly bridges both datum and conclusion. Through his investigation of argumentation, Toulmin derived what many perceive as the first example of modern argument mapping (see Figure 3.1). Thus, argument mapping is grounded in informal reasoning; where the strength of any claim presented is dependent solely on the strength of its justification, in terms of logical strength (i.e. the strength of the relationship amongst propositions used in order to infer a conclusion), credibility (i.e. trustworthiness or reliability of the information’s source) and relevance (i.e. the pertinence or applicability of one proposition to another).

Figure 3.1: An example of Toulmin’s Model of Mapping
Informal reasoning is a useful strategy of deliberation for when relevant information to support or refute a claim is scarce, when an argument is open-ended, or when a problem to which the argument pertains is ill-structured (Means & Voss, 1996); in which case, multiple, alternative, solution-methods can be (and often are) constructed to attempt to solve the problem. Ill-structured problems (as discussed in Chapter 1) often refer to everyday, real-world dilemmas where there is conflicting information; and where those involved in the argument disagree about the potential solutions to the problem. While training in formal logic is invaluable in many situations (e.g. for philosophical deliberation, following or constructing a line of deductive reasoning, identifying logical fallacies and rhetorical strategies in political discourse), informal reasoning is essential because it is very often necessary to provide justification for propositions, claims, or decisions when grappling with everyday, real-world, ill-structured problems. This applies to both local and personal problems and questions (e.g. “Is social networking technology a waste of my time or a useful time investment?”), as well as more complex, global problems and questions (e.g. “How can global warming be stopped?”).

On the other hand, many well-structured problems, such as physics and mathematics problems are open to resolution using formal or mathematical logic and may have singular solutions that are either right or wrong. For example, when presented with the question: “If a car has been travelling at 60 mph for 6 hours, how far has the car travelled?”, mathematical computation implies that the only correct answer is 360 miles, and all other solutions are incorrect. However, the problem with relying exclusively on formal logic for the purpose of problem-solving is that for many real-world problems, arriving at solutions - in terms of simply being ‘right-or-wrong’ solutions - is not always necessarily feasible.
As arguments can possess a variety of claims, supports and objections, it becomes increasingly important to be certain of the linkage among propositions within the argument, especially in terms of evaluating their relevance to one another and their logical strength of interdependence. However, in the context of reading, writing or deliberation, this ‘inter-linking’, or integration, of propositions within an argument can be difficult and may lead to a cohesion deficit (Duchastel, 1990). For example, when faced with reading about a newly encountered topic, a student may experience a cohesion deficit if they are unable to integrate arguments within the text itself, or link these novel arguments with knowledge they may have previously assimilated. Thus, the relations among propositions in an argument must be made clear to the reader; otherwise, the argument may appear incoherent and may cause a cohesion deficit in the mind of the reader. In terms of the structure of the argument on the page, any potential incoherence in the logical interdependencies between propositions may require that the reader engage in additional cognitive processing such that they can coherently tie the arguments together – thus increasing cognitive load and potentially having a negative impact on ongoing memory, comprehension, and critical thinking processes. In addition, a lack of cohesion between or among propositions in the learning context can increase the likelihood of a student failing to achieve their goal of constructing a good, logical argument under examination (Fox, Grunst & Quast, 1994; Duchastel, 1990).

3.2 What is an Argument Map?

All arguments share the characteristics of being composed of a network of propositions, prose-based or otherwise, that are structured via logical, inferential relationships. An argument map is a visual representation of that logically structured network of reasoning, in which the argument (often extracted from text) is made
unambiguous and explicit (i.e. with no need for attention switching from paragraph to paragraph or from page to page in a linear text, in search for reasons and objections to the central claim around which the argument map is constructed). The argument map (see Figure 3.2 for an example) uses a ‘box and arrow’ design in which the boxes represent propositions (i.e. the central claim, reasons, objections and rebuttals) and the ‘arrows’ among propositions indicate the inferential relationships linking the propositions together (van Gelder, 2002). Thus, the provision of an arrow between two propositions indicates that one is evidence for or against another.

![Figure 3.2: An example of an argument map using Rationale™ (van Gelder, 2007)](image)

Similarly, colour can be used in an argument map to distinguish evidence for a claim from evidence against a claim. For example, in the software package Rationale™ (van Gelder, 2007), green represents a support and red represents an objection to the claim above. More generally, a good argument map is designed in such a way that if one proposition is evidence for another, the two will be appropriately juxtaposed (van Gelder, 2001) and the link explained via a relational cue, such as because, but and however.
Modern argument mapping software, such as Rationale™ (van Gelder, 2007), allows for the creation of one’s own argument map, by means of typing text into blank boxes and dragging these newly created propositions to their appropriate locations on the map. Single propositions, or entire branches of the argument, can be removed or dragged to another location, and edited in the process, in order to facilitate the reconstruction and easy manipulation of an argument map. This aspect of argument mapping is also useful when analysing and evaluating arguments. For example, if an individual observes an error in reasoning within an argument map, they can edit or delete propositions, add propositions, and edit or remove an entire chain of reasoning. Similarly, they can relocate propositions or chains of propositions to a new location on the map, and thus deepen their analysis and evaluation of propositions and argument structures in the process. In this sense, the manner in which propositions and chains of reasoning can be manipulated within an argument map may encourage deeper analysis and evaluation of the argument, as well as further refinements of its inferential structure.

3.3 A Brief History of Argument Maps

Toulmin was not the first person to use argument maps. Argument maps have existed for well over a century (Buckingham-Shum, 2003). In fact, the style of argument mapping endorsed by Toulmin (1958), van Gelder (2000, 2001, 2003, 2007) and others dates back to 1826, when the practice was conducted by the logician Richard Whately, in his book Elements of Logic (Reed, Walton & Macagno, 2007). Whately (1826) presented a hierarchical chain of arguments (see Figure 3.3) which sought to reduce the structure of an argument to the necessary, relevant propositions such that logic and reasoning could be applied by the reader (Reed, Walton & Macagno, 2007).
Figure 3.3: An example of Whately’s Model of Mapping

As Toulmin’s ideas spread among those in the field of argumentation during the late 1950’s, the value of argument maps was soon recognised, resulting in the regular appearance of argument mapping in textbooks (e.g. Scriven, 1976; Fisher, 1988). Though the argument maps Toulmin developed were relatively simple, more recent attempts have been made to create maps of very complex arguments. For example, Robert Horn (1999) devised a set of seven maps that present arguments in relation to the question, Can Computers Think? Horn’s argument mapping strategy organised and presented arguments in a graphical array (see Figure 3.4) to facilitate easier assimilation of the structure of arguments, for such purposes as improving teaching and learning (Horn, 2003; Monk, 2001). Horn's work demonstrates that increasingly complex, ill-structured arguments (which may be difficult for a majority of the population to comprehend), can be translated into a manageable representation. Notably, Horn (2007) has also applied his mapping strategy to a range of social problems, in an effort to facilitate the reasoning and consensus of groups working to solve complex social problems.
Is the brain a computer?

70 John Searle, 1992
Nothing is intrinsically a digital computer. The
syntactic structures that
underlie our experience
of con- sciousness and com- plex
physical systems by humans. So the
question, "Is the brain a
digital computer?" is
ill-formed, because
sufficiently complex
syntactic structures are not
tenable to physical
systems. The syntactic
structures are not just
sufficiently complex
systems, they are
necessarily
realizable in any physical
system.

That wall can be
interpreted
as a digital
computer.

71 Bruce McCall, 1983
This wall is an
digital computer.

72 The biological assumption. The brain is a machine that can
think. Its information-processing mechanism is similar to or identical
with the information-processing mechanism of a computer.

Note: More specific versions of the biological assumption argument
are represented on Chart 5 and Chart 6.

73 Roger Penrose, 1990
The brain is
uncomputable. The
biological phenomena
that underlie consciousness
operate at a level at which
quantum effects could exert
an influence, beyond
computability, the brain
and consciousness may be
incomparably and
nonsensitively
different.

80 Jack Copeland, 1993
Programs are not universally realizable.

Even if it is true that
computation is
intrinsic to the
dynamics of molecular
behavior, it would be
infeasible to realize
these programs
realistically. But the
wall, which
was not engineered to
implement
different "input" (that is,
different patterns of
electrical organization)
in the same way,
the Wall is not universally
realizable.

81 John Searle, 1992
Universal realizability is not essential to the argument.

Even without realizability, it is still true
that some systems are
uncomputational.

82 Formal programs can be realized in multiple physical media.
The same formal program could be realized in a digital computer,
in a human brain, in a
computer, in a
computer.

83 A conditional (if then)
statement where "if" always
false, it is still true that
"then" is a conditional.

84 Quantum effects are irrelevant to symbolic processes.
Quantum phenomena are important to the study of symbolic
organisation and are
magnified only after they affect
higher-level processes.

85 Keith Stanovich, 1990
And then a miracle happens...
Program does not explain how
quantum effects in the brain
influence consciousness. But simply
understanding the brain
are nonsensically
related.

Figure 3.4: An excerpt from Horn's Map "Can Computers Think?"
Although argument maps have been in existence for almost 200 years (Buckingham-Shum, 2003; Reed, Walton & Macagno, 2007; van Gelder, 2007), only recently has argument mapping technology become user friendly. In the past, argument mapping was a slow and tedious task of drawing out measured boxes, filling them in with the appropriate text and accurately connecting them with arrows using only pen and paper. As a result, they have not been widely used as learning tools, despite the possibility that they may provide considerable advantages over standard prose as a medium for presenting reasoning. With the advent of various argument mapping software programmes, such as Rationale™ (van Gelder, 2007), the time required to construct an argument map has been substantially reduced, as the construction of an argument using this software needs only the choice of an appropriate box and associated relational cue, the typing of text into the box, and the selection of an appropriate location for the box in the argument structure (i.e. in relation to other propositions).

Perhaps as a result of the relatively recent advancements in argument mapping software, little research has been conducted to test its effects on learning. Though some research has found that argument mapping can offer considerable advantages over traditional text as a method of presenting information (e.g. Butchart et al., 2009; van Gelder, 2001; van Gelder, Bissett & Cumming, 2004), further possible benefits remain largely untested. Thus, further examination of argument mapping as a learning tool is required.

### 3.4 Why use Argument Maps?

An argument map is the diagrammatic version of any prose-based argument made in speech or in text form. Previous research on the use of diagrams (Larkin & Simon, 1987) and other representational aids in educational settings have shown
positive effects on comprehension and memory (e.g. Berkowitz, 1986; Oliver 2009; Robinson & Kiewra, 1995; see Chapter 2). Previous research has also shown that the integration of text-based information into diagrammatic form can also decrease cognitive load (e.g. Chandler & Sweller, 1991; Pollock, Chandler & Sweller, 2002; Tindall-Ford, Chandler & Sweller, 1997; see Chapter 1).

Diagramming can offer advantages over traditional text-based presentation of information because the indexing and structuring of information can potentially support essential computational processes (i.e. comprehending propositional relationships). In addition, as diagrams can group all the necessary information together based on relatedness, it makes the search for specific, relevant information more efficient, which in turn supports perceptual inferences (i.e. “seeing” the conclusion; Larkin & Simon, 1987, p. 98). Thus, assimilating information and inferences from an argument map is believed to be substantially easier than assimilating information and inferences within potentially unaccommodating linear text. In addition, asking students to produce diagrams such as argument maps can provide teachers with valuable insights into a student’s ‘mental model of the argument in question’ (Butchart et al., 2009). Furthermore, such information can be used to support teachers in offering feedback to students or scaffolding student learning from simple to complex levels of argument comprehension, analysis, and evaluation. Logically, as expertise in argument mapping grows, so does the ability to present a well structured argument, which allows for improvement in writing ability as well.

Though other forms of argument diagramming exist, such as concept mapping and mind-mapping (Buzan & Buzan, 1997), they differ from argument mapping based on the manner in which they are organised and the way in which each ‘proposition’ is presented. For example, concept mapping is a mapping method in which a set of
terms, sentence fragments or full sentences (which represent propositions), are joined by a set of lines and arrows, based on some relation (Reed, Walton and Macagno, 2007); and refer to sentences within a text (see Figure 3.5). In some cases, the ‘propositions’ (i.e. boxes), within concept maps do not contain words, but a number which refers to a proposition from a separate text or from a list of propositions (for example, see Figure 3.6). Similarly, mind-mapping (see Figure 3.7) is a method of concept mapping in which words or phrases are integrated with coloured (or non-coloured) pictures (i.e. used to represent a concept), in which the coupled pictures and text are connected via lines or arrows to demonstrate some type of relationship. In the context of mind-mapping, the representation of the relationships among combinations of pictures and text is believed to aid memory storage and retrieval (Buzan & Buzan, 1997).

The problem with many concept mapping techniques is that they do not present an argument per se. Instead, they present a graphical structure that acts as a representation of a separate text, which might be used to diagram: the links among concepts, decision-making schemes, a set of plans or instructions, or at best, act as an argument overview – which does not represent the argument in full. Thus, because the text of the argument and the diagram may often be separate entities, concept mapping may become more cognitively demanding by adding the necessity of switching attention from text to diagram and vice versa (e.g. Chandler & Sweller, 1991; Pollock, Chandler & Sweller, 2002; Tindall-Ford, Chandler & Sweller, 1997; see Chapter 1). In addition, if the reader of a concept map is not familiar with the information from the text that the map is derived, then the map itself becomes meaningless. For example, in Figure 3.7, the mind-map presents a relational link between ‘Dry Wall’ and ‘Interest Rate’ in the context of ‘Supply & Demand’ (Budd, 2004); yet presents
Figure 3.5: An example of a Concept Map created using QuestMap™ (Carr, 2003) in Reed, Walton & Macagno (2007).
Key List is as follows:
7 Y died, being apparently in health, within three hours after the drink of whiskey.
8–10 Y’s Wife and the Northingtons witness to 7.
11. Y might have died by colic from which he had often suffered.
11.1 Colic would not have had as symptoms the leg cramps and teeth-clenching; only strychnine could produce these ones.
11.2 Y’s wife and the Northingtons witness to Y’s cramps and teeth-clenching.
11.3 Expert witness to significance of symptoms.
11.4 No testimony as to strychnine traces in the body by post-mortem.
12. Anon witness to his former attacks.
13. Y might have died from the former injury to his side.
14. Anon witness to that injury.

Figure 3.6: John H. Wigmore’s (1913) Classically used Concept Mapping Strategy – An example of a concept map using numbers as reference points.
neither explanation, nor a relational cue (e.g. because, next, causes, but, alternatively, etc.) as to the nature of the link. There are neither sentences, nor any inferential structures to facilitate comprehension. Thus in this context, concept mapping strategies may not necessarily be useful pedagogical aids that are open to analysis by everyone.

![An example of a Mind Map (Budd, 2004).](image)

Furthermore, though these mapping strategies are used primarily to represent concepts, decision-making schemes and the organisation of plans (which they may do adequately), they are not specifically designed to present arguments. That is, there is no strict usage of relational cues within these concept mapping strategies because of their many applications, such as creating instructions, procedures, heuristics, or simply linking concepts; rather than exclusively linking propositions within an argument. For example, in a concept map, relational cues such as: next may be used to represent the next step in a set of instructions and alternatively may be used to refer to an alternative step in a problem-solving heuristic. However, in argument mapping,
relational cues such as *because*, *but* and *however* are necessary and must be used consistently, as they are what ‘glue’ the structure of the argument together. That is, these relational cues directly link one proposition to another. These relational cues further suggest the path in which the argument is moving in terms of either broadly supporting or disputing a core claim. Pedagogically, the existence of these cues within the argument map is important as adequate use of relational cues may help students and teachers to avoid cohesion deficits (Dee-Lucas & Larkin, 1995; Duchastel, 1990). Thus, while argument mapping is similar to other mapping strategies in some respects, due to the nature of argument mapping (i.e. strictly dealing with argument structures), it specifically focuses on the logical and evidential relationships among propositions.

3.5 Previous Research Conducted on Argument Mapping

Given that computer-based argument mapping (AM) is a relatively recent learning strategy (van Gelder, 2000; 2007), little research has examined its potentially beneficial effects on learning. Though there has been no research conducted on AM’s ability to enhance memory or comprehension (to this researcher’s knowledge), there has been some research conducted which suggests that AM training can enhance critical thinking (Alvarez-Ortiz, 2007; Butchart et al., 2009; van Gelder, 2001; van Gelder, Bissett & Cumming, 2004). For example, Alvarez-Ortiz’s (2007) meta-analysis (discussed in Chapter 2) found that academic courses which provided at least some critical thinking (CT) instruction facilitated CT ability better than academic courses that did not provide CT instruction. It was also found in the meta-analysis that students who participated in CT courses that used at least some AM within the course achieved gains in CT ability with an effect size of .68 SD, CI [.51, .86]. In courses where there was “lots of argument mapping practice” (LAMP), there was also a
significant gain in students’ CT performance, with an effect size of .78 SD, CI [.67, .89]. The effect sizes for LAMP studies compared favourably with other CT intervention strategies reviewed in Chapter 2, including teaching CT through philosophy (.26 SD) and computer-supported CT training (.49 SD).

The effect size for LAMP studies was derived by Alvarez-Ortiz (2007) from a number of separate studies (e.g. Donohue et al., 2002; Butchart et al., 2009; Twardy, 2004; van Gelder 2000; 2001). However, each of these studies had certain methodological flaws that make it difficult to draw substantive conclusions in relation to the beneficial effects of AM training on CT performance outcomes. Nevertheless, the findings from these studies, reviewed below in more detail, are suggestive and point to the need for more research on the potential benefits of AM.

Donohue, van Gelder, Bisset and Cumming (2002) presented the findings from multiple studies conducted on AM’s effect on CT, including those by van Gelder (2000; 2001). Van Gelder (2000) provided 85 undergraduate philosophy students with a 16-week reasoning course over two semesters. In Semester 1, 32 students were taught in a traditional ‘chalk and talk’ manner through lectures, tutorials, homework and exams. In Semester 2, a different cohort of 53 students was presented the same course, but taught instead through AM. Students in the AM group “were officially expected to devote around 10 hours per week” on AM-based homework exercises. Both groups (i.e. the AM group and the no AM group) completed the same amount of class work and were both expected to complete the same amount of homework - only the format of the work was different between the two groups. However, van Gelder reports that it was “impossible to be very exact about how many hours they actually did” (van Gelder, 2000, p. 6). Students were assessed both before and after the course via the WGCTA (Watson & Glaser, 1980).
Results revealed that though there was no significant gain made by the traditional group on CT performance from pre-to-post-testing ($p = .44$, effect size = .02), there was a significant gain made by the AM group ($p < .001$, effect size = .41). Though the results from this study suggest that the use of AM can significantly enhance CT performance, the design of the study makes it difficult to interpret the results. Specifically, with a full semester of study already under their belt, the second cohort of students who received the AM training may have been at an advantage relative to the control group, given the potential for extra knowledge, experience, or dispositional changes from thinking critically in other courses. In other words, students were not randomly assigned to experimental conditions and the students who received the AM training may have differed from the control group in a number of important respects. In addition, the amount of practice completed by the groups was not adequately measured or controlled (i.e. total hours of engagement was not measured, nor was the time it took students to complete individual homework exercises).

Van Gelder (2001) replicated his previous study (i.e. van Gelder, 2000), by providing undergraduate philosophy students with a semester-long (i.e. 12-week) critical thinking course, in which students were “intensively trained” in CT through the use of AM (van Gelder, 2001, p.7). Students’ CT ability was tested both before and after the college semester using alternate forms of the CCTST (Facione, 1990a). Results revealed an improvement in CT ability, yielding an effect size of .84; which accounted for a gain of almost one standard deviation in critical thinking over the course of the semester. It is important to note that, though van Gelder credits much of this gain to the inclusion of AM to the course, he also admits that this gain could also be due to other underlying factors within the course, such as the practice regime.
Notably, this study included neither a control group, nor an alternative CT training regime with which to compare AM training.

Like van Gelder (2000; 2001), Twardy (2004) also provided undergraduate philosophy students with a semester-long CT course, taught through AM. Students were both pre-and-post-tested via alternative forms of the CCTST. Results revealed a gain in students’ CT performance from pre-to-post-testing with an effect size of .72 SD. Though research by Twardy (2004) also suggests that AM can enhance CT ability, like van Gelder (2001) and many other CT intervention studies, this study included neither a control group, nor an alternative CT training regime with which to compare AM training. As a result, the lack of either a comparison or a control condition makes it difficult to interpret the observed gains in CT.

Though not included in Alvarez-Ortiz’s (2007) meta-analysis; van Gelder, Bissett and Cumming (2004) also conducted research which examined the effects of AM on CT. Fifty-one undergraduate philosophy students were provided with a 12-week semester-long CT course taught through the use of AM. Students were tested prior to commencement of the course using the CCTST. Roughly half of the class completed Form A, while the other half completed Form B. During the course, students were provided with both homework exercises and the opportunity to complete as many additional practice exercises in AM as they wished. Students also attended one tutorial per week in which they had access to both AM software and to direct personal guidance from their tutors. After completion of the course, students were post-tested using the CCTST. Those who completed Form A during pre-testing completed Form B during post-testing and vice versa. Results revealed that CT scores increased significantly from pre-to-post-testing with a large effect size of .8 SD, CI [.66, .94].
More recently, research by Butchart et al. (2009) also investigated the effect of a CT course taught through AM on students’ CT performance. Two groups of students who attended a CT course taught through the use of AM (i.e. a module with online automated feedback for AM exercises and a module that contained AM exercises only; \( N = 43 \) and \( N = 41 \), respectively) were compared with each other as well as a ‘standard’ CT module (i.e. no AM; \( N = 65 \)).\(^ {11}\) Students participated in a semester-long CT course which heavily concentrated on two skills: analysis (i.e. identifying conclusions, premises, unstated assumptions and the structure of arguments) and evaluation (i.e. evaluating arguments, criticising arguments and identifying fallacies). Notably, though Butchart and colleagues did not explicitly mention the *Delphi Report* in their research, the skills of analysis and evaluation have been identified by the *Delphi Report* as core CT skills (see Chapter 1). The course outline used in this study is presented in Table 3.1. Prior to commencement of the course, students completed the CCTST Form A as a pre-test. During the course, students were provided with eight homework assignments and 10 sets of exercises. Automated feedback was provided to students in the automated feedback AM group while they performed their AM exercises. After completion of the course, students were post-tested using Form B of the CCTST.

Results revealed that those who received automated feedback for their AM exercises showed a significant gain in CT ability with a medium effect size of .45 SD. Students who completed the AM exercises without automated feedback showed a gain with an effect size .22 SD; and those who participated in a standard CT module showed a gain with an effect size of .19 SD. However, statistical differences among

\(^ {11}\) Those in the ‘standard’ CT training group were provided with the same course structure and taught the same content, “as far as possible”, as those in both the AM groups (Butchart et al., 2009, p. 278). However, it unclear from the empirical report how this worked in practice.
the three groups in this study were not reported. Furthermore, as admitted by the authors, participants in the automated feedback group could have been provided with more informative feedback, as opposed to receiving only automated notice of a ‘correct’ or ‘incorrect’ response to their labelling of a proposition (i.e. the function of each proposition, for example, as a support/premise or a conclusion). One could argue that this automatic ‘correction’ of AM exercises is a very shallow form of feedback, as an explanation as to why the answer is ‘correct’ or ‘incorrect’ would be more informative to the student.

Though the results from these studies seem to suggest that CT courses taught through the use of AM may improve CT ability, there have been a number of methodological problems in the research conducted to date. For example, three of the five studies reviewed above (i.e. Twardy, 2004; van Gelder, 2001; van Gelder, Bissett and Cumming, 2004), did not use a control or alternative CT group with which to compare results or gains in CT of those in the AM groups, thus compromising internal validity (van den Braak et al., 2006). In addition, although Alvarez-Ortiz’s (2007) meta-analysis suggests that semester-long training courses in AM produce greater gains in CT skills (when compared with standard semester-long courses in introductory philosophy), AM has not been directly compared with other methods of teaching CT, apart from a standard (no AM) CT course used in the research by van Gelder (2000) and Butchart et al (2009). However, even with the inclusion of these comparison groups, there were still methodological concerns. For example, though both van Gelder and Butchart and colleagues compared their AM groups with other groups (i.e. a control group, and both a control group and alternative AM group, respectively); groups were not adequately matched on baseline CT ability, cognitive ability, or disposition towards thinking.
Table 3.1: Course outline used in Butchart et al. (2009)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week</th>
<th>Lecture</th>
<th>Tutorial Exercises</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Why study argumentation?</td>
<td>Pre-test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Introduction to reason and argument</td>
<td>Identify arguments: Distinguish arguments from non-arguments. 10 multiple choice questions (no argument mapping exercises).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Argument analysis 1</td>
<td>Identify conclusions: Identify the main conclusion of the argument. 12 argument mapping exercises.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Argument analysis 2</td>
<td>Map simple arguments: Create a map of the argument. 11 exercises.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Argument evaluation: Truth, justification</td>
<td>Map complex arguments: Create a map of the argument. 14 exercises.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Argument evaluation: Clarity, relevance, strength</td>
<td>Argument structure: Map the argument and identify the role played by a particular statement or the argumentative strategy used. 14 exercises with multiple choice questions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Criticism: Objections and replies</td>
<td>Argument structure: As above. 14 exercises with multiple choice questions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Criticism: Assumptions</td>
<td>Assumptions: Map the argument, selecting the correct assumption from a list. 8 exercises.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Fallacies (ambiguity)</td>
<td>Fallacies of ambiguity: Map the given argument and then answer the question to identify the flaw. 8 exercises with multiple choice questions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Fallacies (relevance)</td>
<td>Fallacies of relevance: Map the given argument and then answer the question to identify the flaw. 8 exercises with multiple choice questions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Fallacies (truth, ambiguity)</td>
<td>Fallacies of truth: Map the given argument and then answer the question to identify the flaw. 8 exercises with multiple choice questions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Fallacies (strength)</td>
<td>Fallacies of strength: Map the given argument then answer the question to identify the flaw. 8 exercises with multiple choice questions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Reason and happiness</td>
<td>Post-test</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In addition, in neither study were groups randomly assigned to experimental conditions. Rather, groups were assigned to conditions based on the semester (i.e. 1 or 2) they participated in the intervention. Furthermore, the pre-and-post-test scores (and the resultant gains from pre-to-post-testing) of the groups in both studies were not compared. As a result, it is difficult to assess whether or not the groups possessed similar or statistically different CT abilities prior to their participation in the course; and whether or not gains across conditions are statistically different from one another. Thus, without randomly assigning students to different conditions, statistically comparing results of the different conditions, or matching participants on baseline CT ability, cognitive ability, or even disposition towards thinking, the potential benefits of AM training are also questionable.

In summary, though evidence suggests that CT can be taught and enhanced through the use of AM, the studies examining this claim are methodologically flawed in a number of different ways. Due to the various shortcomings in past research described above, it is clear that more carefully controlled research is necessary before any solid conclusions regarding AM’s effects on CT can be drawn with confidence.

3.6 Rationale for the Current Research

All of the research which has examined the effects of AM on learning outcomes has focused exclusively on CT ability. This thesis aims to examine the effect of AM on a variety of cognitive and metacognitive processes including memory, comprehension, CT, and the CT sub-skills of analysis, evaluation, inference and reflective judgement. It is hypothesised that learning through AM can help students to overcome cognitive load and significantly improve memory, comprehension and CT. There are three substantive reasons for proposing this hypothesis.
First, unlike standard text, AMs represent arguments through dual modalities (visual-spatial/diagrammatic and verbal/propositional), thus facilitating the latent information processing capacity of individual learners. Second, AMs utilise Gestalt grouping principles that facilitate the organisation of information in working memory and long-term memory, which in turn facilitates ongoing comprehension, analysis, evaluation and inference activities necessary to further promote the development of CT and reflective judgment skills in the classroom. Third, AMs present information in a hierarchical manner which also facilitates the organisation of information in working memory and long-term memory for purposes of enhancing comprehension and promoting CT skills of analysis, evaluation, inference and reflective judgment.

In relation to the first reason, dual-coding theory and research (Paivio, 1971; 1986), Mayer’s (1997) conceptualisation and empirical analysis of multimedia learning, and Sweller and colleagues’ research on cognitive load (Sweller, 2010; see Chapter 1), suggests that learning can be enhanced and cognitive load decreased by the presentation of information in a visual-verbal dual-modality format (e.g. diagram and text), provided that both visual and verbal forms of representation are adequately integrated (i.e. to avoid attention-switching demands). That is, in order to keep cognitive load at a minimum, effort must be made to present information to students in a way that maximises the potential of dual-modality forms of representation, such that students can successfully integrate the information in working memory and store it in long-term memory. Given that AMs support dual-coding of information in working memory via integration of text into a diagrammatic representation, cognitive resources previously devoted to translating prose-based arguments into a coherent, organised and integrated representation are ‘freed up’ and can be used to facilitate deeper encoding of arguments in AMs, which in turn facilitates later recall (e.g. Craik
& Watkins, 1973), as well as subsequent, higher-order thinking processes (Halpern, 2003a; Maybery, Bain and Halford, 1986). Thus, it is hypothesised that AM can decrease cognitive load and enhance overall learning (van Gelder, 2003).

The second related reason for why AM is hypothesised to enhance overall learning is because AM also makes use of Gestalt grouping principles. Research suggests that when to-be-learned items are grouped according to Gestalt cues, such as proximity and similarity, they are better stored in visual working memory (Woodman, Vecera, & Luck, 2003; Jiang, Olson & Chun, 2000). For example, Jiang, Olson and Chun (2000) examined how visual stimuli are organised in working memory by asking participants to identify target stimuli in a series of change-detection tasks, based on both spatial configuration (i.e. location) and colour. Results revealed that when the spatial organisation, or relational grouping cues denoting organisation (i.e. similar colour, close proximity) are absent, memory performance is worse, and that when multiple spatial organisation cues (such as colour and location) are used, recall is better.12 These findings suggest that visually-based information in working memory is not represented independently, but in relation to other pieces of presented information; and that the relational properties of visual and spatial information are critical drivers of successful memory and subsequently, learning. Given that related propositions within an argument map are located close to one another, the spatial arrangement complies with the Gestalt grouping principle of proximity.

In addition, modern argument mapping software such as Rationale™ (van Gelder, 2007) adopts a consistent colour scheme within argument maps in order to highlight propositions that support (green box) or refute (red box) the central claim,

12 Notably, Jiang, Olson and Chun (2000) also found that for colour to influence memory performance, enhancement is dependent upon how spatial configuration is manipulated. On the other hand, there is no dependency upon colour for spatial location to influence memory. This is important to consider in Study 1, where the colour of study materials provided to students is manipulated.
thus complying with the Gestalt grouping principle of similarity (i.e. greens are grouped based on similarity, as are reds). Research by Farrand, Hussain and Hennessy (2002) suggest that in comparison with traditional methods of study, such as rote rehearsal, study materials (such as mapping strategies) which utilise integrated colour and visual-spatial arrangement can significantly improve recall. This finding suggests that collating items according to grouping cues, such as similarity (i.e. green because and red buts) and spatial proximity (Jiang, Olson & Chun, 2000; Luck & Vogel, 1997), may simplify the method of representing information and increase the capacity of visual working memory (i.e. the visuospatial sketchpad; see Chapter 1).

The third reason for why AM is hypothesised to enhance overall learning is because it presents information in a hierarchical manner. When arguing from a central claim, one may present any number of argument levels which need to be adequately represented for the argument to be properly conveyed (see Figure 3.8). For example, an argument that provides a (1) support for a (2) support for a (3) support for a (4) claim has four levels in its hierarchical structure. More complex or ‘deeper’ arguments (e.g. with three or more argument levels beneath a central claim) are difficult to represent in text due to its linear nature; and yet it is essential that these complex argument structures are understood by a student if their goal is to remember, comprehend, analyse, or evaluate the argument, and to infer their own conclusions. As discussed in Chapter 1, the linear nature of text sometimes makes it troublesome to assimilate information because the reader must often switch attention from one paragraph, or even one page, to another and back and forth, in order to create some structural representation of the argument. This is consistent with research that suggests that individuals often have difficulty in extracting key propositions and evidence from text (c.f. Brem, 2000; Phillips, Norris & Macnab, 2010). On the other
hand, the hierarchical nature of AM allows the reader to choose and follow a specific branch of the argument in which each individual proposition is integrated with other relevant propositions in terms of their inferential relationship.

![Argument Map Diagram]

*Figure 3.8: An example of a branch from an argument map*

In the following chapters, empirical research will be presented which examines the broad claim that AM can be used to enhance a range of learning outcomes. In Chapter 4, the hypotheses for Study 1 will be presented, where focus is placed on the effects of manipulating study materials’ format (i.e. text v. AM), colour (i.e. colour v. monochrome), size (i.e. 30-proposition v. 50 proposition), learning strategy (i.e. active v. passive learning) and study environment (i.e. isolated v. group setting) on outcomes of immediate recall, delayed recall and comprehension. The methodology, results and discussion of Study 1 will also be presented in Chapter 4.
Next, in Chapter 5, the details of Study 2 will be presented, where the focus is placed on the effects of AM, hierarchical outlining and CT disposition on the outcome variables of CT and reflective judgment ability. In Chapter 6, Study 3 will be presented, where the effects of AM training in an e-learning context are examined. A series of additional specific hypotheses around the potentially moderating effects of engagement, motivation and need for cognition on CT training gains in AM contexts will also be examined in Study 3. This will be followed by a general discussion of results in Chapter 7.
Chapter 4

Study 1: A Multi-Experiment Analysis of the Effects of Argument Map Studying & Construction on Students’ Memory and Comprehension

4.1 Purpose

This chapter presents the empirical research carried out in Study 1, which involved a series of four experiments designed to examine the effects of argument map (AM) studying and construction on students’ memory and comprehension. In each experiment, AM studying and construction was compared with alternative learning techniques (e.g. text reading, text summarisation and hierarchical summarisation). As previous research has shown that the teaching of organizational strategies can help improve students’ memory (e.g. Berkowitz, 1986; Farrand, Hussain and Hennessy, 2002; Taylor & Beach, 1984) and comprehension (e.g. Meyer, Brandt & Bluth, 1980; Robinson and Kiewra, 1995; Taylor, 1982), it was hypothesised that AM may be a particularly effective organisational strategy for learning (e.g. Butchart et al., 2009; van Gelder, 2000, 2001).

The four experiments reported below were conducted over a two year period, in the context of an annual module on Psychology in Practice delivered to first year psychology students. Experiment 1 was conducted in Year 1 and Experiments 2-4 were conducted in Year 2. The core manipulations and hypotheses associated with each of the experiments are summarized in Table 4.1.

---

13 Portions of Study 1 have been published and submitted for publication; and are cited in the References section, respectively (see Dwyer, Hogan & Stewart, 2010; 2011b).
Table 4.1: Core manipulations and hypotheses associated with each of the four memory experiments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Design</th>
<th>Hypotheses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. The effects of study format, size and colour on recall and comprehension.</td>
<td>3 x 2 MANCOVA – independent variables (IVs): study format (text, colour AM, and monochrome AM) and size (30, 50 propositions). Dependent variables (DVs): comprehension, recall memory.</td>
<td>Colour AM group will show better memory and comprehension than other groups. Monochrome map group will show better memory and comprehension than text group. Beneficial effects of AM condition will be greater for larger argument structures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. The effects of study format and setting on recall and comprehension.</td>
<td>2 (study format) x 2 (setting) MANCOVA – IVs: study format (text, AM) and setting (group testing, individual testing). DVs: comprehension, recall memory.</td>
<td>AM group will show better memory and comprehension than text group, regardless of environmental context. Isolated setting will yield better memory and comprehension performances.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. The effects of study format and argument size on immediate and delayed recall.</td>
<td>2 x 2 x 2 Mixed ANCOVA. IVs: format (text, AM) and argument size (30, 50 propositions). DVs: immediate and delayed recall.</td>
<td>AM group will show better immediate and delayed recall than text group. Beneficial effects of AM condition will be greater for larger argument structures and greater for delayed assessment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. The effects of different active learning strategies on immediate recall.</td>
<td>Between Subjects ANCOVA. IV: learning strategy (3 levels: summarisation, outlining, AM). DV: immediate recall memory.</td>
<td>AM translation exercise will foster better immediate recall than outlining or summarisation. Outlining exercise will foster better recall than summarisation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Experiments 1 and 2 examined the effects of AM reading, in comparison with text reading, on memory and comprehension performance, through the manipulation of: the colour of study materials (i.e. coloured vs. monochrome), argument size (i.e. 30-proposition vs. 50-proposition) and format of study materials (i.e. text vs. AM), as well as the environmental setting that studying and testing took place (i.e. a lecture
hall setting v. an isolated booth). Experiment 3 examined the effects of argument size (i.e. 30-proposition v. 50-proposition) and study material (i.e. AM versus text reading) on both immediate and delayed recall performance. Experiment 4 compared the effects of actively learning via AM construction, hierarchical summarisation (i.e. outlining) and text summarisation on immediate recall performance. All of the experimental manipulations were administered in a lecture hall setting, except in Experiment 2 where half the sample was tested in an isolated booth.

In each experiment, an argument was presented to students for purposes of study. In Experiments 1 and 2, the argument *Computers Can Think* was presented to students, which is an argument based on Robert Horn’s (1999) AM, *Can Computers Think?* This argument was chosen because (1) the current research was inspired in large part by the work conducted on argument mapping by Robert Horn, who kindly provided this research programme with the full set of 7 wall maps on the artificial intelligence debate; and (2) because a smaller subset of arguments could be extracted from Horn’s logically sound, pre-existing AM and could thus be used to test Horn’s hypothesis (personal communication) that reading arguments from his maps is more conducive to learning than reading the same arguments from text. In Experiment 3, the argument *Aggression is Biologically Caused* was presented to students. This argument was chosen because it served as an introduction to the topic of aggression in the context of the Psychology in Practice module - a topic which would later be presented to students in their 1st Year Social Psychology module. In this sense, while the learning topic selected for Experiments 1 and 2 allowed for the development of an AM based on an existing AM that was widely recognised in the AM community, but was largely unfamiliar to first year psychology students, the topic used in Experiment 3 allowed for the development of an AM through the use of existing psychology
textbook arguments and afforded students the opportunity of learning these arguments either via text or AMs. In Experiment 4, the argument *There was nothing wrong with the United States Supreme Court's decision to uphold the individual's right to bear arms* was the chosen topic as it was assumed that most 1st Year Irish university students would have little knowledge of the topic, thus reducing the chances of students being assisted by any personal pre-existing schemas for such policies. The use of three different topics, two from outside and one within the domain of psychological science, also allowed for an examination of the effect of AM reading and construction on learning across a variety of different topics. More generally, the study topics used across the four experiments were selected because each could be readily presented in the form of a debate. That is, all three arguments possess a central claim that can be both refuted and supported. It was speculated during the construction of these arguments that the nature of debate within these arguments may be more interesting to students than a one-sided (i.e. justification only) argument.

After studying the presented argument, students’ memory was tested via a cued recall test. Each memory test consisted of a set of statements (i.e. 7 – 10 statements) from the original study materials. Underneath each statement was either ‘*Because*’, or ‘*But*’, followed by a set of blank lines. Participants were asked to fill in the correct reason or objection to each statement based on the argument previously studied. Memory tests were scored by two independent raters who used a standardized scoring manual to code responses (see Appendix A).

Experiments 1 and 2 also included a comprehension test, which consisted of a set of 12 propositions from the original study material. Each question asked whether the statement was either a *support* or an *objection* to the central claim: *Computers can think*. The inclusion of both comprehension and memory tests proved unwieldy due to
time constraints (i.e. the procedure was administered during a lecture hour) and thus it was decided that Experiments 3 and 4 would assess memory only. All study materials and tests used in Study 1 (i.e. Experiments 1-4) can be found in Appendix B.

In each of the four experiments, the verbal and spatial sub-scales of the *Differential Aptitude Test* (Bennett, Seashore & Wesman, 1986) were administered. The verbal reasoning sub-test of the DAT tests analogical reasoning by providing sentences with missing words (e.g. “___ is to night as breakfast is to ___”) and five word-pairs to choose from that complete the sentence correctly (e.g. supper — corner; supper — morning; corner — morning; etc.). The spatial reasoning sub-test asks participants to mentally fold cut-outs to produce an object, the correct one being embedded in an array of four choices. Previous research on the DAT revealed that internal consistency reliability coefficients (as assessed by the Kuder-Richardson 20 method) for verbal reasoning are consistently in the .90s, while those for spatial reasoning are consistently in the .80s (Anastasi, 1988; Wang, 1993). Students were provided with 20 minutes to complete both reasoning tests, each of which consisted of 20 items.

Given that the reading and construction of AMs requires the ability to reason both verbally and spatially, both verbal and spatial reasoning ability were assessed as baseline measures and included as covariates in the analysis of group differences, in order to control for any pre-existing differences in ability among groups assigned to different experimental conditions. In addition, as described in Baddeley’s model of working memory (2000), Paivio’s (1986) dual-coding theory and the general framework for thinking (presented in Chapter 1), memory can be seen as consisting of both a visual-spatial coding system and a verbal coding system, which may work collaboratively or independent of one another during perceptual and encoding
processes. As a result, it is possible that students with different levels of verbal and spatial reasoning ability would approach the text reading and AM reading tasks in different ways. For example, when studying an AM, a student with higher verbal reasoning ability and lower spatial reasoning ability may focus on the verbal aspects of the map and not make full use of the spatial arrangement of propositions for the purpose of comprehending arguments or committing them to memory. On the other hand, a student with higher spatial reasoning ability and lower verbal reasoning ability may focus on the spatial arrangement of detail on the map and give less attention to the text. Those with high verbal and spatial ability may have the capacity to focus on both aspects, that is, the verbal detail of the propositions as well as their relational structure in the spatial array of the AM. In this context, given that high levels of both abilities may moderate the relationship between AM and text reading on memory and comprehension outcomes, it is necessary to control for both verbal and spatial reasoning in order to ensure that differences between the AM group and text group are not a result of higher levels of either reasoning ability. It was further hypothesised that higher verbal and spatial reasoning scores would correlate with higher memory and comprehension scores (Hitch & Baddeley, 1976; Jiang, Olson & Chun, 2000; Luck & Vogel, 1997; Wechsler, 1974).

4.2 Experiment 1

Experiment 1 examined the effects of different study material formats (i.e. colour AMs, monochrome AMs and text) and different argument sizes (i.e. 30-proposition vs. 50-proposition) on recall memory and comprehension. In line with the prediction that AM reading offers advantages over text reading (see section 3.6), it was hypothesised that given the same set of arguments to read (i.e. ‘Computers can think’), AM reading would facilitate superior memory and comprehension when
compared with conventional text reading. Given that AM allows for the organisation of information according to the Gestalt grouping principle of similarity (Farrand, Hussain & Hennessy, 2002; Jiang, Olson & Chun, 2000; Luck & Vogel, 1997), a secondary hypothesis was that AMs that contain colour to distinguish ‘reasons’ (i.e. green) from ‘objections’ (i.e. red) within the argument structure, would facilitate better comprehension and recall when compared with monochrome AMs.

It was further hypothesised that those who studied from smaller (30-proposition) argument structures (i.e. both text and AMs) would recall more information than those who studied from larger (50-proposition) argument structures, given that the latter increases the amount of element interactivity within the argument structure, thus increasing levels of intrinsic cognitive load (Pollock, Chandler & Sweller, 2002; Sweller, 2010). However, if facts and relations contained in large, complex argument structures are delivered in manageable chunks (as in AMs; see Chapter 3), it is more likely that the complex structures will be successfully encoded and recalled (Miller, 1956; Pollock, Chandler & Sweller, 2002; Sweller, 1999). On this basis, it was hypothesised that the benefits of AM reading over text reading would be greater for larger argument structures than for smaller argument structures, due to the increased cognitive load associated with the reading of larger text-based arguments and AM’s presumed ability to decrease cognitive load. To test this hypothesis, students read and then answered questions in relation to AMs and homologue texts that contained either 30 or 50 propositions.

4.2.1 Method

4.2.1.1 Design

A 3x2 between-subjects multivariate analysis of covariance (MANCOVA) was used to assess the effects of study materials on comprehension and recall of
arguments, while controlling for baseline verbal and spatial reasoning ability. The first between-subjects factor was study material (text, monochrome AM, AM with colour), while the second was size (30-proposition and 50-proposition argument structures).

4.2.1.2 Participants

Participants were first year psychology students (N= 400; 281 females, 119 males), aged between 17 and 25 years, from the National University of Ireland, Galway. In all experiments conducted in Study 1, students were awarded academic course credits in return for their participation. In addition, for purposes of ensuring confidentiality, students in each of the four experiments were identified by student ID number only. The participant consent forms and study information sheets provided to students in Studies 1 - 3 can be found in Appendix C.

4.2.1.3 Materials & Measures

Experimental study materials were constructed by extracting a sub-set of the arguments presented in Robert Horn’s (1999) argument map: Can computers think? Six sets of study materials were developed, including: (1) a 30-proposition text; (2) a 30-proposition colour argument map; (3) a 30-proposition monochrome argument map; (4) a 50-proposition text; (5) a 50-proposition colour argument map; and (6) a 50-proposition monochrome argument map. All six experimental conditions included a common set of 30 propositions and the three 50-proposition experimental conditions contained an additional 20 propositions that were the same for all three. Regardless of the experimental condition, all participants took the same memory test.

Memory was assessed using a ‘fill-in-the-blanks’ cued recall test that assessed memory for reasons and objections linked to each of the major arguments supporting
or refuting the central claim: *Computers can think*. The test consisted of 14 items and was scored on a scale of 0-28. Using the intra-class correlation coefficient method, the inter-rater reliability (as measured by two raters) for the memory test was .90.

Comprehension was assessed by asking students to decide if a sub-set of 12 of the original propositions (present in all six study conditions) either supported (i.e. *reason*) or refuted (i.e. *objection*) the central claim.

### 4.2.1.4 Procedure

Experiment 1 took place over 3 weeks. Each class lasted for 50 minutes. In Week 1, participants were provided with an introductory lecture on critical thinking, in which the concept of AM was introduced and explained. In Week 2, participants were provided with 20 minutes to complete the verbal and spatial reasoning subtests of the DAT. When participants returned to class in Week 3, they were randomly assigned to one of the six study conditions as outlined above. Study materials were distributed. Participants were allotted 10 minutes to read the materials and were instructed to learn the material with a view to being tested. After 10 minutes had elapsed, study materials were collected. The cued-recall test was then administered, with 10 minutes provided for completion, after which tests were collected. Comprehension tests were then administered. Five minutes were provided for completion after which tests sheets were collected and participants were debriefed and thanked.

### 4.2.2 Results

Preliminary analysis evaluating the homogeneity-of-slopes assumption indicated that in the case of neither verbal nor spatial reasoning did relationships with the dependent variables differ as a function of experimental condition, $F(4, 372) =$
1.40, \( p = .232 \). Table 4.2 lists means and standard deviations for memory and comprehension test performance for each of the six study conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Small Study Material</th>
<th>Large Study Material</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( M )</td>
<td>( SD )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comprehension</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text</td>
<td>7.28</td>
<td>2.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monochrome Map</td>
<td>6.86</td>
<td>2.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colour Map</td>
<td>6.47</td>
<td>2.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text</td>
<td>6.36</td>
<td>4.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monochrome Map</td>
<td>7.60</td>
<td>4.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colour Map</td>
<td>7.87</td>
<td>4.48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With respect to memory, results from the MANCOVA revealed main effects of both study material and argument size, whereas in the case of comprehension, no significant effects were found for either study materials or argument size (see Table 4.3). There were no interaction effects. Post hoc analyses were conducted for all significant main and interaction effects that involved three or more comparisons. Only those effects that were significant after Bonferroni correction are presented below. Post hoc analyses on memory performance revealed a significant difference in favour of both colour argument maps (\( t = -3.88, \) \( df = 225, \) \( p < .001, \) \( d = .34 \)) and monochrome argument maps (\( t = -2.63, \) \( df = 247, \) \( p = .009, \) \( d = .28 \)) over standard text, with no significant difference between monochrome and colour argument maps. Overall, memory was better for those participants who read the smaller (30-proposition) argument structure than those who read the larger (50-proposition)
argument structures. Furthermore, results revealed that memory and comprehension performance were significantly correlated ($r = .31, p < .001$); and verbal reasoning ability was significantly correlated with both memory ($r = .27, p < .001$) and comprehension performance ($r = .35, p < .001$).

Table 4.3: Experiment 1 MANCOVA Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>df</th>
<th>df (error)</th>
<th>$F$</th>
<th>$p$</th>
<th>Partial $\eta^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study Material</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>358</td>
<td>7.73</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>358</td>
<td>64.08</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study Material x Size</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>358</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.984</td>
<td>.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comprehension</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study Material</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>358</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>.346</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>358</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>.176</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study Material x Size</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>358</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>.333</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.3 Discussion of Experiment 1

The findings from Experiment 1 suggest that the provision of a structural representation of the argument for the purpose of reading and learning (i.e. both colour and monochrome AMs) supported better recall performance in comparison with text reading. These results suggest that, when compared with traditional text-based information delivery methods, AM reading may significantly increase subsequent memory for arguments. Furthermore, though there was no significant difference between those who studied from coloured and monochrome AMs, on average, those who studied from colour AMs performed best on average. Notably, it is for this reason that all AMs provided to students from Experiment 2 onwards were presented in colour. Nevertheless, the null effect between the colour and monochrome AM groups does suggest that the benefits of reading AMs over reading text may...
depend on the efficacy of AMs to organise information in a hierarchical manner, rather than the inclusion of colour to differentiate propositions. At the same time, when participants were asked to recall the arguments that both supported and refuted specific sub-claims, recall memory was poorer when participants were asked to remember from a larger stimulus set (i.e. a 50-proposition versus a 30-proposition argument structure).

The findings from this experiment also suggest a differential effect of stimulus materials and argument size on comprehension and recall performance. Although the comprehension test was sensitive to individual differences (i.e. no ceiling or basement effects were observed, $M = 6.78, SD = 2.14$) and correlated with verbal reasoning ability, the number of arguments a reader was asked to assimilate and the way in which those arguments were presented (AM versus text) had no effect on comprehension test performance.

In relation to comprehension, it may be that those with higher verbal reasoning scores were more likely to engage in some form of critical thinking during the reading of arguments. This would explain the correlation between verbal reasoning ability and both text and AM reading comprehension scores, and it would suggest that a study method that requires active critical thinking (as opposed to passive reading of material) may enhance comprehension (Berkowitz, 1986; Taylor, 1982). The comprehension test required students to decide if a sub-set of 12 of the original propositions either supported or refuted the central claim - *Computers can think*. It was a test that required more than simple memory for individual propositions: it required understanding of the relationships between propositions in the argument structure. Some students found this task surprisingly difficult and scored at chance levels (i.e. they made poor guesses and were correct only around 50% of the time).
Although it is surprising that AM reading did not facilitate performance in this context, it may be that over-and-above baseline reasoning ability and the spontaneous critical thinking efforts of participants during the reading of AMs does not motivate an additional tendency to critically engage with an argument, at least not for novice map readers. Some training in the analysis of arguments – using AMs as study materials – may be necessary for students to engage in the deeper relational analysis of arguments that is necessary for good performance on tests of comprehension.

Nevertheless, in the presence of a similar significant correlation between verbal reasoning and memory performance, and controlling for this co-variation, there remained a significant effect of stimulus materials on memory performance. In other words, although verbal reasoning ability also predicted memory performance, unlike for comprehension test performance, the reading of AMs provided some additional benefits in terms of memory for individual propositions in a cued-recall test. There are a number of possible reasons for this finding. It may be that a certain amount of information can be remembered in the absence of truly understanding the relational structure of an argument (Sweller, 1999), and that AMs facilitate memory for discrete propositions in this context by highlighting each proposition in a distinct box. Text does not demarcate discrete propositions in the same way, chunking them together into larger paragraph units instead. Furthermore, it may be that the benefits for memory of reading AMs differ significantly when novice and expert map readers are compared. For example, it may be that novice map readers will demonstrate some benefit over text readers when memory for discrete propositions is tested, whereas expert map readers will demonstrate some benefit over text readers for both discrete propositional memory and more complex forms of relational memory (as tapped into by comprehension tests, essay-writing tests and ad lib debating exercises). This
hypothesis is consistent with the work by Ericsson and Kintsch (1995) and their description of the function of long-term working memory in expert performance. Experts appear to have the ability to remember complex information structures not by virtue of working memory alone, but by linking information in working memory with knowledge structures in long-term memory. Expertise in argument map reading itself may facilitate the use of schema-driven strategies of chunking and relational mapping of discrete features of an argument map, which in turn may facilitate better subsequent comprehension of the overall argument structure.

Although both basement and ceiling effects were avoided for the memory test, it is clearly the case that participants responded less well when asked to read and recall a large 50-proposition argument. The data suggest that there is an upper limit to the number of arguments that can reasonably be assimilated in a short space of time. These findings suggest that being asked to recall 12 target memories from a set of 50 (after a study period of 10 minutes), is much more difficult than being asked, given a similar study period, to recall the same 12 target memories from a set of 30. To reiterate, this is consistent with the research on Cognitive Load Theory (Pollock, Chandler & Sweller, 2002; Sweller, 1988; 1999; 2010), which suggests that study or work environments that overburden working memory processes (e.g. being asked to memorise 50 propositions in the space of 10 minutes) will be associated with poor learning outcomes.

Though results from this experiment suggest that AM reading can facilitate enhanced recall of smaller, 30-proposition arguments in the context of a 10 minute study period, the results also suggest that the negative impact of intrinsic cognitive load may be greater than AM’s beneficial effects. The findings of the current study are also consistent with the body of literature pointing to the superiority of distributed
learning over mass learning (Fiore & Salas, 2007); specifically, when seeking to remember a large quantity of information (e.g. 50-propositions), it is better to distribute the learning over a series of sessions, rather than attempt to learn all the information in one sitting. Future research could compare the effects of distributed learning from large (e.g. 50-proposition) AMs with the effects of distributed learning from large texts; and examine whether the memory benefits of AM reading over text reading transfers from smaller argument structures to large argument structures that are the focus of learning in distributed learning settings.

In summary, these results demonstrate that, when compared with traditional text-based information delivery methods, AM reading significantly increases subsequent memory for arguments, with no performance difference observed on a test of argument comprehension. In addition, participants who read smaller study materials scored significantly higher on memory performance when compared with those who read larger study materials, regardless of format (e.g. AM or text). Though the findings suggest that AM is potentially a useful teaching methodology - specifically in terms of improving memory performance - further research is needed to test the limits of its potential with respect to other important variables including study and testing setting, recall duration (i.e. immediate versus delayed recall) and learning strategy (e.g. silent reading of arguments versus active construction of arguments).

4.3 Experiment 2

Experiment 2 had two aims. The first aim was to replicate Experiment 1, by examining differences between AM reading and text reading using a 30-proposition version of the argument, *Computers can think*. Based on the results of Experiment 1, only colour AMs were used in the AM conditions; and only 30-proposition argument
structures were presented to students, given that the effects of AM were significant for 30-proposition structures and that 50-proposition structures may be too difficult to assimilate in the time provided for study. The second aim of Experiment 2 was to extend the research by examining whether or not memory and comprehension performance varied as a function of study environment, with students examined in both individual and group settings. Research suggests the environment in which an individual studies information may affect how the information is encoded and ultimately how it is retrieved (Godden & Baddeley, 1975; Tulving, 1983; Smith & Vela, 2001).

Given that one important goal of the current set of experiments was to examine the utility of AMs as a pedagogical aid, it was important to examine the difference between classroom use of AMs and the use of AMs as individual study aids. In the current experiment, it was hypothesised that the beneficial effects of AMs would be greater in an individual (i.e. isolated study) setting when compared with a group study setting as potentially less cognitive load would be imposed on students in the individual study condition (e.g. social distractions that may cause attention switching; Pollock, Chandler & Sweller, 2002; Tindall-Ford, Chandler & Sweller, 1997). Specifically, Baron (1986) suggests that the presence of others may act as distracting stimuli, which may cause the switching of attention from the intended focus of attention. Research by Mullen (1987) also suggests that group settings can distract an individual’s focus away from the task at hand by focusing attention towards the self (e.g. How do I look? or Is my behaviour acceptable?). Furthermore, though past research suggests that completion of cognitive tasks in the presence of others often increases motivation, or drive, of those completing the task (Zajone,
1965; 1980), a meta-analysis by Bond and Titus (1983) found that the presence of others can have a negative effect on performance for more complex tasks.

Based on the findings of Experiment 1, it was also hypothesised that students who use AMs to study would perform better than those who study from text on memory testing. It was further hypothesised that those who study from AMs would perform better on comprehension testing, particularly in the individual study setting. Specifically, because (1) comprehension is a more complex task than memorisation (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001; Bloom, 1956) and because (2) group settings can negatively affect performance on more complex tasks (Bond & Titus, 1983); it was hypothesised that those in the isolated study group would perform better than those in the group study setting on comprehension.

4.3.1 Method

4.3.1.1 Design

A 2x2 between subjects MANCOVA was used to assess the effects of study materials and environment on recall and comprehension of arguments, while controlling for baseline verbal and spatial reasoning ability. The two between-subjects factors were study materials (text versus AM) and environmental setting (individual versus group setting).

4.3.1.2 Participants

Participants were first year psychology students ($N = 131$; 93 females, 38 males) aged between 17 and 25 years, from the National University of Ireland, Galway.
4.3.1.3 Materials and Measures

Experimental reading materials were the same as those used in Experiment 1 (i.e. arguments that addressed the claim: *Computers can think*). Two sets of study materials were provided to students: a 30-proposition text or a 30-proposition argument map. The arguments in the two conditions were identical other than the form in which they were presented. Recall and comprehension for the argument *Computers Can Think* were assessed by the same tests administered in Experiment 1.

4.3.1.4 Procedure

The study took place over three weeks. Each class lasted for 50 minutes. In Week 1, participants were provided with an introductory lecture on critical thinking, in which the concept of AM was introduced and explained. In Week 2, participants were provided with 20 minutes to complete the verbal and spatial reasoning subtests of the DAT. When participants returned to class in Week 3, they were assigned to one of the four study conditions. Students were allocated to study in either a lecture hall (in the presence of other students completing the same tasks) or alone in an isolated booth. Students assigned to the isolated booth condition were provided with an appointment time in which they were asked to visit the psychology laboratory. They were facilitated upon arrival and provided with the same instructions, study materials and test procedure as those in the group setting. The same experimenter facilitated both group and individual test sessions. After the study environment was allocated, students were then randomly assigned to study the topic *Computers can think* from one of two different study materials: a 30-proposition text or a 30-proposition AM. They were allotted 10 minutes to read their assigned study materials and were instructed to learn the material with a view to being tested. After 10 minutes had elapsed, study materials were collected. The cued-recall test was then administered,
with 10 minutes provided for completion, after which tests were collected. The comprehension test was administered next. Five minutes were provided for completion, after which tests sheets were collected and participants were debriefed and thanked.

4.3.2 Results

Preliminary analysis evaluating the homogeneity-of-slopes assumption indicated that in the case of neither verbal nor spatial reasoning did relationships with the dependent variables differ as a function of experimental condition, $F(8, 230) = .39, p = .926$. Table 4.4 lists means and standard deviations for memory and comprehension test performance for each of the four study conditions.

Table 4.4 Descriptive statistics for Experiment 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Memory</th>
<th>Comprehension</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$M$</td>
<td>$SD$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lecture Hall Setting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text</td>
<td>5.80</td>
<td>3.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argument Map</td>
<td>7.97</td>
<td>4.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isolated Setting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text</td>
<td>4.29</td>
<td>2.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argument Map</td>
<td>6.18</td>
<td>3.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results from the MANCOVA revealed a significant main effect of study materials (see Table 4.5) on recall, with those who studied from AMs scoring significantly higher on the memory test when compared with those who studied from text, regardless of environmental setting. There was also a significant main effect of environmental setting, with those who studied in the lecture hall setting scoring significantly higher on the memory test than those who studied in the isolated setting,
regardless of study material used. However, there was no study material x environmental setting interaction effect on memory.

Table 4.5: Experiment 2 MANCOVA Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>df</th>
<th>df (error)</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>Partial $\eta^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Memory</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study Material</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>11.68</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental Setting</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>7.04</td>
<td>.009</td>
<td>.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study Material x Env.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.967</td>
<td>.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Comprehension</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study Material</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>2.37</td>
<td>.126</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental Setting</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.829</td>
<td>.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study Material x Env.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.890</td>
<td>.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With respect to comprehension, there was no significant effect of study material or environment setting, and no study material x environmental setting interaction effect. Memory and comprehension performance were significantly correlated with each other ($r = .28$, $p = .001$); and each was also significantly correlated with verbal reasoning (Memory: $r = .33$, $p = .015$; Comprehension: $r = .45$, $p = .001$), while neither was significantly correlated with spatial ability (Memory: $r = .15$, $p = .260$; Comprehension: $r = .25$, $p = .068$).

4.3.3 Discussion of Experiment 2

Results from Experiment 2 revealed that those who studied from AMs recalled more information than those who studied from text, regardless of the environmental setting, which is consistent with findings from Experiment 1. The results also revealed
that, contrary to the proposed hypothesis, students who studied and were tested in a lecture hall setting performed better than those who studied and were tested in an individual study booth. In this experiment, participants in the lecture hall setting were monitored to ensure that they did not consult or copy from one another. In the absence of consultation or copying, it may be that the lecture hall setting provided a more formal and stimulating testing venue. It is also possible that participants may have felt more drive and responded more competitively in a group setting - in other words, the effect may have been due to some sort of social facilitation (Bond & Titus, 1983; Zajonc, 1965; 1980), which facilitated memory performance even in the context of what was assumed to be a relatively complex argument reading task.

While a group setting may affect participants in particular ways that an isolated setting does not (e.g. distraction, attention switching and social facilitation), such effects were equal across experimental manipulations of materials in the current study. Also, post-hoc analysis revealed that, in comparison with text reading, AM reading was associated with better subsequent memory performance in the group setting and the isolated test setting (p < .05 for both comparisons). As such, the beneficial effects of AM reading on memory performance were robust in both an isolated test setting and a group setting, notwithstanding the potential impact of social distraction, social facilitation and other factors linked to group study and testing. In any event, one purpose of this series of experiments was to elucidate the effect of different study techniques in the context of the classroom; and thus, the large group setting has ecological and face validity. As such, all subsequent experiments were conducted in a lecture hall setting only.

Results of the current experiment also revealed that there was an effect of neither study environment, nor AM reading on comprehension performance; a finding
which is consistent with the findings of Experiment 1. Mean scores on the comprehension test suggest that students were performing on average not very far above chance levels (they scored between 6.5 and 7.5 out of 12 on average in a two-choice proposition classification test, as in Experiment 1). In other words, it may be that students did not deeply comprehend the argument and when they were unsure as to whether or not a proposition either supported or refuted the central claim, they simply guessed; and as there were only two answers to choose from, they could guess the correct answer approximately half the time. At the same time, it is notable that students who scored higher on the comprehension test also performed better on the verbal reasoning sub-test of the DAT. Much like in Experiment 1, those high on verbal reasoning ability may have engaged in some form of higher-order metacognitive thinking (e.g. critical thinking) while working to learn from the study materials. Thus, while the findings suggest that the reading of AMs facilitates memory for arguments, it may be that some additional training in AM is needed to foster the kinds of metacognitive skills that may be necessary to support deeper comprehension.

Research suggests that to perform optimally in tests of comprehension and memory, one should read first to understand and then re-read in order to memorise (Pollock, Chandler & Sweller, 2002). However, in the current study, it is possible that because students were aware that they would be tested after they studied, they assimilated information strictly for purposes of memorisation and sacrificed the need to truly comprehend the argument structure. As suggested in relation to Experiment 1, it may also be that a certain amount of information can be remembered in the absence of truly understanding the relational structure of an argument, and that AMs facilitate
memory for discrete propositions in this context by highlighting each proposition in a distinct box.

Given the apparent memorial advantage of AM reading over text reading as shown in the first two experiments, one further question that arises is whether or not this benefit would be sustained over time; that is, from immediate to delayed recall. Long-term memory performance is of course important; not alone for the purpose of acquiring knowledge, but also for deepening comprehension. For example, it may be the case that the deeper comprehension of arguments is not only dependent on extensive reading and learning, but also on sufficient construction of schemas, which are built in order to retain information for relatively long periods of time (see Chapter 1). This schema-building process may allow for connections between arguments encoded at various times to be integrated in different configurations and at different levels of complexity. In order to investigate whether advantages of AM reading versus text reading would be sustained over time, Experiment 3 sought to examine the impact of study materials on immediate and delayed recall for both smaller and larger argument structures.

4.4 Experiment 3

Experiment 3 had three aims. The first aim was to replicate the findings from Experiment 1 by examining differences between reading small (30-proposition) and large (50-proposition) arguments on subsequent recall of select arguments. This was done in order to examine, once again, the hypothesis that the beneficial effects of AM reading would be greater for larger argument structures, due to the increased cognitive load associated with the reading of larger text-based arguments and AM’s hypothesised ability to decrease extraneous cognitive load. At the same time, the findings regarding argument size in Experiment 1 (i.e. those who studied from smaller
arguments scored higher on memory testing than those who studied from larger arguments), may have been due to students not having had enough time to assimilate all the propositions within the study material. Therefore, in Experiment 3, all students were provided with five additional minutes to study (i.e. 15 minutes in total).

The second aim of Experiment 3 was to determine whether or not the effects of argument size observed in Experiment 1 were a function of the topic being studied. In Experiment 1, it was hypothesised that the potentially beneficial effects of AM reading over text-based reading would be greater for larger arguments as cognitive load increases (Chandler & Sweller, 1991; Sweller, 1999). However, first year psychology students (i.e. the sample examined) may have been largely unfamiliar with the arguments presented for the topic *Computers can think*; and thus, AM reading in Experiment 1 may have evoked a slower, more analytical reading of arguments that moderated additional beneficial effects of AM reading over text reading, as argument size increased. Thus, the second aim of this experiment was to investigate the effects of AM reading in the context of a different topic. In Experiments 1 and 2, students studied and were tested on the topic *Computers Can Think*. In this experiment, they studied and were tested on the topic *Aggression is Biologically Caused*. It was hypothesised that those who studied the latter topic using AMs would recall significantly more than those who studied the same topic from text (as in Experiments 1 and 2), in the context of both small and large argument structures; and that the benefits of AM would be greater for 50-proposition arguments than 30-proposition arguments (i.e. the benefits of AM would increase as load increases).

The final aim of this experiment was to build upon the previous experiments by examining whether or not the beneficial effects of AM reading extend across time.
It was hypothesised that beneficial effects of AM reading over text reading would be greater for delayed recall than for immediate recall. This was because it was thought that benefits of organisation and dual-coding (i.e. visual and verbal coding) on memory (Mayer, 1997, 2003; Paivio, 1986; 1971) are sustained for longer, and thus the forgetting rate from immediate to delayed recall assessment should be less for AM reading when compared with text reading. This is consistent with past research by Vicari et al. (1999), who found that though the likelihood of forgetting increases over time (i.e. from immediate to delayed recall), the use of organisational strategies as learning aids reduces forgetting. To test the hypothesis that the beneficial effects of AM reading over text reading would be greater for delayed recall than for immediate recall, the effect of AM reading on memory performance was compared with that of text reading both immediately after studying and again a week later (i.e. delayed recall).

4.4.1 Method

4.4.1.1 Design

A 2 x 2 x 2 mixed analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was used to analyse the effects of both format and size of study material on both immediate and delayed recall, while controlling for baseline verbal and spatial reasoning ability. The two between-subjects factors were study material (text versus AM) and argument size (30-proposition versus 50-proposition); and the within-subjects factor was assessment time (immediately versus one week later).

4.4.1.2 Participants

Participants were first year psychology students aged between 17 and 25 years from the National University of Ireland, Galway. There was some change from
week to week in the students arriving to class and thus, there was a reduction in sample size from immediate to delayed recall assessment. Participants who took part in the delayed component of this experiment ($N = 199$; 142 females, 57 males), also took part in the immediate component, but the sample data available for the immediate component was obtained from a larger sample of students ($N = 286$; 204 females, 82 males).

4.4.1.3 Materials and Measures

In Experiment 3, the study materials presented the topic *Aggression is Biologically Caused*. The topic used in this experiment was different from the two previous experiments and was changed in order to examine whether or not the enhanced performance of students who studied AMs (i.e. in Experiments 1 and 2) was dependent upon the topic studied. Arguments were extracted from core first year psychology textbooks and from secondary sources. Four sets of materials were developed for this topic including: (1) a 30–proposition text, (2) a 50-proposition text (3) a 30-proposition AM and (4) a 50-proposition AM. The information within the four different sets of study materials was identical to the extent that they all contained the same 30 propositions, though the larger sets also contained an additional 20 propositions (i.e. the same ones for both groups). Regardless of the size of the materials presented, all participants took the same memory test.

Memory was assessed using a ‘fill-in-the-blanks’ cued recall test that assessed memory for reasons and objections linked to each of the major arguments supporting or refuting the central claim, *Aggression is Biologically Caused*. The test consisted of 12 items and was scored on a scale of 0-24. Using the intra-class correlation coefficient method, the inter-rater reliability (as measured by two raters) for the memory test was .95. The delayed recall test was the same as the immediate recall test
except for the order of presentation of questions, which was deliberately changed to minimise practice effects.

4.4.1.4 Procedure

Experiment 3 took place over four weeks. Each class lasted for 50 minutes. In Week 1, participants were provided with an introductory lecture on critical thinking, in which the concept of argument mapping was introduced and explained. In Week 2, participants were provided with 20 minutes to complete the verbal and spatial reasoning subtests of the DAT. In Week 3, students were randomly allocated to one of four groups in which they studied from a 30-proposition AM, a 50-proposition AM, a 30–proposition text, or a 50-proposition text. Study materials were distributed and students were provided with 15 minutes to learn the material with a view to being tested. Students were provided with 15 minutes to study their respective materials in this experiment (i.e. 5 minutes longer than in Experiments 1 and 2), in order to provide those learning from larger argument structures with more time to assimilate the information provided. After 15 minutes had elapsed, study materials were collected and the cued recall test was administered. Students were given 10 minutes to complete this test, after which all the tests were collected and the class ended. In Week 4, students returned and were re-tested on what they had studied the previous week. They were given ten minutes to complete the delayed recall test. After the delayed recall tests were collected, students were debriefed and thanked.

4.4.2 Results

Given the substantial variation in sample size for immediate and delayed recall assessments, three separate ANCOVAs were conducted. Focusing on participants who were present both during immediate and delayed memory assessments, a 2 (study
Mixed ANCOVA was conducted to examine memory performance differences across groups at two testing times, both immediately after the study period and one week later. Next, two 2 (study materials: text vs. AM) x 2 (size: 30-proposition vs. 50-proposition) ANCOVAs were conducted to examine the effects of study materials and argument size on immediate recall and delayed recall, separately, controlling for verbal and spatial reasoning ability in each case. Means and standard deviations are presented in Table 4.6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Small Map</th>
<th>Large Map</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean (M)</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immediate Recall</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text</td>
<td>7.76</td>
<td>3.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argument Map</td>
<td>10.83</td>
<td>4.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delayed Recall</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text</td>
<td>6.28</td>
<td>3.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argument Map</td>
<td>7.58</td>
<td>4.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In relation to the 2 (study materials) x 2 (size) x 2 (testing times) Mixed ANCOVA, preliminary analysis evaluating homogeneity-of-slopes indicated that for both verbal reasoning and spatial reasoning, the relationship with recall did not differ significantly as a function of experimental condition, $F(4, 186) = .279, p = .891$. Results from the ANCOVA revealed a main effect of study materials (see Table 4.7), with the AM group ($M = 7.20, SE = .34$) scoring significantly higher than the text group ($M = 5.87, SE = .31$). There was a main effect of size, with the smaller argument group ($M = 8.17, SE = .32$) scoring higher than the larger argument group ($M = 4.90, SE = .33$). Though there was no main effect for time, there was a significant time x study material interaction effect, whereby the benefits of AM
reading over text reading were greater for immediate recall ($p < .001$) relative to delayed recall ($p > .05$; see Figure 4.1). No other interaction effects were observed.

In relation to the first 2 (study materials) x 2 (size) ANCOVA on immediate recall test performance, results revealed a significant main effect of size ($F[1, 280] = 65.67, MSE = 12.21, p < .001$, partial $\eta^2 = .19$), with the smaller argument structure group showing significantly better immediate recall performance than the larger argument structure group. Results from the ANCOVA also revealed a significant main effect of study material ($F[1, 280] = 24.17, MSE = 12.21, p < .001$, partial $\eta^2 = .08$), with the AM group showing better immediate recall performance than the text group. Results further revealed that performance on the immediate recall test was significantly correlated with both verbal reasoning ($r = .33, p < .001$) and spatial reasoning ability ($r = .24, p < .001$). There was no size x study material interaction effect.

Finally, in the second 2 (study materials) x 2 (size) ANCOVA, conducted on delayed recall test performance, results revealed a significant main effect of size ($F[1, 193] = 39.83, MSE = 11.05, p < .001$, partial $\eta^2 = .17$), with the smaller argument structure group performing better than the larger argument structure group on delayed recall. There was no main effect of study material and no size x study material interaction effect.

Table 4.7: Experiment 3 ANCOVA Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>df</th>
<th>df (error)</th>
<th>$F$</th>
<th>$p$</th>
<th>Partial $\eta^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Study Material</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>8.29</td>
<td>.004</td>
<td>.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>51.46</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>2.18</td>
<td>.142</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study Material x Time</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>10.46</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
interaction effect. Delayed recall performance was significantly correlated with both verbal \( (r = .34, p < .001) \) and spatial \( (r = .20, p = .004) \) reasoning ability.

**Recall Performance Over Time**

![Recall Performance Over Time](image)

*Figure 4.1: Immediate and Delayed Memory performance in text reading and AM reading groups.*

**4.4.3 Discussion of Experiment 3**

The findings from Experiment 3 further confirm that studying from AMs can facilitate better immediate recall of arguments than text reading. Extending Experiments 1 and 2, which presented arguments in relation to the claim *Computers can Think*, the results of the current study, which presented arguments on the nature of aggression, suggest that the beneficial effects of AM reading over text reading is not dependent on the topic being studied. In addition, findings were contrary to the third hypothesis of Experiment 3, in that the superiority of AM with respect to immediate recall was not evident for delayed recall. Although the AM group scored higher on average than the text group on delayed recall, the former also showed a greater decrease in performance from immediate to delayed recall.
Although both basement and ceiling effects were avoided for the memory test, it is clearly the case that participants required to read and recall the larger argument did not perform as well as those required to read and recall the smaller argument. As in Experiment 1, the data suggest that there is a threshold in terms of the number of propositions that can be reasonably assimilated in a short space of time regardless of format or time of assessment. Notably, however, mean recall scores of those who studied larger arguments in Experiment 3 (Text Group: \( M = 5.26 \); AM Group: \( M = 6.47 \)) were higher than the same groups in Experiment 1 (Text Group: \( M = 2.76 \); AM Group: \( M = 5.13 \)), a finding which is considered to be the result of the additional five minutes provided to participants to study their arguments in Experiment 3. Findings once again indicate that, consistent with Cognitive Load Theory (Sweller, 1988; 1999; 2010), recalling 12 target memories from a set of 50 is much more difficult than recalling the same 12 target memories from a set of 30. In this respect, the same basic pattern was observed in Experiment 3 as in previous experiments, even though participants all received an additional five minutes of study time.

Findings from Experiment 3 also appeared to confirm the pattern of findings from the first two experiments in which there were significant correlations between verbal reasoning and memory performance (i.e. both immediate and delayed recall); providing further evidence that those who are proficient at verbal reasoning are able to recall more information after studying, even when it has been a week since they studied that information. However, unlike Experiments 1 and 2, there was a significant correlation in Experiment 3 between spatial reasoning and both immediate and delayed recall. The reasons for this difference in outcome are not immediately apparent. The change in topic studied from the first two experiments to the current one may have been a factor. For example, students may have been more familiar with
this topic, more interested in this topic, or possibly perceived it as less difficult to assimilate; thus latent spatial reasoning ability may have emerged as a correlate of recall as a result of the change in topic. However, this is purely speculative given that familiarity, interest and perceived difficulty were not measured in the current set of memory experiments, which is a limitation discussed below. Perhaps, though, the correlation between recall and spatial reasoning, in the context of this experiment, is ultimately a matter for additional empirical research to determine whether familiarity, interest, perceived difficulty or other variables might cause such a difference.

4.5 Experiment 4

The aim of Experiment 4 was to compare the effects of active argument mapping (AM), hierarchical summarisation (i.e. hierarchical outlining), and standard text summarisation on immediate recall performance in the context of the active learning and study of arguments. Previous research has demonstrated the beneficial effects of active study on learning outcomes (e.g. Burbach, Matkin & Fritz, 2004; Hake, 1998; Laws, Sokoloff & Thornton, 1999; Perry et al., 1996; Redish, Saul & Steinberg, 1997). In addition, all three strategies examined in Experiment 4 can be usefully employed to actively study and assimilate text-based arguments (Butchart et al., 2009; Kintsch & van Dijk, 1978; Taylor, 1982; Taylor & Beach, 1984; see Chapter 2). However, it can be argued that AMs offer particular advantages in this regard, given that the active construction of AMs may make the relationships among propositions clearer via its ‘box-and-arrow’ format, thus enhancing the ability to assimilate arguments (van Gelder, 2003). Therefore, it was hypothesised that students who actively construct and study AMs would perform better on immediate recall assessment than those who actively construct and study either outlines or text summaries. It was also hypothesised that students who actively construct and learn
from hierarchical outlines would perform better on immediate recall assessment than those who actively learn using text summarisation techniques. The latter prediction is based on the facts that hierarchical outlines, like AMs, present information in a hierarchically structured manner and that they have been shown to significantly enhance learning in previous research (as discussed in Chapter 2; Taylor, 1982; Taylor & Beach, 1984).

4.5.1 Method

4.5.1.1 Design

A between-subjects ANCOVA was used to analyse the effects of the three active learning techniques on immediate recall. The between-subjects factor was study technique (text summarisation, outlining and AM) while the covariates were baseline verbal and spatial reasoning ability.

4.5.1.2 Participants

Participants were first year psychology students ($N = 136$; 97 females, 39 males), 17 to 25 years old, from the National University of Ireland, Galway.

4.5.1.3 Materials and Measures

All groups were provided with a common study text which contained 30 propositions which argued for and against the claim: ‘There was nothing wrong with the United States Supreme Court's decision to uphold the individual's right to bear arms’. Participants were also provided with materials appropriate to their particular condition: Argument Mapping: a 30-proposition AM with 12 boxes left blank; Hierarchical Outlining: a 30-proposition outline with 12 proposition lines left blank; Text Summarisation: a blank page. The texts provided to those in all three conditions
were identical, but study tools (i.e. AM, Outline, Text summarisation) and instructions were different for each condition.

Memory was assessed using a ‘fill-in-the-blanks’ cued recall test that assessed memory for reasons and objections linked to each of the major arguments supporting or refuting the central claim: ‘There was nothing wrong with the United States Supreme Court's decision to uphold the individual's right to bear arms.’. The test consisted of 12 items and was scored on a scale from 0-24. Using the intra-class correlation coefficient method, the inter-rater reliability (as measured by two raters) for the memory test was .92.

4.5.1.4 Procedure

Experiment 4 took place over three weeks. Each class lasted 50 minutes. In Week 1, participants were provided with an introductory lecture on critical thinking, in which the concept of AM was introduced and explained. In Week 2, participants were provided with 20 minutes to complete the verbal and spatial reasoning subtests of the DAT. In Week 3, participants were randomly allocated to one of three groups in which they studied via one of three active learning techniques: text summarisation, hierarchical outlining or AM. In all three groups, participants were given a 30-proposition text to read, based on the central claim ‘There was nothing wrong with the United States Supreme Court's decision to uphold the individual's right to bear arms.’ and were asked to transfer a portion of the information (i.e. 12 propositions) into another document using a particular technique. Participants in the AM condition were given an incomplete AM and were asked to complete the map by transferring propositions as appropriate from the text into the 12 blank boxes on the AM. Participants in the outlining group were given an incomplete hierarchical outline and were asked to complete it by transferring propositions as appropriate from the text
into the 12 blank lines in the hierarchical outline document. In the text summarisation

group (i.e. the control group), participants were given a blank sheet of paper and were
instructed to take notes as they would naturally and write a summary of the text on the
sheet of paper - with a specific focus on the same portion of text that was subject to
transfer in the other conditions.

Participants were given five minutes to read the text (which contained 30
propositions) and a further 20 minutes to actively learn using their designated method.
After the 25 minutes had elapsed, study materials were collected. The cued-recall test
was then administered with 10 minutes allotted for completion. Finally, the completed
recall tests were collected and participants were debriefed and thanked. Only those
who took part in the active learning portion of the study session (i.e. specifically,
those who filled in at least four boxes on the AM, four blank lines on the outline or
wrote down four propositions on the blank page) were included in the data analysis.
Taking into account the amount of time allowed to complete the task, it was decided
that completion of a third or more of the allotted exercise indicated a genuine effort to
both read and actively learn.

4.5.2 Results

Preliminary analysis evaluating homogeneity-of-slopes indicated that in the
case of both verbal and spatial reasoning, immediate recall did not differ significantly
as a function of experimental condition, \( F(3, 126) = .729, p = .536 \). Results from the
ANCOVA revealed a significant main effect of study technique \( (F[2,131] = 16.35,
MSE = 11.09, p < .001, \text{partial } \eta^2 = .20) \), with the AM group \( (M = 9.42, SD = 3.77) \)
scoring significantly higher on memory testing than the text summarisation group \( (M
= 4.84, SD = 3.25; F[1,131] = 18.27, MSE = 11.09, p < .001, d = 1.30); \) and with the
outline group \( (M = 7.76, SD = 3.68) \) also showing significantly higher memory
performance than the text summarisation group ($F [1,131] = 30.68$, $MSE = 11.09$, $p < .001$, $d = .84$). No difference was found between the AM and outline groups on memory performance. Results further revealed that memory performance was significantly correlated with verbal reasoning ($r = .40$, $p < .001$), but not with spatial reasoning ($r = .14$, $p = .098$).

### 4.5.3 Discussion of Experiment 4

The findings from Experiment 4 showed that both AM and hierarchical outline construction facilitated better immediate recall performance than text summarisation. One reason for the apparent superiority of both AM and outline construction over text summarisation is that in the two former methods, information must be hierarchically organised, which research suggests can improve memory performance (Taylor, 1982; Taylor & Beach, 1984), while in the latter, though participants may have organised information hierarchically, they need not have. For example, participants in the text summarisation condition may have elected to use a summarisation method that did not employ hierarchical organisation; thus, putting them at a potential disadvantage compared with those in the other groups.

It was hypothesised that the spatial organisation of propositions within an AM might facilitate superior recall in comparison with hierarchical outlines. Though the AM group did show better recall on average than the outlining group, the difference between the two groups was non-significant. This pattern suggests that though the spatial organisation of propositions in an AM may benefit memory, the hierarchical organisation of propositions may be the most critical factor influencing subsequent recall.

Finally, consistent with the results from previous experiments, a correlation was found between verbal reasoning and immediate recall. This finding provides
further confirmation of the link between verbal reasoning ability and memory for arguments in classroom learning contexts - a relationship that appears to hold both for more passive reading and more active learning conditions. However, as in Experiments 1 and 2, there was no correlation between recall and spatial reasoning ability, thus suggesting that spatial reasoning ability is not a critical factor determining one’s ability to recall specific propositions in an argument, regardless of whether or not AMs were used to study the argument.

4.6 Discussion of Study 1

4.6.1 Interpretation of Results

Results from this series of experiments suggest that learning through AM reading and construction facilitates subsequent recall of propositions in an argument; and that AM studying seems to be superior in this respect to a number of more traditional study formats, including passive text-reading and active text summarisation. In addition, the superiority of AM reading and construction appears to hold across study settings (i.e. isolated study settings and lecture hall settings), colour of study materials and topics studied.

Though these experiments highlight the benefits of AM reading and construction on immediate recall over text-based study methods, as seen in Experiment 3, the relative benefits of AM reading over traditional text-based reading on subsequent recall of arguments was not well maintained over time. In addition, there were no effects of AM on comprehension performance in either Experiment 1 or 2. The null effects of AM on delayed recall and comprehension are appropriate to consider together, since it is possible that a similar process may be at work in both cases. In explanation, (1) delayed recall is essentially a function of LTM, in that the ability to recall information over an extended period of time depends on how well it
was encoded into LTM (Tulving & Thompson, 1973; Tulving, 1984) and (2) research suggests that both LTM and comprehension function as a result of schema construction (Sweller, 2005). Therefore, it is not surprising that AM has similar effects on both LTM and comprehension. In this sense, it is possible that the reason for the null effects of AM reading on both LTM and comprehension was because AM reading did not facilitate enhanced levels of schema construction relative to traditional text-reading.

Results from Experiments 1 and 3 revealed that those who studied small arguments, regardless of format, scored significantly higher on both immediate and delayed recall performance than those who studied large arguments. Given the increased cognitive load associated with learning larger arguments, this finding was not surprising, as research suggests that study environments that overburden memory are associated with poor learning outcomes (Sweller, 1999). In addition, findings from Experiment 3 indicated that studying AMs seemed to provide less of an advantage over other formats in the context of the larger AMs (50-proposition) than in the context of the smaller AMs (30-proposition). This finding contradicted the initial hypothesis, which stated that the relative superiority of AM reading over text reading would be greater under conditions of higher relative to lower cognitive load, as AMs are designed partly to decrease cognitive load. Overall, the data suggest that there is a threshold in terms of the number of propositions that can be reasonably assimilated in a short space of time, regardless of study format. In relation to argument size, the findings are broadly consistent with previous research demonstrating the limited capacity of working memory (Cowan, 2000; Miller, 1956) and how an increase in information processing demands can contribute to cognitive load and poorer overall levels of learning (Pollock, Chandler & Sweller, 2002; Sweller, 1988; 1999).
The purpose of Experiment 4 was to compare argument mapping to the alternative techniques of outlining and text summarisation in a situation where students were required to construct their own study materials as opposed to simply reading and learning from study materials supplied by instructors. Results revealed that students in the AM and outlining groups performed significantly better than those in the text-summarisation group on recall performance, most likely as a result of the active involvement of students in the hierarchical organisation of information that was the focus of learning (e.g. Taylor, 1982; Taylor & Beach, 1984).

As previously discussed, a growing body of literature suggests that organisational strategies can be used to facilitate recall performance and learning in general (e.g. Berkowitz, 1986; Meyer, Brandt & Bluth, 1980; Myers, 1974; Oliver, 2009; Robinson & Kiewra, 1995; Taylor, 1982; Taylor & Beach, 1984). Importantly, the organizational structure of text may not always facilitate learning and memory, given that the linear nature of text does not allow one to readily link propositions that support or dispute specific claims (van Gelder, 2003). Overall, the superiority of AM studying over text-based studying in the current research may be attributed to the hierarchical structuring of information in AMs. Specifically, results revealed that the removal of colour from AMs in Experiment 1 had no significant effect on the AMs’ ability to facilitate recall and any group that studied from hierarchically organised study materials (e.g. AM reading, AM construction and active hierarchical outlining) recalled significantly more than groups which did not have hierarchically organised materials. Again, this finding is consistent with previous research by Taylor (1982) and Taylor and Beach (1984) who found that the use of hierarchical summarisation increased recall performance of those who used the technique.
The correlation between memory performance and both verbal and spatial reasoning ability was measured in all four experiments and each time, a significant correlation was found between verbal reasoning ability and recall performance (i.e. both immediate and delayed). It seems possible that verbal reasoning ability and recall performance are correlated because those who are proficient at verbal reasoning are able to retain information long enough in order to assimilate the reasoning within a proposition or a set of propositions, which in turn facilitates their ability to answer subsequent test questions correctly (Colom et al., 2005; Hitch & Baddeley, 1976). This interpretation is consistent with the findings from Experiments 1 and 2, in which verbal reasoning was also found to be correlated with comprehension. Spatial reasoning was only found to be correlated with recall (i.e. both immediate and delayed) in Experiment 3. This suggests that spatial reasoning ability may influence memory for arguments in specific learning contexts (e.g. dependent on topic studied), but that verbal reasoning ability is a more robust and consistent predictor of memory in these situations.

Though perhaps unexpected, the absence of a significant correlation between memory performance and spatial reasoning for the majority of these experiments may be a result of the dominant verbal nature of the learning task used in each experiment and the fact that, according to Hegarty (2004), there may be a strong dissociation between spatial and verbal reasoning. Alternatively, as suggested in Experiment 3, the relationship between memory and spatial reasoning may simply come down to the topic studied, in that students’ familiarity, interest or perceived difficulty in assimilating certain topics may have affected their ability to draw upon their spatial reasoning ability as a means by which to facilitate memory consolidation. In any case, the key reason that the spatial reasoning assessment was administered in this research
was in order to control for baseline ability (i.e. as it was hypothesised that those better at spatial reasoning, may be better suited to study from AMs than from text).

However, it seems reasonable to conclude, in light of findings, that students’ memory for arguments can be enhanced via the reading of AMs and that these benefits of AM are observed even when statistically controlling for verbal and spatial reasoning ability.

4.6.2 Limitations & Future Research

Though the results of these experiments are informative in terms of the comparison between AM and alternative learning techniques, there are some limitations to the research that must be considered. One possible limitation is that there are student characteristics other than verbal and spatial reasoning ability that may have influenced learning and may have been usefully included in the analysis, such as motivation or interest in study topics and learning methods, for example. In retrospect, it is reasonable to assume those with higher levels of motivation to learn or to out-perform others, or those who found certain study methods novel and interesting (e.g. argument mapping or active learning), may have been more motivated to succeed and thus, may have outperformed others not similarly motivated or interested (Marzano, 1998; Pintrich et al., 1991). For example, the lack of an effect of AM reading on comprehension in Experiments 1 and 2 may have been caused by a lack of motivation to engage in higher-order thinking processes (e.g. critical thinking) that may, as hypothesised above, be critical drivers of comprehension in novel learning environments. In addition, participants who were interested in new learning techniques – even by the slightest manipulation to the technique, for example, colour in an AM, may have been further motivated by this novelty to perform better. In other words, in addition to a possible main effect of motivation on performance (Garcia,
Pintrich & Paul, 1992; Pintrich et al., 1991), it is possible that there was an unobserved interaction effect between motivation and novelty of learning materials across experiments. Having some knowledge of students’ motivation may also have shed light on the attrition of students from testing time 1 to 2 in Experiment 3. Thus, the differential impact of instructional techniques on participants who were highly motivated should have been compared with the effects on those participants who were poorly motivated.

Another possible limitation that should be considered is that methods for gauging the difficulty of the topic studied, or students’ familiarity with or interest in the topic, were not used. It may have been that memory performance was not a result of recall ability alone, but could also be a result of interest or familiarity with the topic studied (Taylor & Beach, 1984). Three different topics were used in this set of experiments and yielded similar patterns of findings. Nevertheless, participant ratings of familiarity, difficulty or intrinsic interest could yield potentially useful, additional information; perhaps especially with respect to unexpected patterns of findings such as the lack of an effect for comprehension in Experiments 1 and 2, or idiosyncratic patterns such as that seen for spatial reasoning in Experiment 3.

For example, the topic Computers Can Think (presented to students in Experiments 1 and 2) may have been perceived by students as difficult to assimilate, due to the language used within the argument. The study materials used in these two experiments were developed by adapting Robert Horn’s (1999) AM, Can Computers Think?, into smaller AMs and corresponding texts. However, following these adaptations, it is possible that the actual prose within the resulting materials lacked some element of clarity and/or precision, thus making it difficult for students to assimilate. Again, this potential difficulty could explain the null effect of AM on
comprehension. However, it is also worth considering that the prose within Horn’s (1999) original AM may have lacked some element of clarity prior to its’ adaptation into the various study materials used in Experiments 1 and 2. At the same time, if in the event that the prose within the study materials did indeed lack clarity and/or precision, such deficits would have been equal across conditions, given that each study material consisted of the same prose and the same argument structure.

Notably, though student’s motivation, interest and familiarity with the topics studied in Experiments 1-4 would all have been useful, one general challenge in these experiments was the issue of working within the allotted class time of 50 minutes. This time constraint made the inclusion of multiple assessments difficult for the efficient running of experiments with large numbers of students. Nevertheless, future research on AM’s effect on key aspects of performance, such as memory and comprehension, needs to address some of the limitations discussed thus far, including motivation to learn, familiarity with the topic studied, perceived difficulty of the topic studied and interest in the topic studied.

The four experiments conducted in Study 1 aimed to compare AM and traditional presentation formats. However, one difficulty in making a fair comparison between these formats is that participants have been exposed to traditional formats such as text reading, all their lives, whereas they were new to AMs. Though the training provided in these experiments (i.e. a 50 minute lecture), may have been enough for participants to perform well in terms of studying from and constructing semi-completed AMs, it may not have been enough for the full potential of the advantageous effects of AM reading and construction on delayed recall and comprehension to be realised. Alternatively, it is possible that the 50-minute lecture used to introduce and explain AM might have primed students to favour the AM
strategy - possibly accounting for some latent effect of AM on immediate recall performance. Nevertheless, if the AM training provided was insufficient with respect to the reading of AMs, then this can be seen as a possible explanation for the null effects on comprehension performance (Experiments 1 & 2) and delayed recall performance (Experiment 3).

Furthermore, though the aim of the current study was to examine the effects of AM on both memory and comprehension, in comparison with traditional, text-based learning strategies; this is not to suggest that AM and text-based learning strategies are incompatible alternatives. For example, it is possible that the combined use of AM alongside text-based study can also facilitate learning. This recommendation is supported by findings from Experiment 4, in which the passive reading of text supported by active AM construction facilitated immediate recall beyond that of passive text-reading supported by text-summarisation. Thus, future research should aim to examine the effects of AM as an educational aid to text-based study, rather than strictly as an alternative. However, given the aims of this research, focus now returns to comparing the two learning strategies.

In order for a more equal comparison between AM and text-based materials to be made, participants would likely require more substantial training in the use of AM than that provided in these experiments. This view is consistent with van Gelder, Bissett and Cumming’s (2004) view on the potential beneficial effects of AM on critical thinking; that is, in terms of achieving optimal growth in critical thinking ability, one must also consider what level of ‘deliberate practice’ is needed. Naturally, it is not simply the method or tools of instruction and learning that are important when working to cultivate critical thinking ability, but also the intensity and quality of practice. The question arises in this context as to what level of AM
familiarity and practice is needed to facilitate optimal memory and comprehension performance when using AM reading or construction as a classroom exercise. Guidelines on what constitutes sufficient training in AM, in the context of critical thinking training studies, have been provided by van Gelder, Bissett and Cumming (2004) and suggest a semester-long course in critical thinking taught through argument mapping for purposes of improving critical thinking ability. Though it was not an aim of Study 1 to examine argument mapping’s effect on critical thinking, it is hypothesized, based on van Gelder and colleagues’ research, that any semester-long course that teaches a subject through AMs will adequately teach students how to use argument mapping as a study method to facilitate memory and comprehension ability. As a result, an aim for future research should be to examine the effects of explicit training in AM and the related method of hierarchical summarisation (i.e. outlining) on both lower-order learning outcomes (memory and comprehension) and higher-order learning outcomes (analysis, evaluation, inference, and reflective judgment). Advancing upon the findings of Study 1 and also ascending Bloom’s hierarchical taxonomy of thinking processes, Study 2 examined the effects of AM training and hierarchical outlining training on analysis, evaluation, inference and reflective judgment ability.
Chapter 5

Study 2: The Effects of Argument Mapping on Critical Thinking & Reflective Judgment Performance

5.1 Purpose

This chapter presents the empirical research carried out in Study 2, which compared the effects of a six-week critical thinking (CT) training course taught through argument mapping (AM) with both a traditional CT training course taught through hierarchical outlining (HO) and a no-CT training control condition on CT performance and CT sub-skill performance (i.e. analysis, evaluation, inference and reflective judgment). Both theory and previous research suggest that AM may be a useful learning aid, particularly when learning critical thinking skills (e.g. Butchart et al., 2009; van Gelder, 2001, van Gelder Bisset & Cumming, 2004). AM is thought to be superior to other strategies in this context, due to its useful organizational features that may help students to assimilate, analyse, and evaluate information (see Chapters 3 & 4). Thus, the first hypothesis of the current study was that those trained in CT through AM would outperform those in both the HO and control groups on overall CT, all CT sub-skills and reflective judgment (RJ). Though the results from Study 1 indicated that AM is no better than HO at enhancing immediate recall, the level of AM training received by students in Study 1 was limited and it was noted that some AM benefits may only emerge after more extensive training. Thus, effects of AM may be greater for CT outcome measures given the intervention of a six-week AM-infused CT training course.

14 Portions of Study 2 have been published and are cited in the References section (see Dwyer, Hogan & Stewart, 2011a).
Furthermore, in comparison with AM, HO is essentially a text-based learning strategy in which the structure of an argument is represented as a linear flow of text without the full complement of organisational advantages possessed by AM (e.g. ‘box-and-arrow’ structuring and colour cues to represent reasons, objections, and rebuttals). As such, the HO critical thinking training group was included as a comparison group in this study because it allowed for strict experimental control and comparison in the evaluation of the potential benefits of AM on CT outcome measures. Furthermore, given that third-level courses are generally taught using hierarchically structured, bullet-point styled slideshows, a HO condition also served as an ecologically valid comparison group.

Nevertheless, like AM, propositions within an HO are hierarchically organised and can be explicitly signalled in accordance with their inferential relationships with other propositions. In addition, the active construction of an HO involves the extraction and summarisation of key arguments and sub-arguments in a text. This active reconstruction and hierarchical ordering of arguments has been shown to benefit student learning (Taylor, 1982; Taylor & Beach, 1984). Thus, the second hypothesis of the current study was that those trained in CT through HO would outperform those in the control group on overall CT, all CT sub-skills and RJ. This hypothesis is also consistent with research which suggests that CT training in general, regardless of the format in which training is presented (e.g. AM, HO, prose-based text), can enhance CT ability (e.g. Hitchcock, 2004; Rimiene, 2002; Solon, 2007).

Notwithstanding the unique features of AM and the potential additional benefits of AM training over HO training, it is possible that AM and HO have many similar benefits when used as learning aids in the context of CT training. Given that reasoning toward a conclusion often requires the combined use of many different
thinking processes (e.g. memory, comprehension, analysis, evaluation, inference and reflective judgment; Facione, 1990b; Halpern, 2003a; Reeves, 1990), both AM and HO may be particularly useful in the context of CT training because their organisational features can help to decrease the demands associated with extraneous cognitive load while simultaneously enhancing various key cognitive processes (e.g. awareness of argument structure for analysis and coordinated evaluation of propositions marked as supports and rebuttals). In addition, CT training using AM and HO learning materials as supports may facilitate the growth of CT schemas, or strategies of analysis, evaluation and inference, that ultimately reduce the negative learning impact of intrinsic cognitive load when working with complex problems. As noted in Chapter 1, research suggests that efforts to promote schema-construction through some form of training can aid in the reduction of intrinsic load (Pollock, Chandler & Sweller, 2002; van Merriënboer, Kirschner & Kester, 2003), because those who possess relevant schemata, or some level of expertise in a knowledge or skill domain, are better equipped to assimilate information with high element interactivity than are those who do not possess the relevant knowledge or skills (Pollock, Chandler & Sweller, 2002; Sweller, 2010). Specifically, training in CT (regardless of whether it is trained through AM or HO) may provide students with the opportunity to develop the CT schemas necessary to decrease the intrinsic cognitive load associated with the application of CT in situations of high element interactivity and also facilitate enhanced CT performance. As such, CT instruction and exercises, supported by AM or HO, may decrease both extraneous and intrinsic cognitive load and facilitate the development of CT skills. Therefore, the third hypothesis tested in the current study was that those who attended either an AM- or HO-infused CT
training course would perform better on CT, all CT sub-skills and RJ as a combined
group, than those in the control group.

A further aim of this research was to examine the effect of CT training on a
variety of dispositional factors. Like CT, there are many conceptualisations of
disposition towards thinking. According to Valenzuela, Nieto and Saiz (2011), some
conceptualisations focus on the attitudinal and intellectual habits of disposition,
whereas others focus on epistemological beliefs (see also Phan, 2008; Schommer-
Aikins, 2002). Using both the California Critical Thinking Dispositions Inventory
(Facione & Facione, 1992) and the Lectical Reflective Judgment Assessment
(Dawson, 2008b), the current study measured the dispositions of truth seeking, open
mindedness, analyticity, systematicity, confidence, inquisitiveness and maturity; as
well as epistemological beliefs regarding the malleability, structure and stability of
knowledge.

According to the Delphi Report (Facione, 1990b; see Chapter 1), good critical
thinkers possess positive dispositions towards thinking. In addition, it has been argued
that the disposition to think critically is as important to CT as is the ability to perform
CT skills (Ennis, 1996; Halpern, 2003a; Perkins & Ritchhart, 2004). For example,
though an individual may be aware of which CT skills to use in a given context and
may have the capacity to perform well when using these skills, they may not be
disposed to use them. Conversely, an individual may be prepared and willing to use
CT skills, but may not know how to do so. In both contexts, it is unlikely that CT will
be applied well (Valenzuela, Nieto and Saiz, 2011). Thus, along with the ability to
engage in CT skills, “a critical thinker must also have a strong intention to recognise
the importance of good thinking and have the initiative to seek better judgment” (Ku,
2009, p. 71). In other words, the combination of the ability to use CT skills and
possessing the disposition to apply these skills together determine a person’s actual thinking performance (Ennis, 1998; Facione et al., 2002; Halpern, 2003a, 2006; Ku & Ho, 2010a).

Past research has demonstrated a significant relationship between CT dispositions and CT ability (Colucciello, 1997; Facione, Facione and Sanchez, 1994; Facione, 2000; Profeto-McGrath, 2003), as well as significant increases in both CT dispositions and CT ability as a result of CT training (Rimiene, 2002). For example, Colucciello (1997) examined the relationship between dispositions towards thinking and CT ability in a sample of nursing students of varying academic levels (i.e. sophomore, juniors and seniors) and found that CT performance was significantly correlated with truth seeking, open mindedness, analyticity, systematicity, confidence, inquisitiveness and maturity, as measured by the California Critical Thinking Dispositions Inventory (CCTDI; Facione & Facione, 1992). Profeto-McGrath (2003) similarly found a significant correlation between overall CT ability and self-reported positive dispositions towards thinking. This relationship was further corroborated in research studies by Facione (2000) and Facione, Facione and Sanchez (1994). The current study sought to confirm these findings by examining the relationship between the CCTDI measures of truth seeking, open mindedness, analyticity, systematicity, confidence, inquisitiveness and maturity and CT ability, as measured by the CCTST (Facione, 1990a); and differences among AM, HO and control groups on these same dispositions at post-testing.

In the current study, another dispositional factor, epistemological beliefs, was also examined. In the context of the current study, epistemological beliefs refer to beliefs regarding: the malleability of knowledge (i.e. ‘the belief that knowledge is fixed at birth’ or ‘the belief that the ability to learn can be improved’); the structure of
knowledge (i.e. the ‘belief that knowledge is best characterized as complex interrelated networks of facts and relations’); and the stability of knowledge (i.e. ‘the belief that knowledge is evolving rather than unchanging’). Though longitudinal research suggests that beliefs in relation to the malleability, complex structure and evolving nature of knowledge increase over time, reflecting more mature, complex beliefs about the nature of knowledge (Schommer et al., 1997); to this researcher’s knowledge, no studies have explicitly examined the effect of CT training on epistemological beliefs. Research does suggest that beliefs in relation to the malleability, complex structure, and evolving nature of knowledge are good predictors of academic performance and reflective thinking ability (Cano, 2005; Kitchener & King, 1994; Phan, 2008; Schommer-Aikins, 2002), however, it is unclear if CT interventions have any effect on these beliefs.

Based on the previous research on disposition towards thinking and epistemological beliefs, it was hypothesised in the current study that CT ability would be significantly, positively correlated with both dispositions towards thinking (i.e. truth seeking, open mindedness, analyticity, systematicity, confidence, inquisitiveness and maturity), as well as epistemological beliefs regarding the malleability, complex structure and evolving nature of knowledge. It was also hypothesised that those who took part in CT training (i.e. both the AM and HO groups) would score significantly higher than controls on these same measures at post-testing.

5.2 Method

5.2.1 Design

A series of six one-way ANCOVAs were used to compare the argument mapping (AM), hierarchical outlining (HO) and control groups on overall CT, analysis, evaluation, inference, inductive reasoning and deductive reasoning ability at
Formal power analysis was completed using Cohen's (1988) guidelines for small (r = .1), medium (r = .3), and large (r = .5) effects. Two-tailed alpha of .05 was assumed for all tests. Previous similar CT intervention research has shown medium to large effect sizes for core outcome variables analysis, evaluation, and inference (Alvarez-Ortiz, 2007; Hitchcock, 2004; Rimiene, 2002). Sample size calculations assumed medium effect sizes for ANOVA and sought to provide power greater than 0.8. Calculations, using a conservative medium effect size (.25), revealed that this would require approximately 40 participants completing the research in each group.

15 Though not identified in Bloom’s taxonomy (1956), inductive and deductive reasoning are included on the California Critical Thinking Skills Test (Facione, 1990; Facione et al., 2002), a measure which was used in this study (see Materials and Measures).
5.2.2 Participants

Participants were first year psychology students (N = 81; 57 females, 24 males), aged between 18 and 25 years, from the National University of Ireland, Galway. The initial pre-test sample size (N=134) was decreased by an attrition rate of 40%. In the six-month follow-up portion of this study, the sample size was further reduced (N= 40; secondary attrition rate of 51%). Participants who withdrew from the course were administered a questionnaire which asked why they did not complete the study. Reasons for attrition included having conflicting schedules, being too busy with other courses and other personal reasons. In return for their participation, students were awarded academic course credits.

5.2.3 Materials and Measures

The CT intervention materials included DVD recordings of the CT courses (i.e. lectures and exercises), exercise handouts, a laptop computer and a projector. Exercise handouts and DVD recordings of the lectures and exercises can be found in Appendix D. The intervention materials used in Study 2 were developed: (1) based on a review of previous CT intervention studies and CT course designs (see Chapters 2 and 3); (2) under the direction of both primary supervisor and co-supervisor; (3) with a specific focus on sequentially presenting the skills of analysis, evaluation and inference (i.e. given that these are the core CT skills identified by the Delphi Report and assessed by the California Critical Thinking Skills Test); and (4) with a focus on moving from simple to more complex CT exercises.

The CT course used a mixed approach of didactic instruction and active learning. According to Mayer (2004), students must be cognitively active during learning and educators must provide students with guided practice. This type of active learning provides students with a form of scaffolding (Wood, Bruner & Ross, 1976),
whereby students are guided didactically by their educator and also actively learn by doing. Research suggests that people learn more through active learning (e.g. Hake, 1998; Laws, Sokoloff & Thornton, 1999; Redish, Saul & Steinberg, 1997), and more specifically, that intensive practice of CT skills increases critical thinking ability more so than didactic teaching of CT (Burbach, Matkin & Fritz, 2004).

As the quality of learning materials was thought to be a vital factor in facilitating enhanced CT ability, all lectures and exercises were piloted prior to using them in Study 2. Feedback on lectures and exercises was provided by students in two separate focus group sessions (i.e. one for the HO materials \[N = 5\] and one for the AM materials \[N = 6\]) On whole, students found the CT lectures and exercises to be “simple, and interesting”; “straightforward”, “explained very well”, “engaging” and “easy to relate to”. The students also reported that the CT courses appropriately revealed how to “form”, “dissect” and “break down arguments” and it was suggested that the course would “aid in their undertaking of other academic courses”. Students also noted that “loads of time” was provided for the completion of exercises. The students reported that they neither “struggled to pay attention”, nor found the course “confusing”. Regarding the video presentation of the course, students found the materials were “very clearly presented”, “appropriate for the setting” and allowed for “good discussion”. A number of the students reported that the audio/visual features of the pre-recorded lectures were “great”. Only one student found the course, in general, “boring”.

Students also suggested that exercises required a “shorter amount of time to complete than what was provided” to them; and that “sometimes, too much time was given for each exercise... so time was sometimes wasted.” To rectify this issue for the CT course in this study, a classroom facilitator (i.e. the researcher) walked around the
room and observed the progress of students during the completion of their exercises. When all students appeared to have finished a given exercise, the classroom facilitator would ask whether or not anyone needed more time. On no occasion did the time allowed for completion of exercises surpass the time permitted by the voiceover in the recording (i.e. the time provided to students during pilot testing). Students in the pilot testing focus group also suggested that the lecture sessions “needed more, shorter, breaks”, that is, more than just a 10 minute break provided after completion of the first hour of class. To rectify this issue for the CT course in this study, classroom facilitators provided students not only with a 10 minute break after completion of the first hour of the lecture, but also an additional two minute break after each class exercise. During the 10 minute break, students were permitted to leave the room and do as they wished. During the two minute breaks, students often remained seated and spoke amongst themselves.

The California Critical Thinking Skills Test (CCTST; Facione, 1990a; Facione et al., 2002) was used to measure critical thinking ability. The test consists of 34 multiple choice questions, which assess overall CT ability as well as five sub-skills: analysis, evaluation and inference (which are the core CT skills as identified by the Delphi Report), as well as inductive and deductive reasoning (see Figure 5.1 for examples of inductive and deductive reasoning problems). The CCTST Form B (Facione, 1990a) was administered at pre-testing. Kuder-Richardson 20 internal reliability coefficients for Form B range from 0.78 – 0.84 (Facione, 1991). The CCTST (Form 2000) was administered at post-testing. Kuder-Richardson 20 internal reliability coefficients for Form 2000 range from .74 - .84 (Facione et al., 2002). The Lectical Reflective Judgment Assessment (LRJA; Dawson, 2008b), a cognitive development assessment of RJ, was administered as a baseline measure at
pre-test, as an outcome measure at post-test, and again six months later as a follow-up assessment. It consists of a series of seven open-ended questions about real-world problems. Responses to these questions are scored by Certified Lectical Analysts who (1) identify *scorable units of text* (i.e. an argument or related set of propositions) and (2) examine the structure of both the unit and the conceptual elements within by (3) mapping the responses for purposes of assessing the hierarchical complexity of the RJ performance (see Figure 5.2). These Certified Lectical Analysts maintain an inter-rater reliability that is at or above 85% agreement, while internal consistency is typically above .90 (Dawson-Tunik, Commons, Wilson, & Fischer, 2005).

### Inductive Reasoning

The teams in the city’s youth recreational soccer program are meant to be evenly matched. Yet some teams are a little better than others. Suppose that last Saturday a team called the Sparklers defeated one called the Wildflowers. Suppose that the previous Saturday the Wildflowers had defeated a team called the Mustangs. What is likely to happen next Saturday when the Sparklers play against the Mustangs?

A = The Sparklers will certainly win.
B = The Sparklers will probably win, but might lose.
C = The Sparklers will probably lose, but might win.
D = The Sparklers will certainly lose.
E = The soccer game will end in a tie.

### Deductive Reasoning

Consider this argument: “Person L is shorter than person X. Person Y is shorter than person L, but person M is shorter than person Y. Therefore, person Y is shorter than person J.” What information must be added to require that the conclusion is true, assuming all the premises are true?

A = Person L is taller than J.
B = Person X is taller than J.
C = Person J is taller than L.
D = Person J is taller than M.

*Figure 5.1: Inductive and Deductive Reasoning problems on the CCTST Form 2000 (adapted from Facione et al., 2002)*

The score on the LRJA (e.g. 10:3) indicates the level of RJ ability of the test-taker (see Table 5.1). Specifically, in a score of 10:3, the first number (i.e. 10) represents the test-taker’s developmental stage level (i.e. abstract mappings), while the second number (i.e. 3), which can range from 1-3, represents how far into that
level the individual has developed (i.e. how well the individual is able to integrate and coordinate the abstract mappings presented in their response to open-ended questions). Thus, at the abstract mappings level, a response may receive a score of 10:1 (i.e. the response presents a series of abstract mappings but does not integrate them), 10:2 (i.e. the response coordinates a series of abstract mappings, but does not elaborate on this integration) or 10:3 (i.e. the response coordinates a series of abstract mappings and elaborates upon this integration at a level of performance that approaches a systems level of thinking, or 11:1 thinking).

Figure 5.2: Example of how a response to an LRJA item might be mapped for purposes of scoring
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Complexity Order</th>
<th>A Person is…</th>
<th>Abstraction</th>
<th>Structure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Single representations</td>
<td>My mom?</td>
<td>$1^{st}$ order representation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Representational mappings</td>
<td>A person cooks food a lot, and goes to his job. Like my Dad. My teacher is a person, and I am a person, but I’m a kid too.</td>
<td>$2^{nd}$ order representation</td>
<td>Mapping: Person is a mapping of several $1^{st}$ order representations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Representational systems</td>
<td>I’m a person you are a person. A person does things. Like talk to friends and eat to stay alive so they can have fun.</td>
<td>$3^{rd}$ order representation</td>
<td>System: Person is a system of $2^{nd}$ order representations with two variables on the input.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Single abstractions</td>
<td>A person is a human being. Human beings live all over the world; they all know how to think except little babies. I heard humans used to be monkeys but then we got smarter. People are intelligent. They have feelings and ideas.</td>
<td>$1^{st}$ order abstraction</td>
<td>Definitional: Person is defined as a $1^{st}$ order abstraction, which is a conceptual integration of representational systems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Abstract mappings</td>
<td>A person uses reason; they are animals, but they are different from animals because they think about things better. A person has responsibilities, in life. You know, a person <em>is</em> somebody, with a personality of his own. It’s hard to get to know somebody because the real person is on the inside. A person has a soul.</td>
<td>$2^{nd}$ order abstraction</td>
<td>Mapping: Person is a mapping of several $1^{st}$ order abstractions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Abstract systems</td>
<td>A person is like a whole world in themselves. So, you have to respect the unique emotional temperaments, life circumstances and perspectives of everyone. And you can’t separate one of those aspects from the others because they all interact with each other. That’s why people are so complex. That’s why we need to be conscious of individuality.</td>
<td>$3^{rd}$ order abstraction</td>
<td>System: Person is a system of $2^{nd}$ order abstractions. Here several variables which are at least $2^{nd}$ order abstractions are coordinated on the input.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5.1: Example of a concept as it changes across the complexity orders (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Complexity Order</th>
<th>A Person is...</th>
<th>Abstraction</th>
<th>Structure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Single principle</td>
<td>The concept of person, as I define it, can be used to coordinate what often seems like a rift between an individual’s unique system of meaning and a society’s complex web of structures and institutions. The concept of ‘person’ is a way of thinking about the mutual-dependence between these two systems. It is in the ‘person’ that the citizen, (as defined by a system of rights, liberties, social roles etc.) and the individual, (as defined by system of unique choices, motivations and meanings), meet and embody their interdependence. You cannot really have one system without the other. Only in the social space provided to the citizen can an individual flourish, understand him or herself, and develop. And yet, only with the unique development of motivations and meanings can individuals fulfill their roles as citizens. So I understand ‘persons’ in this way, as they embody the fragile interdependence of the mind and society.</td>
<td>1st order principles</td>
<td>Definitional: Person is defined as a 1st order principle, which is a conceptual integration of two abstract systems.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition to the open-ended question portion of the LRJA, there is an additional 26 item questionnaire which measures epistemological beliefs (e.g. *The only thing that is certain is uncertainty itself*; and *The ability to learn is innate*), each of which is responded to using a seven-point scale ranging from ‘strongly disagree’ to ‘strongly agree’. More specifically, epistemological beliefs refer to an individual’s beliefs about “the nature of learning” (Schommer-Aikins, 2002, p. 104), as well as the beliefs about how they justify knowledge (King & Kitchener, 1994; Kitchener &
King, 1981). The questionnaire was derived from Schommer’s (1990; 1993) Epistemological Questionnaire (SEQ) and measured: malleability of knowledge (e.g. ‘the belief that knowledge is fixed at birth’ or ‘the belief that the ability to learn can be improved’); structure of knowledge (e.g. ‘the belief that knowledge is best characterized as isolated bits and pieces’ or the ‘belief that knowledge is best characterized as complex interrelated networks’); and stability of knowledge (e.g. ‘the belief that knowledge is unchanging’ or the ‘belief that knowledge is evolving’). The internal consistency of the three scales ranged from $\alpha = .61 - .73$.

The California Critical Thinking Disposition Inventory (CCTDI; Facione & Facione, 1992) was administered at post-testing. The CCTDI consists of 75 items (e.g. *It bothers me when people rely on weak arguments to defend good ideas*; and *People say I rush into decisions too quickly*), each of which is responded to using a six-point scale ranging from ‘strongly disagree’ to ‘strongly agree’. Subscales of the CCTDI include: truth seeking, open mindedness, analyticity, systematicity, confidence, inquisitiveness and maturity. The estimates of test reliability for the CCTDI full scale range from .85 – .90; and range from 0.72–0.86 for the seven subscales (Facione & Facione, 1992; Suliman, 2006).

A customised questionnaire was administered upon completion of the intervention, which asked students to rate various aspects of the course, including their understanding of the materials and instruction (again, see Appendix D). The questionnaire also asked students to suggest ways in which the course might be improved.

5.2.4 Procedure

The study took place over eight months, during which the two experimental groups attended a six-week classroom based CT course (i.e. 12 hours – two hours per
week) designed to teach CT according to the framework provided by the *Delphi Report*. One group received an AM version of the course while the other received a HO version. The control group completed both the pre-test and post-test assessments, but did not participate in any CT course.

Prior to commencement of Study 2, participants were recruited via announcements in Arts Faculty lectures, posters placed around the university and a mass email sent to all Arts Faculty students. The duration of the recruitment phase was two weeks. Students who were interested in participating attended the testing session in Week 1. In Week 1, participants were provided with further information regarding the nature of the study, as well as the option of participation in it, based on the understanding that they could withdraw from the study at any time. The LRJA was also administered in Week 1. In Week 2, the CCTST (Form B) was administered and the course began. Lectures and classroom activities were delivered to four different groups: 2 AM and 2 HO groups. On average, there were 20 participants present in each group. Both the AM and HO lectures involved *Microsoft PowerPoint™* slideshows with *ECHO 360™* pre-recorded voiceover; and were identical with regard to substantive content for both AM and HO groups. More specifically, identical, scripted voice recordings were dubbed over both versions of the slideshows. Voiceover quality was rated highly by students and no differences between conditions as assessed by the post-intervention questionnaire were noted. The in-class handouts and slideshows used only differed across conditions in terms of AM or HO presentation (again, see Appendix D). The recordings and exercises were administered by two classroom facilitators, both of whom were trained and randomly assigned to facilitate both an AM group and a HO group; and both of whom were
rated similarly by students in the post-intervention questionnaire in terms of their ability to facilitate the course.

From Weeks 2-7, the CT course focused on three core CT skills: analysis, evaluation and inference. Students were taught how to use each of these skills by viewing lectures and worked examples, as well as by applying the skills in the context of class exercises (see Table 5.2). In the analysis-focused lectures, students worked to identify the sources of arguments (e.g. anecdotes, common sense, authority, statistics and experiments) and the presence of balance (of reasons and objections) and bias (dominance of either reasons or objections in relation to a claim) in argument structures. Students were also instructed to extract the structure of arguments for analysis using either AM or HO structural tools. During the evaluation training, students worked to evaluate the relevance, credibility, and logical strength of arguments, and the overall balance of relevant, credible and logical evidence in an argument structure. During inference training, students worked to gather the appropriate information from arguments and draw logical conclusions from either AM or HO structures.

As noted, both the AM- and HO-infused CT courses used both didactic instruction (i.e. pre-recorded lectures) and active learning. During the lectures, the recordings were often paused and restarted by the facilitator, in order to allow time for students to complete their active learning exercises after a section of the recording where a CT skill was introduced and a worked example was presented. This was a design feature of the standardized teaching strategy that had proved effective in the pilot research and which ensured adequate control over both didactic and active learning components of AM and HO training. Approximately 75% of the time allotted
### Table 5.2: Critical Thinking Course Outline

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class No.</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>What Was Taught</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Pre-Testing</td>
<td>• Students completed the LRJA pre-test</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 2         | Session 1: “Introduction to Critical Thinking” | • Students completed the CCTST (Form B) pre-test.  
  1. We think in order to decide what to do and what to believe.  
  2. We ultimately decide what to believe by adding supports or rebuttals to our own arguments (i.e. questioning our own beliefs).  
  3. Arguments are hierarchical structures. We can continue to add more levels to these hierarchical argument structures if we like.  
  • Exercises:  
    1. Adding *but* to *because* in an argument structure.  
    2. Add *but* to *because* with more *but*s.  
    3. Add *rebuttals* to complete a 4-level argument structure. |
| 3         | Session 2: “Unpacking (analysing and evaluating) a persons’ belief” | 1. In order to analyse an argument, we must extract the structure of the argument from dialogue or prose.  
  2. Identifying types (sources) of arguments and considering the strength of each type is another form of analysis.  
  3. Evaluation of the overall strengths and weaknesses of an argument can be completed after adequate analysis.  
  • Exercises:  
    1. Extract the argument structure in the dialogue and place each proposition in its appropriate position in the template structure.  
    2. Extract the argument structure in the text and place each proposition in its appropriate position in the template structure.  
    3. Identify the source of each proposition and add a rebuttal to each. |
| 4         | Session 3: “Analysis & Evaluation”          | 1. Evaluation includes the recognition of imbalances, omissions and bias within an argument.  
  2. Evaluative techniques can aid recall.  
  3. Examining whether or not the arguments used are *relevant or logically connected* to the central claim is also an important factor in evaluation.  
  • Exercises:  
    1. Read & Analyse the argument structure. Fill in the template with missing propositions from information in the text.  
    2. Read the argument structure on *Critical Thinking* and try to memorise as much information as possible - Memory Test on *Critical Thinking*.  
    3. Read & Analyse the text-based argument. Complete the argument structure from the information in the text. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class No.</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>What Was Taught</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Session 4: “Evaluation”</td>
<td>We must evaluate:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1. Types (sources) of arguments based on credibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. The relevance of propositions to the central claim or intermediate conclusions within the argument</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3. The logical strength of an argument structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4. The balance of evidence in an argument structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Exercises:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1. Identify and evaluate the credibility of each proposition based on source.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Evaluate the relevance and credibility of each proposition within the argument structure. Eliminate irrelevant propositions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3. Evaluate the logical strength of the argument by identifying which 4 (out of 6) propositions act as justification.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Inference differs from evaluation in that the process of inference involves generating a conclusion from previously evaluated propositions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3. In larger informal argument structures, intermediate conclusions must be inferred prior to the inference of a central claim.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Exercises:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1. Syllogistic Reasoning: Identify whether or not each syllogism is valid (10 syllogisms).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Identify whether or not the 3 intermediate conclusions are valid.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3. Infer 3 intermediate conclusions based on the information within the argument structure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4. Work from the bottom up to infer each intermediate conclusion and the central claim (3 inferences).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Session 6: “Making Another’s Argument Your Own”</td>
<td><strong>Review of all the previous 5 sessions</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1. Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3. Inference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Exercises:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1. Identify 6 propositions from the passage on hypnotism, add 2 new propositions and use these to construct a logical argument and infer a conclusion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Identify 6 propositions from the passage on downloading music, add 2 new propositions and use these to construct a logical argument and infer a conclusion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Students completed the CCTST (Form 2000) post-test.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Post-Testing</td>
<td>Students completed the LRJA post-test and the CCTDI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
to each class (i.e. approximately 1 hour 30 minutes) was dedicated to this active learning.

In Week 7, after the completion of the courses, the CT ability of all three groups was again measured, this time using the CCTST Form 2000. In Week 8, the LRJA and the CCTDI were administered to all three groups. Also in Week 8, participants completed a questionnaire which asked them to comment on various aspects of the course and make suggestions for improving it. The LRJA was administered a third time, six months after completion of the CT courses, in order to examine whether CT training aided the long-term development of RJ.

5.3 Results

Preliminary analysis evaluating the homogeneity-of-slopes assumption indicated that in the case of pre-test CT performance, relationships with the dependent variables did not differ as a function of experimental condition, $F(2, 75) = .391, p = .677$. Means and standard deviations for scores on the CCTST, LRJA and CCTDI are presented in Table 5.3. Table 5.4 presents a summary of the ANCOVAs conducted in the current study. Table 5.5 presents inter-correlations between all dependent measures included in this study.

5.3.1 Group differences in CCTST performance

Results from a series of six ANCOVAs revealed that there was no main effect of group on overall CT performance. However, there was a main effect of group on analysis performance (again, see Table 5.4), with the HO group scoring significantly higher than controls ($p < .05$) and the AM group borderline higher than controls ($p = .06$; again, see Table 5.3). There was no difference between the AM and HO groups. Post hoc analyses confirmed that, regardless of teaching strategy used, those who
Table 5.3: Means and standard deviations for the three groups on the CCTST, LRJA & CCTDI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pre-Test</th>
<th>Post-Test</th>
<th>Six-Month Follow-Up</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M (%)</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>M (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall CT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HO</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HO</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HO</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inference</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HO</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inductive Reasoning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HO</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deductive Reasoning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HO</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RJ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM</td>
<td>3.56</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>3.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HO</td>
<td>3.42</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>3.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>2.92</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>2.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EB</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malleability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM</td>
<td>25.24</td>
<td>4.36</td>
<td>24.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outline</td>
<td>24.71</td>
<td>3.54</td>
<td>24.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>24.21</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>24.37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5.3: Means and standard deviations for the three groups on the CCTST, LRJA & CCTDI (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pre-Test</th>
<th>Post-Test</th>
<th>Six-Month Follow-Up</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M (%)</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>M (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EB Structure</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM</td>
<td>36.20</td>
<td>5.06</td>
<td>34.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outline</td>
<td>35.25</td>
<td>5.56</td>
<td>34.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>35.11</td>
<td>3.83</td>
<td>36.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EB Stability</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM</td>
<td>45.72</td>
<td>6.05</td>
<td>46.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outline</td>
<td>47.07</td>
<td>3.58</td>
<td>45.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>45.63</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>45.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Overall Disposition</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM</td>
<td>290.81</td>
<td>30.97</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HO</td>
<td>288.06</td>
<td>29.63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>284.14</td>
<td>20.93</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Truth-Seeking</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM</td>
<td>36.89</td>
<td>6.48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HO</td>
<td>36.88</td>
<td>5.78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>33.86</td>
<td>5.64</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Open-Mindedness</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM</td>
<td>42.04</td>
<td>5.17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HO</td>
<td>43.00</td>
<td>5.35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>43.18</td>
<td>5.85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Analyticity</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM</td>
<td>43.44</td>
<td>5.14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HO</td>
<td>42.21</td>
<td>5.75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>41.93</td>
<td>4.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Systematicity</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM</td>
<td>36.30</td>
<td>7.29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HO</td>
<td>36.97</td>
<td>7.24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>35.32</td>
<td>4.46</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Confidence</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM</td>
<td>42.59</td>
<td>6.52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HO</td>
<td>39.26</td>
<td>7.75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>39.93</td>
<td>7.44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5.3: Means and standard deviations for the three groups on the CCTST, LRJA & CCTDI (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pre-Test M (%)</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Post-Test M (%)</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Six-Month Follow-Up M (%)</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inquisitiveness</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM</td>
<td>46.37</td>
<td>5.68</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HO</td>
<td>45.38</td>
<td>5.40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>47.43</td>
<td>4.67</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Maturity</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM</td>
<td>43.19</td>
<td>6.15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HO</td>
<td>44.35</td>
<td>5.89</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>42.50</td>
<td>5.59</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

obtained CT training (i.e. both AM and HO groups combined) scored significantly higher on analysis than controls, $F(1, 78) = 8.74, p = .004$, partial $\eta^2 = .10$.

There was no main effect of group on evaluation performance. However, post-hoc analysis did reveal that the combined AM and HO group did score significantly higher than controls on post-test evaluation performance, $F(1, 78) = 4.31, p = .041$, partial $\eta^2 = .05$. Results also revealed a borderline main effect of group on inductive reasoning. Post-hoc analyses revealed that both experimental groups scored significantly higher than controls at post-testing (AM: $F[1, 77] = 4.44, MSE = .02, p = .038$; HO: $F[1, 77] = 4.52, MSE = .02, p = .037$). There was no difference between the AM and HO groups. There were no effects of group on inference or deductive reasoning.

5.3.2 Group differences in LRJA performance

Results from a 3x3 Mixed ANOVA revealed that there was no main effect of group, no main effect of time, and no group x time interaction. Latent growth modelling analysis further confirmed a non-significant slope (i.e. change over time) in RJ scores. Three separate 3x3 Mixed ANOVAs revealed that there was no main effect
of group, no effect of time, and no group x time interaction on malleability of learning ability, structure of knowledge or stability of knowledge.

Table 5.4: ANCOVA Summary for Study 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>df</th>
<th>df (error)</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>Partial η²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group (AM v HO v Control)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall CT</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>.198</td>
<td>.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>4.74</td>
<td>.011</td>
<td>.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>.103</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inference</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>.49</td>
<td>.615</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inductive Reasoning</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>3.08</td>
<td>.052</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deductive Reasoning</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.452</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RJ</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>.220</td>
<td>.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RJ (Six-month Follow-Up)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>.77</td>
<td>.472</td>
<td>.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3.3 Group differences on the CCTDI

A further series of eight ANOVAs was conducted to examine the effects of group on disposition and on CCTDI subscales. There were no main effects of group on overall disposition or on sub-scales of truth seeking, open mindedness, analyticity, systematicity, confidence, inquisitiveness or maturity.

5.3.4 Correlations

There was a significant, positive correlation between CT and RJ at both pre-testing ($r = .34, p < .05$) and post-testing ($r = .43, p < .01$). CT was not correlated with total disposition towards thinking at pre-testing (see Table 5.5), but the two were significantly, positively correlated at post-testing ($r = .45, p < .001$). RJ was
Table 5.5: Correlations (Pearson’s) Among CT Skills and Disposition at Pre-testing (below diagonal) and Post-testing (above diagonal).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>14</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>17</th>
<th>18</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>.40</td>
<td>.33</td>
<td>.34</td>
<td>.45</td>
<td>.31</td>
<td>.26</td>
<td>.44</td>
<td>.26</td>
<td>.34</td>
<td>.32</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>.43</td>
<td>-.03</td>
<td>-.28</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>.71</td>
<td>.40</td>
<td>.36</td>
<td>.62</td>
<td>.54</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>.34</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>-.08</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>.22</td>
<td>-.15</td>
<td>-.01</td>
<td>-.15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>.73</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>.48</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.57</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>.22</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>-.07</td>
<td>.16</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>.13</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>-.18</td>
<td>-.05</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>.73</td>
<td>.38</td>
<td>.22</td>
<td>.60</td>
<td>.86</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>-.08</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.18</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.21</td>
<td>.19</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>-.06</td>
<td>.33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>.43</td>
<td>.79</td>
<td>.35</td>
<td>.47</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>.13</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>-.06</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>.16</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>-.18</td>
<td>-.16</td>
<td>.13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>.77</td>
<td>.46</td>
<td>.43</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.23</td>
<td>.22</td>
<td>.37</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>-.04</td>
<td>.13</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.34</td>
<td>.30</td>
<td>-.02</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>.16</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>.18</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>.66</td>
<td>.54</td>
<td>.81</td>
<td>.72</td>
<td>.69</td>
<td>.78</td>
<td>.54</td>
<td>.33</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>-.14</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>.28</td>
<td>.14</td>
<td>.22</td>
<td>.27</td>
<td>.18</td>
<td>.36</td>
<td>.66</td>
<td>.33</td>
<td>.34</td>
<td>.45</td>
<td>.24</td>
<td>.31</td>
<td>.41</td>
<td>.36</td>
<td>-.41</td>
<td>-.48</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>.23</td>
<td>.32</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.21</td>
<td>.21</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>.54</td>
<td>.33</td>
<td>.32</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>.38</td>
<td>.35</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>-.18</td>
<td>-.01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.14</td>
<td>.18</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.81</td>
<td>.34</td>
<td>.32</td>
<td>.51</td>
<td>.68</td>
<td>.64</td>
<td>.32</td>
<td>.24</td>
<td>.26</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>-.11</td>
<td>-.15</td>
<td>-.06</td>
<td>-.06</td>
<td>-.03</td>
<td>-.06</td>
<td>.72</td>
<td>.45</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>.51</td>
<td>.42</td>
<td>.53</td>
<td>.23</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>-.07</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>-.01</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>.69</td>
<td>.24</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>.68</td>
<td>.41</td>
<td>.55</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>.27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.13</td>
<td>.78</td>
<td>.31</td>
<td>.38</td>
<td>.64</td>
<td>.53</td>
<td>.55</td>
<td>.31</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>-.06</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>.13</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>.19</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>.54</td>
<td>.41</td>
<td>.35</td>
<td>.32</td>
<td>.23</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>.31</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>-.23</td>
<td>-.38</td>
<td>-.24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>.34</td>
<td>.28</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>.38</td>
<td>.28</td>
<td>.23</td>
<td>.64</td>
<td>.47</td>
<td>.55</td>
<td>.51</td>
<td>.43</td>
<td>.42</td>
<td>.43</td>
<td>.33</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>-.18</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>-.23</td>
<td>-.11</td>
<td>-.31</td>
<td>-.03</td>
<td>-.26</td>
<td>-.18</td>
<td>-.07</td>
<td>-.27</td>
<td>-.01</td>
<td>.13</td>
<td>-.04</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>-.30</td>
<td>-.05</td>
<td>.45</td>
<td>.42</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>-.28</td>
<td>-.29</td>
<td>-.14</td>
<td>-.19</td>
<td>-.15</td>
<td>-.29</td>
<td>-.17</td>
<td>-.44</td>
<td>-.21</td>
<td>-.04</td>
<td>-.07</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>-.03</td>
<td>-.21</td>
<td>-.37</td>
<td>.47</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>-.17</td>
<td>-.19</td>
<td>-.04</td>
<td>-.17</td>
<td>-.15</td>
<td>-.14</td>
<td>-.05</td>
<td>-.29</td>
<td>-.14</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>-.06</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>.21</td>
<td>-.21</td>
<td>-.22</td>
<td>.36</td>
<td>.35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Significance levels: $^1 = p$ at the .05 level; $^2 = p$ at the .01 level; $^3 = p$ at the .001 level
significantly correlated with disposition towards thinking at both pre-testing \( r = .64, p < .001 \) and post-testing \( r = .33, p < .05 \). Epistemological beliefs towards the structure of knowledge was significantly, negatively correlated with both CT \( r = -.29, p < .05 \) and RJ \( r = -.37, p < .05 \) at pre-testing \( r = -.29, p < .05 \), but not at post-testing. Disposition towards thinking was also not correlated with epistemological beliefs at any testing time.

5.4 Discussion of Study 2

5.4.1 Interpretation of Results

Study 2 compared the effects of training CT through AM and HO with a no CT training control condition on overall CT, CT sub-skill and RJ performance; as well as epistemological beliefs, and disposition towards thinking. Using two different forms of the CCTST, CT was assessed both before and after the CT training period. Results revealed that the HO group outperformed controls on both analysis and inductive reasoning, while the AM group outperformed controls on inductive reasoning. Although results associated with observed trends and borderline significance must be evaluated with caution, generally, the findings from Study 2 point to a positive effect of CT training on the CT skills of analysis, evaluation and inductive reasoning, with no significant difference between the AM and HO training regimes.

Unlike in previous research by van Gelder and colleagues (2001, 2004), in Study 2, a significant effect of AM training on overall CT performance was not observed. However, a trend towards significance was observed in which those exposed to CT, whether trained through AM or HO, outperformed controls on overall CT performance, \( F (1, 78) = 2.87, p = .094 \). Furthermore, as noted above, there was a significant positive effect of CT training on the sub-skills of analysis, evaluation and
inductive reasoning observed (i.e. 3 of 5 sub-scales measured by the CCTST and two of the three CT skills identified by the Delphi Report).

One seemingly odd finding was that though inductive reasoning and inference are closely related skills involved in drawing conclusions; there was an effect of CT training for one (i.e. inductive reasoning) but not the other. One possible reason for this might be that inductive reasoning is measured by the CCTST in a manner that simultaneously measures other skills. More specifically, the CCTST consists of 34 questions, 17 of which examine inductive reasoning and 17 of which examine deductive reasoning. The same 34 questions also tap into the CT sub-skills of analysis, evaluation and inference. As a result, each question on the CCTST pertains to two CT sub-skills. It may be that students who took part in the CT course performed better on the inductive reasoning questions because roughly two-thirds of these questions also pertained to analysis and evaluation (which were shown to be improved by HO and AM).

The two experimental groups scored significantly higher on analysis and evaluation performance, but did not score higher on inference performance, when compared with the control group. One possible explanation for this is that relatively more time was devoted to training both analysis and evaluation skills. Specifically, six hours were devoted to training evaluation skills, four hours were devoted to training analysis skills, but only two hours were devoted to training inference skills. Thus, it may be that the time devoted to training inference skills was insufficient to bring about any positive change in inference test scores from pre-test to post-test.

Results showed no significant differences among groups or across testing times on RJ performance. Although the current study is unique in the sense that it sought to examine changes in RJ associated with the explicit training of related CT
skills, the results of the current study are broadly consistent with research by King and Kitchener (1994) and Dawson-Tunik et al. (2005), suggesting that it may take longer than 6 months for undergraduate college students to make significant advancements in RJ ability (e.g. to advance from abstract mappings to systems thinking). At the same time, Study 2 may have lacked statistical power due to the relatively small sample size, a possibility which once again suggests caution in the interpretation of these results. The effect of a relatively small sample size may have been further compounded by the sensitivity of the RJ measurement system to capture subtle changes in performance. Specifically, while the RJ scoring system is designed to distinguish significant shifts in the RJ level of test takers, some of the changes that occur in the nature of CT and RJ may be more subtle and difficult to capture by reference to these RJ level distinctions.

Though the lectical analysts maintain an inter-rater reliability that is at or above 85% agreement within ¼ of a level (with internal consistency typically above .90; Dawson-Tunik, Commons, Wilson, & Fischer, 2005), the difference between the numerical values of the LRJA’s scoring output at two different testing times (e.g. the difference between 10:3 at pre-testing and 11:2 at post-testing) may not have reflected the significance of the gain in RJ made by the student. For example, the difference between one conceptual level (e.g. abstract mappings) and another (e.g. abstract systems) may be much more significant when evaluated qualitatively than when statistically compared in the context of quantitative analyses, and this may reflect the LRJA scoring focus on gross levels rather than subtle distinctions in marking qualitative changes in performance. As a result, it is important to approach the RJ findings in the current study with caution, due to the scoring method utilised by the
LRJA. Notably, an alternative method of assessing RJ is discussed below in section 5.4.2.

Alternatively, it is also possible that the CT course(s) did not facilitate RJ development because RJ was not explicitly trained. That is, though analysis, evaluation and inference were explicitly trained in the six training sessions, there was no dedicated focus on RJ in the training course. Although the literature on RJ suggests that RJ cannot be taught as a skill, but must somehow develop (Brabeck, 1981; Dawson, 2008a; Hofer, 2004), teaching students what RJ is and providing them with examples of RJ may have enhanced their ability to respond to LRJA questions with greater RJ and higher level responses that reflected more complex abstract mappings, abstract systems, single principles or principled mappings to structure their reasoning (e.g. again, see Table 5.1). At the same time, it is unclear how principle level thinking can be trained and whether or not standard CT intervention course methodologies are the best way to cultivate principle-level thinking.

As such, one last possibility to consider is that the intervention of a standard CT course like the one used in the current study, regardless of whether it is taught through AM or HO, will have little or no effect on RJ performance. Having said that, in the current study, the rate of attrition of participants over time was largest for the LRJA 6-months follow-up (i.e. a decrease from $N = 69$ to $N = 40$), which made the 6-month test of RJ development difficult to assess, given that some of those who did not complete the follow-up may have experienced continued development that was not captured in this analysis.

Results also revealed that RJ was significantly correlated with both CT performance and CT dispositions (i.e. overall disposition towards thinking as well as disposition towards truth-seeking, open-mindedness, analyticity, systematicity,
confidence, inquisitiveness and maturity) at pre-and-post-testing. These findings are consistent with past research, which suggests that RJ is a component of CT (Baril et al., 1998; Huffman et al., 1991; King, Wood & Mines, 1990) and that positive dispositions towards thinking are positively correlated with CT performance (Colucciello, 1997; Facione, Facione & Sanchez, 1994; Profeto-McGrath, 2003). Also consistent with the aforementioned past research, the results of the current study revealed a positive, significant correlation between overall CCTDI scores and CT performance at post-testing. The significant correlation between CT performance and total CT disposition scores was largely accounted for by significant, positive correlations between CT performance and CT dispositions of truth-seeking, analyticity, confidence and inquisitiveness. Furthermore, truth-seeking was significantly correlated with CT ability and inference at pre-testing and CT ability and analysis at post-testing. These findings suggest that perhaps the disposition towards truth-seeking is a critical and stable feature of good CT ability.

With regards to intra-group performance, disposition towards thinking was not correlated with the CT performances of controls or those who received CT training at pre-testing. However, at post-testing, the CT performance of those who received CT training was significantly correlated with truth-seeking ($r = .31$, $p = .023$), analyticity ($r = .44$, $p = .001$), confidence ($r = .34$, $p = .012$) and inquisitiveness ($r = .32$, $p = .017$). More generally, given that the post-test CT performance of controls was not correlated with a positive disposition toward thinking ($r = .25$, $p = .517$) and yet the post-test CT performance of those who received CT training was significantly correlated with CT dispositions ($r = .48$, $p = .001$), these findings suggest that a positive disposition toward thinking may emerge as a significant correlate of CT performance only after students have been exposed to some training in CT skills.
At the same time, the correlations between disposition scores and pre-intervention CT performance must be interpreted with caution, as disposition towards thinking was only measured at post-testing (i.e. the correlation between pre-test CT performance and post-test disposition are based on measurements at different times). Furthermore, researchers have identified problems with the measurement of dispositions, including the problematic nature of measuring CT dispositions using self-reports. It has been suggested that measuring CT ability and disposition separately is an inadequate method of “filling the gap” between what people do (i.e. applying CT on an actual test) and what they claim they do in a self-reported dispositional measure (Ku, 2009, p. 73).

Interestingly, results revealed that though there was no significant correlation between CT performance and epistemological beliefs regarding the malleability or stability of knowledge at pre-or-post-testing, CT performance was significantly, negatively correlated with epistemological beliefs regarding the structure of knowledge at pre-testing, but not at post-testing. It is unclear whether or not this is a chance finding or if a belief in the structure of knowledge as an interrelated network of isolated items may somehow predict poor CT performance prior to any CT training. With respect to the null correlations, it may be that the self-regulatory, dispositional factors that share a relationship with CT ability are ones that reflect an individual’s willingness to conduct CT skills (Valenzuela, Nieto & Saiz, 2011), for example, disposition towards truth-seeking, analyticity, confidence and inquisitiveness, rather than ones that reflect an individual’s beliefs about the nature of knowledge. Overall, given that there were no differences among the AM, HO and control groups on disposition towards thinking, any of the CCTDI sub-scales, or any of the epistemological belief sub-scales at pre-or-post-testing, these findings suggest
that post-test CT performance differences between groups were not a result of differences or changes in dispositional factors.

5.4.2 Limitations & Future Research

Study 2 produced a number of interesting findings, but was also characterised by a number of limitations. One limitation was the small sample size, which decreased the power of the statistical analysis. A possible reason for the small sample was that participation in the CT course was voluntary and thus, students may have been reluctant to register for an additional course module in an already busy academic schedule. From a pool of over 1,000 students, it was originally estimated that approximately 300 students would register for the course. Those who did sign up were to be randomly allocated to the AM group, the HO group or the control condition. However, only 101 students registered for the course. Thus, to ensure adequate statistical power in the comparison of the AM and HO conditions (in which case, each condition would require a sample size of 40), those 101 students were randomly allocated to one of two experimental conditions.

As a result, it was necessary to recruit an additional group of students for the control condition, which contributed to another limitation of the study – inadequate random assignment to the control condition. This is an important issue to consider, as inadequate random assignment is a violation of internal validity. Thus, all results involving a comparison of the control group with one or both of the experimental groups must be interpreted with caution.

The 33 students assigned to the control condition were students who had expressed an interest in attending the CT course but who could not attend due to conflicting schedules. Thus, although these students agreed to take pre-test and post-test measures, their motivation to perform well on CT and RJ tests may not have been
as high as those who attended the CT training. Having said that, results indicated that there were no differences among groups on disposition towards thinking at post-testing. Notably, there was also significant attrition from pre-to-post-testing. Of the 134 experimental and control group students who initially completed the CCTST pre-test, only 81 completed the post-test. Thus, the small sample size had a negative impact on statistical power in the current study, which made it more difficult to identify significant effects when comparing groups on CT and RJ performance at post-test.

Another possible limitation to this study was the limited instructor feedback provided to participants during training. A meta-analysis conducted by Marzano (1998), which examined the effects of different methods of instruction on learning, indicated that across a number of pedagogical studies, feedback on the type of strategy used to improve learning and on the efficacy of its use, produced a significant gain in student achievement (with an effect size of 1.31). Furthermore, van Gelder (2003) and van Gelder, Bissett and Cumming (2004) suggest that AM training requires provision of adequate feedback to students. Feedback can of course provide additional opportunities to evaluate and reflect upon one’s own thinking; and can increase motivation, which might have curbed attrition levels in Study 2. However, in the current study, it was considered important to control as many extraneous variables as possible. Thus, it was judged that the provision of detailed feedback, that was both standardized and equal in every respect across two instructors and two experimental conditions, would be logistically difficult to achieve and might act as a potentially confounding factor in the comparative analysis of AM and HO conditions. Thus, only limited feedback was provided by classroom facilitators in an effort to ensure that all students understood instructions and were able to complete exercises. The reports of
students who completed the post-intervention questionnaire indicated that they found the recordings and exercises easy to follow. In addition, classroom feedback was provided by students as they occasionally worked cooperatively together to complete exercises in class. Also, the classroom facilitators reported that students generally completed classroom exercises with relative ease and enjoyment. In retrospect, while the provision of structured feedback, particularly focused on the quality of students’ reasoning in their AM and HO workings, may have had an effect on motivation and performance, efforts made to control the nature of feedback was designed in the spirit of experimental rigour and an analysis of potential study confounds.

Future CT intervention research examining the effects of AM should aim to provide students in different experimental conditions with structured and rigorously controlled feedback such that experimental conditions can be reliably compared. As discussed in Chapter 3, research by Butchart et al. (2009) found that an AM-infused CT course that provided students with automated feedback resulted in mean gains in CT performance with an effect size of .45, whereas students who completed the AM exercises without automated feedback showed mean gains with an effect size of only .22. Though participants in the automated feedback group only received automated notice of a ‘correct’ or ‘incorrect’ response, the authors of that study note that this ‘less than ideal’ form of feedback still yielded an effect size double that of the effect size for the ‘no-feedback’ group. Thus, it is recommended that future research should include the provision of feedback on CT exercises as standard, and preferably provide feedback accompanied by explanations as to why a response is correct or incorrect, which seems particularly relevant in the context of CT training. The only caveat in this context is that if courses taught through AM are being explicitly compared with courses that use other tools of critical thinking, every effort should be made to
standardize feedback protocols and somehow ensure that the quality and intensity of feedback is similar across different experimental conditions and different instructors. This is important to consider for future studies, as previous research has found that such differences in treatment of groups may affect performance, for example, as a result of experimenter bias (e.g. Hancock, 2002; Rosenthal, 2006; Rosenthal & Jacobsen, 1966) and instructor teaching style (Deci et al., 1982; Felder & Silverman, 1988; Wentzel, 2002).

Another potential weakness of Study 2 was the choice of CT measure used. Though the CCTST measures CT and CT sub-skills according to the Delphi Report definition and framework, it is not necessarily ideal for evaluating gain in intervention studies. For example, according to Jacobs (1995), the various CCTST Forms are characterised by different levels of difficulty and should therefore not be used for purposes of measuring individual differences or gains from pre-to-post-testing. In addition, each version of the CCTST (i.e. Forms A, B and 2000) contains a different number of questions per subscale. Thus, Jacobs (1995) recommends that one form should be used as both a baseline measure and a covariate when examining intervention group differences. In accordance with Jacobs’ recommendation, in Study 2, Form B was administered as a covariate and baseline measure of CT and Form 2000 as the outcome measure. This, however, is less than an ideal situation as such a design did not allow for the measurement of CT gain (i.e. from pre-test to post-test). Future research should seek to use CT assessments that allow for the measurement of gain, perhaps in the context of a reliable and valid scoring protocol that affords researchers the opportunity to measure the growth of CT ability throughout the training period.
The format of the CCTST itself is also less than ideal. More specifically, items are measured via multiple choice questions (MCQs). This CT testing format is problematic because it allows test-takers to simply guess when they do not know the correct answer, instead of demonstrating their ability to critically analyse and evaluate problems and infer solutions to those problems (Ku, 2009). Furthermore, as argued by Halpern (2003b), the MCQ format of the CCTST makes the assessment a test of verbal and quantitative knowledge rather than CT (i.e. because one selects from a list of possible answers rather than determining one’s own criteria for developing an answer; Ku, 2009). The measurement of CT through MCQs is also problematic given the potential incompatibility between the conceptualisation of CT that shapes test construction and its assessment using MCQs. That is, MCQ tests assess cognitive capacities associated with identifying single right-or-wrong answers and as a result, this approach to testing is unable to provide a direct measure of test-takers’ use of metacognitive processes such as CT, RJ and disposition (Halpern, 2003a; Ku, 2009).

Instead of using MCQ items, a better measure of CT might ask open-ended questions, which would allow test-takers to demonstrate whether or not they spontaneously use a specific CT skill. One commonly used CT assessment that employs an open-ended format is the Ennis-Weir Critical Thinking Essay Test (EWCTET; Ennis & Weir, 1985). However, this test has been criticised for its domain-specific nature (Taube, 1997), the subjectivity of its scoring protocol and its bias in favour of those proficient in writing (Adams, Whitlow, Stover & Johnson, 1996). Similarly, the LRJA, which was used in this research as a measure of reflective judgment, also employs an open-ended format of assessing thinking. Though, unlike the EWCTET, Dawson (2008b) argues that the LRJA is domain general. However, just as the EWCTET has been criticised for its potential bias in favour of those
proficient in writing, the same criticism can also be made in relation to the LRJA. Specifically, although it has been claimed that the LRJA is a reliable and valid measure of RJ ability, it is possible that this system of *lectical* assessment is biased in favour of those who are more skilled at writing or even those who possess a larger vocabulary (e.g. vocabulary reflecting knowledge of abstract concepts that are relevant to the problem domain).

Though the scoring of the LRJA is arguably domain general and very useful in characterising hierarchical complexity in the use of principles, abstractions and concrete representation, more definitive quantitative criteria for judging the quality of RJ responses is necessary. That is, perhaps a scoring protocol that focuses more on the key features of hierarchical complexity (e.g. the number and coherence of links in a chain of arguments) would allow for the development of an assessment that provides a measure not only of overall hierarchical complexity, but also of features of analysis, evaluation, and inference that reflect the underlying CT of participants; in addition to the range of representations, abstractions and principles they seek to coordinate in their argument. At the current time, both MCQ and open-ended tests for assessing CT have their respective limitations. Perhaps combining the two response formats into one test (Ku, 2009), as the recent Halpern Critical Thinking Assessment (HCTA; Halpern, 2010) has done, might facilitate more reliable and valid assessment of CT ability.

The HCTA asks open-ended questions based on believable, everyday situations and examples, followed by specific questions that probe for the reasoning behind the answer. The multi-part nature of the questions makes it possible to assess the ability to use specific CT skills when the prompt is provided (Ku, 2009). The HCTA’s scoring protocol also provides comprehensible, unambiguous instructions for
how to evaluate responses by breaking them down into clear, measurable components (see Chapter 6). The scoring protocol used for the open-ended portion of the HCTA is a much richer method of evaluating responses than the LRJA’s lectical scoring system, which essentially provides an index that is not easy to interpret.\textsuperscript{16}

One final limitation of Study 2 concerns the possibility that the full potential of AM was not assessed. AM is a potentially powerful method of communicating an argument structure, but it is also relatively novel and thus, people may have little or no experience using it. As noted, van Gelder, Bissett and Cumming (2004) suggest that AM training is optimized in the context of a semester-long CT course. Study 2 did provide training; however, the intervention used included only six weeks of actual training (i.e. 2 hours per week), which might not have been sufficient to realise substantive improvements in CT ability.

On the other hand, though no differences between the AM and control groups was found for overall CT performance, it seems unlikely that this is due to a failure to provide students in the AM condition with sufficient AM-based in-class exercises. Butchart et al. (2009) provided students in their study with eight homework assignments and 10 sets of exercises (i.e. 18 exercises in total), and found gains in CT resulting from their intervention. In the present study, students were also provided with 18 exercises, which is comparable with the intervention provided by Butchart and colleagues. Thus, though the effects were modest in the context of the sample size tested, the CT training in the current study was similar to that of other studies in many other respects.

Furthermore, unlike Butchart et al. (2009), in the current study, the three groups were statistically compared with each other, which was an improvement in

\textsuperscript{16} Notably, scoring of the LRJA can only be legally conducted by (hired) certified lectical analysts, who may or may not be affiliated with the research.
certain respects upon Butchart et al.’s (2009) study, which did not explicitly compare groups in their statistical analysis. In addition, the majority of past research studies conducted on the effect of CT training courses have lacked a control condition or an alternative, comparable treatment group (e.g. Adams, Stover & Whitlow, 1999; Burbach, Matkin & Fritz, 2004; Daly, 2001; Gadzella, Ginther & Bryant, 1996; Hitchcock, 2004; Scott, Market & Dunn, 1998; Hagedorn et al., 1999; van Gelder, 2001; van Gelder, Bissett & Cumming, 2004). Thus, while the current study provided a harsh test of the efficacy of AM in CT training, it was a reasonably fair test, and one which can be built upon in future experimental designs.

One improvement on the current design for future studies incorporating AM might be to include more AM practice outside the classroom, perhaps in an online environment. Study 2 sought to control the level of practice for both experimental conditions by restricting work to class-time only; however, this may have had a negative impact on the overall efficacy of the course and may have particularly disadvantaged AM. For purposes of internal validity, it is recommended that future research provide extended training in AM and/or other systems of argument representation, both inside and outside the classroom, before the final assessment of CT ability takes place.

Providing students with a CT course in an online environment may be one way of extending AM training, while also facilitating participation and engagement, as it would avoid timetable clashes for student participants. In this context, AM software may be provided to students outside the class setting (as suggested by van Gelder, Bissett & Cumming, 2004). In Study 2, students were not trained in the use of AM software per se, but rather in the method of AM using a ‘pen-and-paper’ method of
AM examination and construction, with AM exercises completed on printed handouts provided in class.

Furthermore, in future AM research, students should be assessed more often than at just pre-and-post-testing, or alternatively (as discussed above), provided with feedback on their exercises throughout the training period, so that they may monitor their own progress (i.e. as an incentive for continued participation). Given the challenge of recruiting participants and maintaining high levels of engagement in voluntary CT courses of this nature, both the use of online delivery systems and the provision of feedback that helps students to assess how they are improving over time may act as incentives to initial and continued engagement with the courses.

Though there were limitations within Study 2 that require consideration, this study does present further evidence that both AM and the CT skill instruction can enhance certain aspects of CT performance, even in the context of a relatively short course. This should provide further support for the argument that a focus on teaching CT can reap important gains. One of the conclusions reached on the basis of the work conducted thus far is that extended training may be needed to fully realise the benefits of AM. Research carried out in the next chapter (i.e. Study 3) sought to examine the effects of AM training on CT performance in the context of student engagement in an online CT course; and investigated the effects of differing levels of engagement and motivation towards learning on CT performance.
Chapter 6

Study 3: The Effects of Argument Mapping on Critical Thinking Performance in e-Learning Environments

6.1 Purpose

This chapter presents the empirical research carried out in Study 3, which compared the effects of an online critical thinking (CT) course taught through argument mapping (AM), with a no-CT course control group on measures of CT ability\(^\text{17}\). The current study also examined the relationship between student engagement in the CT course and CT performance changes over time. This study was conducted in light of the discussion of results from Study 2, with the primary goal of improving upon the design, implementation, and evaluation of AM-infused CT training.

6.1.1 Improvements in Design & Implementation from Study 2

One limitation of Study 2 was the large attrition rate and small sample size. The proposed solution to this problem was to redesign the CT course and administer it in an online e-learning environment. The administration of the CT course in an online environment was also recommended by students in their feedback on Study 2. Additionally, it was believed that administering CT training in an e-learning environment would make the provision of feedback to students more feasible and provide students with more opportunities to engage with AM training. In this context, it is important to consider in broad terms what e-learning entails.

\(^{17}\) Portions of Study 3 have been submitted for publication and are cited in the References section (see Dwyer, Hogan & Stewart, 2011c).
6.1.1.1 e-Learning

e-Learning is a method of instruction delivered through the use of multimedia technologies on a computer (e.g. software programmes or the internet) designed to foster the transfer of information for purposes of achieving specific learning goals (Clark, 2005; Huffaker & Calvert, 2003). A report by the U.S. National Research Council, which surveyed 1,206 public schools, suggests that the use of e-learning resources, in conjunction with students’ application of metacognitive processes (e.g. CT), can potentially improve learning (Huffaker & Calvert, 2003).

Past research has shown that online e-learning instruction can have a beneficial effect on learning in a variety of training contexts (e.g. Agarwal & Day, 1998; Brown, 2001; Chen, 2009; Hugenholtz et al., 2008; Johnson et al., 2004). e-Learning can prove efficacious under certain conditions, provided that certain guidelines are adhered to (Clark, 2005; Mayer, 2003). For example, Mayer (2003) proposed that in order to design a multimedia e-learning course appropriately, the designer of the course must adhere to three basic ‘cognitive assumptions’ about learning. These assumptions are that (1) people process information both visually and phonologically (Mayer, 1997; Paivio, 1986); (2) people possess a limit for the amount of information that can be processed by either the visuospatial or the phonological coding system (Baddeley, 2000; Cowan, 2000; Miller, 1956); and (3) people learn more through active learning (e.g. Hake, 1998; Laws, Sokoloff & Thornton, 1999; Redish, Saul & Steinberg, 1997).

With respect to the design of e-learning courses, Clark (2005) proposes that e-learning is an efficacious method of both encouraging active learning (i.e. by providing students with the opportunity to complete multimedia exercises) and minimising cognitive load. The use of e-learning interfaces can be used to reduce
cognitive load in a variety of different ways, for example, by explaining complex visual content with audio narration, and by using integrated visuospatial presentation strategies to reduce levels of element interactivity. By redesigning the AM-infused CT training course in light of these principles of e-learning course design, and in light of the hypothesised benefits of AM described throughout this thesis, the first hypothesis of Study 3 was that those who participated in the AM-infused e-learning CT training course would outperform those in the control group at post-training on measures of CT ability.

6.1.1.2 Sample Size

As noted, e-learning was chosen as the CT course delivery method in part as a means of maximising the participant sample size, thus, addressing a limitation of the previous study. Notably, the majority of controlled trials examining the benefits of e-learning focus on asynchronous e-learning, which is informed by a wide array of models for e-learning (Clark, 2005; Colette, 2001; Garrison & Anderson, 2003; Govindasamy, 2002; Greenagel, 2002); and is designed for self-paced, individual study (Huffaker & Calvert, 2003; Twigg, 2002). Asynchronous e-learning courses are not instructor-led, but instead, are pre-recorded and made available online. As a result, students who participate in an e-learning course are able to engage in learning at a time and place that suits them (Clark, 2005; Clark & Mayer, 2007) and can thus avoid clashes with other compulsory courses. The option to rewind and replay recordings and instructions also facilitates different learners who work at different paces to optimize the rate of delivery to suit their own needs. It is for these reasons that the administration of the CT course through e-learning was speculated to make participant disengagement less likely and thus lower rates of participant attrition.
Apart from the implementation of e-learning into the CT intervention, the study design was also altered to maximise the available sample of student participants. That is, Study 3 compared the effects of a CT e-learning course taught through AM with a no-CT control condition. Unlike Study 2, a hierarchical outlining group was not compared with an AM group in Study 3, as a significant advantage for one method of teaching CT over the other was not observed in Study 2. It was decided to teach the CT class in Study 3 exclusively through AM, in light of (1) the overall goal of the thesis, which is to rigorously evaluate the hypothesised benefits of AM; (2) previous research claims that AM can enhance CT (e.g. Butchart et al., 2009; van Gelder, 2001); and (3) the beneficial effects of AM observed in Studies 1 and 2. As such, only two groups were compared in this study (i.e. a group of students who were taught CT through an AM-infused CT e-learning course and a control condition who received no CT training). By using e-learning and by comparing only two groups in the analysis of the effects of AM on CT, it was expected that an attrition rate similar to the one observed in Study 2 would still leave an adequate sample size for comparison purposes, assuming the initial recruitment of participants was optimized.

6.1.1.3 Feedback

Another limitation from Study 2 that could be addressed through the administration of the CT course in an e-learning environment was the limited feedback provided to students. In addition to the broadly valuable nature of feedback provision as a means to accelerating learning (Marzano, 1998), it is often argued that the provision of performance feedback to students is of critical importance in the context of e-learning (Clark, 2005; Mayer, 2003). Though there is usually no instructor physically present to guide students and offer advice to them in relation to their work in an e-learning environment, an e-learning course can provide certain
advantages in comparison with classroom environments in relation to the timely and efficient provision of feedback to students. For example, as part of the design of the AM-infused CT e-learning course used in this study, it was possible to provide students with feedback on common mistakes made and different strategies used by students in completion of their exercises. In addition, it was possible to provide this feedback in an efficient and standardized manner via e-mail and web-posts; and students were given the opportunity to view feedback and respond to the feedback in their own time.

6.1.1.4 Engagement in AM Training

Providing students with the opportunity to engage with AM training outside of the classroom environment was another issue discussed in relation to Study 2. Given that the administration of e-learning is computer-based, it was feasible in the design and delivery of Study 3 to instruct students to complete their exercises using AM software (i.e. Rationale™; van Gelder, 2007) in a computer laboratory setting, as opposed to creating AMs via pen-and-paper (as in Study 2). Students were also encouraged to use this software for other subjects outside of the CT course. Given that one of the main objectives in improving the design of the intervention within Study 3 was to provide students with more opportunities to engage in AM training, a key aim in the analysis of results was to examine the effects of the level of engagement in AM training on CT performance. Previous research by van Gelder, Bissett and Cumming (2004) found that CT performance and AM practice hours were significantly correlated ($r = .31$). More generally, research suggests that higher levels of engagement with relevant course material is positively correlated with academic performance (Klem & Connell, 2004), as well as CT ability (Carini, Kuh & Klein, 2006). Thus, the second hypothesis examined in Study 3 was that students who
engaged more with the e-learning course would perform significantly better on CT performance than those who did not engage as much.

6.1.1.5 Method of Assessment

One final limitation of Study 2 that was addressed in the current study was the assessment used to measure CT performance (i.e. the California Critical Thinking Skills Test [CCTST; Facione, 1990a; Facione et al., 2002]). As discussed in Chapter 5, though the CCTST measures CT and CT sub-skills according to the Delphi Report definition and framework, it has been criticised as having limited reliability; that is, the multiple forms of the CCTST available differ in terms of difficulty and may therefore, measure different levels of CT ability (Jacobs, 1995). The validity of the CCTST has also come under scrutiny because, as argued by Halpern (2003b), the MCQ format of the CCTST makes the assessment a test of verbal and quantitative knowledge rather than CT. According to Ku (2009), this is because MCQ test-takers are not afforded the opportunity to determine their own criteria for developing an answer to the question; instead they are provided a list of possible answers choose from. Similarly, the MCQ format allows test-takers to simply guess the answer, in the event that do not know the correct answer, instead of critically analysing and evaluating the problem. The newly developed Halpern Critical Thinking Assessment (HCTA; Halpern, 2010) was recommended in Chapter 5 as an alternative CT measure. The HCTA asks open-ended questions based on believable, everyday situations and examples, followed by specific questions that probe for the reasoning behind the answer. The HCTA is further discussed below in section 6.2.3.

In addition to the administration of the HCTA in the current study, the Motivated Strategies towards Learning Questionnaire (Pintrich et al., 1991) and the Need for Cognition Scale (Cacioppo, Petty & Kao, 1984) were also administered to
participants at both pre-and-post-testing. As discussed in the previous chapter, there are many conceptualisations of disposition towards thinking. According to Valenzuela, Nieto and Saiz (2011), while some conceptualisations focus on the attitudinal and intellectual habits of thinking (e.g. as measured in Study 2 by the California Critical Thinking Dispositions Inventory; Facione & Facione, 1992), many others emphasise the motivational features associated with a positive disposition towards CT. That is, these motivation-focused conceptualisations emphasise the importance of motivation as a process used to activate the cognitive and metacognitive resources necessary to conduct good CT (Ennis, 1996; Norris, 1994; Perkins, Jay & Tishman, 1993; Valenzuela, Nieto & Saiz, 2011). Though few empirical studies have examined the motivational aspects of CT dispositions, research by Valenzuela, Nieto and Saiz (2011) revealed that motivation, or drive, to think critically is a more significant correlate of CT ability ($r = .50$) than is a general, positive disposition toward critical thinking ($r = .20$). Similarly, research by Garcia, Pintrich and Paul (1992) found a significant, positive correlation between CT ability and motivation towards intrinsic goal orientation ($r = .57$), elaboration ($r = .64$) and metacognitive self-regulation ($r = .64$) - three sub-scales of the Motivated Strategies towards Learning Questionnaire (MSLQ; Pintrich et al., 1991). In addition, research has also shown that motivation to learn positively influences CT and learning in general (Hattie, Biggs & Purdie, 1996; Robbins et al., 2004). Thus, while Study 2 measured a range of attitudes in relation to valued CT dispositions (i.e. disposition towards truth-seeking, open-mindedness, analyticity, systematicity, confidence, inquisitiveness and maturity) and beliefs in relation to the malleability, structure and structure of knowledge, Study 3 sought to clarify the impact of students’ motivation to learn and behavioural engagement with course materials on subsequent training-
related CT performance outcomes. Therefore, in addition to recording student responses to the Motivated Strategies towards Learning Questionnaire (Pintrich et al., 1991) at pre-and-post-testing, the current study measured behavioural engagement by measuring the number of homework exercises completed by students in the online e-learning environment.

The Need for Cognition Scale (NCS; Cacioppo, Petty & Kao, 1984) was also administered in Study 3, as research suggests that, in addition to motivation to learn, dispositional need for cognition is also significantly correlated with CT performance. For example, research by Halpern (2006) found that performance by a group of college students on the HCTA was positively, significantly correlated ($r = .35$) with scores on the NCS. In addition, research by Jensen (1998) found a significant, positive correlation between the need for cognition and reflective judgment of 1st year college students; and also that the higher an individual’s need for cognition, the more likely they were to generate solutions to ill-structured problems that reflected an understanding of the uncertainty of knowledge - thus demonstrating better reflective judgment (King & Kitchener, 2002). Furthermore, research by Toplak and Stanovich (2002) found that those with high levels of need for cognition are more likely to use disjunctive reasoning (i.e. reasoning strategies similar to CT “that require the exhaustive consideration of all of the possible states of the world”; p. 197) during problem-solving and are also more likely to demonstrate better reasoning ability.

On the basis of the theory and research described above, the third hypothesis of the current study was that both need for cognition and motivation towards learning strategies would be significantly, positively correlated with CT performance. The fourth hypothesis was that the potential, significant correlations between CT and motivation towards learning strategies would be higher in the AM group than in the
control group at post-testing, as training in CT may reinforce some aspects of motivation (e.g. goal orientation, elaboration and metacognitive self-regulation) and increase the strength of the relationship between dispositional features of CT and CT performance (cf. Garcia, Pintrich and Paul, 1992; Hattie, Biggs & Purdie, 1996; Rimiene, 2002).

6.2 Method

6.2.1 Design

A series of sixteen 2 (condition: AM and control groups) x 2 (time: pre-and-post-testing) Mixed ANOVAs was used to compare the effects of a CT e-learning course taught through AM with a no-CT control group on need for cognition, overall motivation towards learning strategies, motivation towards learning sub-scales, overall CT and CT sub-scales performance. A further series of sixteen Mixed ANOVAs was conducted in the AM training group alone in order to examine the effects of level of engagement in the CT e-learning course on need for cognition, overall motivation towards learning strategies, motivation towards learning sub-scales, overall CT and CT sub-scales performance. Correlations among dispositional need for cognition, motivation towards learning strategies and CT ability were also analysed. A hierarchical multiple regression was conducted to examine if need for cognition or motivation towards learning predicted CT performance. The predictor variables were motivation and need for cognition scores at pre-test (Block 1) and post-test (Block 2); and the criterion variable was CT performance. After completion of the CT intervention, a focus group interview was conducted in order to investigate students’ perceptions of the CT e-learning course, with specific focus on the presentation and quality of lectures, exercises and feedback provided to students, as
well as the student’s experience in the use of AM to facilitate CT ability. The interview transcripts were examined using thematic analysis.

6.2.2 Participants

Participants were first year psychology students, aged between 18 and 25 years, from the National University of Ireland, Galway. Two-hundred and forty-seven students (173 females, 74 males) expressed an interest in participating and attempted the online pre-tests. However, only 156 (108 females, 48 males) completed pre-testing; and only 74 participants (47 females, 27 males) completed post-testing. There were no baseline differences (i.e. in CT, need for cognition and motivation) between completers and non-completers. Non-completers reported not having enough time and a heavy workload from other mandatory courses as the primary reasons for why they withdrew. Participants in the focus group (N = 9; 1 female, 8 males) were students who took part in the CT e-learning course and completed both pre-and-post-testing. In return for their participation, students were awarded academic course credits.

6.2.3 Materials and Measures

Students required a PC and an internet connection to access the course. The materials used for the CT course consisted of web-based lectures, exercises, and feedback on exercises (see Appendix E).

The Halpern Critical Thinking Assessment (HCTA; Halpern, 2010) was administered at pre-and-post-testing. The HCTA consists of 25 open-ended questions based on believable, everyday situations, followed by 25 specific questions that probe for the reasoning behind each answer. Questions on the HCTA represent five categories of CT skills: hypothesis testing (e.g. understanding the limits of correlational reasoning and how to know when causal claims cannot be made), verbal
reasoning (e.g. recognising the use of pervasive or misleading language), argument analysis (e.g. recognising the structure of arguments, how to examine the credibility of a source and how to judge one’s own arguments), judging likelihood and uncertainty (e.g. applying relevant principles of probability, how to avoid overconfidence in certain situations) and problem-solving (e.g. identifying the problem goal, generating and selecting solutions among alternatives). For an example of a question on the HCTA and how it is scored, see Figure 6.1. These skills, though labelled differently, also reflect the skills identified by the Delphi Report (Facione, 1990b). Test reliability is robust, with internal consistency of \( \alpha = .88 \) (Halpern, 2010).

The internal consistency of the assessment in the current study was \( \alpha = .73 \).

The Need for Cognition Scale (Cacioppo, Petty & Kao, 1984) (short form) consists of 18 items coded on a seven-point likert scale (1 = very strong disagreement, 7 = very strong agreement) that assess one’s willingness to explore and engage in relatively complex cognitive activities (e.g. \textit{I would prefer complex to simple problems}” and “\textit{I prefer to think about small, daily projects to long-term ones}”). The estimates of test reliability range from .85 – .90 (Sherrard & Czaja, 1999), and the internal consistency of the scale in the current study was \( \alpha = .88 \).

The version of the Motivated Strategies for Learning Questionnaire (MSLQ; Pintrich et al., 1991) used in this research consisted of 43 items (e.g. \textit{I work hard to do well in class even if I don’t like what we are doing}), each of which is responded to using a seven-point likert scale (1 = strongly agree, 7 = strongly disagree). Eight sub-scales of the MSLQ were used in this study including motivation towards: elaboration (i.e. motivation to paraphrase, summarise and/or create analogies to build connections between different items of information); critical thinking (i.e. the degree to which students report applying previous knowledge to new situations in order to solve
Suppose that you are a first-year student in a dental school. You realize that your new friend, who is also a first-year student in dental school, is getting drunk on a regular basis several times a week. You do not see any signs of her drinking problem at school, but you are concerned because you will both begin seeing patients at the school’s dental clinic within a month. She has not responded to your hints about her drinking problem. As far as you know, no one else knows about her excessive drinking.

Part A: State the problem in two ways.

Scoring: There are two points possible for part A. Please answer the following question(s) in order to score the respondent’s answers. Sum the scores from both questions.

Does the respondent’s problem statement indicate that the new friend has a drinking problem and will be dealing with patients? Yes = 1 point; No = 0 points

Does the respondent’s problem statement indicate that there are no signs that the drinking problem impairs performance? Yes = 1 point; No = 0 points

Part B: For each statement of the problem, provide two different possible solutions.

Scoring: There are 2 sets of questions for part B. Two points are possible for each set of questions. Please answer the following question(s) in order to score the respondent’s answers.

Set 1: Does the respondent suggest informing an authority figure about the problem? Yes = 2 points; No = 0 points

Does the respondent suggest that the friend should not deal with patients? Yes = 2 points; No = 0 points

Set 2: Does the respondent suggest showing the friend how the drinking problem could potentially impair her performance? Yes = 2 points; No = 0 points

Does the respondent suggest convincing the friend that she puts others in danger regardless of whether she knows it or not? Yes = 2 points; No = 0 points

Part C: Given these facts, rate each of the following problem statements on a scale of 1 to 7 in which:

1 = extremely poor statement of the problem.
2 = very poor statement of the problem.
3 = poor statement of the problem.
4 = statement of the problem that is medium in quality.
5 = good statement of the problem.
6 = very good statement of the problem.
7 = excellent statement of the problem.

1. The friend may cause harm to patients because she is drunk.
2. You are the only one who knows she has a drinking problem.
3. Your friend’s parents do not know she has a drinking problem.
4. You need to find a way to give your friend better hints about her drinking.
5. The friend may flunk out of school if she continues to get drunk so often.
6. The friend may hurt herself if she continues to get drunk so often.
7. You feel responsible for your friend’s drinking problem.

Scoring: There are seven points possible in part C; one point is possible per question. If the respondent selected any number within the correct range they earn one point. If the respondent selected a number outside the correct range they do not earn a point.

Question 1: Correct range: 5-7; Question 2: Correct range: 2-5
Question 3: Correct range: 1-2; Question 4: Correct range: 1-4
Question 5: Correct range: 4-7; Question 6: Correct range: 4-7
Question 7: Correct range: 4-7

Figure 6.1: Question 21 on the HCTA (of the Problem-Solving Sub-Scale) with Scoring Protocol (Halpern, 2010)
problems, reach decisions or make critical evaluations); *effort regulation* (i.e. the motivation to control both effort and attention in the face of distractions and uninteresting tasks); *metacognitive self-regulation* (i.e. the motivation to plan, monitor and regulate cognitive processes); *organisation* (i.e. motivation to select information; construct connections among information; and to cluster, outline and select main ideas in reading passages); *control of learning beliefs* (i.e. students’ beliefs that their efforts to learn will result in positive outcomes); *intrinsic goal orientation* (i.e. the degree to which the students perceive themselves to be participating in a task for reasons such as challenge, curiosity and mastery); and *extrinsic goal orientation* (i.e. the degree to which the students perceive themselves to be participating in a task for reasons such as grades, rewards, evaluation by others and competition). Internal consistency for sub-scales in the current study ranged from $\alpha = .65 – .88$.

A *Zoom H4n™* solid-state audio recorder was used to record the focus group interview as a 128 Kbs MP3 audio file. The set of questions used to guide the focus group discussion is provided in Appendix F.

6.2.4 Procedure

The study took place over a period of eight weeks. Two groups took part in the study: those who participated in the e-learning CT course taught through AM ($N = 43$) and a control group who received no CT intervention ($N = 31$). The AM group completed a six-week online CT course in which they viewed classes twice per week; completed two exercise sessions per week; and received detailed feedback for both exercise sessions at the end of each week. Each class presented CT materials (e.g. lecture slides and exercises) to students through AMs. The exercises involved the manipulation of AMs and completion of relevant CT tasks using AMs. Students who participated in the course used the *Rationale™* AM software or *Microsoft*
PowerPoint™ to complete their AM exercises and were also encouraged to practice using the Rationale™ programme outside of the course environment. The e-learning course was designed to teach CT according to the framework provided by the Delphi Report (Facione, 1990b). Classes focused on training analysis, evaluation, and inference skills, which are core CT skills identified in the Delphi Report. The control group did not view or complete any of the CT lectures or materials.

In Week 1, participants were provided with information regarding the nature of the study. Participants were informed that they could withdraw from the study at any time. Also in Week 1, the NCS, the MSLQ, and the HCTA were administered via the Survey Monkey™ website as pre-tests, prior to the commencement of the e-learning course. The course proper began in Week 2. The e-learning classes were voice recorded and dubbed over a PowerPoint™ slideshow using CamTasia™ recording software. Classes lasted a maximum of 15 minutes each, as suggestions made by students in the questionnaire from Study 2 recommended that if full participation was to be expected, the CT classes and exercises together, should not take longer than an hour to complete. In addition, research has shown that didactically teaching students for longer than 15 minutes can substantially decrease attention to the source of instruction (Wankat, 2002). In each class, students were taught to use CT skills via worked examples (in the form of AMs). Students were able to pause, rewind, and restart the class at anytime they wished. In reality, some of the exercises in the latter sessions took longer than an hour to complete, as one of the core objectives of the teaching set was to work from simple to more complex applications of AM throughout the course – a feature of the course that was welcomed by students in retrospect, notwithstanding the amount of time and effort the students needed to put into completing these exercises (see discussion for further details).
From Weeks 2-7, the CT e-learning course focused on three, core CT skills: analysis, evaluation and inference, which students were taught how to use through worked examples. The lectures presented to students in Study 3 consisted of the same general content as lectures in Study 2. For example, in the analysis-focused lectures, students worked to identify the sources of arguments and the presence of balance and bias in argument structures. Students were also instructed to extract the structure of arguments for analysis using AM structural tools. During the evaluation training, students worked to evaluate the relevance, credibility, and logical strength of arguments, and the overall balance of relevant, credible and logical evidence in an argument through AM. During inference training, students worked to gather the appropriate information from arguments and draw logical conclusions through AM.

The lectures developed for Study 3 differed from those used in Study 2 only in that the Study 3 lectures were designed to be shorter, more concise and clearer. Another change in Study 3 was that the final lecture of the Study 2 course (which acted as a course review), was replaced by an alternative review lecture that focused on reflective judgment (specifically, on the ability to use reflective judgment when applying the skills of analysis, evaluation and inference). Though reflective judgment (RJ) was not explicitly assessed in Study 3, a lecture on RJ was added because it was thought that students with a more metacognitive sensibility, in relation to the attributes of RJ, would demonstrate greater gains in CT ability. The course outline is presented in Table 6.1.

Immediately after each class, students were asked to complete a set of active learning AM exercises and email the completed exercises back to the primary investigator. Engagement in the course was measured according to the amount of
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class No.</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Pre-Testing</td>
<td>• Students completed the HCTA, MSLQ and Need for Cognition pre-tests.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 2        | “Introduction to Critical Thinking: Part 1”                          | • We think in order to decide what to do and what to believe.  
• We ultimately decide what to believe by adding supports or rebuttals to our own arguments (i.e. questioning our own beliefs).  
• Exercises:  
  1. Adding *buts* and *because* to argument structures.  
  2. Adding justification and objections to *buts* and *because* regarding one of your own beliefs. |
| 3        | “Introduction to Critical Thinking: Part 2”                          | • Arguments are hierarchical structures.  
• We can continue to add more levels if we like in order to increase the hierarchical complexity.  
• Exercises:  
  1. Adding more *buts* to *because* in an argument structure.  
  2. Adding *rebuttal*s to *buts*.                                                                 |
| 4        | “Unpacking (analysing and evaluating) a person’s belief: Part 1”      | • In order to analyse an argument, we must extract the structure of the argument from dialogue or prose.  
• During extraction, we must be able to identify the function of each proposition (i.e. support, objection or rebuttal).  
• Exercises:  
  1. Extract the argument structure in the dialogue and place each proposition in its appropriate position in the argument structure.  
  2. Extract the argument structure in the text and place each proposition in its appropriate position in the argument structure. |
| 5        | “Unpacking (analysing and evaluating) a person’s belief: Part 2”      | • In order to unpack a person’s belief we must identify the types (sources) of arguments used and consider the strength of each type.  
• The evaluation of the overall strengths and weaknesses of an argument can be completed after adequate analysis.  
• Exercises:  
  1. Identify the source of each proposition and add a rebuttal to each.  
  2. Identify and evaluate the relevance of each proposition and exclude each that is irrelevant. Answer the series of questions about the argument you just evaluated. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class No.</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 6        | “Analysis & Evaluation: Part 1”            | • Analysis of argument structures through the extraction of supports, objections and rebuttals from arguments.  
• Re-creation of argument structures after analysis and evaluation.  
• Recognition of imbalances, omissions and bias within an argument.  
• Examining whether or not the arguments used are relevant or logically connected to the central claim is also an important factor in evaluation.  
• Exercises:  
  1. Read & analyse the argument structure. Fill in the template with missing propositions from information in the text.  
  2. Make a list of your observations based on any imbalances, omissions, bias in the argument Answer the series of questions about the argument you analysed. |
| 7        | “Analysis & Evaluation: Part 2”            | • It is sometimes difficult to establish the truth of a claim.  
• Evaluating sources of arguments, whether or not the arguments used are relevant; and evaluating the possibilities of imbalance, omission or bias.  
• Exercises:  
  1. Read & analyse the text-based argument. Complete the argument structure from the information in the text.  
  2. Examine as best you can whether or not the arguments used are relevant and logically connected to the central claim. Examine the argument by looking for imbalances, omissions, bias in the argument. |
| 8        | “Evaluation: Part 1”                       | • We must evaluate:  
  1. Types (sources) of arguments based on credibility  
  2. The relevance of propositions to the central claim or intermediate conclusions within the argument  
  3. The logical strength of an argument structure  
• Exercises:  
  1. Read the argument map and assess the relevance and credibility of each proposition. Eliminate propositions that are irrelevant and those that lack credibility; and suggest alternative arguments wherever possible.  
  2. Place each proposition in its correct place within its correct position in the argument map. There are two core argument structures (each containing 3 propositions) that support the central claim. However, in each set of three, two of the three propositions support the third. Please decide how best to arrange the propositions in the argument map. That is, which two propositions support the third in each case? |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class No.</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>“Evaluation: Part 2”</td>
<td>• Evaluating credibility after the identification of argument sources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• We must evaluate the balance of evidence within an argument structure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Exercises:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1. Evaluate the argument structure on attraction. Take time to do each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>of the following: (1) assess the credibility of arguments; assess the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>relevance of arguments; assess the logical strength of the argument</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>structures; assess the balance of evidence in the argument structure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. If a proposition lacks credibility, relevance, or logical strength,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>exclude it and explain why you did so. Also, explain the balance of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>the argument.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>“Inference: Part 1”</td>
<td>• Evaluation and inference are intimately related.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Inference differs from evaluation in that the process of inference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>involves generating a conclusion from previously evaluated propositions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Inferring conclusions with syllogisms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Exercises:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1. Assess each syllogism.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Identify whether each syllogism is valid (10 syllogisms).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>“Inference: Part 2”</td>
<td>• In larger informal argument structures, intermediate conclusions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>can be inferred.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Intermediate conclusions can be used to infer a central claim.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Exercises:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1. Infer 3 intermediate conclusions based on the information within the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>argument structure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Work from the bottom up to infer each intermediate conclusion and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>the central claim (3 inferences).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>“Reflective Judgment:</td>
<td>• Reflective judgment is our ability to reflect upon what we know and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Part 1”</td>
<td>the knowledge the world presents us; and our ability to think critically</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>and reflectively in this context.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Understanding of the nature, limits and certainty of knowing and how</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>this can affect our judgment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Recognition that some problems cannot be solved with absolute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>certainty (i.e. ill-structured problems).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Exercises:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1. Read the passage and answer the two questions about the passage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>beneath. Each answer will be a solution to the problem presented in the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>passage. Please use the argument maps to structure your answers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. In the argument maps, you are asked to provide an (1) answer; (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>one reason below to support your answer; (3) two reasons for the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>support you provided above and (4) two alternative answers to the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>problem.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class No.</td>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 13       | “Reflective Judgment: Part 2” | - The importance of structure and complexity in reflective judgment.  
- We can analyse and evaluate information when there is uncertainty and then organise our findings in order to infer a conclusion and exhibit the reflective judgment in our thinking.  
- Exercises:  
  1. Read the short passage on “Violent Television” and reflect upon this issue and what you know about the topic.  
  2. Analyze the arguments derived from your own knowledge and think about whether or not what you think amounts to propositions of the following type: anecdotes, common sense, research findings, or authority opinions.  
  3. Research the topic to aid in the development of your argument.  
  4. Evaluate the relevance, credibility, and logical strength of any arguments you gather as part of your investigation, and reflect upon what the ‘world’ presents you in this context and how it is related to what you already know about the topic.  
  5. Consider whether or not you were biased in your search for reasons and objections (i.e. whether or not you analyzed and evaluated both confirming and disconfirming evidence in relation to central claim). |
| 14       | Post-Testing | Students completed the HCTA, MSLQ and Need for Cognition post-tests |

exercises emailed to the primary investigator. The engagement scores ranged from 0 to 24. Feedback was provided to students at the end of each working week, that is, after they had completed and returned two sets of exercises. Feedback focused on the structure of arguments provided by students; inferential relationships among propositions in their arguments; and the relevance and credibility of the propositions they used (again, see Appendix E for sample feedback provided to students). In Week 8, after the completion of the e-learning CT course, the HCTA, the MSLQ and the NCS were again administered via the Survey Monkey™ website as post-tests. After the completion of the CT intervention, a focus group interview was conducted with a
sub-set of the full sample of participants, after which all participants were debriefed and thanked.

6.3 Results

Means and standard deviations for scores on overall CT, all CT sub-scales, need for cognition and motivation are presented in Table 6.2. Table 6.3 presents a summary of the ANOVAs conducted in the current study. Table 6.4 presents inter-correlations between all dependent measures included in this study.

6.3.1 Group differences in critical thinking, need for cognition, and motivation

A series of 2 (time: pre-and-post-testing) x 2 (condition: AM group and control group) Mixed ANOVAs was conducted to examine the effects of both time and CT training condition on need for cognition, motivation, CT and CT sub-skills. Post hoc analyses were conducted for all significant main and interaction effects. Only those effects that were significant after Bonferroni correction are presented below.

Results revealed a main effect of both time and condition on overall CT ability (see Table 6.3). Both groups scored higher at post-testing when compared with pre-testing (see Table 6.2). Participants in the AM group also scored higher overall on CT ability when compared with the control group. Notably, this difference between the two groups was largely accounted for by post-test differences. However, the condition x time interaction effect was not significant.

An examination of CT sub-skills revealed the following pattern of results: there was a significant effect of time on hypothesis testing, verbal reasoning, likelihood/uncertainty and problem-solving. In each case, it was found that performance improved from pre-test to post-test. There was no effect of time on argument analysis. However, there was a condition x time interaction effect for argument analysis, with a significant improvement in the AM group from pre-test to
Table 6.2: Means and standard deviations for CT Performance by Condition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pre-Test</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Post-Test</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall CT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>96.42</td>
<td>15.03</td>
<td>108.35</td>
<td>14.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>87.55</td>
<td>24.72</td>
<td>98.58</td>
<td>14.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypothesis Testing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>22.26</td>
<td>4.07</td>
<td>24.44</td>
<td>4.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>21.10</td>
<td>4.53</td>
<td>21.90</td>
<td>5.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verbal Reasoning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>6.40</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>7.56</td>
<td>2.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>5.71</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>6.03</td>
<td>2.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argument Analysis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>22.67</td>
<td>3.83</td>
<td>24.30</td>
<td>4.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>22.00</td>
<td>5.01</td>
<td>21.00</td>
<td>4.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Likelihood/Uncertainty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>10.07</td>
<td>3.59</td>
<td>12.44</td>
<td>3.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>9.07</td>
<td>3.44</td>
<td>10.29</td>
<td>4.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem-Solving</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>36.42</td>
<td>4.10</td>
<td>39.36</td>
<td>3.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>36.21</td>
<td>4.69</td>
<td>39.61</td>
<td>5.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Need for Cognition</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>67.00</td>
<td>14.87</td>
<td>67.26</td>
<td>16.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>65.85</td>
<td>19.10</td>
<td>65.08</td>
<td>15.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>170.98</td>
<td>28.46</td>
<td>164.88</td>
<td>33.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>181.73</td>
<td>24.15</td>
<td>174.81</td>
<td>25.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
post-test \((t = -2.14, \text{ df} = 42, p = .038, \text{ two tailed, } d = .40)\), and a non-significant decline in the control group from pre-test to post-testing \((p = .248; \text{ see Table 6.2})\).

A series of paired samples t-tests further revealed that the AM group scored significantly higher on post-testing compared with pre-testing on overall CT ability \((t = -6.65, \text{ df} = 42, p < .001, \text{ two tailed, } d = .81)\) and all other CT sub-scales: hypothesis testing \((t = -3.89, \text{ df} = 41, p < .001, \text{ two tailed, } d = .55)\), verbal reasoning \((t = -2.97, \text{ df} = 41, p = .005, \text{ two tailed, } d = .49)\), likelihood/uncertainty \((t = -4.64, \text{ df} = 41, p < .001, \text{ two tailed, } d = .67)\) and problem-solving \((t = -4.47, \text{ df} = 41, p < .001, \text{ two tailed, } d = .64)\). Conversely, students in the control group scored significantly higher on the post-test compared with the pre-test on overall CT ability \((t = -3.01, \text{ df} = 30, p = .005, \text{ two tailed, } d = .55)\) and for the problem-solving sub-scale \((t = -3.77, \text{ df} = 27, p = .001, \text{ two tailed, } d = .65)\).

There was a main effect of condition on verbal reasoning and argument analysis, with the AM group scoring significantly higher than the control group. There was a similar trend towards better performance in the AM group relative to the control group for hypothesis testing \((p = .089)\) and unlikelihood/uncertainty \((p = .063)\). The significant differences between the experimental and control conditions were accounted for largely by differences in post-test performance. Specifically, there were no statistically significant differences between the experimental and control groups on any of the five sub-skills at pre-test; however, those in the AM group scored significantly higher than those in the control condition at post-test on the sub-skills of verbal reasoning \((t = -2.55, \text{ df} = 72, p = .013, \text{ two tailed, } d = .61)\) and argument analysis \((t = -3.13, \text{ df} = 72, p = .003, \text{ two tailed, } d = .74)\).

Results also revealed that there was no effect of condition or time on need for cognition, and no condition x time interaction effect. Similarly, there was no effect of
Table 6.3: ANOVA Summary for Study 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>df</th>
<th>df (error)</th>
<th>$F$</th>
<th>$p$</th>
<th>Partial $\eta^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall CT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>6.72</td>
<td>.012</td>
<td>.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>37.42</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition x Time</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>.812</td>
<td>.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypothesis Testing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>.089</td>
<td>.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>11.40</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition x Time</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>.227</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verbal Reasoning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>5.50</td>
<td>.022</td>
<td>.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>6.73</td>
<td>.012</td>
<td>.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition x Time</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>2.17</td>
<td>.145</td>
<td>.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argument Analysis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>5.25</td>
<td>.025</td>
<td>.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>.30</td>
<td>.586</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition x Time</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>5.23</td>
<td>.025</td>
<td>.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Likelihood/Uncertainty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>3.58</td>
<td>.063</td>
<td>.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>18.88</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition x Time</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>.299</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem-Solving</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>.748</td>
<td>.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>37.04</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition x Time</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>.845</td>
<td>.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall Motivation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>2.24</td>
<td>.139</td>
<td>.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>8.63</td>
<td>.005</td>
<td>.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition x Time</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>.853</td>
<td>.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Need for Cognition</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>.34</td>
<td>.565</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>.23</td>
<td>.635</td>
<td>.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition x Time</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>.41</td>
<td>.526</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

condition on motivation, and no condition x time interaction effect. However, there was a main effect of time on motivation, with total motivation scores decreasing from pre-test ($M = 175.15; SD = 27.20$) to post-test ($M = 168.73; SD = 31.00$) in the sample.
as a whole. Analysis of the motivation sub-scales revealed that there was a main effect of time on effort regulation, with a significant decrease in effort regulation from pre-to-post-testing, $F(1, 65) = 17.42, p < .001$, partial $\eta^2 = .21$, in both the AM group ($t = 2.96, df = 40, p = .005$, two-tailed) and the control group ($t = 3.01, df = 25, p = .006$, two tailed). No other effects were observed.

6.3.2 High-engagement versus low engagement differences in the AM group

In order to examine the effects of engagement on performance in the AM training group, a series of eight 2 (time) x 2 (levels of engagement: high [12-24 exercises completed; N = 19] and low [0-11 exercises completed; N = 24]) Mixed ANOVAs were conducted using CT performance, CT sub-skills performance, need for cognition, and motivation towards learning strategies as separate dependent variables. There was no main effect of engagement level on need for cognition, motivation, or CT performance. However, there was a significant time x engagement level interaction effect for the CT sub-scale of problem-solving, $F(1, 40) = 9.26, p = .004$, partial $\eta^2 = .19$, with those in the high-engagement group scoring higher on post-test ($M = 41.21, SD = 5.77$) when compared to pre-test ($M = 36.00, SD = 3.71; t = -5.41, p < .001$); and with a smaller, albeit significant, gain in problem-solving ability in the low-engagement group (pre-test $M = 37.00, SD = 4.37$; post-test $M = 38.74, SD = 5.26; t = -2.20, p = .039$).

Further analysis was conducted to examine differences between high-and-low-engagement groups on motivation sub-scales at pre-test and post-test. There was a significant decrease in effort regulation in both the low-engagement group ($t = 2.29, df = 21, p = .033$, two-tailed; pre-test: $M = 21.83, SD = 8.40$; post-test: $M = 19.87, SD = 8.37$) and the high-engagement group ($t = 2.16, df = 19, p = .044$, two-tailed; pre-test: $M = 24.21, SD = 6.38$; post-test: $M = 22.47, SD = 5.08$). Further analysis revealed
that there was no difference between the high-and-low-engagement groups on any of
the motivation sub-scales at either pre-testing or at post-testing.

6.3.3 Correlations

There was a significant correlation between need for cognition and motivation
at pre-testing ($r = .52, p < .001$) and at post testing ($r = .60, p < .001$), but neither need
for cognition nor motivation were correlated with overall CT performance at pre-
testing. There was a significant correlation between CT performance and both need
for cognition ($r = .47, p < .001$) and motivation ($r = .28, p = .017$) at post-testing. The
full set of correlations among CT, need for cognition and motivation sub-scales at pre-
testing and post-testing are presented in Table 6.4. Results from a hierarchical
multiple regression analysis revealed that the predictors - need for cognition ($\beta = -.09,$
$p = .510$) and motivation ($\beta = .08, p = .541$) in block 1 (pre-testing) and block 2 (post-
testing) - did not account for any variance (adjusted $r^2 = .02$) in CT over and above the
effect of experimental condition, $F (2, 62) = .71, p = .749$. With regards to post-
intervention intra-group correlations between CT and motivation, the CT performance
of both AM and control groups were significantly, positively correlated with
motivation towards elaboration ($r = .35, p < .05; r = .60, p < .001$, respectively) and
motivation towards CT ($r = .35, p < .05; r = .37, p < .05$, respectively). Results also
revealed that CT performance of those in the AM group was significantly correlated
with overall motivation ($r = .35, p = .024$), intrinsic goal orientation ($r = .47, p = .002$)
and control of learning beliefs ($r = .38, p = .012$). Conversely, overall CT
performance of those in the control group was significantly correlated with motivation
towards organisation ($r = .38, p = .038$).
Table 6.4: Correlations Among CT performance, Need for Cognition and Motivation Sub-scales at Pre-testing (below diagonal) and Post-testing (above diagonal).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>14</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>16</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 CT Performance</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>.81</td>
<td>.62</td>
<td>.72</td>
<td>.59</td>
<td>.68</td>
<td>.47</td>
<td>.28</td>
<td>.28</td>
<td>.24</td>
<td>-.07</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.24</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>.36</td>
<td>.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Hypothesis Testing</td>
<td>.69</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>.44</td>
<td>.45</td>
<td>.43</td>
<td>.39</td>
<td>.44</td>
<td>.14</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>.14</td>
<td>-.15</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>.21</td>
<td>.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Verbal Reasoning</td>
<td>.48</td>
<td>.24</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>.28</td>
<td>.18</td>
<td>.46</td>
<td>.36</td>
<td>.30</td>
<td>.26</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>-.13</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>.26</td>
<td>.31</td>
<td>.40</td>
<td>.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Argument Analysis</td>
<td>.27</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>.21</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>.33</td>
<td>.32</td>
<td>.30</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>.19</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>-.06</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.14</td>
<td>.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Likelihood &amp; Uncertainty</td>
<td>.58</td>
<td>.30</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>.28</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>.13</td>
<td>.19</td>
<td>.13</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.14</td>
<td>.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Problem-Solving</td>
<td>.72</td>
<td>.41</td>
<td>.27</td>
<td>.31</td>
<td>.13</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>.33</td>
<td>.28</td>
<td>.33</td>
<td>.23</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>.19</td>
<td>.14</td>
<td>.32</td>
<td>.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Need for Cognition</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>.16</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>.30</td>
<td>.19</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>.60</td>
<td>.66</td>
<td>.44</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>.29</td>
<td>.46</td>
<td>.47</td>
<td>.49</td>
<td>.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Overall Motivation</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>-.11</td>
<td>-.01</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>.21</td>
<td>.52</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>.74</td>
<td>.59</td>
<td>.37</td>
<td>.78</td>
<td>.89</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.81</td>
<td>.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Intrinsic Goal Orientation</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>-.09</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>-.06</td>
<td>.24</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>.68</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>.52</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>.48</td>
<td>.57</td>
<td>.46</td>
<td>.67</td>
<td>.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Control of Learning Beliefs</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>.14</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>.16</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>.40</td>
<td>.40</td>
<td>.52</td>
<td>.56</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>.34</td>
<td>.29</td>
<td>.40</td>
<td>.40</td>
<td>.38</td>
<td>.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Extrinsic Goal Orientation</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>-.04</td>
<td>-.06</td>
<td>-.18</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>-.01</td>
<td>.21</td>
<td>.46</td>
<td>.30</td>
<td>.37</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>.28</td>
<td>.16</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>.13</td>
<td>.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Organisation</td>
<td>-.14</td>
<td>-.23</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>-.03</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.30</td>
<td>.73</td>
<td>.38</td>
<td>.18</td>
<td>.16</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>.67</td>
<td>.56</td>
<td>.53</td>
<td>.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 Metacognitive Self-Regulation</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>-.11</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>.36</td>
<td>.86</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>.30</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>.65</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>.73</td>
<td>.72</td>
<td>.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 Effort Regulation</td>
<td>-.02</td>
<td>-.22</td>
<td>-.04</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>.13</td>
<td>.33</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>.37</td>
<td>.24</td>
<td>.35</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>.63</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>.59</td>
<td>.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 Motivation Towards CT</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>-.08</td>
<td>-.01</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>.54</td>
<td>.74</td>
<td>.52</td>
<td>.29</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>.54</td>
<td>.62</td>
<td>.33</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 Elaboration</td>
<td>.14</td>
<td>-.06</td>
<td>-.02</td>
<td>-.02</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>.19</td>
<td>.39</td>
<td>.82</td>
<td>.48</td>
<td>.32</td>
<td>.16</td>
<td>.67</td>
<td>.71</td>
<td>.51</td>
<td>.73</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Significance levels: $^1 = p$ at the .05 level; $^2 = p$ at the .01 level; $^3 = p$ at the .001 level.
6.3.4 Focus Group

After completion of the CT intervention, a focus group interview was conducted in order to investigate students’ perceptions of the CT e-learning course, with specific focus on the presentation and quality of lectures, exercises and feedback provided to students, as well as the student’s experience in the use of AM to facilitate CT ability. The interview transcripts were examined using thematic analysis. Overall, students interviewed in the focus group were very pleased with (1) AM as a method of presenting the CT course materials, (2) the CT course in general and (3) the likelihood that they will be able to apply what they learned in the course to future experiences. However, the students interviewed did not respond favourably to the feedback provided to them on their exercises, nor the usability of Microsoft PowerPoint™ to complete their AM exercises. Rather than present a full results section of the thematic analysis, it was decided to present the findings in the Study 3 discussion (i.e. section 6.4) in order to fulfil the purpose of the focus group interview, which was to shed light upon the quantitative findings and the implications of these findings in light of the student learning experience.

6.4 Discussion of Study 3

6.4.1 Interpretation of Results

The aim of Study 3 was to test four hypotheses: first, that AM training delivered using an e-learning CT course would significantly enhance CT performance in comparison with a control condition; second, that students who engaged more with the e-learning course would perform significantly better on CT performance than those who did not engage as much; third, that CT performance would be positively correlated with both dispositional need for cognition and motivation at both testing times; and fourth, that the potential, significant correlations between CT and
motivation towards learning strategies would be higher in the AM group than in the control group. The results of Study 3 revealed that students in the AM group scored significantly higher on post-testing than on pre-testing on measures of overall CT ability and on all CT sub-scales. Results also revealed that those in the control condition improved from pre-to-post-testing on overall CT ability and the problem-solving sub-scale of the HCTA. It is possible that the improvement in overall CT of those in the control group was largely a function of the increase in problem-solving ability, given that it was the only CT sub-scale where significant improvement was observed in the control group from pre-to-post-testing. The most likely cause of improvement in problem-solving and overall CT ability of the control group participants, all of whom were first year college students, is maturation and engagement in third level studies. This interpretation is consistent with research by Pascarella and Terenzini (1991), who found that the experience of college has beneficial effects on CT. Alternatively, it could be that the improvements in CT ability observed in the control group were a result of practice effects (i.e. repeat administration of the HCTA).

At the same time, however, positive effects of the AM training course were observed over-and-above any possible maturation or practice effects. Specifically, results revealed that those in the AM group scored significantly higher at post-testing than those in the control group on overall CT ability and the CT sub-scales of verbal reasoning and argument analysis. Given that there were no significant differences between the control and AM groups at the pre-testing stage on either overall CT or on any CT sub-scales, these findings suggest that the two groups were adequately matched on CT ability prior to the intervention and that AM training significantly enhanced CT performance.
Another interesting finding was the condition x time interaction effect for argument analysis. Specifically, results revealed that those in the CT group scored significantly higher on argument analysis at post-testing than at pre-testing, whereas the control group scored better (though not significantly) at pre-testing when compared with post-testing. These results suggest that while the AM group got significantly better at argument analysis over time, those in the control group, on average, got worse. Though it seems logical to consider that the decrease in argument analysis ability of those in the control group may have been caused in part by the significant reduction in motivation towards effort regulation, hierarchical regression results indicated that motivation towards effort regulation from pre-to-post-testing did not account for any variance in argument analysis \( \beta = .07 \ p = .797 \). Thus, even though the overall CT ability of controls increased over the duration of the intervention, it is possible that the control group’s decrease in argument analysis ability may simply have resulted from a lack of support or training in argument analysis during the intervention.

Strong evidence in favour of the second hypothesis was not found. Specifically, there was no difference between those who engaged more with exercises (i.e. those who completed 12-24 CT exercises) and those who engaged less (i.e. those who completed 0–11 CT exercises) on overall CT ability or on any of the CT sub-skills. However, there was a time x engagement interaction effect for the CT sub-skill of problem-solving, with those in the high-engagement group showing a greater gain in problem-solving ability than those in the low-engagement group. According to the HCTA manual (Halpern, 2010, p. 7), “problem-solving involves the use of multiple problem statements to define the problem and identify possible goals, the generation and selection of alternatives, and the use of explicit criteria to judge among
alternatives.” Problem-solving as defined by Halpern is akin to the CT sub-skill of inference, as defined in the Delphi Report (Facione, 1990b). Though results revealed that problem-solving can develop over time without engagement or explicit training in CT, as exemplified by those in the control group, the results of the current study further indicate that problem-solving skills may develop more in the context of high levels of engagement with active exercises in a CT training course.

One possible explanation for the overall positive effect of AM training condition but a weaker effect of exercise engagement may be due to the high quality of the lectures and/or the feedback posted on the course web-site (available to all students in the AM group, regardless of whether or not they completed more or less exercises), which may have provided students with enough engagement with AM to perform well. Also, given that the average level of engagement among all students who participated in the course was 11.67 (out of 24), with only 20.93% of the sample completing zero exercises, it is important to note that the majority of students engaged beyond simply viewing online lectures, including the majority of students in the low-engagement group.

Upon further analysis, the CT performance of those in the high-engagement group was positively correlated with motivation ($r = .38; p = .037$), as well as with need for cognition ($r = .49; p = .005$). In addition, though it was found that the CT performance of those in the low-engagement group was positively correlated with their need for cognition ($r = .38; p = .022$), CT performance in this group was not correlated with motivation. These findings indicate that motivation may have been a key feature of performance in the high engagement group, with motivation and performance being more closely coupled in the high-engagement group but not in the low-engagement group.
In the follow-up focus group interview, it was found that low-engagement on the part of some of the students, and possibly attrition, may have been a result of the manner in which the exercises were provided and the way in which students were instructed to complete them. Specifically, students were provided with instructions on how to complete each exercise at the end of every lecture recording and provided with a link to a Microsoft PowerPoint™ slideshow that contained the necessary materials to complete the exercises. Students were encouraged to use the Rationale™ AM software to complete these exercises, given that it is designed specifically for supporting AM construction. However, they were also provided with the opportunity to complete the exercises through Microsoft PowerPoint™. The latter opportunity was provided for the simple reason that licenses for Rationale™ were provided for on-campus computers only; thus, if students found the time in their schedules to complete the AM exercises at home, they would not be able to access Rationale™. As a result, the opportunity to complete their exercises through PowerPoint™ was provided in the event that some students wished to complete them at home. Unfortunately, as suggested in the focus group interview, providing students with the choice between the two software programmes for purposes of completing the exercises proved problematic; and most participants completed their exercises through PowerPoint™. For example, participant CR5 chose to complete the exercises through PowerPoint™ for reasons of familiarity with the programme:

My own thought on it was like, pick one or the other, you know like, say OK, we’re going to do this in PowerPoint™, everyone is using the same structure, everyone is using the same content, it’s easy to use, everything flows, rather than saying you can do it this way or you can go to a PC suite and log in and use a whole new software that you’re not familiar with. That was a fear that I had doing it - that, I don’t know Rationale™ but I’m fairly useful with PowerPoint™. Yet on PowerPoint™ I struggled and now, like, do I really need to go off and learn a whole new software application to try and do this critical thinking course, so the way I dealt with it, I did them as best I could in PowerPoint™ and submitted.
The ‘struggle’ mentioned by CR5 referred to the difficulty in constructing AMs in PowerPoint™. For example:

*I thought the PowerPoint slides were very difficult to manage. The stuff, like the actual content was fine, but it’s actually managing the editing of the PowerPoint™ slides that was quite difficult.*

Similarly, participant AO7 also found difficulty in using PowerPoint™ to complete the exercises:

*The graphic of trying to move boxes around, you pick it, you pull it, didn’t necessarily work and that really took away from the purpose of the exercise and you wasted a lot of time just trying to get boxes in the right places.*

These suggestions indicated, that though sufficient support in how to use Rationale™ was provided to students (i.e. links to instructional videos were provided on the course website), they felt, in general, that learning to use new software was an unnecessary use of their time, especially in the context of a voluntary course. However, at the same time, they felt that their ability to constructs AMs was limited in doing so through PowerPoint™. Participants further indicated that low-engagement may have been a result of their reported difficulties in completing exercises through PowerPoint™.

Another possible reason for low-engagement and attrition, indicated by the focus group, may have been the length of time it took to complete the exercises. As mentioned above, some of the exercises in the latter sessions actually took longer than an hour to complete, as reported in the focus group. Though one of the core objectives of the course was to develop CT by scaffolding students to work from simple to more complex applications of AM throughout the course (i.e. a feature that was welcomed by participating students), not all students were entirely happy about the possibility of needing additional time to complete the more complex exercises. For example, CR5 stated that:
You should mention that [exercises] will take you more time than 20 minutes. I spent up to nearly two hours on one of them trying to figure it out. That was just the exercise. That wasn’t including watching the lecture. The earlier ones were very simple - did them in a couple of minutes, didn’t even really think about the first two; [but,] as they went along they got more complex.

Participant EF9 added:

I think the problem there was that you were using the same... the exercise will take you 15 minutes - the same strategy of preparing the student. But they did increase in complexity and perhaps in the first two lectures, yes, this will only take you 15 minutes; but then you need to ‘up it’ and that this will in fact take you 30 or 40 minutes. Is it necessary to put the time factor down? Why not just let them go through it in their own pace? I think that [the time factor] puts people under pressure.

Notably, even in the two accounts presented above, there is considerable variation in the time estimates provided by students in relation to how long it took them to complete more complex exercises (i.e. 30 minutes – 2 hours). However, rather than proposing to students how long exercise would take, based on the suggestions made by the focus group participants, students should have been simply encouraged to take their time and progress on the exercises at their own pace. As such, while it is possible that some students disengaged as exercises became more complex and took longer to complete, it is important to note that the bulk of loss of participants occurred between the times that students signed up for the course and completion of the pre-testing phase, and not necessarily in response to the exercises (i.e. 52% of attrition occurred during this time frame). As noted by some members of the focus group, many participants also struggled with completing pre-test assessments through Survey Monkey. For example, though Survey Monkey™ includes a saving function, many students seemed to have trouble saving their work and were then required to start over again in order to complete all pre-test measures. Focus group participants noted that this frustrated many of their classmates and this in turn may explain why the bulk of loss of participants occurred between the times specified above.
Study 3 also explored the relationship between need for cognition, motivation towards learning and CT ability in the sample as a whole. It was hypothesised that both need for cognition and motivation towards learning would be significantly, positively correlated with CT performance. It was observed that though there was a significant correlation between need for cognition and motivation at pre-testing and post-testing, neither was correlated with overall CT performance at pre-testing. Notably, however, need for cognition was correlated with the HCTA sub-scales of argument analysis and likelihood and uncertainty at pre-testing, as were motivation regarding control of learning beliefs and the HCTA sub-scale of problem-solving. Interestingly, the general pattern of results regarding the correlation between CT performance and dispositional factors are consistent with findings from Study 2, where it was found that overall CT ability was positively correlated with disposition towards thinking at post-testing, but not at pre-testing. The significant correlation between CT performance and both need for cognition and motivation towards learning at post-testing is also consistent with previous research reporting a positive relationship between CT performance and both need for cognition and motivation (e.g. Garcia, Pintrich & Paul, 1992; Halpern, 2006; Jensen, 1998; Valenzuela, Nieto & Saiz, 2011).

Notably, the positive correlation between overall motivation to learn and CT ability at post-testing was accounted for by five of the eight MSLQ subscales: intrinsic goal orientation, control of learning beliefs, metacognitive self-regulation, motivation towards critical thinking, and motivation towards elaboration. Motivation towards elaboration (i.e. motivation to paraphrase, summarise and/or create analogies to build connections between different items of information) was the motivation sub-scale with the highest correlation with CT performance at post-test, possibly due to
good critical thinkers choosing to build more connections, better connections, or possibly more intricate, complex connections among propositions within arguments. Motivation towards CT (i.e. motivation to apply knowledge to new situations in order to make evaluations, solve problems and/or reach decisions) was the motivation sub-scale with the second highest correlation with CT performance, which is perhaps unsurprising, given that the HCTA requires the application of knowledge to problem situations in order to make evaluations and reach a decision in relation to key probe questions.

However, results also indicated that though the CT performance of both groups was significantly, positively correlated with motivation towards elaboration and motivation towards CT, there was a higher correlation between both forms of motivation and the CT performance of the control group than the AM group. Furthermore, the CT performance of controls was also significantly correlated with motivation towards organisation, whereas the CT performance of the AM group was not. With respect to the control group, apart from the pre-screening experience itself, or a post-screening reflection period, the novel learning experience of the first year student at university was the only other significant educational factor that may have caused the increased coupling of particular motivations and CT ability over time, and this is perhaps unsurprising as most first year courses challenge students to think in new and different ways, and critically, about information that is being presented to them in lectures. At the same time, results also revealed that overall motivation, intrinsic goal orientation and control of learning beliefs were all significantly correlated with the CT performance of those in the AM group and not for those in the control group at post-testing. Results suggest that though CT training was not the critical factor binding CT ability and all motivations towards learning, CT training
may reinforce the coupling of CT ability with some aspects of motivation, namely motivation towards control of learning beliefs and intrinsic goal orientation.

The above findings are interesting to consider, given that there seems to be a consistent pattern of correlations between CT ability and dispositional factors across Studies 2 and 3, with disposition towards thinking, need for cognition and motivation towards learning all being significantly correlated with CT ability at post-testing, but not at pre-testing. At the same time, these findings are not entirely consistent with previous research, because contrary to the current findings, even in the absence of training, CT ability has been shown to be correlated with motivation and CT dispositions (e.g. Colucciello, 1997; Facione, Facione and Sanchez, 1994; Garcia, Pintrich & Paul, 1992; Halpern, 2006; Hattie, Biggs & Purdie, 1996; Profeto-McGrath, 2003).

Interestingly, in the current study, though students’ need for cognition did not change over time in either the experimental or control groups, their motivation to learn significantly decreased over time. Upon closer analysis it was found that this global reduction in motivation was accounted for by a significant reduction in one of the eight motivation sub-scales: effort regulation. Notably, effort regulation was not correlated with CT ability, and it was seen to reduce in a similar way from pre-test to post-test in both the AM and control groups. Therefore, the decrease in effort regulation did not appear to be a function of variation in CT ability or a function of the CT training course; it may have been a result of some factor outside of the course itself. For example, as motivation towards effort regulation refers to the motivation to self-regulate effort and attention in the face of distractions and uninteresting tasks, it may be that those who participated in this course were distracted by requirements in other courses (i.e. impending examinations and class assignments), which made them
less interested in this voluntary CT course. However, at the same time, as this decline in effort regulation was seen in both the AM group and the control group, it may be that there was a general decrease in motivation towards effort regulation from early to late in the first semester of the first year at college. Specifically, it may be that in general, students’ workload demands had a negative influence on effort regulation over time; or perhaps the novelty of being in college ‘wore off’ and students began to lose interest in maintaining their initial levels of effort.

Although the relationship between need for cognition, motivation towards learning, and CT ability changed from pre-test to post-test, the results of the current study revealed that there was no effect of AM training on need for cognition or motivation towards learning. This finding suggests that differences between the AM and control groups on CT performance were not caused by changes in students’ dispositional need for cognition or motivation to learn. The results of regression analysis further clarified that need for cognition and motivation did not account for any variance in CT over and above the effect of experimental condition.

6.4.2 Limitations & Future Research

Though this study revealed that CT performance can be significantly enhanced by participation in an AM-infused CT e-learning course, there are some limitations that must be considered. Like Study 2, one limitation of the current study was the issue of attrition. With a prospective pool of approximately 1,200 first year undergraduate students, 720 of whom were psychology students, only 247 students volunteered to complete the preliminary testing sessions. Of the 156 students who actually completed the pre-testing session, only 74 completed post-testing after the intervention period. Again, it is worth noting that there were no differences between completers and non-completers on need for cognition or on motivation scores at the
pre-testing stage. These findings indicate that a lack of motivation or dispositional need for cognition was not accounting for attrition and that attrition may be more dependent on other personal factors (e.g. personal reasons, not having enough time to take part, or preferring to use any extra time between mandatory lectures for study; which is consistent with reports from non-completers in Study 2).

In order to overcome problems of attrition, future research might aim to implement and evaluate CT interventions in the context of a mandatory course, as opposed to a voluntary course (as employed in Studies 2 and 3). Although psychology students who participated in this study were promised credits towards their overall 1st Year Psychology mark and a certificate of completion, it seems that this was not enough to keep all participants involved in the study. By making such a CT intervention mandatory, attrition would have been significantly reduced and motivation (i.e. effort regulation) may have increased rather than decreased over time.

Though the AM group was compared with a control group, another limitation of this study was that the AM group was not compared with another CT training condition (as in Study 2). It was decided to include just two groups in Study 3 because it was predicted that a relatively high attrition rate would diminish the sample size and that the focus should therefore be on the comparison between an AM and a control group, which was deemed the most important comparison. While including a control group for comparison purposes is important for all AM-infused CT intervention studies, it is also important that future research include other active control conditions that involve training of CT skills using more traditional means, or alternate conditions where AM practice, type of feedback, or course delivery strategy is manipulated. For example, as discussed in previous chapters, although Alvarez-Ortiz’s (2007) meta-analysis found that courses where there was “lots of argument mapping practice”
produced a significant gain in students’ CT performance, with an effect size of .78 SD, CI [.67, .89], students who participated in CT courses that used at least some AM within the course achieved gains in CT ability with an effect size of .68 SD, CI [.51, .86]. Thus, while the amount of AM practice may be a significant variable worth manipulating in future intervention comparison studies, it appears that researchers will need to think carefully about how to maximize the benefits of AM practice and also test their various hypotheses in the context of realistic experimental designs that include reasonable sample sizes for the purpose of comparisons.

The comparison of multiple AM training strategies within a single study design, for example, where levels of AM practice (i.e. low versus high), AM feedback (i.e. feedback versus no feedback) and the delivery of AM (i.e. e-learning versus classroom) are manipulated, requires availability to larger samples of students. Though it is evident that a mandatory CT course would have yielded a larger sample in the current study context; unfortunately, at the time of this study, it was not feasible to make the CT training course mandatory, due to the existing curriculum structure across the 1st year Arts programme.

Future research on CT interventions could also move beyond measuring CT performance according to standardized tests that rely upon quantitative assessment, to include qualitative analyses of how students come to answer CT questions/problems. For example, research by Ku and Ho (2010b) examined students’ CT ability using the HCTA, but did so by asking each student to ‘talk aloud’ when critically thinking about each question on the assessment. Results revealed that those who were proficient at CT engaged in more metacognitive activities and processes, including self-regulatory planning and evaluation skills. This type of qualitative examination can potentially shed greater light upon the nature of the skills used by students during
CT. Developing Ku and Ho’s line of enquiry, this deeper qualitative analysis of the benefits of AM training may also shed light on the relationship between metacognitive processes other than CT, such as self-regulatory planning, and the increase (or decrease) in disposition toward CT and the coupling (or decoupling) of disposition and CT ability over time.

Furthermore, it should be an aim of future research to develop a method of assessing various dispositional, attitudinal, epistemological and motivational factors towards learning and thinking in a manner other than self-report. Perhaps a method of researcher observation can be developed to measure such dispositional traits. Ku (2009) suggests that the HCTA can be used to do this, in that its open-ended nature of questioning requires students to exhibit dispositional traits in order to answer sufficiently. However, Ku’s recommendation is largely speculative, given that it is not accompanied by a clear method in which to quantify disposition.

Another important issue to consider in the current study is the nature of feedback provided to students. The discussion from the focus group suggested that though the general feedback provided to all students was helpful in certain respects, they did not always pay close attention to it, due to its impersonal, global nature. Participants suggested that feedback that used the students’ names would provide more of a “personal touch” (CR5) and might encourage more students to engage the feedback (e.g. “I’d like to give you an example of John’s work, who argued as such and my response to John is as follows. Another example is David who...etc.” [RA1]).

Interestingly, Butchart et al. (2009) encountered similar problems in providing AM feedback to students. Butchart and colleagues acknowledged that providing feedback on AM exercises is a time consuming process, especially if the goal is to provide personalised feedback. Though personalised feedback can be provided to
students, it becomes less feasible when working with large numbers of students. Notably, after commenting on the problematic nature of their ‘correct’ versus ‘incorrect’ proposition placement feedback provided to students, Butchart and colleagues cite van Gelder’s (2005) method of providing feedback via ‘model answers’ as possibly one of the best ways to provide feedback. Model answers (i.e. model AMs) allow students to compare their AMs with those of the instructor. In the current study, feedback was designed in light of Butchart et al. (2009) and van Gelder’s (2005) recommendations, in that ‘model answer’ AMs were provided to students and compared with a handful of AMs developed by students. In addition, common mistakes made by students were identified, represented and explained – an effort to show students how they might have built a stronger AM. Thus, the feedback provided in the current study improved upon the automated feedback provided by Butchart and colleagues, which simply declared whether an answer was correct or incorrect. The comparison of the adequacy of feedback in the two studies is reflected in the effect size of each intervention – Butchart et al.’s (2009) automated feedback AM condition yielded an effect size of .45, whereas the CT condition in the current study yielded an effect size of .68. Nevertheless, due to the difficulties associated with providing feedback, future research aimed at investigating the effects of different types of feedback (e.g. automated feedback, personalised feedback and general class-based feedback), the effects of manipulating the presentational format of feedback (e.g. through text, outlines and AMs) and the effects of manipulating the delivery of feedback (e.g. in e-learning environments, in didactic classroom settings and in active, collaborative learning settings) is necessary and may also prove informative to the field of instructional design.
6.4.3 Summary & Conclusion

In summary, results from Study 3 revealed that participation in a CT e-learning course taught through AM significantly enhanced overall CT performance and performance on each CT sub-scale (as measured by the HCTA). Results also revealed that those who participated in an AM-infused CT e-learning course performed significantly better than controls on tests of overall CT, verbal reasoning and argument analysis at post-testing. Results from the focus group seem to corroborate these findings, given the focus group members’ general satisfaction with the course on the whole, as well as their more specific reports in relation to the benefits of using AM as a method of supporting CT.

RA1: *I think it was very well structured from the start - from the first exercise to the last exercise. It brought you through step-by-step so you could really build on each ... It was very easy to understand as well, once you actually followed - once you actually paid attention to the lectures - did what you're supposed to do. It was good. It was very helpful.*

CR5: *The structure of the way the course was run - you know you started with very simple examples and they got a little bit more complicated and a little bit more complicated - you had to think a little bit harder to work out answers. I think the way it was structured was done very well. The way it started, you know the first two exercises were very simple, you know, and then just levels of complexity were raised all the way along and then the last one was particularity complicated, you know, but you were kind of, for want of a better phrase, spoon fed all the way along and you know you were used to the levels of complexity increasing, I think that was very well done.*

AH6: *It was very interesting, it kind of made you think more broadly about your own thoughts as well - your opinions, so at the end of each section I probably would slightly change my opinion on some things, so it was good.*

In terms of the use of AM to help support CT during both the recorded lectures as well as the exercises, focus group participants reported that:

AH6: *They’re like an example - so you can build on that and put your argument into that example, whereas if you didn’t have it you wouldn’t know how to do it... I kind of thought it was all really about the visual aid, the visual system... It helped to identify the credible claims, because they’re laid out there, visually, in front of you in the map.*
CF4: It’s like you’re using more parts of your brain when [the information] is mapped out like that. You’re using a different part of your brain to compute just the text. If it was just text it’s only using one part, but if it’s in the map you’re using two different parts. I also think that you’re being stretched all the time - you can cope with whatever comes, every day I feel like its something that I can cope with because I’m looking at different parts and angles. So the visual aid [of the maps] definitely helped for me. Like, I would have thought critically before, but not as critically as I would now, like you do with maps, and you’re going through the process more and you’re doing more argument maps and its going more into it, you know what I mean?

In conclusion, consistent with reports which highlight the value of using e-learning to facilitate the development of metacognitive processes (Huffaker & Calvert, 2003), the results of Study 3 suggest that CT skills can be enhanced by participating in an AM-infused CT training course delivered in an e-learning environment. However, future research is necessary to further examine the effects of AM and e-learning on CT, as well as the conditions that most positively affect CT performance and CT dispositions in the context of CT training.
Chapter 7

General Discussion

This chapter presents a general discussion of the research conducted in this thesis, with a specific focus on findings related to the effects of argument mapping on the learning outcomes of memory, comprehension and critical thinking, as well as the dispositional factors that relate to these learning outcomes. This will be followed by a discussion of potential, future research that may be conducted in order to examine the effects of AM in alternative learning contexts, particularly collaborative e-learning environments. Next, broader implications for the use of argument mapping in education will be discussed, followed by a general summary and conclusion.

7.1 Interpretation of Results

The overall aim of the current programme of research was to evaluate the use of argument mapping as a learning tool. Specifically, over the course of three studies, this research examined the effects of argument mapping (AM) on immediate recall, delayed recall, comprehension and critical thinking (CT). Findings from these studies suggest that AM is an efficacious learning method, as it was shown to facilitate both recall and CT ability.

7.1.1 Memory & Comprehension

Study 1 involved four experiments. The collective findings from these experiments suggest that AM reading and construction can facilitate better immediate recall of propositions from arguments when compared with more traditional learning strategies, such as text-reading and text-summarisation. Study 1 experiments revealed that when compared with traditional text-based study materials, AM reading
significantly enhanced the immediate recall of arguments, regardless of (1) the presence or absence of colour to demarcate reasons and objections in AMs (Experiment 1), (2) the environmental setting in which AMs were studied (Experiment 2), and (3) the study topic used in experiments (i.e. positive effects of AM reading on immediate recall were observed for two different topics presented in Experiments 1 - 3). Results also revealed that those who actively learned through AM and hierarchical outline (HO) construction performed significantly better on immediate recall testing than those who actively learned through text-summarisation (i.e. Experiment 4).

Results from Experiment 1 also revealed that though those who studied from colour and monochrome AMs scored significantly higher on immediate recall when compared with a text-reading group; there was no difference between the colour and monochrome AM study groups. This finding suggests that the use of colour within AMs is not as important a contributor to memory performance benefits as other AM features (e.g. the hierarchical organisation of information). This suggestion was further supported by the results from Experiment 4, in which it was found that though both active AM and HO groups scored significantly higher on immediate recall than the text summarisation group, there was no difference between the AM and HO groups. Though the AMs used in Experiment 4 were both coloured and hierarchically organised, the HOs were hierarchically organised only. Therefore, though the processes through which AM and HO construction facilitated learning gains may have been different, the advantage of AM construction over text summarisation was most likely a result of the hierarchical organisation of information - a common feature of both AM and HO learning strategies (e.g. Robinson & Kiewra, 1995; Taylor, 1982; Taylor & Beach, 1984; van Gelder, 2003). Overall, it appears that the hierarchical
organisation of propositions within an AM is what facilitates enhanced memory, rather than the additional gestalt organizational properties of colour that were hypothesised as beneficial in Experiment 1.

Even though this programme of research did not identify colour as an influential variable, future experiments could conduct a more refined analysis of the effects of colour in the use of AMs as learning aids. For example, research suggests that the use of colour encoding to enhance visual short-term memory may be dependent upon the spatial configuration of the coloured target items that are the focus of encoding activity (Jiang, Olson & Chun, 2000). Jiang, Olson and Chun (2000) found that whereas the spatial location of target items is important for determining whether colour will enhance recall, the colour of the item is not necessarily important for determining whether location will enhance recall. Thus, future research might examine the interdependence between colour cues and spatial arrangement features of propositions in AMs, in order to further evaluate the potential benefits of colour use in AMs. Such research is important because, contrary to findings in Study 1, it may be that the use of colour to demarcate reasons from objections in the overall AM structure does support and enhance certain aspects of spatial memory for specific arguments - an effect that could potentially be revealed if a different, spatially-oriented memory testing method were used. For example, future research could examine the effects of AM on recall by presenting three groups of students an argument in the form of an AM, a hierarchical outline or a text and have them study these materials for a fixed amount of time. Following this study period, the three groups could be tested for their recall of the propositions within the argument by providing them with a matching template on a computer screen of the study material originally allocated to them. The testing template would not contain all
the text that was included in the study materials, but rather a large number of blank AM boxes or blank lines. Correct responses would then be identified by matching propositions from the original argument structure with the corresponding location in the AM, HO or text by clicking the box or line where the target proposition should be located based on its location in the original study materials (Ciranni & Shimamura, 1999).

Despite the apparent benefits of AM revealed in Study 1, passive reading of AMs did not appear to facilitate either comprehension or delayed recall. It is possible that the reason for these null effects was because AM reading did not facilitate enhanced levels of schema construction necessary for comprehension or long-term storage over traditional text-reading. For AM reading to enhance both comprehension and delayed recall over and above text reading, it may be that students need more time to assimilate the AMs presented to them. Specifically, it may be that the 10-15 minutes provided to students in Study 1 for AM reading was not enough time for students to conduct schema construction at a level of critical complexity and depth to facilitate full understanding of the material and/or long-term storage. Thus, future research could examine the effects of AM reading, in comparison with HO and text reading, on comprehension and delayed recall in study settings that last longer than those in the current research – possibly 20-30 minutes.

Furthermore, it may be that multiple readings of an AM, as opposed to the one encounter with an AM in Study 1, are necessary for the enhancement of schema construction, and subsequently, delayed recall and comprehension of target information. That is, perhaps students who read an AM two or three times might perform better on tests of delayed recall and comprehension than those who read a text the same amount of times. This suggestion is consistent with past research on
both distributed versus mass learning (Fiore & Salas, 2007; Willingham, 2002) and spacing effects (Challis, 1993; Greene, 1989; 2008), which suggests that multiple encounters with the same study materials enhance delayed recall performance more so than one encounter. In future research on the effects of AM on delayed recall and comprehension, students might, for example, be asked to read an argument via an AM, text or a hierarchical outline for 10 minutes on Monday, again Wednesday and once more on Friday; and then be assessed on their delayed recall and comprehension for that argument the following Monday. In this context, it is possible that the multiple encounters with the study materials might yield significant differences among those who studied from a text, outline and AM.

Due to the time constraints associated with the length of classes in the lecture hall setting of study and testing, it was not possible to administer multiple assessments in all four experiments. As a result, comprehension and delayed recall were not tested in active learning environments as was immediate recall. Consistent with findings from Experiment 4, in which active AM and HO construction facilitated enhanced immediate recall, as well as past research suggesting the beneficial effects of active learning on various learning outcomes (e.g. Hake, 1998; Laws, Sokoloff & Thornton, 1999; Redish, Saul & Steinberg, 1997), it may be that elements of active argument construction is necessary for AM use to develop enhanced levels of delayed recall and comprehension. As a result, future research may investigate the effects of AM construction on delayed recall and comprehension in comparison with the effects of HO construction and text summarisation. For example, students might be provided with a text to read for 10 minutes, followed by a 30-40 minute period of AM construction, HO construction or text summarisation of the text provided. After the active study period, students could be administered a test of comprehension for the
material they actively learned. Students might then be provided a delayed recall test for the same information the following week. It is speculated, given the inclusion of both active learning and the extra time to conduct this active learning, that such future research might reveal beneficial effects of AM on delayed recall and comprehension.

7.1.2 Critical Thinking

Whereas Study 1 examined the effects of AM on memory and comprehension, Studies 2 and 3 investigated the effects of AM on higher-order metacognitive processes, particularly CT. A key feature of both Studies 2 and 3 was that, over the course of six weeks, students who participated in the AM groups were deeply immersed in AM-infused CT training. It was speculated that the training regimes in Studies 2 and 3 might maximise the facilitative effects of AM on CT.

In Study 2, the effects of a six-week AM-infused CT training course were compared with those of a traditional (HO) CT training course and a no-CT training control condition. Study 2 findings revealed that though the CT course taught through AM did not facilitate overall CT or RJ performance over and above the traditional HO CT course or the control condition (i.e. no-CT course), participants in the AM training group performed significantly better on inductive reasoning than those in the control group. However, given that the HO group also scored significantly higher than the control group on inductive reasoning, findings suggested that teaching CT through AM was no better than teaching CT through HO. Interestingly, results from Study 2 are consistent with those from Study 1, where no difference was observed between the AM and HO groups on immediate recall performance. Furthermore, when analysed together, the CT course attendees (i.e. both AM and HO groups combined) outperformed the control condition on analysis, evaluation and inductive reasoning, suggesting that exposure to CT training infused with some hierarchical organisation
strategy may have beneficial effects on CT performance. Overall, these findings again indicate that though the use of colour and spatial organisation of propositions within AMs may provide beneficial visual cues to both the reader and constructor of AMs, the hierarchical organisation of propositions within AMs and HOs may be the critical feature associated with the beneficial effects observed for memory and CT learning outcomes.

Also in Study 2, the null effect of AM on overall CT, analysis, evaluation, inference and RJ was presumed to be a result of one or more of the following limitations (as discussed in Chapter 6): the small sample size of those who participated in the CT intervention; the limited instructor feedback provided to participants during training; the method of assessment used to measure CT and RJ; and possibly the level of students’ engagement in the CT courses. Thus, Study 3 was conducted with the primary goal of improving upon the design, implementation, and evaluation of AM-infused CT training.

Study 3 examined the effects of an AM-infused CT e-learning course on CT performance by comparing the effects of an AM-infused CT e-learning course with a no-CT course control group on measures of CT ability. Study 3 also examined the relationship between student engagement in the AM-infused CT course and CT performance changes over time. Results from Study 3 revealed that those who participated in the AM-infused CT group outperformed those in the control group on overall CT, verbal reasoning and argument analysis. Results also revealed that performance on overall CT and all CT sub-scales (i.e. hypothesis testing, argument analysis, verbal reasoning, assessing likelihood and uncertainty, and problem-solving) of those in the AM-infused CT group were significantly enhanced from pre-to-post-
testing. These findings indicated that CT training through the use of AM can facilitate enhanced CT ability.

Interestingly, one sub-scale assessed by the HCTA which was not enhanced more for the AM group than for the control group was problem-solving. This finding is interesting because problem-solving, which “involves the use of multiple problem statements to define the problem and identify possible goals, the generation and selection of alternatives, and the use of explicit criteria to judge among alternatives” (Halpern, 2010, p. 7), is akin to the CT sub-skill of inference, which in Study 2, was also the only core skill of CT not improved by a CT course intervention. These findings suggest that perhaps inferential skills, such as gathering information to draw conclusions or solve problems, like RJ, require longer than six weeks (i.e. the duration of CT courses in both Studies 2 and 3) to significantly develop more than the inferential skills of those who do not participate in CT training. This is not surprising given the complexity of the skill of inference, which is heightened due to its dependency on the ability to also apply skills of analysis and evaluation. Having said that, the one important difference between Study 2 and Study 3 in this context is that in Study 3, the AM group scored significantly higher on the CT post-test than on the CT pre-test in terms of overall CT ability and all CT sub-scales, including problem-solving, suggesting a significant gain in all aspects of CT ability.

Nevertheless, future research might test the above speculation regarding the need for a longer period of AM training for inference skill development. For example, future research might examine the effects of AM- and HO-infused CT training, in comparison with those who do not participate in CT training on skills of inference and problem-solving, as well as RJ (i.e. which was also speculated to require longer periods of development) in a longitudinal study. In this context, AM- and HO-infused
CT training groups could participate in multiple CT courses over the course of two years (e.g. one per semester), in which both CT training groups as well as controls are tested on inference, problem-solving and RJ at testing periods of pre-testing, 6 months, 12 months, 18 months and 24 months. As suggested above, it may be that the development of inference, problem-solving and RJ ability over and above the performance level of controls requires a longer amount of time than that provided in the current research. Thus, such longitudinal research may reveal the speculated, beneficial effects of CT training and more specifically, AM-infused CT training on inferential skills and RJ.

Results from Study 3 also revealed that though there was no strong effect of level of engagement with AM-infused CT exercises on overall CT ability, there was a time x engagement interaction effect for the CT sub-skill of problem-solving, with those in the high-engagement group showing a greater gain in problem-solving ability than those in the low-engagement group. One possible explanation for the overall positive effect of AM-infused CT training, but weaker effect of exercise engagement (i.e. there was neither an effect of condition or time on CT or any of the CT sub-scales), may be the high quality of the lectures posted on the course web-site - available to all students in the AM group, regardless of how many exercises they completed; which may have provided students with sufficient engagement with AM to perform well. However, the positive effect of engagement levels on problem-solving performance in the AM group is promising, as it is broadly consistent with the suggestion above that more intensive levels of engagement may be crucial for the development of higher-level inference skills.
7.1.3 Dispositional Factors towards Thinking

The three studies conducted in this research produced some very interesting findings with regards to AM’s effect on memory and CT. However, apart from the current research programme’s focus on the effect of AM on lower-and-higher order thinking skills, the research also produced some very interesting findings with regards to dispositional factors associated with higher-order thinking performance outcomes. At the pre-testing stage of Study 2, it was found that overall disposition towards thinking (including disposition towards truth-seeking, open-mindedness, analyticity, systematicity, confidence, inquisitiveness and maturity) was significantly correlated with RJ performance and that disposition towards truth-seeking was significantly, positively correlated with CT performance. However, epistemological beliefs regarding the structure of knowledge was significantly, negatively correlated with both CT and RJ at pre-testing. At the post-testing stage, disposition towards thinking (including truth-seeking and open-mindedness) was again correlated with RJ. Disposition towards thinking (including disposition towards truth-seeking, analyticity, confidence and inquisitiveness) was also significantly, positively correlated with CT at the post-testing stage. In Study 3, it was found that though both need for cognition and motivation were not significantly correlated with overall CT performance at pre-testing, both were significantly correlated with CT performance at post-testing - specifically, need for cognition and the motivation towards critical thinking, metacognitive self-regulation, elaboration, intrinsic goal orientation and control of learning beliefs.

With regards to the overall relationships between CT ability and dispositional factors towards thinking, knowledge and learning, results suggest that disposition towards thinking, need for cognition and motivation towards learning are good
predictors of CT ability. In the case of RJ, this is particularly true, given that it was significantly correlated with overall disposition towards thinking at both pre-and-post-testing. However, these findings require further explanation, given that the correlations between overall CT and the dispositional factors did not exist at pre-testing (with the exception of disposition towards truth-seeking). As indicated in previous chapters, the significant correlation between overall CT and overall disposition, motivation and need for cognition at post-testing suggests that perhaps, CT training is a binding factor between dispositional factors and CT performance. However, it was also speculated that this was not the case for all dispositional factors (e.g. need for cognition and motivation towards both elaboration and organisation), given that there were post-test correlations between CT performance and both need for cognition and motivation in the AM group as well as the control group. Thus, in situations where there was a significant, positive relationship between the CT performance and dispositional factors in controls, it may be that maturation and the experience of college (i.e. which have been shown to enhance CT performance; Pascarella & Terenzini, 1991) might also bind disposition and CT ability over time, over-and-above any effect of CT training. At the same time, it may be that CT training serves to strengthen the relationship between certain dispositions and CT performance.

In any case, future research is necessary to further examine the relationship between CT performance and the dispositional factors investigated in this programme of research, in order to confirm whether or not the observed pattern of correlations between these two variables holds true in replication studies. In the event that such research is conducted, it seems important to examine the changing nature of the relationship between CT performance and disposition towards truth-seeking,
analyticity, confidence and inquisitiveness, as well as motivation towards control of learning beliefs and intrinsic goal orientation – dispositional factors which were all exclusively correlated with post-test CT performance of those who received CT training. At the same time, consistent with past research (e.g. Colucciello, 1997; Facione, Facione & Sanchez, 1994; Garcia, Pintrich & Paul, 1992; Halpern, 2006; Profeto-McGrath, 2003; Valenzuela, Nieto & Saiz, 2011), in general, the findings from the current research suggest that disposition towards thinking, motivation towards thinking and need for cognition are good predictors of CT ability. These are important findings that are worthy of deeper, qualitative and quantitative analysis in future research.

Overall, results revealed that learning through AM can enhance immediate recall (in both passive and active learning settings), inductive reasoning (as measured by California Critical Thinking Skills Test; Facione, 1990a, Facione et al., 2002), overall CT, hypothesis testing, verbal reasoning, argument analysis, judging likelihood and uncertainty and problem-solving (as measured by the Halpern Critical Thinking Assessment). In addition, results revealed that, regardless of the method used for training CT (e.g. AM and HO), CT training can facilitate analysis, evaluation and inductive reasoning (as measured by California Critical Thinking Skills Test; Facione, 1990a, Facione et al., 2002). Furthermore, results revealed that certain dispositional factors towards thinking, knowledge and learning (e.g. disposition towards thinking, motivation and need for cognition) are good predictors of CT performance.

7.2 Future Research

In the previous three empirical chapters, a number of recommendations were made for future research, in light of both findings and limitations of the current
research programme. These recommendations suggest that further research needs to be conducted in order to further test the potential benefits of AM in relation to a number of learning outcomes (e.g. delayed recall, comprehension and inference). Furthermore, it was recommended that such research on AM be carried out with the goals of (1) controlling for motivation towards learning; (2) controlling for familiarity, interest and perceived difficulty in the topics studied; (3) providing sufficient training in AM to facilitate enhanced learning outcomes; and (4) providing sufficient feedback to students based on their work. Keeping these recommendations in mind, in light of further research and theory, focus now turns to discussion of broader suggestions for future research.

Given that research in this thesis has provided evidence to suggest that AM is a beneficial learning aid, the broad focus of future research on AM should be largely aimed at investigating different educational contexts (1) in which such benefits can be enhanced and (2) where AM can be used to enhance learning outcomes such as delayed recall, comprehension, inference and RJ (i.e. which were not shown to be enhanced by AM in the current research programme). Two educational contexts in which learning through AM may possibly benefit comprehension, delayed recall, CT and RJ are e-learning and collaborative learning. e-Learning may be a particularly fruitful educational context for future research given the beneficial effects of the AM-infused CT e-learning course on CT observed in Study 3, as well as past research on the beneficial effects of e-learning in general (Agarwal & Day, 1998; Brown, 2001; Huffaker & Calvert, 2003; Johnson et al., 2004; Jukes & McCain, 2002; see Chapter 6). Furthermore, given that AM software is used to visually represent the structure of arguments and allows for their manipulation (van Gelder, 2000; 2003); and that argumentation is a social activity (van Eemeren et al, 1996), it seems reasonable to
further speculate that the ability of computer-supported AM to enhance learning may be optimised in collaborative learning settings. Thus, it is recommended that future research on AM focus on its use in computer-supported collaborative learning (CSCL) environments.

Considering that a major focus of the current research was to examine AM’s effects on CT, it may be useful for future research to consider the potential benefits of computer-supported AM in conjunction with collaborative learning in CT training environments. It has been argued by Paul (1987; 1993) that dialogue, a fundamental component of collaborative learning, is necessary for good CT. In the context of CT and computer-based AM, dialogue is advantageous because it provides thinkers with an opportunity to explain and question their own beliefs and arguments in light of the thinking and opinions of others involved in the dialogue. In this way, the thinkers involved in the dialogue are actively engaged in collaborative learning. Another benefit of the proposed future research is that over the course of a computer-supported AM-infused CT training intervention, the whole gamut of learning outcomes investigated in the current research programme (i.e. immediate recall, delayed recall, comprehension, analysis, evaluation, inference and reflective judgment) can be examined in the context of a collaborative learning environment. For example, five groups could be compared: (1) a collaborative learning AM-infused CT group, (2) an AM-infused CT group (i.e. without collaborative learning), (3) a traditional HO-infused CT group with collaborative learning (i.e. without AM), (4) a traditional HO-infused CT group (without AM and collaborative learning) and a (5) control group (i.e. without AM, collaborative learning and CT training); with regards to their performances on all the learning outcomes listed above. Specifically, immediate recall and comprehension could be examined during a break in class or at the end of class;
similar to the way it was examined in the current research in which students were provided a study material and asked to study it for an allotted amount of time. Following this study period, students’ comprehension and immediate recall could be tested via a specially designed test, relevant to the information studied (i.e. similar to those used in the current research). The examination of immediate recall and comprehension could potentially work well in some of the introductory CT classes, in the context of emphasising the importance of the ability to remember and understand information one is required to think critically about. Furthermore, in the weeks following, delayed recall could be tested by providing the students with the same test completed the week prior. In addition, the higher-order thinking processes of analysis, evaluation, inference and reflective judgment could also be assessed similar to the way they were examined in the current research study, that is, via pre-post intervention-testing.

The rationale for emphasising future research on the effects of AM-infused CSCL environments is that past research indicates that the use of CSCL strategies (e.g. mapping strategies), can facilitate: (1) higher grades on academic course assessments; (2) reasoned discussion among students; and (3) aid in focusing students to transfer these dialogic skills to curriculum-based learning (Engelmann et al., 2010; Engelmann & Hesse, 2010; Hwang, Shi & Chu, 2011; Johnson, Johnson & Stanne, 2000; Ma, 2009; Wegerif and Dawes, 2004). According to Johnson, Johnson and Stanne (2000), there are over 900 research studies that have indicated positive effects of collaborative learning over and above other learning strategies, including individual and competitive learning. Furthermore, in Johnson, Johnson and Stanne’s (2000) meta-analysis of 164 high quality studies, a number of cooperative learning strategies were shown to enhance scholastic performance; in particular, learning
together, which was shown to enhance academic achievement significantly more than both competitive learning ($d = .85$) and individual learning ($d = 1.04$). Slavin (1995) describes a number of reasons why collaborative learning enhances academic performance, including both motivational and cognitive factors. According to Slavin, when students share a common goal and work together, they positively reinforce each other during their collaborative work, which motivates them to achieve higher standards of performance. Similarly, students are motivated to help one another in collaborative learning environments because it is in their own interest to do so. That is, as students involved in group projects are graded based on what the group achieves, as opposed to their own individual efforts, it is in the interest of each student to motivate and help their peers to work hard and perform well. This is consistent with research by Ma (2009), where it was found that collaborative learning environments in which students are aided by their peers can enhance higher-order thinking skills.

Ma’s (2009) research examined how interactivity in a CSCL environment contributed to the development of higher-order thinking skills. Six groups with four-to-five participants in each group engaged in a seven-week project examining developments in textile fibres and fabrics. The degree of intra-group interactivity was measured using the number of direct responses to messages posted in a discussion forum. It was found that the quality of interaction using the discussion forum significantly influenced the quality of learning constructed by the group. For example, Group A had the second highest number of forum messages, with intensive and rich interaction. Specifically, more than 32% of threaded messages contained between four and ten referents. Furthermore, Group A members’ understanding was promoted through online group support and help, as those members who lacked understanding of a topic received help from fellow group members to address the lack of knowledge.
Essentially, increased discussion and collaboration led to improvements in the quality of thought and a deeper understanding of the topic.

Future research, similar to that by Ma (2009), could examine how interactivity in CSCL-infused CT training, taught through AM, contributes to the development of higher-order thinking skills, such as CT and RJ. Such research could compare Ma’s method of having groups converse via prose/text-based responses and comments with groups who converse via posting AMs on a discussion board, in which responses and comments are made by amending other groups’ AMs (e.g. by adding objections, rebuttals and/or supports). In this context, it is hypothesised that, given the support of collaboration and dialogue with peers, the AM groups would perform significantly better than the prose/text-based groups on outcomes of analysis, evaluation, inference and RJ.

In addition to motivational benefits, assisting peers in learning can also benefit the individual who is doing the helping in a cognitive manner (Slavin, 1995). That is, for individuals to build knowledge (i.e. through schema construction), it is beneficial for them to engage in some form of elaboration. Elaboration refers to the cognitive restructuring of information that is the target of learning (Wittrock, 1986). Research has shown that one of the most effective methods of elaboration is explaining the information to others (Dansereau, 1988; Newbern, 1994). AM software may be a useful tool in this context because it can be used as a strategy that promotes elaboration of information among students through the presentation and manipulation of information in both a verbal and visual manner.

The recommendation for future research to examine AM-infused CSCL environments is also made because research has shown that reasoning and argumentation skills increase if CSCL is used, given that CSCL aids students in
making their thoughts and solution strategies clear (Kuhn et al., 2008; Wegerif, 2002; Wegerif & Dawes, 2004). For example, Kuhn, et al. (2008) examined the effects of computer-supported instant-messaging on the development of argumentation skills. Twenty-eight sixth grade students participated in an argumentative discourse activity, where they collaborated in pairs and engaged in arguments against successive pairs of peers on the opposite side of an issue. Pairs were involved in discourse on the topics of capital punishment (i.e. for the initial and final topic) and home-schooling. Students were initially required to create their own, individual position on the given topics. Following this, using instant messaging software, they were asked to work in pairs to develop dialogic arguments. Students then engaged in a reflective session, where they were asked to compare the arguments of opposing pairs with their own, prior to actively debating these topics with their competitors. Across the three successive topics, students showed significant gains in their understanding of the nature of good argumentation skills. These advances remained once they were asked to construct individual arguments once more, bereft of the support of their collaborating peers. Though working with peers through computer-supported instant messaging is a method of collaborative e-learning, instant-messaging itself remains a text-based format of presenting/exchanging information. Thus, similar to future research recommended above, additional research could further examine the effects of AM on argumentation skills, by comparing the performance of a number of AM groups (i.e. each consisting of two or three students) with the performance of hierarchical outlining groups and groups using other text-based strategies, on their ability to argue and debate various topics in CSCL environments that utilise web-based communication (e.g. instant-messaging and e-mail).
These recommendations for future research regarding AM are further supported by recent research which suggests that collaborative learning through mapping strategies, similar to AM, can enhance learning performance. For example, research by Engelmann and Hesse (2010) examined the effects of concept mapping through CSCL on domain-specific problem-solving ability. Given that intra-group problem-solving can be hindered by a lack of shared domain-specific knowledge among groups, the authors suggested that the development of digital concept maps may be a possible solution to this problem. Such maps would contain the domain-specific knowledge of all group members regarding a given problem and allow for this information to be shared amongst the group. In Engelmann and Hesse’s (2010) research, 20 groups (consisting of three participants each) who constructed such concept maps were compared to 20 other groups who did not construct concept maps. It was found that the concept map groups showed increased awareness of the knowledge of their peers. Moreover, these groups were more focused on problem-relevant information and solved the problems both faster and with more accuracy than the groups without access to the maps.

In a follow-up study, Engelmann et al. (2010) investigated whether access to concept maps alone was adequate for increased group problem-solving or whether communication among the group was also a necessity. Eighty-one participants were involved in the research. In all groups, members were separated from one another. Half of the groups were provided the facility of communicating with intra-group members and viewing their concept maps; whereas the other groups could view the concept maps of their fellow group members, but were not allowed to communicate with them. Results revealed that intra-group communication improved group problem-solving, as it resulted in fewer mistakes in the problem-solving process.
greater performance in complex problem-solving tasks, and less stress amongst group members.

In addition, Hwang, Shi and Chu (2011) examined the benefits of digital concept maps to improve collaborative learning within a context-aware ubiquitous learning environment. CmapTools (Novak & Cañas, 2006) concept mapping software enabled students to construct and then share knowledge representations in the form of concept maps. Seventy elementary school students, placed into one of three groups, were involved in the experiment and collaboratively learned about butterfly ecology through reading and observation with their own group only. The experimental group, consisting of 25 participants, were taught how to use concept maps and were then asked to create their own maps via CmapTools on a palmtop computer. Control group A, containing 21 participants, were taught how to use concept maps and were then asked to create their own individual ‘pen-and-paper’ concept maps. Control group B, containing 24 participants, received neither concept map instruction, nor were allowed to use concept maps. It was found that attitudes to science learning and group learning were all significantly higher in the experimental group than the two control groups. Furthermore, when compared to control group A, the collaborative possibilities of the shared digital concept maps led to increased academic performance.

Based on this review of past research on collaborative learning in computer-supported learning environments, it is recommended that future research should examine the effects of using AM in CSCL environments in comparison with (1) other computer-supported mapping strategies (e.g. concept mapping; Engelmann et al., 2010; Engelmann, & Hesse, 2010; Hwang, Shi & Chu, 2011; Roth & Roychoudhury, 1994); (2) computer-supported text-based strategies, such as participation in instant-messaging (e.g. Kuhn et al., 2008), online discussion forums (Ma, 2009) or social
networking websites; as well as (3) computer-supported hierarchical outlining strategies. Overall, it is recommended that future research should examine the effects of computer-based AM as instructional support in collaborative learning settings, because the use of AM, alongside collaborative e-learning strategies may potentially enhance a number of learning outcomes, such as those examined in the current research.

7.3 Broader Implications of Argument Mapping

A more global perspective on the findings from this research suggests that AM can potentially supplement traditional methods of presenting arguments that are the focus of learning in educational settings. For example, based on the findings of the current series of studies, it appears that AM can be successfully used: (1) to support didactic instruction or to potentially replace text-based learning strategies in certain situations; (2) as a study guide provided by the teacher to be used by the student, (3) as a partially completed study guide provided by the teacher to be completed by students when reading text, (4) as a means of supporting text-based study through passive reading or active construction; and/or (5) as a means of providing students with a method of constructing arguments from scratch using specific, class-based material as the basis for AM construction work.

Specifically, in didactic, instructional settings, instead of presenting students with slideshows filled with bullet points of information that they will need to recall in the future, it may prove more advantageous to place AMs within the slides as a means of presenting both the target information and the structure of the reasoning behind it. In this context, AMs may provide students with the opportunity to gain deeper insight and greater understanding of the subject being taught, through assimilating the propositions; drawing the necessary connections among those propositions; and
assessing the relevance, credibility and the logical strength of those propositions as well as their interconnectivity within an AM. Thus, as a result of potentially greater understanding and deeper insight, students may be better able to analyse and evaluate the class materials. However, based on suggestions made in Study 1 (i.e. in light of the null effect of AM on comprehension), AM’s ability to potentially facilitate this deeper insight and understanding may be dependent upon the amount of training received in AM strategies. That is, provided that the process of AM is first trained (see Studies 2 and 3), AMs may provide students with a visual scaffold of the information expected to be learned; and may also aid in their ability to critically analyse and evaluate the target information for purposes of creating greater understanding.

Presenting information in this hierarchically organised manner may also allow students to more readily question the importance of propositions and their relationships within class materials, given that the structure of the information is made explicit; and may possibly motivate students to seek further justification from sources apart from class-based materials. That is, if an argument is explicitly laid out for students in class via an AM, it may facilitate their ability to see the logical flow of the argument more easily, given that they are spared the need to simultaneously assimilate the argument and take notes. This may increase the likelihood of a student raising their hand in class and questioning the logic or validity of the argument. That is, AMs in the classroom may promote student engagement in the classroom.

In addition to the benefits of AM in didactic settings, the ability to actively map arguments could potentially aid students to organise their notes outside of the classroom and more easily assimilate important information from additional readings. This in turn would allow them to actively learn information through their own
investigation of the given subject area. Furthermore, findings from Study 3 indicate
that the provision of AM software can present students with the opportunity to
actively learn, in that students are provided a means of structuring propositions into
arguments, gathered from both classroom-based and extracurricular investigations, for
purposes of analysing and evaluating the materials and inferring their own
conclusions; thus providing them with the opportunity to actively gain a deeper
understanding of the subject area.

AM may be utilised in a number of different contexts in educational settings.
Whatever domain is the target of argumentation, AM provides a means of structuring
one’s thoughts so that the reasoning behind argumentation is made clear, thus aiding
in problem-solving and the making of critical decisions. Notably, though AM can aid
such processes as a result of its visual representation of arguments (which can
simplify the process of evaluating reasons and objections and inferring conclusions;
vander Gelder, 2003), it does not guarantee either good reasoning or good decision-
making. This is because an AM is only as good as the reasoning behind the argument.
In other words, no matter how visually appealing and helpful the representation of the
argument, if the argument is poor, the decision-maker will gain very little value from
it, other than perhaps recognising how poor their reasoning is. Therefore, while AM
can be an efficient tool for presenting arguments, its benefits are entirely dependent
on both the critical thinking and reflective judgment ability of its creator. In general,
AM may be used as a means of both presenting and constructing arguments. Given
the results of the current research, it can be expected that the use of AM will increase
users’ ability to recall arguments and also facilitate their ability to think critically.
**7.4 Summary & Conclusion**

In order to acquire and adapt knowledge - the basis for all thinking processes necessary in educational settings, as outlined by Bloom (1956), Romiszowski (1981), Anderson and Krathwohl (2001) and Marzano (2001), students must often navigate many different sources of information, including class notes, text-books and classroom handouts. For students to successfully navigate this information and create new knowledge, they must assimilate, analyse and evaluate information and infer conclusions. More often than not, however, the sources of the information navigated by students present information in a text-based format. Text-based learning materials are problematic because they present information in a linear fashion, in which the inferential relationships amongst items of information are not always made explicitly clear. Without such clarity, a student’s ability to assimilate information, regardless of whether lower-or-higher-order thinking skills are used, is compromised by the placement of additional cognitive load on the student reading the text.

As discussed, given that (1) all thinking processes are dependent on one’s ability to encode and remember information via the operation of working memory; and that (2) cognitive load places additional demands on working memory processes, it is important to develop new ways of presenting information to students that allows them acquire knowledge with as little cognitive load as possible. In the current research, argument mapping, a method of organising information hierarchically in a visual representation, was speculated to keep constraining factors like cognitive load to a minimum (van Gelder, 2000; 2001; 2003).

Sweller (1999; 2005; 2010), Facione (1990), Halpern (2003a; 2006) and King and Kitchener (1994), the current research programme examined the effects of argument mapping on thinking processes identified as necessary in educational settings, including memory, comprehension, analysis, evaluation, inference and reflective judgment. Results from Study 1 revealed that AM reading and construction facilitated better immediate recall performance when compared with more traditional methods of text-based learning, such as text-reading and text summarisation. Study 2 found that participation in a CT training course significantly enhanced CT skills of analysis, evaluation, and inductive reasoning. Participants in the AM-infused course scored significantly higher than controls on tests of inductive reasoning, while participants in the traditional (hierarchical outlining) CT course scored significantly higher than controls on tests of analysis and inductive reasoning. Finally, results from Study 3 revealed that there was a significant gain from pre-to-post-testing on all aspects of CT performance for those who attended the AM-infused CT e-learning course; and that those who took part in the AM-infused course scored significantly higher on overall CT and several CT sub-scales, including verbal reasoning and argument analysis, than those in the control group.

Overall, the current research suggests that argument mapping can enhance many of the thinking processes identified in this thesis, above and beyond some more traditional, text-based methods. However, future research is necessary to further evaluate argument mapping’s potential benefits, for example, by examining argument mapping’s effects on learning outcomes in computer-supported collaborative learning environments. At the same time, the research conducted in this thesis recommends argument mapping as an efficacious educational tool that is worthy of future application and investigation.
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APPENDIX A

Memory Test Scoring Manual

The immediate recall tests used in Experiments 1 and 2 consisted of 14 items and were scored on a scale of 0-28. The immediate and delayed recall tests used in Experiments 3 and 4 consisted of 12 items and were scored on a scale of 0-24. The tests used in Experiment 3 and 4 consisted of two items less than the previous experiments due to added time constraints in the experiments’ design. The delayed recall test used in Experiment 3 was identical to its immediate recall counterpart, except that the questions were counter-balanced in order to avoid practice effects. Three different topics were used: Computers Can Think (Experiments 1 and 2), Aggression is biologically caused (Experiment 3) and There was nothing wrong with the United States Supreme Court's decision to uphold the individual's right to bear arms (Experiment 4).

Memory Test Scoring Manual

Each item was scored on a scale from 0-2. A score of zero was given to a response that was not attempted, was not correct, had little or no relevance to the question, or did not answer the question to the extent that lead the researcher to believe that the students understood the ‘gist’ (Kintsch & van Dijk, 1975) of the statement. A score of 1 point was awarded to responses which replicated the ‘gist’ of the correct answer or replicated a majority of the important aspects within the target response. For example, a proposition that correctly answered a question may have contained 3 key points. A response which identified one of those key points correctly along with the ‘gist’ of the proposition was awarded a point. Responses that consisted of fragmented sentences or just a few words may have received a single point, provided it identified at least one key point as well as the ‘gist’ of the answer. Similarly, responses with 2 key points from the proposition (leaving out one key point) also received one point.

To be credited with 2 points on an item, the response must at least have reported the gist, along with 2 of 3 key points. If the answer consisted of 2 key points only, both points must have been addressed. Responses that consisted of fragmented sentences or just a few words may have received 2 points, provided they addressed the key points and the ‘gist’ of the answer.

Scoring Examples

Examples of scoring are provided below, with questions extracted from the argument topic, Computers Can Think:

Question:

Computers can’t reason scientifically as humans do,

Correct Answer:
But, Computers have already reasoned scientifically through software programmes e.g. Dendral has discovered how to synthesise previously unknown chemical compounds as well as entirely new rules of chemical analysis (Buchanan, 1976).

This answer contains 3 key points: (1) Computers have already reasoned scientifically through software programmes e.g. (2) Dendral has discovered how to synthesise previously unknown chemical compounds (3) as well as entirely new rules of chemical analysis (Buchanan, 1976).

Zero points awarded to:

a) But, (BLANK)

b) But, Computers can’t reason scientifically because they have a fixed vocabulary.

c) But, nothing is intrinsically a digital computer.

d) Computers have already reasoned scientifically

Reasons:

a) Did not attempt the question.
b) Offered a reason, not an objection (an objection was asked for)
c) Irrelevant to the question.
d) Simply restates a portion of the question.

One point awarded to:

a) But, Computers have already reasoned scientifically through software programmes like Dendral.

b) But, Dendral can synthesise unknown chemical compounds, so it reasons scientifically.

c) But, Dendral can come up with new rules for chemical analysis.

d) But, Computers have already reasoned scientifically through programmes (Buchanan, 1976).

e) But, Dendral can scientifically reason.

f) But, Dendral (Buchanan, 1976).

Reasons:

a) Offers the gist, plus an example (e.g. a key point).
b) Gives an example and justifies the ‘gist’.
c) Gives an example and a key point.
d) Gives the ‘gist’ and an example.
e) Uses the example to show the ‘gist’.
f) Though it doesn’t provide the ‘gist’ it does provide two key points.
Two points awarded to:

a) But, Computers have already reasoned scientifically through software programmes (e.g. Dendral) has discovered how to synthesise previously unknown chemical compounds as well as entirely new rules of chemical analysis (Buchanan, 1976).

b) But, Dendral has discovered how to synthesise previously unknown chemical compounds as well as entirely new rules of chemical analysis (Buchanan, 1976).

c) But, computers have already reasoned scientifically through software programmes (e.g. Dendral) has discovered how to synthesise previously unknown chemical compounds.

d) But, Computers have already reasoned scientifically through software programmes (e.g. Dendral) has come up with entirely new rules of chemical analysis.

e) But, Computers have already reasoned scientifically through software programmes e.g. Dendral (Buchanan, 1976).

Reasons:

a) Answered correctly verbatim.
b) Provides a detailed answer that requires no ‘gist’ as it uses two examples and a reference.
c) Provides the ‘gist’ and an example.
d) Provides the ‘gist’ and an example.
e) Provides the ‘gist’, an example and a reference.

Another example for all situations is provided below, with questions extracted from the argument topic, People are basically selfish:

Question:

Darwin's Theory of natural selection implies that an individual will sacrifice resources, even his or her life, for a close relative (e.g. a brother or offspring as their relative shares 50% of their genes).

Correct Answer:

But, just because sacrifices could be made for relatives, does not mean sacrifices will be made for unrelated individuals.

It is important to note that this answer consists of two key points, instead of 3 like the previous example. Therefore, to gain one point, only one factor has to be described; and to gain two points, both factors must be described.

Zero points given to:

a) But, (BLANK)
b) But, Situational variables influence whether or not a person helps another.

c) But, 50% of their genes is not enough to sacrifice resources.

Reasons:

a) No attempt made to answer the question.
b) Irrelevant to the question.
c) Simply restates a portion of the question.

One point awarded to:

a) But, this doesn’t mean sacrifices will be made for others.

b) But, won’t do it for other individuals.

c) But, won’t sacrifice for others outside of kinship.

Reason:

They all address a relevant rebuttal, citing one key point provided in the proposition.

Two Points awarded for:

But, just because sacrifices could be made for relatives, does not mean sacrifices will be made for unrelated individuals.

But, may sacrifice for family, doesn’t mean they’ll do it for outsiders.

Reasons:

a) Answered correctly verbatim.
b) Answered correctly by addressing both key points.

‘Key Points’

The previous examples reveal how the tests are scored. However, in order to score them appropriately, the test marker must also recognise what constitutes a ‘key point’. All questions on the memory tests contain either 2 or 3 key points. Below is an example of an answer that consists of 2 key points, which responds to the item: Genes have been discovered that code for levels of testosterone; and testosterone influences aggression levels, because:

(1) Men generally have higher levels of testosterone than women, / (2) and are also more aggressive than women (Knight 1996).

The forward slash denotes where one key point finishes and the next starts. Key points consist of single idea unit. Cut-off points (i.e. the slashes) are generally placed after full-stops, before conjunctions or in the middle of a listing. Another example of a 2 key point response, which responds to the item: By collective self-defense, if many
Americans own guns, it is better for the general welfare of the U.S in case they are invaded by a foreign power:

But, (1) Given the power of the American military, / (2) it is absurd to believe that ground invasion of the U.S. could happen.

The same guidelines apply to 3 key point responses. For example: Residents of homes where a gun is present are 5 times more likely to experience a suicide than residents of homes without guns (Kellermann et al., 1992), but:

(1) Both the U.S. and Ireland still fall into the same suicide rate category (6.5 - 13 per 100,000 people), / (2) even though substantially less Irish own guns than Americans, / (3) with regards to both rate and percentage.

Another example of this 3 key point answer: Humans have a biologically based empathy mechanism that is automatically activated when a person in need is encountered (Hoffman, 1981), because:

(1) The visual processing part of the brain / (2) is connected to the emotional part of the brain, / (3) hence the "seeing with feeling".

All questions, answers and key point cut-off markers (i.e. forward slashes) are presented below:

Computers Can Think

1. Machines can’t have emotions because,

   Emotional beings require a limbic system / or the human equivalent of a limbic system.

   Machines cannot love / or be loved.

2. Computers can’t reason scientifically as humans do,

   But computers have already reasoned scientifically through software programmes / e.g. Dendral has discovered how to synthesise previously unknown chemical compounds / as well as entirely new rules of chemical analysis (Buchanan, 1976).

3. The brain is a machine that can think,

   But nothing is intrinsically a digital computer / in that the syntatic structures that define computers / are not intrinsic to the physics of the brain.

4. Formal programmes can be realised in multiple physical media because:

   The program is defined solely in terms of its formal syntactic structure, / its mode of physical implementation is irrelevant.
The same formal program could be realised in a digital computer, the human brain, a beer can or a roll of toilet tissue.

5. Machines can exhibit free will by random selection,
   
   But, responsibility is necessary for free will and randomization sacrifices that responsibility.

6. Scientific reasoning requires social agreement because,
   
   Scientific laws and data don't follow applications of an algorithm, but are developed through a quasi-political process of negotiation.
   
   Computers can't agree socially as they are not members of society.

7. Deterministic philosophy theorises that humans are programmed by nature,
   
   But, not everyone has a deterministic outlook on life, nor is determinism accepted as fact.

8. Computers cannot introduce new theoretical terms or principles, thus eliminating originality,
   
   But, computers can introduce new terms using automated principles of explanatory adequacy.

9. Computers cannot have free will but,
   
   Humans also lack free will.
   
   Machines can exhibit free will by random selection, such as through selection of values or noises.

10. The brain is a machine that can think,
    
    Because the brain's neurobiological processes are similar to the information processes of a computer.

*Aggression is biologically caused.*

1. Aggression is biologically caused.
   
   But, the human environment influences aggressive tendencies.

2. Genes have been discovered that code for levels of testosterone; and testosterone influences aggression levels.
   
   Because, men generally have higher levels of testosterone than women, and are also more aggressive than women (Knight 1996).
Because female prison inmates who displayed unprovoked violence also had very high levels of testosterone (Dabbs, 1998).

3. High blood alcohol increases aggression.

Because alcohol increases GABA in the cortex and reduces the capacity of the frontal cortex to inhibit midbrain aggressive impulses.

Because marital violence decreased in couples who completed behavioral marital therapy for alcoholism and remained sober during follow-up (O'Farrell, 1995).

4. Codeine is found in prescription strength cough and cold medications, and codeine can trigger aggression (Spiga, 1990).

But prescription strength cough and cold medications make some people very sleepy and lethargic, but not aggressive.

5. Inbreeding and selective breeding illustrate the role of genes and hereditary factors in aggression.

Because inbreeding can create unstable temperaments that are associated with aggressive tendencies.

Because by selective breeding aggressive and passive strains of mice can be created (Lagerspetz, 1979).

6. Parents can influence levels of aggression in their children.

Because in extreme cases of child abuse, parents who beat their children often turn out to have been victims of child abuse themselves (Parke, 1975).

Because experiments have demonstrated that children tend to imitate their parents' behaviour. For example, after watching parents beat a playroom doll with a stick, children often did the same (Bandura, 1977).

7. Television violence increases aggression in the viewer.

Because, a Canadian town with no television until the late 80's saw the incidence of playground aggression double within months. (Williams, 1986).

But, Feshbach & Singer (1971) found that being subjected to consistent violent television programmes over a six-month period didn’t increase levels of aggression in teenagers.
**Gun Control: There was nothing wrong with the United States Supreme Court's decision to uphold the individual's right to bear arms.**

1. Victims who defended themselves with guns were less likely to report being injured than those who either defended themselves by other means or took no self-protective measures at all (Roth, 1994).

   But, Zimring (1991) reported that the use of a firearm to resist a violent assault actually increases the victim's risk of injury and death.

2. Thousands of children die annually in gun accidents.

   But, the often repeated claim that 12 children per day die from gun violence includes "children" up to 20 years of age, the great majority of whom are young adult males who die in gang-related violence.

   But, gun accidents involving children are actually at record lows.

   But, more children die each year in accidents involving bikes, space heaters or drownings.

3. Guns are a main cause for many unnecessary deaths.

   But states that allow registered citizens to carry concealed weapons have lower crime rates than those that don't (Lampo, 2000).

   But, there is no correlation between gun control laws and deaths by gun across a spectrum of nations and cultures. For example, Israel and Switzerland allow gun licenses, widespread carrying of concealed firearms, and yet, they have rates of homicide that are much lower than those of the U.S., despite rates of home firearm ownership that are at least as high (Kellermann, 1993).

4. Keeping a gun in the home is a sound method of self-defense against intruders.

   But research has shown that a gun kept in the home is 43 times more likely to kill a member of the household, or friend, than an intruder (Kellermann & Reay, 1986).

   Because victims who defended themselves with guns were less likely to report being injured than those who either defended themselves by other means or took no self-protective measures at all (Roth, 1994).

5. Gun control could prohibit hunting, a traditional, recreational activity.

   But, you do not need a gun to hunt.

6. The National Rifle Association (of America) argue that if law-abiding citizens have guns, they are safer from criminals, in that they bring crime rates down.
But in countries where guns are greatly restricted, such as Ireland, Great Britain or Japan, deaths from guns are very rare, especially compared to the United States.

7. Residents of homes where a gun is present are 5 times more likely to experience a suicide than residents of homes without guns (Kellermann et al., 1992).

But, both the U.S. and Ireland still fall into the same suicide rate category (6.5 - 13 per 100,000 people), even though substantially less Irish own guns than Americans, with regards to both rate and percentage.

8. By collective self-defense, if many Americans own guns, it is better for the general welfare of the U.S in case they are invaded by a foreign power.

But, given the power of the American military, it is absurd to believe that ground invasion of the U.S. could happen.
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The question of artificial intelligence has occupied both technologists and philosophers over the past century. In 1950, Alan Turing declared that it is possible for machines to think. He argued that in fact, the brain is a machine that can think because the brain’s neurobiological processes are similar to the information processes of a computer.

Others have argued that this is not the case, because nothing is intrinsically a digital computer in that the syntactic structures that define computers are not intrinsic to the physics of the brain. This is because formal programmes can be realised in multiple physical media, e.g. this formal programme can be realised in a digital computer, the human brain, a beer can or a roll of toilet tissue. The programme itself is defined solely in terms of its formal structure- its mode of physical implementation is irrelevant. However, programmes are not universally realised based on implemented input, that is, computers behave according to the input given to them.

There are also various arguments against Turing’s belief that computers will one day be able to think. Such reasons are that computers cannot reason scientifically as humans do, nor can they have emotions. First and foremost, computers cannot have free will. Computers can only exhibit the free will of their programmer. But at the same time, humans also lack free will, because free will is an illusion of experience. Deterministic philosophy theorises that humans are programmed by nature. One who accepts determinism believes that nature has programmed you to behave in certain ways in certain contexts. However, not everyone has a deterministic outlook on life, nor is determinism accepted as fact. Another objection to the free will argument is that machines can exhibit free will by random selection, such as through selection of values or noises. Free will arises from random selection of alternatives in situations where there is no preference for either, or any choice. However, responsibility is necessary for free will and randomization sacrifices that responsibility.

Another argument against the notion of artificial intelligence is that machines cannot have emotions. This is because emotional beings require a limbic system or the human equivalent of a limbic system. Plus, machines cannot love or be loved.

One final argument for why computers cannot think is because they cannot reason scientifically as humans do. Scientific reasoning requires social agreement and computers cannot agree socially as they are not members of society. Scientific laws and data do not follow applications of an algorithm but are developed through a quasi-political process of negotiation. However, computers have already reasoned scientifically through software programmes, e.g. Dendral has discovered how to synthesise previously unknown chemical compounds as well as entirely new rules of chemical analysis (Buchanan, 1976). However, computers cannot introduce new theoretical terms or principles. Therefore, originality is eliminated because computers have a fixed vocabulary and conceptual apparatus. However, as was previously mentioned, computers can introduce new terms using automated principles of explanatory adequacy. In conclusion, one can easily see that, though the notion of artificial intelligence is a possibility, various arguments suggest it is unlikely.
The question of artificial intelligence has occupied both technologists and philosophers over the past century. In 1950, Alan Turing declared that it is possible for machines to think. He argued that a computational system can possess all the important elements of thinking and understanding. The brain is a machine that can think and the brain’s neurobiological processes are similar to the information processes of a computer. Once we have a sufficient understanding of the laws of physics and the structure of the brain, we will be able to precisely simulate the operations of the brain with those of a computer.

Others have argued that this is not the case, because nothing is intrinsically a digital computer, in that the syntactic structures that define computers are not intrinsic to the physics of the brain. This is because formal programmes can be realised in multiple physical media, e.g. this formal programme can be realised in a digital computer, the human brain, a beer can or a roll of toilet tissue. The programme itself is defined solely in terms of its formal structure- its mode of physical implementation is irrelevant. However, programmes are not universally realised based on implemented input, that is, computers behave according to the input given to them.

There are also various arguments against Turing’s belief that computers will one day be able to think. Such reasons are that computers cannot reason scientifically as humans do, they cannot have emotions, and so on. First and foremost, computers cannot have free will. An agent is free only if it can change its goals, which computers are unable to do. Computers can only exhibit the free will of their programmer. For example, programmed robots cannot have psychological states. They can only have the psychological state of their programmer. Therefore, their will is that of their programmer. Conversely, humans cannot be reprogrammed in the arbitrary way that robots can be. Another way of saying this is that a robot behaves in the same way a phonograph plays a record, they are programmed to behave in a certain way. However, some computers can program themselves, e.g. automatic program systems (APs).

At the same time, humans also lack free will, because free will is an illusion of experience. Choices are made based on previously held schemata (not will), of which the person is not consciously aware. However, choices are not made randomly, but are based upon both an individual’s emotion and logic which is a function of one’s own motivation, or will. Deterministic philosophy theorises that humans are programmed by nature. One who accepts determinism believes that nature has programmed you to behave in certain ways in certain contexts. However, not everyone has a deterministic outlook on life, nor is determinism accepted as fact. Another objection to the free will argument is that machines can exhibit free will by random selection, such as through selection of values or noises. Free will arises from random selection of alternatives in situations where there is no preference for either, or any choice. However, responsibility is necessary for free will and randomization sacrifices that responsibility.

Another line of argument against artificial intelligence is that God prohibits computers from thinking. Because only entities with immortal souls, given to us by God, can think as the soul permits us to make choices on moral grounds. However, the view that only humans have souls is as arbitrary as the view that men have souls and women do not. Similarly, God’s existence is debatable- as there is no universally accepted proof for or against the existence of God, even though a majority of the
human population believe, or have faith in a divine force of some kind. Regardless of this, faith, itself, is a type of cognition that humans possess and which computers do not.

Another argument against the notion of artificial intelligence is that machines cannot have emotions. Simply, machines cannot love or be loved. Furthermore, emotional beings require a limbic system or the human equivalent of a limbic system. But, artificial minds mimic animal evolution, thus the development of artificial limbic systems should be attainable in the next 20-50 years (Stonier, 1992). Another point to consider is that feelings are informational signals in a cognitive system, because emotions are cognitive schemata and emotion, itself, is a type of information processing.

One final argument for why computers cannot think is because they cannot reason scientifically as humans do. Scientific reasoning requires social agreement and computers cannot agree socially as they are not members of society. Scientific laws and data do not follow applications of an algorithm but are developed through a quasi-political process of negotiation. Also, computers cannot adequately evaluate hypotheses as the computer would need a criterion preference to choose between hypotheses that account for data equally well. Nor can computers introduce new theoretical terms or principles. Therefore, originality is eliminated, because computers have a fixed vocabulary and conceptual apparatus. However, some have argued computers can introduce new terms using automated principles of explanatory adequacy. Along those lines, computers have already reasoned scientifically through software programmes, e.g. Dendral has discovered how to synthesise previously unknown chemical compounds as well as entirely new rules of chemical analysis (Buchanan, 1976). In conclusion, one can easily see that, though the notion of artificial intelligence is a possibility, various arguments suggest it is unlikely.
1.7. Recall Test

Student ID ___________________ Gender ___________________

Please select the study material you used.
30 BIT – Coloured Map 50 BIT – Coloured Map
30 BIT – Black-and-White Map 50 BIT – Black-and-White Map
1 Page Text 2 Page Text

Complete each sentence, word for word, from what you remember from studying the material given to you, as best you can.

1. Machines can’t have emotions,

Because

______________________________________________________________

Because

______________________________________________________________

Because

______________________________________________________________

2. Computers can’t reason scientifically as humans do,

But

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

3. The brain is a machine that can think,

But

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

4. Formal programmes can be realised in multiple physical media,

Because

______________________________________________________________

Because

______________________________________________________________

5. Machines can exhibit free will by random selection,

But

______________________________________________________________
6. Scientific reasoning requires social agreement,

**Because**

**Because**

7. Deterministic philosophy theorises that humans are programmed by nature,

**But**

8. Computers cannot introduce new theoretical terms or principles, thus eliminating originality,

**But**

9. Computers cannot have free will,

**But**

**But**

10. The brain is a machine that can think,

**Because**

**Because**
1.8 Comprehension Test

Student ID _____________________        Gender _____________________________

Please select the study material you used.
30 BIT – Coloured Map       50 BIT – Coloured Map
30 BIT – Black-and-White Map   50 BIT – Black-and-White Map
1 Page Text                  2 Page Text

Please read each question carefully. Please indicate whether each statement is a reason or an objection to the central claim from the material you have just read: “Computers can think”.

1. One who accepts determinism believes that nature has programmed you to behave in certain ways in certain contexts.
   Reason                      Objection

2. Machines cannot love or be loved.
   Reason                      Objection

3. Computers can introduce new terms using automated principles of explanatory adequacy.
   Reason                      Objection

4. Free will is an illusion of experience.
   Reason                      Objection

5. A program is defined solely in terms of its formal syntactic structure; its mode of physical implementation is irrelevant.
   Reason                      Objection

6. A formal program can be realised in a digital computer, the human brain, toilet tissue or a beer can.
   Reason                      Objection

7. Computers cannot agree socially as they are not members of society.
   Reason                      Objection

8. Computers have a fixed vocabulary and conceptual apparatus.
   Reason                      Objection
9. Not everyone has a deterministic outlook on life.

   Reason                      Objection

10. Randomization sacrifices responsibility.

   Reason                      Objection

11. Emotional beings require a limbic system.

   Reason                      Objection

12. Scientific laws and data don’t follow applications of an algorithm but are developed through a quasi-political process of negotiation.

   Reason                      Objection
2.1 Small Argument Map
2.2 Large Argument Map
2.3. Small Text: *Aggression is Biologically Caused*

It is often thought that aggression is biologically caused. This is because genetic and hereditary factors play a major role in aggression. In addition, alterations in human biochemistry also have an effect on aggression. But, it also thought that the human environment influences aggressive tendencies. This essay will express both sides of the argument.

Genetic and hereditary factors play a major role in aggression because genes have been discovered that code for levels of testosterone; and testosterone influences aggression levels. For example, men generally have higher levels of testosterone than women and are also more aggressive than women (Knight 1996). Also, female prison inmates who displayed unprovoked violence also had very high levels of testosterone (Dabbs, 1998). Similarly, inbreeding and selective breeding illustrate the role of genes and hereditary factors in aggression because inbreeding can create unstable temperaments that are associated with aggressive tendencies and by selective breeding, aggressive and passive strains of mice can be created (Lagerspetz, 1979). Another reason why genetic and hereditary factors play a major role in aggression is because individual differences in temperament, e.g., reactivity and frustration responses, are inherited and observed in newborn babies. But, environmental stressors, such as exposure to alcohol in the womb, influence reactivity and frustration responses in newborns.

Another reason why it is believed that aggression is biologically caused is that alterations in human biochemistry also have an effect on aggression. High blood alcohol increases aggression because alcohol increases GABA in the cortex and reduces the capacity of the frontal cortex to inhibit midbrain aggressive impulses. Also, marital violence decreased in couples who completed behavioural marital therapy for alcoholism and remained sober during follow up (O'Farrell, 1995). Similarly, codeine is found in prescription strength cough and cold medications, and codeine can trigger aggression (Spiga, 1990). But, prescription strength cough and cold medications make some people very sleepy and lethargic, but not aggressive.

However, it also thought that the human environment influences aggressive tendencies because parents, groups, entertainment and media all influence aggressive behaviour. Parents can influence levels of aggression in their children because experiments have demonstrated that children tend to imitate their parents' behaviour. For example, after watching parents beat a playroom doll with a stick, children often did the same (Bandura, 1977). Also, in extreme cases of child abuse, parents who beat their children often turn out to have been victims of child abuse themselves (Parke, 1975). Similarly, groups can influence aggression because when people feel less responsibility for their behaviour (e.g. in a mob setting), they are more likely to act aggressively. Also, group attitudes often polarize (e.g. become more extreme and aggressive) when individuals with similar attitudes come together.

Another reason it is thought that the human environment influences aggressive tendencies is because of entertainment and media influences. For example, watching sporting events can increase aggression in spectators. Watching pornography also increases aggressive male behaviour towards females. But, in Denmark, a study conducted for 10 years after the introduction of legal pornography in the country showed a gradual decrease in sexual assaults. It is also thought that television violence increases aggression in the viewer because a Canadian town with no television until the late 80's saw the incidence of playground aggression double within months (Williams, 1986). But, Feshbach & Singer (1971) found that being subjected to consistent violent television programmes over a six-month period didn’t increase levels of aggression in teenagers.
It is often thought that aggression is biologically caused. This is because genetic and hereditary factors play a major role in aggression. In addition, alterations in human biochemistry also have an effect on aggression. Similarly, ethological studies and Freudian theory back up the notion that aggression is biologically caused. But, it also thought that the human environment influences aggressive tendencies. This essay will express both sides of the argument.

Genetic and hereditary factors play a major role in aggression because genes have been discovered that code for levels of testosterone; and testosterone influences aggression levels. For example, men generally have higher levels of testosterone than women and are also more aggressive than women (Knight 1996). Also, female prison inmates who displayed unprovoked violence also had very high levels of testosterone (Dabbs, 1998). Similarly, inbreeding and selective breeding illustrate the role of genes and hereditary factors in aggression because inbreeding can create unstable temperaments that are associated with aggressive tendencies and by selective breeding, aggressive and passive strains of mice can be created (Lagerspetz, 1979). Another reason why genetic and hereditary factors play a major role in aggression is because individual differences in temperament, e.g., reactivity and frustration responses, are inherited and observed in newborn babies. But, environmental stressors, such as exposure to alcohol in the womb, influence reactivity and frustration responses in newborns.

Another reason why it is believed that aggression is biologically caused is that alterations in human biochemistry also have an effect on aggression. For example, people suffering from lead poisoning display increased levels of aggression. High blood alcohol also increases aggression because alcohol increases GABA in the cortex and reduces the capacity of the frontal cortex to inhibit midbrain aggressive impulses. Also, marital violence decreased in couples who completed behavioural marital therapy for alcoholism and remained sober during follow up (O'Farrell, 1995). Similarly, codeine is found in prescription strength cough and cold medications, and codeine can trigger aggression (Spiga, 1990). But, prescription strength cough and cold medications make some people very sleepy and lethargic, but not aggressive. Also, people who take cough and cold medication may act aggressively or angry because they are ill and not necessarily because of the medication.

Ethologists have shown that aggression in members of a species can aid survival and enhance fitness because when accompanied by rivalry amongst males for mating opportunities, aggression tends to perpetuate the genes of more vigorous animals. But, aggression doesn't enhance fitness in all contexts, e.g., male apes may use aggression to further their mating opportunities, but aggression doesn't necessary help male humans in the same way.

Freud (1917) claimed that humans have a self-destructive urge known as the 'death instinct', which is redirected towards others in the form of aggression. But, Freud's argument that aggression is a redirected instinct is simply theoretical and lacks empirical evidence.

However, it also thought that the human environment influences aggressive tendencies because parents, groups, entertainment and media all influence aggressive behaviour. Parents can influence levels of aggression in their children because experiments have demonstrated that children tend to imitate their parents' behaviour. For example, after watching parents beat a playroom doll with a stick, children often did the same (Bandura, 1977). Parents who do not use consistent disciplinary rules or help their children to self-monitor their behaviour and emotions, often have children who resort to aggressive behaviour in adolescence. Also, in extreme cases of child abuse, parents who beat their children often turn out to have been victims of child abuse themselves (Parke, 1975).
Similarly, groups can influence aggression because when people feel less responsibility for their behaviour (e.g. in a mob setting), they are more likely to act aggressively. People can be led to behave cruelly in order to conform to group norms, provided that a legitimate authority is willing to assume responsibility for their actions. Also, group attitudes often polarize (e.g. become more extreme and aggressive) when individuals with similar attitudes come together.

Another reason it is thought that the human environment influences aggressive tendencies is because of entertainment and media influences. For example, watching sporting events can increase aggression in spectators. Sports with high levels of body-contact are associated with increased aggression and spectators model their behaviour on the behaviours they observe (Bandura, 1989). Brazilian football supporters had increased testosterone levels while watching their team play in the 1994 world cup (Fielden, 1994), but, maybe the football supporters had high levels of testosterone naturally, regardless of watching football.

Watching pornography also increases aggressive male behaviour towards females, for example, the sales rate of pornographic magazines in different U.S. states is positively correlated with rape rates (Baron, 1984). But, in Denmark, a study conducted for 10 years after the introduction of legal pornography in the country showed a gradual decrease in sexual assaults.

It is also thought that television violence increases aggression in the viewer because a Canadian town with no television until the late 80's saw the incidence of playground aggression double within months (Williams, 1986). Longitudinal studies find long-term viewing of violence on television to be associated with an increase in males’ violent behaviour as adults (Lefkowitz, 1977). Steur, Applefield & Smith (1971) found that young children who watched violent cartoons were more likely to kick, choke and push playmates than were those young children who watched the same cartoons, but with the violence removed. But, Feshbach & Singer (1971) found that being subjected to consistent violent television programmes over a six-month period didn’t increase levels of aggression in teenagers.

Also, aggression and violence are more common in some cultures than others (Bellesiles, 1999). South Africa and the Philippines have significantly higher homicide rates than the U.S. (United Nations, 1999). Aggression and violence are triggered by famine, crowding and drought (Turnbull, 1972) and crime rates tend to be higher in countries with a considerable gap between the rich and the poor (Triandis, 1994).
2.5 Immediate Recall Test

Student ID ___________________  Gender ___________________________

Please select the study material you used.

30 BIT – Argument Map  50 BIT – Argument Map
1 Page Text  2 Page Text

Complete each sentence, word for word, from what you remember from studying the material given to you, as best you can. Only one statement is necessary per ‘But’ or ‘Because’

1. Genes have been discovered that code for levels of testosterone; and testosterone influences aggression levels.

Because _____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

Because _____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

2. Codeine is found in prescription strength cough and cold medications and codeine can trigger aggression (Spiga, 1990).

But __________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

3. Parents can influence levels of aggression in their children.

Because _____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

Because _____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
4. Aggression is biologically caused. 

But ____________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

5. High blood alcohol increases aggression. 

Because _______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

Because _______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

6. Television violence increases aggression in the viewer. 

Because _______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

But ___________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

7. Inbreeding and selective breeding illustrate the role of genes and hereditary factors in aggression. 

Because _______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

Because _______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________
2.6 Delayed Recall Test

Student ID ___________________  Gender __________________________

Please select the study material you used.

a) 30 BIT – Argument Map           b) 50 BIT – Argument Map

c) 1 Page Text                      d) 2 Page Text

Complete each sentence, word for word, from what you remember from studying the material given to you, as best you can. Only one statement is necessary per ‘But’ or ‘Because’

1. Aggression is biologically caused.
   But__________________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________________

2. Genes have been discovered that code for levels of testosterone; and testosterone influences aggression levels.
   Because________________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________________
   Because________________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________________

3. High blood alcohol increases aggression.
   Because________________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________________
   Because________________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________________
4. Codeine is found in prescription strength cough and cold medications and codeine can trigger aggression (Spiga, 1990).

But

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

5. Inbreeding and selective breeding illustrate the role of genes and hereditary factors in aggression.

Because

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

Because

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

6. Parents can influence levels of aggression in their children.

Because

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

Because

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

7. Television violence increases aggression in the viewer.

Because

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

But

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
3.1 Text for Active Learning: Gun Control

There was nothing wrong with the United States Supreme Court's decision to uphold the individual's right to bear arms because the second amendment in the U.S. constitution provides that "the right of the people to keep and bear arms shall not be infringed." But, the right to bear arms can be taken away lawfully if that right interferes with public safety (Quilici v. Village of Morton Grove, U.S. Court of Appeals, Seventh Circuit, 1982). Similarly, the definition of a firearm, or arms, is unclear, (i.e. is it a handgun, a rifle, or even a bazooka), thus making it difficult to decipher what is legal. Also, laws in America apply to America only and do not necessarily convey the views of other countries in the rest of the world.

It was right to uphold the individual's right to bear arms because gun control could prohibit hunting, a traditional, recreational activity. But, you do not need a gun to hunt. Guns can be used in self-defense because women need guns as 'the great equaliser', as self-defense against attackers, i.e. (physically) larger and stronger men. In addition, keeping a gun in the home is a sound method of self-defense against intruders. because victims who defended themselves with guns were less likely to report being injured than those who either defended themselves by other means or took no self-protective measures at all (Roth, 1994). But, Zimring (1991) reported that the use of a firearm to resist a violent assault actually increases the victim's risk of injury and death. Also, research has shown that a gun kept in the home is 43 times more likely to kill a member of the household, or friend, than an intruder (Kellermann & Reay, 1986).

The National Rifle Association (of America) argues that if law-abiding citizens have guns, they are safer from criminal attacks, in that they bring crime rates down. But, in countries where guns are greatly restricted, such as Ireland, Great Britain or Japan, deaths from guns are very rare, especially compared to the United States. Guns allow collective self-defense - if many Americans own guns, it will be easier to defend against an invading foreign power. But, given the power of the American military, it is absurd to believe that ground invasion of the U.S. could happen.

It’s often believed that, "when guns are outlawed, only outlaws will have guns". But, one main reason why there are so many guns on the street in the hands of criminals is precisely because so many are sold legally and are often loaned or given to criminals. Also, FBI Crime Reports sources indicate that there are about 340,000 reported firearms thefts every year- those guns, the overwhelming amount of which were originally manufactured and purchased legally, are now in the hands of criminals.

On the other hand, the Supreme Court's decision was wrong as guns are a main cause for many unnecessary deaths. In robberies and assaults, victims are far more likely to die when the perpetrator is armed with a gun than when he or she has another weapon or is unarmed (Roth, 1994). Also, thousands of children die annually in gun accidents. But, the often repeated claim that 12 children per day die from gun violence includes "children" up to 20 years of age, the great majority of whom are young adult males who die in gang-related violence. Similarly, gun accidents involving children are actually at record lows and more children die each year in accidents involving bikes, space heaters or drownings.

Residents of homes where a gun is present are 5 times more likely to experience a suicide than residents of homes without guns (Kellermann et al., 1992). But, both the U.S. and Ireland still fall into the same suicide rate category (6.5 -13 per 100,000 people), even though substantially less Irish own guns than Americans, with regards to both rate and percentage.

However, states that allow registered citizens to carry concealed weapons have lower crime rates than those that don't (Lampo, 2000). In addition, there is no correlation between gun control laws and deaths by gun across a spectrum of nations and cultures. For example, Israel and Switzerland allow gun licenses, widespread carrying of concealed firearms, and yet, they have rates of homicide that are much lower than those of the U.S., despite rates of home firearm ownership that are at least as high (Kellermann, 1993).
3.2 Active Learning Argument Map
There was nothing wrong with the United States Supreme Court's decision to uphold the individual's right to bear arms.

I. The second amendment in the U.S. constitution provides that “the right of the people to keep and bear arms shall not be infringed.”

A. But, laws in America apply to America only and do not necessarily convey the views of other countries in the rest of the world.

B. But, the definition of a firearm, or arms, is unclear, (i.e.is it a handgun, a rifle, or even a bazooka), thus making it difficult to decipher what is legal.

C. But, the right to bear arms can be taken away lawfully if that right interferes with public safety (Quilici v. Village of Morton Grove, U.S. Court of Appeals, Seventh Circuit, 1982).

II. Gun control could prohibit hunting, a traditional, recreational activity.

A. But,

III. Guns can be used in self-defense.

A. Women need guns as 'the great equaliser', as self-defense against attackers, i.e. (physically) larger and stronger men.

B. Keeping a gun in the home is a sound method of self-defense against intruders.

1. Because

a. But,

2. But,

C. The National Rifle Association (of America) argue that if law-abiding citizens have guns, they are safer from criminal attacks, in that they bring crime rates down.

1. But,

D. Guns allow collective self-defense - if many Americans own guns, it will be easier to defend against an invading foreign power.

1. But,
IV. "When guns are outlawed, only outlaws will have guns".

A. But, one main reason why there are so many guns on the street in the hands of criminals is precisely because so many are sold legally and are often loaned or given to criminals.

B. But, FBI Crime Reports sources indicate that there are about 340,000 reported firearms thefts every year - those guns, the overwhelming amount of which were originally manufactured and purchased legally, are now in the hands of criminals.

V. But, guns are a main cause of many unnecessary deaths.

A. In robberies and assaults, victims are far more likely to die when the perpetrator is armed with a gun than when he or she has another weapon or is unarmed (Roth, 1994).

B. Thousands of children die annually in gun accidents.

1. But,

2. But,

3. But,

C. Residents of homes where a gun is present are 5 times more likely to experience a suicide than residents of homes without guns (Kellermann et al., 1992).

1. But,

D. However,

E. However,
3.4 Recall Test

Student ID ___________________ Name _______________________

Please select the study material you used.

Summary     Outline     Argument Map

Complete each sentence, word for word, from what you remember from studying the material given to you, as best you can.

1. Victims who defended themselves with guns were less likely to report being injured than those who either defended themselves by other means or took no self-protective measures at all (Roth, 1994).

   But
   ________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________

2. Thousands of children die annually in gun accidents.

   But
   ________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________

   But
   ________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________

3. Guns are a main cause for many unnecessary deaths.

   But
   ________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________

   But
   ________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________
4. Keeping a gun in the home is a sound method of self-defense against intruders.

But

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

Because

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

5. Gun control could prohibit hunting, a traditional, recreational activity.

But

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

6. The National Rifle Association (of America) argue that if law-abiding citizens have guns, they are safer from criminals, in that they bring crime rates down.

But

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

7. Residents of homes where a gun is present are 5 times more likely to experience a suicide than residents of homes without guns (Kellermann et al., 1992).

But

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

8. By collective self-defense, if many Americans own guns, it is better for the general welfare of the U.S in case they are invaded by a foreign power.

But

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
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APPENDIX C

Participant Consent Form & Study Information

PARTICIPANT CONSENT FORM

It is a necessary and routine practice to gain informed consent from all participants taking part in research. As a research participant, your rights are as follows:

-To be informed of the general nature of the research;

-To participate in research in a strictly voluntary manner;

-Entitlement to withdraw from the study at any time;

-To be assured that data collected from the study will be kept strictly confidential;

-To be protected from any physical or psychological harm;

-Not to be deceived in anyway that can be harmful or unnecessary;

-To be debriefed via e-mail or web-site post, where the core findings will be summarised.

Researcher

I, Chris Dwyer (researcher) agree to abide by all the guidelines and standards for conducting research with human participants as described by the Psychological Society of Ireland and other professional psychological associations.

Date:

Participant

I, __________________________________ have been informed about the general nature of this study and agree to participate voluntarily. I have read and understand my rights as a participant; and I understand that they will be guaranteed to me.

Date:
The current study examines the role of argument mapping as a learning aid. Argument mapping is a strategy in which the core propositions and relations of an argument are visually represented, thus aiding the understanding and retention of the argument. Argument mapping has a long history, but was tedious work before improvements in computer technology allowed for the construction of maps with ease. However, advances in computer technology have not been paralleled by advances in empirical work on the cognitive benefits of reading and constructing argument maps. The current study seeks to compare the argument map design, as a learning format, with the traditional text-based format used in most common learning environments, in terms of their relative effectiveness with respect to recall, comprehension and critical thinking. Within the study, verbal and spatial reasoning, disposition towards thinking, motivation, comprehension and memory are considered and tested, as is critical thinking and reflective judgment. This work is supervised by Dr. Michael Hogan and Dr. Ian Stewart.
APPENDIX D

Customised Student Questionnaire, Exercise Handouts and DVD Recordings of Lectures & Exercises Used in Study 2

Customised Student Questionnaire

Student ID_________________

Please answer each question in full.

1. If you signed up to our Critical Thinking Seminar Series in first year, but did not finish it, or did not take it at all, can you please describe the reason(s) for this?

2. If you were to suggest ways we could improve our critical thinking recordings/materials for the purpose of delivering them in future courses, what suggestions would you make? (If you were in the control group please describe optimal ways of teaching critical thinking).

3. Can you suggest novel critical thinking exercises that might be used to maintain interest and motivation in a critical thinking intervention study?

4. Can you suggest incentives or rewards we might use to keep students engaged in a critical thinking intervention study?

5. If you have any additional comments or suggestions to improve the lecture series on critical thinking for future critical thinking courses, or had any problems, please elaborate below.
If you completed the Critical Thinking Seminar Series (i.e. you completed both the pre-tests and post-tests and attended the seminars), please complete the following 10 questions.

On a scale from 1 to 7 (1 being very good; and 7 being poor), please rate the following to the side of each sentence:

1. The critical thinking course throughout.
   1 2 3 4 5 6 7

2. Your ability to understand the course throughout.
   1 2 3 4 5 6 7

3. The material(s) presented within the course.
   1 2 3 4 5 6 7

4. The quality of the class exercises completed within the course.
   1 2 3 4 5 6 7

5. The ability of the presenter throughout the course.
   1 2 3 4 5 6 7

6. The quality of the presentations throughout the course.
   1 2 3 4 5 6 7

7. Your overall motivation to learn during the critical thinking course.
   1 2 3 4 5 6 7

8. Your overall satisfaction with your learning throughout the critical thinking course.
   1 2 3 4 5 6 7

9. The prospect that you will be able to apply your learning elsewhere.
   1 2 3 4 5 6 7
A popular view is that individuals have extraordinary abilities while under hypnosis, such as supernormal memory. When hypnosis helps a person to recall information that he or she did not previously recall, this is termed 'hypnotic hypermnesia'. Many clinicians and their clients also believe that hypnosis can improve memory (e.g. Wolberg, 1982).

The notion that hypnosis can improve recall has received support from documented cases in which law enforcement agents have obtained useful evidence from eyewitnesses who, prior to hypnosis, had difficulty recalling details of the crimes they witnessed. One example of the success of hypnosis in refreshing the memory of a crime comes from the case of People vs. Woods et al. (cited in Smith, 1983), better known as the Chowchilla kidnapping case. In Chowchilla, California, kidnappers abducted 26 children and their bus driver and secluded them in an underground, rectangular enclosure. The bus driver and two of the older children were able to escape by digging through to the surface and then contacted the police. Although the bus driver had tried to memorize the license plate numbers of the abductors' vehicles at the time of the abduction, he was unable to recall the plate numbers to police. The police gave him hypnotic instructions that he should imagine sitting in his favorite easy chair to watch the crime unfold on television. He then recalled two license plate numbers, one of which turned out to be off by only one number. His testimony enabled police to speed up their investigation and apprehend the kidnappers. In a review of the literature, Smith (1983) cited other cases in which hypnosis has later improved memory of events and crimes that were observed under unhypnotized (awake) conditions but were not well remembered prior to hypnosis.

Hypnosis has been used since the time of Freud as a method for helping people with psychological problems to recall traumatic or anxiety-provoking events from their pasts, especially from their childhood. Similarly, it has long been thought that through hypnosis subjects could regress to an earlier age when given a suggestion to imagine that they were back at an earlier time. In many examples from stage and laboratory, hypnotized adults who are given suggestions to return to an earlier age have shown changes in their speech and facial expressions appropriate to that younger age. When researchers have checked such people's memories of events from previous times, they found that age-regressed subjects did not accurately remember details (Nash, Drake, Wiley, Khalsa, & Lynn, 1986). In a review of the literature on hypnotic age regression, Nash (1987) concluded that there was little evidence that hypnotically age regressed subjects actually returned to a mental state like their original state or that their recall improved. In fact, through hypnotic age regression, subjects may recall incidents, even former lives, that they actually may have constructed based on other experiences. Spanos, Menary, Gabora, Dubreuil, and Dewhirst (1991) found that subjects who were hypnotized, age-regressed, and given suggestions to recall former lives often did so; however the lives they recalled were frequently based on historical figures with whom they were familiar. Nevertheless, the subjects often recalled these lives inaccurately.

Some early research showed that hypnosis did enhance memory for information from a person's past. According to a literature review by Relinger (1984),
however, later psychological laboratory experiments concerning people's memory for nonsense syllables and other items of low meaningfulness failed to show any benefits from hypnosis.

After some of these successes in refreshing memory with hypnosis, police departments began to use hypnosis as an investigative tool in the 1960s. One result was a renewed interest among psychologists in researching hypnotic hypermnesia. In order to explain inconsistent findings concerning hypnosis and recall, psychologists began to investigate conditions that might produce hypnotic hypermnesia. Relinger (1984), in his review, argued that hypnotic hypermnesia tended to occur in studies of memory for meaningful material but not for material of low meaningfulness. A review by Erdelyi (1994) also observed this trend; however an experiment by Mingay (1985) found that hypnotized subjects were not more accurate than unhypnotized subjects in recalling meaningful visual material.

Other studies tried to make the laboratory situation more like the setting of a crime and its investigation. Because crimes are often witnessed during states of heightened arousal, subjects' arousal was heightened to make the experiment more like the natural situation. Subjects were sometimes also deceived into believing that actual crimes had been committed. In general, these experiments have not resulted in subjects' showing better memory than non-hypnotized subjects, according to Smith's (1983) review of these studies.

Other research has shown that what looks like a hypermnesic effect in fact may not be due to hypnosis. Erdelyi and Becker (1974) showed that with repeated attempts at recall, even without hypnosis, subjects remember things that they did not previously recall. Because many early studies examined memory initially without hypnosis and then under hypnosis, improved recall attributed to hypnosis actually may have been due simply to repeated attempts at recall. Repeated attempts at recall thus may explain situations in which a witness first unsuccessfully attempts to recall details of a crime and then is later able to recall the details after being hypnotized. In a recent review of the literature, Erdelyi (1994) concluded that the repeated attempts to recall initially unrecalled information account for any increase in recall after hypnosis, rather than hypnosis per se being responsible.

Some well-controlled studies, however, have shown that hypnosis improves recall. For example, Dhanens and Lundy (1975) conducted an experiment in which they compared different groups of subjects who were all highly susceptible to hypnosis. These different treatment groups were tested under various memory testing conditions on their ability to recall a prose passage immediately after learning it and then a week later. Unhypnotized subjects were asked to recall the prose passage after receiving no additional instructions, after instructions to relax, after hypnotic regression instructions, or after motivational instructions. Still other treatment groups were hypnotized and then asked to recall the prose passage after receiving either the same regression or the same motivational instructions as their unhypnotized counterparts. In the most important results of the experiment, the researchers found that the hypnotized groups, who also got motivational instructions, showed the most gain in their recall of the passage, suggesting a hypnotic hypermnesia effect.

Two other problems have been found with the use of hypnosis to refresh memory. First, some researchers, like Laurence and Perry (1983), have shown experimentally that a hypnotized person may be given a false suggestion while trying to recall some event and will incorporate this false suggestion into memory, thus creating a pseudomemory. Then, outside of hypnosis, these subjects will recall these pseudomemories as if they were true. Sheehan, Statham, and Jamieson (1991) created
pseudomemories about events viewed in videotapes and found that these events persisted at least two weeks after the viewing. It is not clear what caused the pseudomemories. Spanos and McLean (1985) produced pseudomemories in all 11 highly hypnotizable subjects they tested, but under special reporting conditions almost all subjects acknowledged the memories were imagined; these results suggested that the failure to recall was due to bias from the reporting procedure, not actual distortion of the memories. According to a literature review by Spanos, Burgess, and Burgess (1994), people who form pseudomemories of being abducted by aliens often do so within the context of hypnotic and structured interviews that create demands for the reporting of such experiences, which people then come to interpret as actual memories of abduction.

The formation of pseudomemories can create problems for those using hypnosis to obtain information. Coons (1988) studied the case of a woman interviewed by police who used a particularly suggestive interrogative technique. This led to the woman's confessing to a crime she did not commit and developing symptoms of multiple personality disorder created by the suggestions.

A second problem with using hypnosis to help recall memories is hypnotized subjects' overconfidence in their memories. Although subjects in the Sheehan et al. (1991) study who recalled pseudomemories were not more confident of their memories than were those who did not recall pseudomemories, subjects in other studies often have been more confident of pseudomemories formed during hypnosis. For a review, see the Council on Scientific Affairs, American Medical Association (1985).

In summary, hypnosis has sometimes been found to be effective in helping police to solve crimes by helping witnesses to recall more information. Although hypnotically age-regressed individuals appear to return to an earlier time, their recall of details from that time has been found to be inaccurate. Studies that have shown hypnosis to improve recall have examined the recall of meaningful information. Most studies seeking to simulate realistic natural conditions have failed to show hypnotic hypermnnesia. Other studies have suggested that improvement in recall may have been due to repeated attempts at recall rather than to hypnosis per se. Finally, false memories have been created within the context of hypnosis; moreover subjects often report that they are confident of the accuracy of false or inaccurate memories. In an extensive review of the literature, a panel of experts on hypnosis and memory concluded that hypnosis does not improve recall of meaningless information and when hypnosis does affect recall of meaningful information it may increase the recall of both accurate and inaccurate information (Council on Scientific Affairs, American Medical Association, 1985).
'Stealing is always wrong.' Discuss with reference to unpaid downloading of music from the internet.

There are many different forms of stealing, from theft of property, muggings and burglaries, to theft of ideas through plagiarism. Although there are legal sanctions against many forms of stealing, the issue of moral and social sanctions has always been more complex. For example, Robin Hood, who stole from the rich to give to the poor, is held up as a great British hero. Flaskin (1986) suggests that ethical issues are not simply questions of right and wrong but should be regarded as 'dilemmas'. In this essay I shall use the example of downloading music from the internet to highlight these complexities but, contrary to the view held by Flaskin, to argue that in this case, stealing is always wrong.

In recent years, there have been a number of high profile cases against people who have shared music files for free on the internet. Prior to the development of the internet, music was similarly shared via home taping. Lee (2006) argues that although home taping is technically illegal, no one pursues this as perpetrators cannot be caught. Because it is possible to catch internet file sharers, Lee argues that they are being unfairly punished. Whilst there may be a practical basis to this argument – it is easier to catch downloaders than home tapers – this does not mean that one behaviour should be considered acceptable and the other should not. This kind of argument is a rationalisation, used to make unacceptable actions appear acceptable.

Indeed, this point is made by Cuttle (2007). Cuttle, a legal expert, states that 'piracy of software, video games and music is stealing' and makes it clear that all such copying is illegal. Given that there is a legal argument against both home taping and internet downloading, it appears reasonable to assume that both should be considered as wrong. However, it is important to explore the moral arguments in order to evaluate whether such behaviours should also be considered 'wrong' from an ethical perspective.

Research by Mixim, Moss and Plummer (1934), as well as later studies inspired by Mixim et al., suggest that most people do maintain an ethical sense of right and wrong even in areas where stealing appears to be more socially acceptable. Their findings suggested that people's ethical sense wanes when payment methods are difficult but they do not forget what is ethically right. Ebo, Markham and Malik (2004) examined the effect on internet downloading of easier payment schemes. During the study there was a dramatic decrease in illegal downloads with the majority of users choosing to make use of the easy payment scheme. This indicates that the majority of people in the study acknowledged that to download music for free, in effect stealing it, was wrong.

A different ethical perspective is suggested by those authors who support unpaid downloading, especially those who use ethical and artistic arguments to counter economic arguments. A number of authors such as 'Carla' (2006), an internet downloader, assert that the main argument against downloading comes from record companies who are primarily concerned with their own profits. Economic arguments are treated by such writers as if they are intrinsically weaker than artistic ones. 'Carla' develops this argument to suggest that true artists are driven by a desire to have their music heard by others and welcome the 'service' provided by file sharers. Hibbs (2006), a member of the public, also argues that file sharing is a kindness between friends. These kinds of arguments can sound convincing as they make downloading appear to be altruistic, and altruism appears to have the ethical advantage over the rush for profits. On the other hand, it could be argued that this is altruism at someone else's expense. The economics of free downloading do not help less well known artists, so not paying for downloads of their work is unethical.

Furthermore, those who defend downloading often act as if they know best the 'real' wishes and interests of artists. Carla, for example, refers to 'true artists', without defining what a 'true artist' is,
or providing evidence to show what such 'true' artists would want. Authors such as 'Carla' and Hibbs
do not provide evidence to show that artists regard free downloading as being more in their interests
than the actions taken by businesses. As music sales are usually of direct financial benefit to artists,
many artists may also disagree with free downloading.

Moreover, Cuttle (2007) asserts that arguments such as Carla's and Hibbs's are invalid in free
market terms. Publishers have a right to charge the highest price that they are able to obtain, and
consumers can choose whether or not to purchase. In that case, business is not in the wrong to
charge whatever price the market will sustain. However, there are other economic, and indeed
artistic, arguments against Carla's and Hibbs's positions. Such authors assume that objections to
downloading come mainly from large corporations who can be dismissed as 'greedy'. Kahlinen
(2006) argues that small, independent companies and recording artists are most likely to suffer the
effects of downloading as their overall reliance on sales is greater. Given that sales for independent
artists tend to be low anyway, falling sales could mean the collapse of small labels. Whilst artists
could still have their music heard via free downloads, their position is unlikely to remain financially
viable for long. Ironically, this increases the likelihood of a music industry populated by the type of
'bland' or 'middle of the road' acts that Carla complaints would exist without internet downloading:
they will be the only artists that can guarantee reasonable sales.

In conclusion, I have demonstrated in this essay that there are arguments to support the view that
all stealing can be regarded as 'wrong'. This holds true even in relation to complex areas such as
internet downloading, where social behaviours may appear to support the view that downloading
without paying is acceptable. Indeed, in the case of unpaid downloading, there are legal and
ethical, economic and artistic arguments to support the view that stealing from the industry is
wrong. There are counter arguments, such as that downloading offers a service to music and small
artists, but there is little evidence to support such views or to suggest that they represent the view of
the majority. On the contrary, when given accessible, affordable payment options, most people
chose not to steal, thereby acknowledging that free downloading is wrong. Although moral positions
can easily be influenced by practical circumstances such as how easy it is to pay, research suggests
people maintain an ethical sense that stealing is always wrong.
DVD Lecture Recordings

See Hardbound Version
APPENDIX E

e-Learning Lectures, Exercises and an Example of Feedback
Provided to Participants in Study 3

e-Learning Lectures & Exercises

All e-learning lectures and exercises can be found at:

www.nuigalway.ie/psy/sub/CDwyer_CT_Course
**Example Feedback**

**Feedback from Lecture 3.1:**

Thank you very much to all of you who did the exercises. Below you will find some feedback on exercises from Lecture 3.1. In the future, I’d be very grateful if you could save your PowerPoint file or Rationale file to your computer and then attach that file in an email to me. This is the easiest way for me to view your work. Thanks again!

**Exercise: “Ireland should adopt Capital Punishment”**

The answers for this exercise are in the argument map below. Please compare and contrast your argument map with this one. Also, please take note of where you may have differed in your placement of some propositions and why you decided on that location.

![Argument Map Diagram]

You were also asked to answer a few questions based on this argument map.

**Question 1 asked:**

**Does the author sufficiently support their claims? Are the author’s claims relevant? Does the author attempt to refute their own arguments (i.e., disconfirm their belief)?**

Some of you answered that:

*The author did not sufficiently support his/her claims because most of the propositions used were based on personal opinion (i.e., there was an insufficient amount of evidence to suggest that Ireland should adopt capital punishment). The*
The author did attempt to refute their own claims, however, did so poorly in that he/or she only used personal opinion or ‘common belief’ statements.

The author sufficiently supported their claims as they were sufficiently backed up by other supports. These claims are all relevant to the argument, specifically the central claim. The author does not attempt to disconfirm his beliefs because he sticks to his guns that capital punishment should be adopted.

The truth of the matter is that the author did not sufficiently support his/her claims. Of the 8 reasons he provided, only 3 were based on either expert opinion, statistics from research or research data.

All the arguments made were relevant to the central claim.

The author did attempt to refute his/her claims (i.e. disconfirmed their own belief), as on 3 occasions, some form of objection to the reasoning was presented. However, the objections used were not of the highest quality.

Question 2 asked:

Are there other arguments you would include?

Some of you answered that:

Some argument should be made in terms of when the death penalty should/would be used, such as in cases of mental problems or a conviction of manslaughter.

Some argument should consider the nature of the crime, such as how the murder took place –details should be considered.

Everyone has a right to life, even murderers.

Law abiding citizens might grow to fear the government as they would have now have more control over you.

Please think about these ideas and claims and also think about how you could possibly integrate them into the argument map. In addition, think about how you might support or object to these new propositions.

Question 3 asked:

Does any proposition or any set of propositions suggest to you that the author is biased in any way?

Some of you answered:

The author is biased because he/she presents more reasons for why we should adopt capital punishment than for not adopting capital punishment.
The author was not biased because though he/she did present more reasons in favour of capital punishment, they were mostly based on personal opinion and were adequately objected to.

The correct answer is that the author is biased. However, some of you argued that it is because the author stated that ‘Ireland should adopt capital punishment’, thus making it a biased argument. This is not true, because the author may have made the same claim and then simply presented 5 objections across the top line of reasoning (as opposed to 4 supports). Remember, there is more to determining bias than simply assimilating what the central claim is; what is more important is how the author attempts to justify or refute this claim. The reason why this argument is biased is because the author only presents credible evidence (in 3 cases) to support the claim. In the cases where the author makes a claim and objects to it, both the reasons and objections are based on personal or common belief. This is done to disguise the author’s bias. In the cases where the author presents credible evidence, there are no objections.
APPENDIX F

Programme of Questions used to Guide the Focus Group Interview in Study 3

1. Could you tell me a little bit about the quality of the course, specifically the course materials, exercises and recordings?

2. Please tell me a little bit about the exercises and your reaction to those exercises with regards to the training of analysis, evaluation and inference skills.

3. Do you think that the exercises helped you achieve the aim of applying analysis, evaluation and inference?

4. Do you think the exercises would have been better if you received one per session, or were the two exercises per session necessary?

5. Please tell me about the quality of the feedback you received on the exercises as well as your reaction to the feedback.

6. Please tell me about your overall learning experience and try to describe the nature of this experience, particularly with regards to learning about critical thinking and argument mapping.

7. Please tell me about your experiences of thinking about thinking in this course and about whether or not it was a slow, fast or gradual process.

8. Over the duration of the course, from beginning to end, how do you feel you changed in the way you think about thinking?

9. Did you find argument mapping affected your ability to think critically?

10. If you were given the same course, but without argument mapping, do you think you would have gotten the same amount out of it, or maybe more out of it? Less? Please tell me what you think.

11. Can you tell me something about the ways in which you have applied your learning from the course since its completion?
12 How do you see yourself applying critical thinking and argument mapping skills in the future?

13 If you were to suggest ways in which to improve the critical thinking course materials for the purposes of delivering them again, what specific suggestions would you make?

14 Can you suggest any novel critical thinking exercises that might maintain interest and motivation in a future version of this course?

15 Can you suggest incentives or rewards that might be used to keep students engaged in an online critical thinking course?